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ABSTRACT  

In competitive electricity markets demand response use has been raised, while its 

effectiveness in addressing the intensive integration of distributed energy resources as the 

case of renewable intermittent sources has been identified as a great opportunity. In order to 

foster the use of demand response, in one hand, legal and regulatory issues must be solved 

and clarified. On the other hand, improved business models and consumer characterization 

approaches, namely considering the resource aggregation, are required. More active and 

effective consumers’ participation can help improving the system reliability and decrease or 

defer the required investments, always taking into account the guarantee of adequate comfort 

levels.  

SPIDER, a decision support system developed in the scope of this thesis, provides 

tools for addressing demand response actions and schemes, while considering also distributed 

generation and network issues, namely in the scope of smart grids. It undertakes the technical 

validation of the solution using realistic network simulation with real time digital simulation 

performance. SPIDER is able to support decision making concerning demand response 

programs design and use.  

The core contribution of this thesis relies on the proof of the ability of the demand 

response programs to improve the effectiveness of the network operation, also considering 

distributed generation. The focus is given to the participation of small size consumers through 

the aggregation provided by several aggregation entities. The key contributions that support 

the thesis include consumer modeling and classification, consumption shifting, event duration 

definition, real time pricing for wind integration, demand response and distributed generation, 

aggregation, remuneration, and the use of metaheuristic approaches. 

A set of adequate case studies have been implemented in order to support the 

illustration of the effectiveness of each methodology and approach and to demonstrate how 

each of them contribute to the core contribution of the thesis. 

Keywords: Demand Response; Consumer; Energy Resource Management; Network 

Simulation; Remuneration; Smart Grids. 
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RESUMO 

No âmbito dos mercados competitivos de energia elétrica, o uso da demand response 

tem crescido consideravelmente, enquanto a sua adequação ao suporte da forte penetração de 

recursos energéticos distribuídos tem-se revelado uma grande oportunidade. Para um uso 

ainda maior da demand response é necessário, por um lado, tratar de barreiras legais e 

regulatórias. Por outro lado, são necessários novos modelos de negócio e metodologias para a 

caracterização dos consumidores, nomeadamente contemplando a agregação de recursos 

energéticos. Uma participação mais ativa dos consumidores poderá melhorar a fiabilidade do 

sistema e diminuir ou diferir investimentos em novas unidades de produção de energia 

elétrica, sempre garantindo o nível adequado de conforto dos consumidores. 

O SPIDER, um sistema de apoio à decisão concebido no âmbito desta tese, permite o 

estudo das ações e programas de demand response considerando também a produção 

distribuída e as questões técnicas da rede de distribuição, nomeadamente no âmbito das smart 

grids. Este sistema permite a validação técnica das soluções obtidas através de simulação em 

tempo real. O SPIDER apoia a decisão, no que diz respeito ao desenvolvimento e uso 

adequado dos programas de demand response.  

A contribuição nuclear desta tese está em provar que é possível usar os programas de 

demand response para melhorar a eficácia de operação das redes elétricas, nomeadamente 

considerando também a produção distribuída. É focalizada a participação de consumidores de 

dimensão reduzida através da agregação. As contribuições que sustentam esta tese incluem a 

classificação, agregação, modelação e remuneração de consumidores, a deslocação de 

consumos, a definição da duração de um evento de demand response, preços em tempo real 

para gestão de produção eólica, e o uso de técnicas heurísticas em problemas de otimização. 

Foram implementados diversos casos de estudo de modo a ilustrar a adequação de cada 

uma das metodologias desenvolvidas bem como para demonstrar a contribuição de cada uma 

destas para a formalização da contribuição nuclear da tese. 

Palavras-chave: Demand Response; Consumidor; Gestão de Recursos Energéticos; 

Simulação de Rede; Remuneração; Smart Grids. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter exposes the motivation of this thesis work. The relevance of the thesis 

contributions is explained, referring to a short but highly relevant reference list. This chapter 

provides readers with the work objectives and with the organization of the thesis.  

1.1 MOTIVATION 

Demand Response (DR) refers to the change of the consumption pattern by the end 

consumers in response to market price signals or incentives due to reliability or economic 

reasons [DoE-2006], [Faria-2015a]. This concept has gained more relevance leading to the 

implementation of DR programs in electricity markets around the world. The most relevant 

example is the United States of America (US) where several Independent System Operators 

(ISO) have put in place demand response programs that achieved remarkable power levels. In 

January 2014 the transmission operator “PJM Interconnection”, one of the largest US ISO, 

activated about 2,000 MW of demand response for several hours on January 7th, and over 

2,500 MW for several hours on January 23rd and January 28th. Demand response resources 

provided 21 MW on five occasions between December 2013 and February 2014 to ISO New 

England, as part of its 2013-2014 Winter Reliability Program [FERC-2014]. Without much 

public information, the most developed countries in Asia are also tracking this path. Demand 

response has also gained widespread policy support in Europe, namely through the Third 

Energy Package, the Network Codes, and the Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) [EC-2013]. 

The Article 15.8 of EED includes clear and specific requirements for national regulators and 

system operators of member states enabling consumer access to markets through demand 

response programs. Analyzing the evolution of the state of demand response in Europe from 

2013 to 2014, it can be seen that there was a measurable progress in sequence of the EED. 

However, only 6 countries have reached a level so that demand response is commercially 
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viable. In several countries demand response is “illegal” or impossible due to the current 

regulations [SEDC-2014]. 

Consumers’ active participation is one of the bases for the successful implementation 

of smart grids [Borlase-2013], [JCR-2014], [Saber-2012]. However, that participation is still 

being envisaged as part of the traditional customer-supplier relationship and not with suitable 

models that consider more flexible approaches. Regarding smart grids, huge investments have 

already been made, namely in smart metering. Currently about 45 million electricity smart 

meters are operating in only three European Union (EU) State Members (Finland, Italy, and 

Sweden). An additional investment of 45 billion Euros is estimated to install more 200 

million smart meters in the EU till 2020 [EC-2014]. However, the existence of smart metering 

by itself does not ensure that the potential consumers’ active participation is used in an 

effective and interesting way. The opportunities brought by the smart metering availability are 

not being explored and there is not enough research in the field. Consequently, one cannot 

believe that those opportunities will be exploited soon by new business models that can be put 

into operation and significantly contribute to enable effective consumers’ participation and the 

consequent contribution to the system efficiency increase. 

While a repeated pattern of regulatory barriers remains and several additional problems 

are identified, ten indicative rules have been listed for the success of demand response in 

Europe [SEDC-2015]. Some of them are related to legal and regulatory issues. Many others 

refer to the problem of resources’ aggregation and the respective market structures and to the 

communication protocols [NAVIGANT-2015a], [PNNL-2014], [Borlase-2013]. The Smart 

Energy Demand Coalition (SEDC) recently published a position paper concerning the 

independent aggregation in the European electricity markets [SEDC-2015]. It refers to the 

EED mention on “Member States shall promote access to and participation of Demand 

Response in balancing, reserves and other system services markets (…) Such specifications 

shall include the participation of aggregators” as a clear motivation for the DR to participate 

alongside generation in electricity markets [SEDC-2015].  

The identification of the main obstacles to the effective integration of demand 

response, and of the most prominent potential solutions to overcome them, lead to the urgent 

need for further developments in order to enable the necessary step forward in the field. In 

fact, it is needed to put together solutions that cover a set of essential and connected fields, 

such as demand response, consumer aggregation, communications and resource optimization. 
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The aim is to take full advantage of the potential of consumers’ demand flexibility, while 

ensuring their proper remuneration and increasing the efficiency of the whole energy and 

power system [Kilkki-2015], [OPOWER-2014].  

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

In the current context of power systems and electricity markets, demand response is 

increasing the diversity of approaches and business models that can be implemented, bringing 

large advantages for the whole system and related players and beneficiaries. However new 

legal and methodologic barriers and difficulties must be faced.  

The work developed in this thesis contributes with approaches aiming at addressing the 

referred difficulties, in the scope of a large vision that regards the design and implementation 

of a Decision-Support System (DSS) oriented for supporting the decision making concerning 

DR program and contract design and use. The interests and challenges of several players 

acting in the DR programs, namely consumers, Independent System Operator (ISO), Virtual 

Power Players (VPPs), and Curtailment Service Providers (CSPs) are the basic motivation for 

the developed work. 

Despite the diversity of the methodologies developed in this thesis work, there is a 

core contribution, which concerns the proof of the concept that it is possible to implement DR 

at distribution levels of power systems, integrating small size consumers, namely in the scope 

of Smart Grids (SG) [ADS-2013]. Detailed explanation will be done in Section 3.2.  

Concerning the thesis contributions, several ones concerning specific objectives can be 

listed, namely the following: 

• DR programs characterization – analyze and discuss the existing DR programs and 

possible approaches to identify the opportunities that can be achieved in each 

context; 

• Consumer models – address approaches for the consumer behavior and flexibility 

in the participation in DR programs and events;  

• Baselines – use and parametrize the performance evaluation methods, namely 

baselines, to support an improved accuracy in the identification of the actual 

consumers participation in a DR event; 
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• Consumers’ classification – define the approaches for the consumers classification 

according to their characteristics namely concerning the response to DR events, in 

groups distinct from the traditional type of consumers (domestic, commercial, etc.); 

• DR shifting – model the consumer preferences and possibilities for the shifting of 

the consumption to distinct periods, namely considering the energy resources 

scheduling and dispatch; 

• Event duration definition – analyze the impact, benefits and effects of different 

durations of a DR event, namely in what concerns the economic performance of the 

energy resource scheduling; 

• Real Time Pricing (RTP) and Wind – identify the opportunities for using real-time 

pricing to address the effective large scale integration of wind power in smart grids; 

• DR and Distributed Generation (DG) schedule – develop optimization models to 

address the optimal economic operation of distributed energy resources considering 

DG and DR;  

• Aggregation – design and implement clustering and aggregation methods in order 

to capture the consumer characteristics and define groups of resources for the 

participation in DR programs; 

• Remuneration – design and implement innovative approaches for the remuneration 

of the resources participation, namely identifying the value that each consumer 

gives to the participation in DR programs, also considering DG; 

• Heuristics – explore the possibility of using heuristic approaches for obtaining the 

optimal schedule of DG and DR resources, namely when the performed studies 

involve a huge number of resources or when the execution time is relevant; 

• SPIDER Simulator – develop a DSS system that accommodates the methods and 

approaches developed in the scope of this thesis work; 

• Case studies – design and analyze of a set of case studies able to illustrate and test 

the developed methods and approaches, proving their effectiveness and providing 

support to the core contribution of this thesis.  

Each of these key contributions will be explored in Section 3 in more detail, 

identifying the published papers that are related with each of the contributions. 
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1.3 RELATED PROJECTS AND PUBLICATIONS  

The work developed in the scope of this thesis partially contributed to the objectives 

and results of several projects under FCT “Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia”, FP7 

“European Commission Seventh Framework Programme”, H2020 “European Commission 

Research and Innovation programme in 2014 – 2020)”, ITEA “EUREKA Cluster programme 

supporting innovative, industry-driven, pre-competitive R&D projects in the area of Software-

intensive Systems & Services (SiSS)”, ON2 “O Novo Norte - North Portugal Regional 

Operational Programme”, QREN “Quadro de Referência Estratégico Nacional”, under the 

supervision of the Research Group on Intelligent Engineering and Computing for Advanced 

Innovation and Development – GECAD. The regarded projects are:   

• SASGER-MeC - Simulation and analysis of smart grids with renewable energy 

sources in the scope of competitive markets, ON2, (NORTE-07-0162-FEDER-

000101);  

• IMaDER - Intelligent Short Term Management of Distributed Energy Resources in 

a Multi-Player Competitive Environment, FCT, (PTDC/SEN-ENR/122174/2010);  

• ELECON - Electricity Consumption Analysis to Promote Energy Efficiency 

Considering Demand Response and Non-technical Losses, FP7-PEOPLE – IRSES, 

(318912- FP7-PEOPLE);  

• SEAS - Smart Energy Aware Systems, ITEA2, (12004); 

• GID-MicroRede - Intelligent and Decentralized Management System for Private 

Microgrids, QREN, (Ref.34086); 

• FUSE-IT - Facility Using smart Secured Energy & Information Technology, 

ITEA2, (13023).  

• DREAM-GO – Enabling Demand Response for short and real-time Efficient And 

Market Based smart Grid Operation – An intelligent and real-time simulation 

approach, H2020-PEOPLE – RISE; 

The work developed in this thesis has resulted in the publication of 60 papers, in 

journals, book chapters, and conference proceedings. Regarding the 20 most relevant papers 
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as first author, 6 of these papers were published in SCI1 journals ([Faria-2013a], [Faria-

2013b], [Faria-2014a], [Faria-2014b], [Faria-2015a], [Faria-2015b], 1 in book chapter [Faria-

2015c], and 13 in relevant international conference proceedings ([Faria-2012a], [Faria-

2012b], [Faria-2012c], [Faria-2013c], [Faria-2013d], [Faria-2013e], [Faria-2013f], [Faria-

2013g], [Faria-2014c], [Faria-2014d], [Faria-2014e], [Faria-2014f], [Faria-2015d]). Several 

other papers have been published in collaboration with other authors. Full details on the 

relevant contribution to this thesis are presented in Sub-section 3.1.  

1.4 THESIS ORGANIZATION 

This thesis is organized in four chapters. After the present introduction chapter, chapter 

2 exposes the most important concepts, experiences and implementations concerning DR. A 

brief description of the actual DR experiences is made.   

Chapter 3 presents the key contributions of this thesis and explains how these 

contributions work as a whole in order to support the main and core contribution of the thesis. 

The related publications that support each key contribution are identified. The analysis of 

several case studies concerning the developed models is also presented.  

Chapter 4 presents the most important conclusions that resulted from the developed 

work. Some perspectives of future work are also presented. 

                                                 

1 Science Citation Index® (SCI®); http://thomsonreuters.com/products_services/ 
science/science_products/a-z/science_citation_index/ 
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2 BACKGROUND 

Demand Response (DR) is a very important topic in the planning and operation of 

electricity markets and of power systems in general. It has been largely fostered in the past 

years, in approaches and business models that consider opportunities beyond the traditional 

use of DR that was based on distinct electricity tariffs for different periods of the day. The 

changes in the power systems operation and in the Electricity Market (EM) organization have 

required the development of new DR programs in order to take full advantage of DR. Some of 

the concepts are introduced in this section, while the current status of DR implementation is 

discussed.  

2.1  INTRODUCTION  

2.1.1 Concepts 

The demand response concept has been changing in recent years with the aim of 

adapting it to the new power system characteristics. Broadly defined, demand response refers 

to the active participation of a consumer in the EMs checking and responding to prices of 

electricity that change from period to period, and accounting incentive payments. This period 

can vary from months (when energy efficiency is studied) to a few minutes (when real-time 

pricing is applied). Demand response has been defined in [DoE-2006] as follows:  

"Changes in electric usage by end-use customers from their normal consumption 

patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity over time, or to incentive payments 

designed to induce lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when 

system reliability is jeopardized.” 

The participation of a consumer in a DR program or event is always a contribution to 

the reduction on the need of electricity in a specific period, in a specific area. This area can be 

seen as the whole power system or be related with the special case of transmission congestion 
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in a small area. Consumers can react to electricity prices or DR incentive-based events [DoE-

2006] in three ways. Firstly, one have the possibility of “Foregoing” which corresponds to 

reducing electricity usage at times of high prices or DR program events, without using it later. 

It can cause temporary loss of amenity or comfort. Second, the “Shifting” corresponds to the 

rescheduling of the electricity usage from periods of high prices or DR programs events to 

other periods. The service or amenity is re-established in the subsequent or rescheduled 

period. This reschedule can have costs regarding overtime payment or productivity losses due 

to the required adjustments in the production process. Finally, “Onsite generation”, in which 

consumers who have an onsite or backup emergency generator may respond by using it to 

satisfy some or all of their or others consumption needs.  

The use of any of the referred strategies causes inconvenience, discomfort, and/or loss 

of productivity in the buildings occupants or in the laboring process. Such factors should be 

included in the cost-benefit analysis that supports DR decisions, even if some of them are not 

directly accounted. One of the approaches to measure the value that the consumers put in 

electricity consumption, namely when facing electricity price changes, is the price elasticity 

of demand. The price elasticity rate is a measure used in the economics to evaluate a good or 

service demand response to a change in its price, i.e. the percentage change in the demanded 

quantity in response to one percent change in price [Arnold-2008]. This is a normalized 

measure of the intensity of how the usage of electricity changes when its price changes by one 

percent. On the other hand, demand elasticity is a measure of how price changes when the 

usage of electricity changes. The price elasticity rate can be of two types: The own-price 

elasticity which measures how customers will change the consumption due to changes in 

electricity price, regardless the period of variation; The substitution elasticity which is related 

to the change in the period, of the day or the week, of the consumption of electricity. 

The implementation of electricity markets gives place to the acting of several players 

in the market trying to reach individual and global goals. The main players are the consumers 

and the producers since the objective is to supply the consumers’ demand. Traditionally, this 

has often been achieved by vertically integrated companies supplying to consumers the 

energy provided by producers. In the scope of the current EMs a diversity of players such as 

DNO (Distribution Network Operator), TSO (Transmission System Operator), MO (Market 

Operator), VPP (Virtual Power Player), CSP (Curtailment Service Provider), and Retailers, 
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interact to accomplish individual and common goals. These players’ interaction can regard 

physical electricity flows and/or financial electricity exchanges [Nguyen-2011]. 

Considering the participation of the new distributed energy resources connected to the 

networks in EMs, aggregators are required. Small players owning distributed energy resources 

do not have the capability of participating in a competitive environment. As example of 

aggregator, a VPP can aggregate several small-scale energy resources, as DG, storage, electric 

vehicles and DR, managing these resources and making them able to participate in electricity 

markets [EC-2010], [Morais-2014]. Focusing on aggregating consumers DR participation, the 

CSP is relevant in order to make the small consumers able to participate in DR programs 

designed for large consumers. Small consumers, without the reduction capacity required by 

the DR program operator (usually an ISO) make a contract with a CSP, which aggregates 

several small consumers participates in the DR program.  

2.1.2 Demand Response Program classification 

Demand response programs can broadly be divided in two wide groups, namely price-

based demand response and incentive-based demand response [DoE-2006]. 

Price-based demand response is related to the changes in energy consumption by 

customers in response to the variations in their purchase prices. According to [DoE-2006], 

this group includes Time-Of-Use (TOU), Real Time Pricing (RTP) and Critical-Peak Pricing 

(CPP) rates. For different hours or time periods, if the price varies significantly, customers 

can respond to price variations with changes in energy use. Their energy bills can be reduced 

if they adjust the time of the energy usage exploiting the lower prices in some periods and/or 

reduce consumption when prices are higher. Currently, the response to price-based demand 

response programs by adjusting the time of consumption is entirely voluntary. 

Incentive-based demand response includes programs that give customers fixed or time 

varying incentives in addition to their electricity rates. These can be established by utilities, 

load-serving entities, or by a regional grid operator. Some of these programs penalize 

customers that fail the contractual response when events are declared.  

Figure 2.1 [DoE-2006] shows the integration of DR programs in the power system 

operation and planning, from a time horizon point of view, in the context of EMs. Another 

important demand-side resource that can be considered independently, but not necessarily 

disconnected from the above described DR programs is the energy efficiency.  
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Figure 2.1. Demand response in electric system planning and operation [DoE-2006] 

Since 2006, the paradigm of power systems and electricity markets has been constantly 

changing. According to each specific context and reality, distinct approaches for DR 

programs classification have been proposed. One of the most relevant associations in the field 

of DR is the “Open Automated DR Aliance – OpenADR” (http://openadr.memberclicks.net ). 

A draft document published in 2014 [OADR-2014] proposes the classification of DR 

according to 6 distinct program types: Critical Peak Pricing, Capacity Biding Program, 

Residential Thermostat Program/Direct Load Control, Fast DR Dispatch/Ancillary Services 

Program, Electric Vehicle (EV) DR Program, and Distributed Energy Resources (DER) DR 

Program.  

Some of the classifications established in [DoE-2006] are still being used in this 

document. However, some different classifications have been added in [OADR-2014] 

according to the more recent and increasingly relevant and impacting resources, as the case of 

electric vehicles and distributed energy resources, namely in the context of smart grids. In 

fact, these resources have been considered in [DoE-2006] according to their market 

integration, without distinction from other types of resources.  

The above referred classification approaches refer to the scope and motivation of DR 

programs implementation. It is also important to find ways of classifying the DR programs 

and events according to their implementation further than the scope and motivation. An 

approach to such need has been published by the North America ISO and RTO association 
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[ISORTO-2014]. The US is the country in the world with the largest implementation of DR, 

where the regulatory orders and reports from FERC concerning the use of DR play a relevant 

role [Godin-2014], [FERC-2014].  

The report in [ISORTO-2014] concerns the DR programs classification according to 

the parameters that have been specified in [NAESB-2008], namely:  

• Features 

o Service type: Energy, Capacity, Reserve, Regulation; 
o Trigger logic: Automatic response, Economic dispatch / Energy price higher 

than offer price, Critical peak hours, Day-ahead Locational Marginal Price 
(LMP); 

o Overuse restriction: number of declared events in each DR program, maximum 
number of days, maximum number of hours per day; 

• Participant roles 

o Deployment: Resource-Specific Deployment, Bulk Deployment, Self-
Deployment; 

• Event process 

o Timing: advance notification period, ramp period, Sustained Response Period, 
Recovery Period; 

o Metering: Telemetry, telemetry accuracy, reporting interval, data transmission 
frequency; 

• Performance evaluation 

o Maximum Base Load, Baseline Type-I, Baseline Type-II, Meter before / meter 
after, Meter generator output. 

A diversity of actual parameter levels and values are being implemented [NAESB-

2008]. Further details on this matter are presented and discussed in Sub-section 2.2 of this 

thesis. 

2.2 DEMAND RESPONSE STATUS 

DR gained increasing relevance as it proved its effectiveness in practice and its ability 

to generate benefits for the whole power and energy systems as well as for the involved 

players [Fernandes-2014], [Ghazvini-2015], [Karangelos-2012]. Successful DR programs are 

currently implemented in electricity markets around the world. As an example, in 2013 in the 

US, businesses and homeowners earned over $2.2 billion in revenues from demand response, 

more than the avoided investment in grid infrastructure and power plants. However, some 
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legal issues are putting the DR business models currently used in the US at risk, interfering 

with the already existing DR implementations [PLMA-2015], [OPOWER-2014].  

DR is a high value resource with low cost, when compared with the other available 

substituting resources such as the large power plants and some distributed generation [EC-

2013], [DoE-2006]. It has already been proved in practice that DR is able to adequately 

prevent and/or solve emergency situations [Morais-2014], [Woo-2010], [Faria-2011]. One of 

the most relevant events occurred in the summer 2013. Due to a heat wave in the Eastern 

United States (US), a new record for peak demand (33,955 MW) has been registered for 

NYISO – New York ISO on 19th July. In PJM, one of the largest US ISOs, emergency and 

economic DR helped to address transmission constraints, high loads, and unplanned outages. 

On July 18th, 1638 MW of DR resources have been dispatched. The largest DR event (5949 

MW) for emergency purposes in PJM occurred in September 11th. On July 19th, at ISO-NE 

(ISO New England) 200 MW of DR have been dispatched, in a context of 27359 MW of peak 

demand [FERC-2013]. 

In spite of having already proved to be a very valuable and flexible resource with low 

cost when compared with alternative resources [Karangelos-2012], [Faria-2014d], [PLMA-

2015], DR use is still at very low levels around the world. Unlocking a significant part of the 

full DR potential across the diverse segments of power and energy systems will bring 

increased efficiency to power and energy systems. This is the faster and most significant 

energy efficiency increase in the sector that can be envisaged for the coming years. For 

instance, it is estimated that US households alone have a potential of 65GW of peak reduction 

— equivalent to $3 billion worth of annual capacity [OPOWER-2014]. 

2.2.1 Europe 

The current state of DR in Europe is very insipient. Adequate and effective models, 

methods and technologic solutions are required to stimulate DR use enabling it to release 

money into the local economies [SEDC-2014].  

DR has gained widespread policy support in Europe, namely through the Third Energy 

Package, the Network Codes, and the Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) [EC-2013]. The 

Article 15.8 of the EED includes clear and specific requirements for the national regulators 

and system operators of the European Union Member States in order to allow consumer 

access to markets through DR programs.  
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The evolution of the state of DR in Europe from 2013 to 2014 is presented in Figure 

2.2. Some progress has been verified in sequence of the EED establishment. However, only 6 

countries have reached a level where DR is commercially viable. Looking at the areas covered 

in orange and red in Figure 2.2, we can observe that in several countries DR is still “illegal” 

or impossible due to regulation.  

 
Figure 2.2. Demand Response Map of Europe 2013-2014 [SEDC-2014] 

All over Europe, several initiatives have been launched in order to improve DR use. 

However, several kinds of barriers and issues have been limiting the impact of those 

initiatives. For instance, the UK capacity market has been “Accused of Being a New Fossil-

Fuel Subsidy” [Tweed-2015]. This is because in the first capacity auction, held in December 

2014, traditional generators won the lion’s share of the bids for about 50 gigawatts. The 

reasons why DR could not compete include: demand resources were only allowed one-year 

contracts, compared to fifteen-year contracts available to traditional generation; the events 

that will be called to shift load are open-ended (they could last for 30 minutes, or three hours, 

or an entire day); demand resources were not allowed to participate in the four-year and two-

year auctions simultaneously. This is a good example of new opportunities being open to the 

loads participation without any practical positive impact. 

While several barriers and problems are identified, ten indicative rules have been listed 

for the success of DR in Europe by SEDC [SEDC-2014]. Some of them are related to legal 
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and regulatory issues; the others refer to the problem of resources aggregation, the respective 

market structures, and to the communication protocols.   

In fact, a repeated pattern of regulatory barriers remains, effectively avoiding the 

implementation of the programs and the ability of third parties to enter DR markets. High 

impact DR implementations around the world use a top down approach what makes their 

success strongly sensitive to regulatory issues and from currently installed interests, namely 

those represented by the largest and more powerful players in the power and energy field. 

2.2.2 Portugal 

In Portugal, according to the regulations of Decree No. 592/2010 [Economia-2010], 

consumers have a base remuneration depending on the value of interruptible power varying in 

several steps. The minimum interruptible power is 0.25 MW. The maximum base 

remuneration is paid to consumers with an interruptible power higher than 4 MW. This base 

remuneration is a fixed monthly paid rate and depends on the value of the consumer 

interruptible power. An additional remuneration amount is established, which depends on the 

medium market price in the periods of the declared event, on the interruptible power, and on 

the total number of hours of interruption in a certain month. Penalizations to the consumers 

who fail to respond to an event are established. The smallest penalization corresponds to four 

months of base remuneration. The worst case leads to the ceasing of the DR contract. 

The report concerning 2014 use of the interruptibility service has been published in 

February 2015 [REN-2015]. It reports 51 facilities/consumers enrolled (more two than in 

2013), 705 MW of interruptible load (5% increase comparing to 2013), and 101.9 M€ (17% 

increase comparing to 2013) of paid remuneration [REN-2015]. Since 2011, when this service 

was created, the DR program has never been activated. This means that the paid remuneration 

only concerns the base remuneration, which is like a capacity payment. 

2.2.3 United States 

The US is the country with the largest implementation of DR, in which is, therefore, 

very relevant to address the current characterization of DR programs, as in [ISORTO-2014]. 

According to this report, till now, DR programs have been successfully used for events that 

are announced with some anticipation. This anticipation usually ranges from the day-ahead to 

timings very close to real-time. In the cases closer to real-time, a ramp period is assumed 
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(around 10 minutes at least) so that the aggregator or the consumer is able to provide the 

consumption reduction capacity.  

The anticipated announcement is required so that consumers are alerted to the need or 

opportunity of lowering their demand during the event periods. Although the enrolment in the 

DR programs is voluntary, once enrolled consumers assume some obligations. As there is a 

large diversity of DR programs, these obligations can assume diverse forms. For example, it 

is usual to have obligations and constraints as: minimum resource size and minimum 

reduction amount (from 0 to 5 MW; for the large ones, aggregation is allowed); total DR 

contribution limit (from 10% to 50%); overuse restriction (sometimes, the response above the 

scheduled is not paid); sustained response period (can be up to 8 hours); minimum number of 

participated voluntary events (typically 2 events over 4); etc.  

The implementation of DR programs can be characterized according to several 

features, as referred in Sub-section 2.1.2. One of the most important ones is the service type, 

which can be energy, capacity, regulation, or reserve. Concerning Energy Type, DR is used 

for both economic and reliability issues. For the trigger logic, while in the reliability driven 

programs only Operational Procedure (OP) is defined, without further details, in the economic 

driven programs one can also find price-triggered programs (for example $100/MWh). While 

a minimum resource size is in most of the cases defined, the minimum reduction is not so 

rigid. However, in many cases, the minimum reduction is equal to the minimum resource size. 

The aggregation of resources in order to meet the program requirements is generally allowed. 

Usually, there is no limit for the contribution of DR. The mandatory response to a declared 

event is very expressive in the price-triggered programs. This can be due to the fact that in 

such programs the consumers, or aggregators, previously submitted a bid to the market so the 

participation is mandatory. Concerning the event process, it is possible to find a wide 

diversity of response time, advance notification, and ramp period. The recovery period is 

generally not defined or not monitored.  

Focusing on the Capacity service type, the existing DR programs are only reliability-

driven. Contrarily to the Energy service type, the electricity price appears as one of the 

possible triggers. However, in this case, the events can only be declared in the peak 

consumption hours. Comparing to the Energy service type, the minimum resource size and 

minimum reduction are more flexible and the aggregation is always allowed. However, once a 

DR event is declared, the response is mandatory. 
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The second main feature used for the DR programs characterization is the primary 

driver, which can be “economic” or “reliability”. Both appear in the service type’s 

characterization except in the capacity service which is only driven by reliability issues. 

While in the reliability-driven DR programs all the service types are applied, in the economic-

driven programs the capacity service programs are not use. The energy service is the most 

used for economic driver while the capacity service is the most used one for reliability. 

Moreover, the non-mandatory response programs are related to the energy service, 

disregarding the primary driver. Higher minimum reduction levels are required in the 

reliability-driven programs. 

Despite the wide range of market opportunities for demand response integration, the 

currently existing ones only cover some specific features. It is expected that the improvements 

provided by the widening of smart grids potentiate the increase of demand response programs 

and their covering on the integration opportunities. Further details on the analysis of 

[ISORTO-2014] report can be found in [Faria-2015c]. 

A review on the state of DR after 2014 and a discussion of the expectations for 2015 

are presented in [PLMA-2015], with main focus on the US. The most important identified 

issue about DR is related to the difficulties in using it in the PJM energy market due to a 

federal court appeal, although it proved before to be very effective and successful.  

It is expected that 2015 brings a significant improvements on DR, more due to the use 

of new technology than to regulation changes. Improvements in the advanced metering 

infrastructure are expected to improve the renewables integration on the ancillary services 

markets.  

2.3 DEMAND RESPONSE RESOURCE AGGREGATION AND 

REMUNERATION 

The aggregation of small size resources to participate in DR is of upmost importance 

for the system operation reliability and for enabling the participation of small consumers in 

DR programs. Otherwise, those consumers would not be able to participate in DR programs 

oriented for large consumers. Moreover, individual small consumers do not have means to 

access the required decision and technologic means that aggregation can offer them. Looking 
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at the largest DR market in the world, the PJM capacity market, 77% of the provided DR in 

2013 was based on dedicated aggregation service providers [PJM-2013].  

It should be noted that such DR aggregation, for capacity programs and made by 

dedicated aggregation entities, is separated from the sale of electricity. This may rise 

important questions concerning the lack of coordination between the sale of electricity to the 

consumers by a retailer and the participation in DR programs, namely in an aggregated way, 

due to the mismatch of the retailer electricity demand forecast. Once a retailer acquires 

electrical energy in the market for the forecasted demand, if the consumers participate in a DR 

program, some electrical energy will not be used. 

Together with retailers, a Balance Responsible Party (BRP) is an entity relevant for 

this process. A BRP is responsible for the aggregation of the deviations in a certain power 

system area in what concerns the electrical energy consumption. Such deviations currently 

also include the deviations on DR programs participation. [SEDC-2015] identifies the two 

most critical issues on the electricity consumption and DR aggregation: 1) avoiding imbalance 

penalties for the BRP in sequence of a DR event declared by an independent aggregator; and 

2) giving an open energy position of the BRP due to the DR activation in an energy market. A 

successful solution for a coherent adjustment mechanism is therefore required as the critical 

component for the successful DR market implementation. 

The current literature and electricity market implementations concerning DR programs 

present several technical and economic operation models; Most of them are oriented for large-

size resources integration, [Kilkki-2015], [Faria-2014b]. Although these are helpful for major 

production centers, the truth is that small-size resources are not able to participate in the 

energy markets individually due to their low power capacity. The solution for this problem is 

the aggregation of the resources in order to obtain a larger power capacity and, therefore, 

allow participation in the energy markets [Karangelos-2012], [Faria, 2014b], [Vrba-2014]. 

The existing methods assume that each resource is remunerated individually and that 

there is enough available information about each resource objectives and motivations, which 

is not always possible. This is especially important in the case of DR resources, mostly due to 

the uncertainty concerning the consumption predictions. Another issue for the aggregated 

resources share of revenues, resulting from the participation in a DR event, is the definition of 

resources groups. The resources that constitute a group are scheduled and remunerated by the 

same rules. The determination of groups of consumers (DR resources) and/or DG resources 
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with similar characteristics can be performed using clustering methods [Vale-2011], [Xu-

2005]. Several groups (clusters) of resources can be defined using those clustering methods, 

aiming the capture of common characteristics that better define the resources in a specific 

context [Kaufman-1990], [Figueiredo-2005], [Ramos-2015]. In the specific case of DR 

programs definition, the aggregation allows to provide decision support in what concerns the 

monetary incentives to be given to each resource (or group of resources, for incentive based 

consumers and DG units) inducing their participation in the referred programs [Chicco-2003]. 

2.4 DEMAND RESPONSE AND DISTRIBUTED 

GENERATION BASED ON RENEWABLES 

One of the main achievements of the work done in recent years in the P&E sector is 

the common acceptance by the involved stakeholders (academic and research, utilities, 

producers, manufacturers, and policy makers) that power grids require major changes to 

accommodate in an efficient and secure way an intensive use of renewable based and 

distributed generation [Saber-2012], [Soares-2012], [Morais-2014]. The conclusion that the 

so-called smart grids are required is a crucial foundation for the work to be done in the 

coming years towards the modernization and restructuring of the power sector according to 

the new paradigms.   

Huge investments have already been made in projects concerning smart grids, 

including research and development projects, pilot installations, and rollout of smart grid 

based technology. In fact, when compared with other areas, smart grids made an extremely 

quick way from the research phase till the rolling out of practical solutions. However, this 

quick process is not entirely free of problems. A large number of practical applications, 

although very expensive, are enabling solutions that present serious limitations and provide 

little return of investment. Moreover, it is not clear that the rolled out equipment is 

sufficiently open and flexible to be useful for the next generation of smart grid solutions that 

should appear in the coming years. A list with 459 projects related to smart grids involving 

Member States is included in [JCR-2014].  

At this point, it is very important to look at the work already done and to identify the 

areas lacking more intensive research effort. The work done till now lies essentially in 1) the 

renewable based electricity generation and 2) in very particular aspects of smart grids. The 
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first area led to huge investments in wind and solar-based generation equipment. The second 

one is leading to huge investments in rolling out smart meters. It is important to carefully 

analyze the return of investment being achieved, especially because a large part of this 

investment involves public funds and incentives. The increase on the world advanced 

metering infrastructure to support DR is expected to cause a spending of $1.3 billion a year by 

2024 [NAVIGANT-2015a]. In what concerns Europe (EU-272), it is expected to have around 

72% of the electricity consumers equipped with smart metering until 2020 (with a global 

investment of 45 billion euro, representing 200 million smart meters) [EC-2014]. However, 

such large investments only can be considered benefic and cost-effective if DR 

implementation gives smart metering data a concrete added value. 

In what concerns 1), a relevant part of the renewable based production capacity is not 

being used. Although some of the constraints that must be faced are difficult to overcome, 

much better results can be achieved. Wind curtailment situations (when the available wind 

generation capacity cannot be fully used) are becoming serious and are rapidly increasing.  

In 2013, wind power had a high share of the electricity generated in Spain. The AEE 

(Asociación Empresarial Eólica) states that the wind penetration has increased along the years 

and they are committed to achieve the goal of at least 35 GW of wind power installed capacity 

till 2020. By the end of 2014, Spain had already registered 22.98GW of wind power 

generation capacity. However, increasing wind generation curtailment levels are actually 

being verified. In the first four months of 2013, 850 GWh of were curtailed and between 28 to 

31 of March 637 GWh were curtailed [McGovern-2013].  

DR use is very useful to solve or at least to mitigate these problems. It can efficiently 

contribute to eliminate or significantly reduce the need to waste the surplus of renewable non 

dispatchable resources. For that, DR must be strategically used as a means to foster demand 

increase in high generation resource availability periods. DR is also a very relevant way of 

profiting from the possibilities offered by smart metering giving a significant added value to 

the investments already made in this field.  

                                                 

2 European Union comprising 27 member states 
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2.5 OTHER RELATED WORK AND EXPERIENCES 

The current work about DR programs and the related models, concerning the different 

levels of the power systems operation and both the market/operator and consumers have been 

addressed by several associations, working groups, regulation entities, academia, etc. the 

present sub-section brings the explanation of the selected relevant work in the field. 

A relevant association in the DR scope is the Peak Load Management Alliance 

(PLMA). It is an association directed to the US as the main country in the DR field. However, 

PLMA takes and makes part of several alliances and associations about DR, which makes it 

universally working on DR issues. In [PLMA-2015], it is made a review on the state of DR 

after 2014, and discussed the expectations for 2015. The most important issue on DR was 

related to removing it from the PJM energy market, due to a federal court appeal. This is a 

proof on the price-effectiveness and competitiveness of DR; otherwise the generation 

companies would fight against DR. PJM is planning to still using DR resources but only the 

ones provided by a load-serving entity or a competitive retailer making the curtailment be 

dealt inside the entity wholesale load. This leaves out the curtailment provided by 

independent aggregators participating directly on the market. According to the same report, it 

is expected that 2015 brings a large number of improvements on DR, namely due to the use of 

new technology more than to the regulation. The improvements in the advanced metering 

infrastructure can make the connection with the renewables and its integration on the ancillary 

services markets. The focus, expectations, and challenges are also given to the “internet of 

things”, “behavioral DR”, and “Plug-in vehicles”. 

The Smart Energy Demand Coalition (SEDC) recently published a position paper 

concerning the independent aggregation in the European electricity markets [SEDC-2015]. It 

refers to the EED mention on “Member States shall promote access to and participation of 

Demand Response in balancing, reserves and other system services markets (…). Such 

specifications shall include the participation of aggregators” as a clear motivation for the DR 

to participate alongside generation in electricity markets. Two most critical issues (regulatory 

and market model) on the electricity consumption and DR aggregation are referred in order to 

foster the integration of DR.  

Another relevant entity working on DR is the Pacific Northeast National Laboratory 

(PNNL). It has published several approaches concerning a framework for building controls 
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aiming the success of energy transactions are presented in [PNNL-2014]. This reference guide 

prepared for the US Department of Energy proposes, among others, the use of DG, DR, and 

storage coordinated by an Independent Microgrid Operator (IMO). The IMO is able to use the 

resources of the building owner. Resource owners agree to pay (when consuming) or receive 

(when injecting energy) based on a Real-Time Price (RTP) that varies over time at short 

intervals (e.g., 5-min) based on a market clearing mechanism operated by the IMO.  

It is important to refer to the openADR Alliance, which has published a relevant 

document concerning the concept OpenADR 2.0 [OADR-2014]. Several issues are referred 

and developed. One of the most relevant is the DR programs classification (see Sub-section 

2.1.1 of this thesis). Similarly, the Association for Demand Response & Smart Grid (ADS) 

has published several case studies in the scope of contributing to “The National Action Plan 

on Demand Response” (NAPDR) [ADS-2013], [ADS-2014]. It has also published [Martini-

2013], a report visioning the concept of DR 2.0. A DR 2.0 roadmap is established with 

relevant discussion on the opportunities and challenges. In the scope of this thesis work, the 

concept OpenADR 2.0 [OADR-2014] is more relevant and better defined. 

It is also relevant to refer to diverse work done by the International Energy Agency 

(IEA). Among the diversity of fields around energy issues, one can find the “IEA Demand 

Side Management Programme” (IEADSM). It is an international collaboration of 16 countries 

working together to develop and promote DSM. In fact, the work done concerning DR is 

performed in the scope of several specific working groups and task forces [IEA, 2015a]. The 

most relevant document is the one in [IEA-2015b] in which the results of the broad activities 

performed by the diverse working groups is summarized. A large focus is given to the 

integration of the distributed energy resources.  

The most recent report from Navigant research [NAVIGANT-2015b] refers that DR 

can help speed the transition to a more distributed energy resources based market operation. 

Additionally, DR is starting to experience growth outside of US. Numerous countries in 

Europe are opening up energy markets to DR resources, and as smart meters are rolled out 

across the continent, the potential for DR improves. Countries like Australia, New Zealand, 

and South Korea have active DR programs. Japan and China are piloting DR projects and 

expect to expand DR’s role in their markets in the next few years.  

In [Trabish-2015], it is referred that “CAISO will be the first to open its market to 

rooftop PV, batteries, EVs and more”. It is referred that the proper aggregation is however 
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essential for this to be succeeded. At the distribution level, after a pilot, the Sacramento 

Municipal Utility District utility determined that TOU (Time Of Use) rates should be the 

default for all customers [Walton-2015]. It is clear that the DR implementation is growing 

quickly, without doubts on the potential advantages. However, aspects such as the 

aggregation must be adequately addressed. 

Focusing now the scientific literature publications, in [Hussain-2015] it is presented a 

review of several DR techniques focusing on pricing signals, optimization, appliance 

scheduling used and their benefits. It is also presented a performance comparison concerning 

multiple criteria of Smart Grid (SG) paradigm, addressing the topic of home automation to 

support DR integration. In one of the case studies, network peak can be shaved for almost 11 

years, avoiding the update in the utilities infrastructure. In [Shen-2015], recognizing the 

relevance of regulatory and technology advancements, it is provided an overview on how the 

decision players in the US and other countries have worked for demand response to become a 

viable demand-side resource. Recommendations on actions needed to capture untapped 

demand response potentials are also provided. It is concluded that efforts need to be taken to 

remove barriers that are faced by many countries. These conclusions are also referred in 

[Nolan-2015], which state that it is vital to understand the price that DR could receive in the 

various electricity markets. 

The DR success is strongly related to the opportunities that are available from the 

domestic and commercial consumers. There is a very wide list of publications in the field in 

the recent months. In [Pipattanasomporn-2014], it is discussed the load profiles of selected 

major household appliances in the US (clothes washers, clothes dryers, air conditioners, 

electric water heater, electric oven, dishwasher, and refrigerator). In [Vivekananthan-2014], it 

is proposed a reward based demand response algorithm for residential customers to address 

peak shaving. Loads priority is defined trough a customer survey. Customer rewards are paid 

based on load shift and voltage improvement due to load adjustment. Results show reduction 

on the peak demand, improvement of network voltage performance, and customer 

satisfaction. [Ceseña-2015] presents techno-economic methodologies for the quantification of 

three capacity-based business cases regarding small commercial and residential end-users. 

The application is provided for a UK context. It is concluded that services for capacity 

support to both distribution and transmission network operators can be attractive for DR 

participants, without degradation of the comfort levels. 
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More specific applications concerning the opportunities for the consumers’ 

participation in DR programs, namely considering other resources as generation and storage 

ones can be found. In [Patteeuw-2015], an integrated model including electric heating systems 

(heat pumps and auxiliary resistance heaters) in the scope of an ADR scheme is presented. 

Technical and comfort constraints are addressed. The disadvantages of using traditional 

approaches for the demand side and the supply side have been demonstrated. [Wai-2015] 

refers that cooling devices, such as refrigerators and freezers, are ideal devices for DR. It is 

compared the direct compressor control and thermostat control methods in a control 

mechanism. Other well-known and uprising application is the management of internet data 

centers processing batch computing jobs, as in [Li-2015]. An effective price-sensitive and 

cooling efficiency-enabled batch computing workload dispatch is proposed. 

In order to foster the adequate and effective integration of DR in electricity markets 

and in the power systems operation, a wide set of recent publications covering areas such as 

the unit commitment, distributed resource integration, and smart grids should be mentioned. 

Two important review works are presented in [Deng-2015] and [Wang-2015]. While [Deng-

2015] addresses the mathematical models and approaches regarding DR in the scope of smart 

grids, [Wang-2015] makes a review on the load profiling algorithms that have been applied or 

that can potentially be used for the DR design issues. 

Focusing on the integration of renewable energy sources, in [Wu-2015] it is proposed a 

pool-based DR exchange model in which load curtailment bids are provided by individual 

participants and cleared by maximizing the total social welfare. Individual bidders' inter-

temporal operation constraints are considered. The proposed model is integrated in the current 

context of the ISO's day-ahead scheduling in electricity markets. The market clearing 

framework consider, first, ISO's stochastic day-ahead scheduling for calculating the expected 

locational marginal prices (LMPs), and second, the proposed model is cleared.  

The market design improvement in order to accommodate the wind power forecasting 

errors is addressed in [Amelin-2015], focusing on the conditions in the Nordic electricity 

market. It accommodates a large share of flexible hydro generation. The need for regulation 

during real-time is provided in a voluntary real-time balancing market, where players are 

compensated for their re-dispatch costs. It is concluded that a shift from day-ahead to intraday 

trading and increased DR can improve the performance when the wind power is increasing. 
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In [Mnatsakanyan-2015], it is addressed the problem of the resource aggregation in 

order to improve the management of the consumption and generation forecast deviations. It is 

recognized that traditional parameters that are used for the consumer and consumption 

modeling, namely in what concerns the response to the price variations are difficult to 

estimate. A novel DR scheme that avoids the need to predict the price elasticity of demand or 

demand forecast is proposed. This is done based on the consumers' bids that are received and 

treated by a virtual power plant that aggregates load and generation units. 

The concept of smart grids and the particular case of micro grids can provide great and 

proved support for the DR integration at the distribution network levels, namely considering 

the use of electric vehicles and the referred data centers [Carpinelli-2015], and the large 

dissemination and implementation of smart metering supporting the management of shiftable 

loads [Mahmood-2015]. 

The large market integration of DR resources have been addressed in terms of 

allocating DR costs using LMP [Negash-2015], defining the optimal demand bidding for 

shiftable loads taking into account the electricity price [Mohsenian-2015], and addressing the 

DR impact on the day-ahead electricity market dispatch [Magnago-2015].  

In what concerns research and innovation projects, namely the European ones under 

FP7 and H2020, some ongoing projects related to the scope of this thesis can be selected. All 

these projects can be found in [CORDIS-2015]. For example, in the field of DG and DR field, 

one can select “eBADGE: Development of Novel ICT tools for integrated Balancing Market 

Enabling Aggregated Demand Response and Distributed Generation Capacity” and 

“ECOGRID EU: Large scale Smart Grids demonstration of real time market-based integration 

of DER and DR”. Concerning aggregation issues, we have the examples of eBADGE and 

“SEMIAH: Scalable Energy Management Infrastructure for Aggregation of Households”. The 

energy services that can be provided in the scope of DR are addressed in “FLEXICIENCY: 

Energy services demonstrations of demand response, FLEXibility and energy effICIENCY 

based on metering data” and “INERTIA: Integrating Active, Flexible and Responsive Tertiary 

Prosumers into a Smart Distribution Grid”. 

The above refereed developments and conclusions, from scientific, regulatory, 

research, and relevant opinion article publications, give support to the need and relevance of 

the objectives of this thesis.  
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2.6 CONCLUSIONS  

The demand response concept is a fast evolving topic of crucial importance for the 

planning and operation of future electricity markets and of power systems in general. The 

diversity of market implementation and the related business models have been discussed in 

this Section. After an introduction concerning the concepts around DR and the DR programs 

classification, a review on the most recent and relevant problems and approaches aiming at 

providing solutions for such problems in the field has been provided. 

With a balanced selection of references from scientific literature, from relevant 

associations and organizations, and from related legal documents as directives and laws, the 

DR implementation has been discussed. Adequate focus has been given to Europe, Portugal, 

and United States. 

This section presented a brief review on the DR resource aggregation and 

remuneration giving an insight on the related problems that bring out the need for the work 

developed in the scope of this thesis. In the referred field of aggregation and remuneration, the 

developed work which has been developed to overcome some of the most relevant existing 

gaps, includes: 1) business models and contracts adequate for the participation in DR, 

considering also the small size consumers [Faria-2014d]; 2) methods for aggregation and 

remuneration of consumption and generation resources [Vale-2011], [Faria-2014d], [Faria-

2013a]. Similarly, the topic of DR and DG based on renewables has been addressed. The 

work developed in the scope of this thesis related to the field of the wind curtailment problem, 

namely through the use of a real-time pricing approaches has been presented in [Faria-2012a], 

[Faria-2013c], [Faria-2013d]. 
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3 CONTRIBUTIONS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The DR implementation is currently at a level that requires improvements concerning 

several economic and technical aspects. This chapter presents the contributions of this thesis. 

The main contribution (Section 3.2) is followed by the explanation of the related key 

contributions (Section 3.3 to 3.15), and by the chapter conclusions (Section 3.16). 

The contributions of this thesis are related to the following list of 20 scientific papers 

(Journals – J, Book chapter – B, Conference proceedings – C) resulting from the work done 

during the PhD: 

[Faria-2013a] Pedro Faria, João Soares, Zita Vale, Hugo Morais, Tiago Sousa, “Modified 

Particle Swarm Optimization Applied to Integrated Demand Response and DG 

Resources Scheduling”, IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, vol. 4, no. 1, pp. 606-616, 

Special Section on Computational Intelligence Applications in Smart Grid, March 

2013, doi: 10.1109/TSG.2012.2235866, IF: 4.334 (J1 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2013b] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, João Soares, Judite Ferreira, “Demand Response 

Management in Power Systems Using a Particle Swarm Optimization Approach”, 

IEEE Intelligent Systems, vol. 28, no. 4, pp. 43-51, July-August 2013, doi: 

10.1109/MIS.2011.35, IF: 1.920 (J2 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2014a] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, “Decision Support Concerning Demand Response 

Programs Design and Use – A Conceptual Framework and Simulation Tool”, Applied 

Mathematics & Information Sciences, vol. 8, no. 1, pp. 161-169, January 2014, doi: 

10.12785/amis/080120, IF (2013): 1.232 (J3 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2014b] Pedro Faria, Tiago Soares, Zita Vale, Hugo Morais, “Distributed Generation 

and Demand Response Dispatch for a Virtual Power Player Energy and Reserve 

Provision”, Renewable Energy, vol. 66, pp. 686-695, June 2014, doi: 

10.1016/j.renene.2014.01.019, IF: 3.476 (J4 in Table 3.1) 
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[Faria-2015a] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, Jose Baptista, “Constrained Consumption Shifting 

Management in the Distributed Energy Resources Scheduling Considering Demand 

Response”, Energy Conversion and Management (2015), pp. 309-320, DOI: 

10.1016/j.enconman.2015.01.028, IF (2014): 3.590 (J5 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2015b] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, José Baptista, “Demand Response Programs Design 

and Use Considering Intensive Penetration of Distributed Generation”, Energies, vol. 

8, no. 6, pp. 6230-6246, June 2015, doi:10.3390/en806 6230, Accession Number: IF: 

2.436 (J6 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2015c] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, “Overview and Comparison of Demand Response 

Programs in North American Electricity Markets”, Advanced Science and Technology 

Letters, vol. 97 (SUComS 2015). Pp. 22-29, June 2015, doi: 10.14257/astl.205.97.04 

(B1 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2012a] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, Hugo Morais, “A real time pricing approach to deal 

with excessive wind power situations”, European Wind Energy Association 2012 

annual event (EWEA 2012), Copenhagen, Denmark, 16-19 April 2012, (Paper 

distinguished with the best paper award of the European Wind Energy Association 

annual event 2012) (C1 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2012b] Pedro Faria, Hugo Morais, Zita Vale, “Virtual power players demand response 

programs management based on locational marginal prices”, 2012 IEEE Power and 

Energy Society Transmission and Distribution conference (T&D2012), “Orlando, 

Florida, 07-10 May 2012, (Paper distinguished with an outstanding paper award of the 

IEEE T&D2012) (C2 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2012c] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, Hugo Morais, “Study of Distribution Network Demand 

Response Events in the Portuguese System”, IEEE Power and Energy Society General 

Meeting 2012, San Diego CA, USA, July 22 - 26, 2012 (C3 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2013c] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, “Virtual Power Player Using Demand Response to 

Deal with Unexpected Low Wind Power Generation”, EWEA Annual Event 2013 

(EWEA 2013), Vienna, Austria, 4-7 February, 2013 (C4 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2013d] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, Hugo Morais, “Maximizing the Social Welfare of 

Virtual Power Players Operation in Case of Excessive Wind Power”, EWEA Annual 

Event 2013 (EWEA 2013), Vienna, Austria, 4-7 February, 2013 (C5 in Table 3.1) 
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[Faria-2013e] Pedro Faria, Tiago Soares, Tiago Pinto, Tiago M. Sousa, João Soares, Zita 

Vale, Hugo Morais, “Dispatch of distributed Energy Resources to Provide Energy and 

Reserve in Smart Grids using a Particle Swarm Optimization Approach”, CIASG 2013 

- Computational Intelligence Applications in Smart Grid (CIASG) at the IEEE SSCI 

2013 (IEEE Symposium Series on Computational Intelligence), Singapore, 15-19 

April, 2013 (C6 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2013f] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, Pedro Antunes, “Determining the Adjustment Baseline 

Parameters to Define an Accurate Customer Baseline Load”, IEEE Power and Energy 

Society General Meeting 2013, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, 21-25 July 

2013 (C7 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2013g] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, “Demand Response Programs Definition Using 

Demand Price Elasticity to Define Consumers Aggregation for an Improved 

Remuneration Structure”, 4th IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid Technologies Europe 

(2013 ISGT EU), Copenhagen, Denmark, 06-09 October, 2013 (C8 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2014c] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, André Souza, “Analysis of Consumption Data to Detect 

Commercial Losses Using Performance Evaluation Methods in a Smart Grid”, 2014 

IEEE Transmission & Distribution Conference & Exposition (T&D2014), Chicago, 

USA, 14-17 April, 2014 (C9 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2014d] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, “Remuneration Structure Definition for Distributed 

Generation Units and Demand Response Participants Aggregation”, IEEE Power and 

Energy Society General Meeting 2014, National Harbor, USA, 27 – 31 July, 2014 

(C10 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2014e] Pedro Faria, Zita Vale, “Optimization of Generation and Aggregated 

Consumption Shifting for Demand Response Programs Definition”, 5th IEEE PES 

Innovative Smart Grid Technologies Europe (2014 ISGT EU), Istanbul, Turkey, 12-15 

October, 2014 (C11 in Table 3.1) 

[Faria-2014f] Pedro Faria, João Soares, Zita Vale, “Quantum-based Particle Swarm 

Optimization Application to Studies of Aggregated Consumption Shifting and 

Generation Scheduling in Smart Grids”, CIASG 2014 - Computational Intelligence 

Applications in Smart Grid (CIASG) at the IEEE SSCI 2014 (IEEE Symposium Series 

on Computational Intelligence), Orlando, Florida, USA, 09-12 December, 2014 (C12 

in Table 3.1) 
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[Faria-2015d] Pedro Faria, João Soares, Zita Vale, “Definition of the Demand Response 

Events Duration Using Differential Search Algorithm for Aggregated Consumption 

Shifting and Generation Scheduling”, Intelligent System Applications to Power 

Systems, ISAP 2015, Porto, Portugal, 11-16 September, 2015 (C13 in Table 3.1). 
 

The above publications are related with the key contributions of this thesis according 

to Table 3.1. Additional (“other”) publications done in the context of this PhD work also 

appear in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Contributions and publications 

 

3.2 MAIN CONTRIBUTION 

The work developed in this thesis is focused on the participation of small size 

consumers (including those with DG) in DR programs and events. In this scope, it is needed 

to have aggregation entities, as the case of aggregators.  

As virtual entities, VPPs are flexible organizations, able to strategically aggregate new 

resources, pursue new goals, and use new methods and tools. Ensuring the required financial 

sustainability, they can easily supply and/or contract new services and functionalities, acting 
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in an opportunistic and dynamic way towards the maximization of their aggregated 

resources/players benefits. Moreover, this can be done almost independently of the physical 

location for a large set of goals. 

A single consumer can naturally be associated with an aggregator in charge of 

managing for instance the building consumers’ DR, in coordination with the eventually 

existing distributed generation and storage resources, as well as the supplying opportunities 

(e.g. wholesale market and retailers with diverse tariff alternatives). In the same way, a set of 

buildings can be associated to a single aggregator. The aggregation can include buildings as 

well as additional infrastructures in the area (e.g. schools, sport facilities). It is not mandatory 

that all the consumers in the same building are aggregated in the scope of a single entity. 

Aggregators can accept consumers from different buildings and even from different 

geographic areas, acting as a management platform for the aggregated resources/players. The 

aggregator can provide them with the most adequate DR participation opportunities as well as 

with energy management services. 

Let us consider an electricity distribution network area in which a certain BRP 

(Balance Responsible Party) is responsible for aggregating the deviations between the 

forecasted/accommodated consumption and generation resources. Several aggregators can 

operate in the area; 3 aggregators are considered in the simplified schematic example of 

Figure 3.1. Each aggregator is able to associate several consumption and generation resources 

in a building or distinct buildings, either in the same area or in distant areas.  

Energy transactions and service provision and the models adopted for them are a very 

relevant topic. All the viable possibilities should be enabled by market based mechanics such 

as contracts or auctions. Demand resources should be able to participate in the same terms as 

generation resources in what concerns the provision of services, as in the case of EU, stated in 

the European Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) [EC-2013]. Energy transactions can be can 

be considered: between the BRP and the Wholesale Market; between the Aggregator and the 

Wholesale Market; between a Retailer and a Consumer; between a Retailer and an 

Aggregator; between Aggregators; between Consumers; between an Aggregator and a 

Consumer. These possibilities enable energy transactions to be put in place almost 

independently of the involved players’ type, profiting from the best market opportunities. 

Aggregators and BRPs can provide services (reserve, capacity, etc.) to the TSO (Transmission 
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System Operator), to the DSO (Distribution System Operator) and to the wholesale market, 

enabled by the contributions of the consumers at the local level. 

 

Figure 3.1. Demand response aggregation and procurement 

The work developed in this thesis has been put in the perspective of a decision support 

system called SPIDER (Simulation Platform for the Integration of DEmand Response) which 

aims at supporting the decision making for a diversity of players acting in the context of DR 

programs, according to Figure 3.2.  

SPIDER includes features concerning the use of DR contracts and the 

adoption/enrolment regarding such contracts. For programs adoption, decision support 

considerers DR programs and contract evaluation. With a large diversity of consumers acting 

in DR programs, with different types (domestic, commerce, industry, services, etc.), different 

peak consumption power, different daily load demand profile, and with different 

goals/awareness in the scope of those programs, selecting the most appropriate classification 

techniques is required and addressed. Further details on the SPIDER implementation are 

presented in Sub-section 3.14. 
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Figure 3.2. Decision support system 

The core contribution of this thesis is supported by the diverse methodologies and 

approaches developed in the thesis work, and aims at demonstrating that it is possible to 

implement DR at distribution levels of power systems, with advantages for the diverse players 

and including DG. It must accommodate small size consumers, namely in the scope of smart 

grids, improving the effectiveness of the power & energy system operation as a whole.  

The green blocks inside the middle blue box in Figure 3.2 include key contributions of 

the present thesis work and also topics concerning the future relevant work which can 

improve the SPIDER adequacy for DR programs decision support. 

The SG concept implementation is hoped to help in the improvement of DR 

implementation. However, legal and regulatory issues are still appearing. Additionally, the 

consumers are not being able to characterize their preferences and required incentives for the 

participation in DR, so they fail in the response to DR events. It is therefore needed to use 

adequate technics in order to them address the consumers’ characterization, estimating the 

incentives that should be given to the participation in DR programs. In this way, an 

aggregator should make use of adequate techniques to address the consumers’ 

characterization in order to make their participation in DR programs possible and effective. 
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3.3 DEMAND RESPONSE PROGRAM CHARACTERIZATION 

One of the main difficulties in the characterization of DR programs is the lack of 

details concerning the implementation rules. This leads to the need of analyzing the program 

advantages and concerns, and supporting the consumer enrolment decision. 

In the scope of the work of this thesis, the DR programs characterization has been 

addressed in [Faria-2015a], [Faria-2015c], [Faria-2012b], and [Faria-2012c]. The existing DR 

programs have been analyzed and discussed in [Faria-2015c] for the US markets 

implementations. The existing DR programs and an approach to classify the addressed 

opportunities and to identify the potentials that can be explored have been established. The 

methodology proposed in [Faria-2015a] addresses the characterization of a DR program 

concerning the DR event timing and the modeling of the consumer participation issues by the 

modeling of the constraints in the optimization problem. In [Faria-2012b], it is shown how the 

information concerning the Locational Marginal Price (LMP) can be used for the design and 

characterization of a DR program concerning the amount of DR to be scheduled in each node 

of the network and the remuneration according to the LMP. The DR program implemented in 

Portugal is described in [Faria-2012c]. The remuneration and participation issues, as well as 

the penalizations regarding the non-compliance are discussed in the Portuguese context. 

3.4 CONSUMER MODELING 

The consumer modeling is one of the most important and challenging problem in the 

implementation of DR programs. Having adequate consumer models is essential in order to 

know the expected response of the consumers to the DR events or changes in electricity 

prices, and in order to provide the adequate remuneration for each specific consumer. In this 

thesis work, the consumer modeling has been addressed by the use and definition of 

approaches for the consumer behavior and flexibility in DR programs participation. 

In the approaches presented in [Faria-2013a], [Faria-2012a], [Faria-2013c], [Faria-

2013d], [Faria-2013g], [Faria-2014d], and [Pereira-2015], the modeling and remuneration of 

consumers is done through the use of the elasticity concept, namely in the context of RTP 

programs. Distinct objectives and motivations have been presented for the VPP operation, 

which include the referred elasticity and sometimes the incentive payments done using linear 

and quadratic cost functions. 
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In [Faria-2015a] and [Faria-2014e] the consumer is modeled according to his/her 

shifting preferences. Several constraints concerning the flexibility of the consumer in 

changing the consumption periods has been modeled. The work presented in [Faria-2013f] 

and [Faria-2014c] focuses on the use of baseline approaches for determining the expected 

consumption and the actual reduction for a consumer participation in a DR event. In [Faria-

2015b] the consumer and DG resources are grouped in order to capture consumers with the 

same performance in DR event participation, whereas the modeling of consumers for the 

participation in the DR program available in Portugal is addressed in [Faria-2014a]. 

3.5 BASELINES 

The use of baselines is important for determining the expected consumption in case the 

consumer has not participated in a DR event. It is used in order to determine the actual 

reduction during a DR event. In this thesis, it has been used and parametrized performance 

evaluation methods, namely baselines, in [Faria-2014a], [Faria-2013f], and [Faria-2014c]. 

While the concept is explained in detail and illustrated in [Faria-2014a], it has been further 

explored and improved in [Faria-2013f], by proposing a methodology for the determination of 

the best parameters that fit in the behavior of a particular consumer. In [Faria-2014c], the 

approach developed in [Faria-2013f] was adapted in order to contribute to the identification of 

non-technical losses. 

3.6 CONSUMERS CLASSIFICATION 

The classification of the consumers requires the characterization of their response to 

DR events. It is also related with the aggregation of consumers according to their response 

characteristics. The complete classification implies the use of classification tools and 

algorithms that are able not only to group the resources, but also to describe what are the 

characteristics that led to such grouping. 

In this thesis, several approaches for the consumers’ classification according to their 

characteristics have been developed, in [Faria-2015b], [Faria-2015c], [Faria-2013g], [Faria-

2014c], and [Faria-2014d]. It concerns for example the actual response to DR events, 

differently to the traditional types of consumers – domestic, commercial, etc. While [Faria-

2015b] focuses on the aggregation of resources with the same classification according to their 
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behavior in the resource scheduling in several representative operation scenarios, in [Faria-

2013g] and [Faria-2014d] the focus is given to the aggregation and classification of 

consumers in a specific operation scenario. The methodology presented in [Faria-2014c] 

focuses on classifying the consumers that are related to non-technical losses. In [Faria-2015c], 

the DR programs are classified according to several features and implementation issues. 

3.7 DEMAND RESPONSE SHIFTING 

The reduction of the consumption can be done in a single period, without postponing 

or anticipating the related tasks, or by shifting the related tasks to other periods before and 

after the DR event period. An adequate modelling of the consumer’ preferences and 

possibilities for the shifting of the consumption for distinct periods, namely considering the 

energy resources scheduling and dispatch has been addressed in the scope of this thesis, in 

[Faria-2014e], [Faria-2014f], and [Faria-2015a]. The shifting scheme proposed in [Faria-

2015a] is illustrated in Figure 3.3. It considers the DR event timing phases, before the 

reduction deadline and the consumption shifting constraints. 

 

Figure 3.3. Diagram of the demand response shift model [Faria-2015a] 

In [Faria-2014e], the DR shifting concept and model is introduced and explained in 

more detail, while in [Faria-2014f], the DR shifting approach is used for the DR event 

duration definition. 
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3.8 EVENT DURATION DEFINITION 

The definition of the DR event duration is very important and can be influenced by 

several factors as the DR event primary driver, the service type, etc. It is therefore important 

to analyze the impact, benefits and effects of different durations of a DR event, namely in 

what concerns the costs of the energy resource scheduling. This topic has been addressed in 

the scope of this thesis in [Faria-2012c], [Faria-2014f], and [Faria-2015d]. While the 

Portuguese reality concerning DR program implementation is discussed in [Faria-2012c], 

[Faria-2014f] and [Faria-2015d] present a wider analysis considering several factors for 

supporting the VPP decisions is provided. 

3.9 REAL TIME PRICING AND WIND 

The wind generation is one of the most challenging issues on large DG integration, due 

to its variability and difficult prediction. Moreover, this resource integration is very important 

due to its large spread, more than other resources. In the scope of this thesis, multiple works 

concerning the contribution of the Real-Time Pricing (RTP) to address the integration of wind 

power and its variability, have been published in [Faria-2012a], [Faria-2013c], [Faria-2013d], 

and [Sousa-2015].  

The first work published concerning RTP use [Faria-2012a] focuses on the VPP 

operation cost minimization in critical network operation situations [Faria-2013b]. After that, 

several publications have addressed the wind integration, namely concerning the situations of 

wind power higher than the demand, as in [Faria-2012a], [Sousa-2015] and [Faria-2013d], 

and in situations of wind power largely lower than the initial forecast, as in [Faria-2013c]. 

While [Faria-2012a], [Sousa-2015] and [Faria-2013d] regard the minimization of the VPP 

operation costs, [Faria-2013c] addresses the maximization of the social welfare.  

3.10 DEMAND RESPONSE AND DISTRIBUTED 

GENERATION SCHEDULE 

The work developed in this thesis concerns several aspects regarding DR programs 

integration, namely in the smart grid context. One of the aspects that are addressed by almost 

all of the resulting publications ([Faria-2013a], [Faria-2014a], [Faria-2014b], [Faria-2015a], 
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[Faria-2012a], [Faria-2012b], [Faria-2013c], [Faria-2013d], [Faria-2013e], [Faria-2014d], 

[Faria-2014e], [Faria-2014f], and [Spinola-2015]) is the DR and DG schedule, most of the 

times in the scope of a VPP operating a part of a distribution network. These publications take 

into account distinct contexts with diverse constraints and assumptions. 

The problem of the DR shifting scheduling is addressed in [Faria-2015a], [Faria-

2014e], and [Faria-2014f]. The work presented in [Faria-2012a], [Faria-2013c], [Faria-2013d] 

focuses on the DR and DG scheduling regarding RTO and wind integration. More punctual 

contributions concern the use of LMPs [Faria-2012b], the DR and DG remuneration [Faria-

2014d], and the DR event duration definition [Faria-2014f]. In [Faria-2014b] and [Faria-

2013e], the DG and DR resource scheduling focuses on the Energy and reserve needs. 

3.11 AGGREGATION 

In what concerns the aggregation issues, the main focus in this thesis is the use of 

clustering and aggregation algorithms in order to capture the characteristics of groups of 

resources for the participation in DR programs and also for the DG resources. The DR event 

deployment process can be illustrated by the scheme shown in Figure 3.4.  

 
Figure 3.4. Demand response aggregation and procurement (adapted form [Gomes-2014a]) 

This figure represents the procurement of aggregated DR resources by a Curtailment 

Service Provider (CSP), in order to achieve the reduction amount required for the 
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participation in DR programs at the wholesale electricity market level. Small consumers 

cannot directly participate and should establish a contract with a CSP. This player aggregates 

several small and medium consumers and participates in the DR program as a single entity. 

CSPs tasks are: to identify curtailable loads, to enroll customers, to manage curtailment 

events, and to calculate payments or penalties to their customers [Braun, 2008]. During the 

DR event, CSPs have a ramp period, which is the time that can be used to reach the 

contractual consumption reduction, until the called reduction deadline [Gomes, 2014a].  

Aggregators can play an important role in making more effective and widespread use 

of DR. In the scope of the work in this thesis, four publications have been produced in the 

field of aggregation, namely [Faria-2015b], [Faria-2015c], [Faria-2013g], and [Faria-2014d]. 

In [Faria-2015b], a methodology developed in order to support the aggregation of distributed 

DR and DG resources is presented. The VPP operation costs are minimized. The electricity 

needs are a result of energy demand and specified reserve requirements. It is also possible to 

define an amount of electricity to be used in order to participate in electricity markets. Given a 

set of defined operation scenarios clustering tools are applied in order to define resource 

groups adequate for the operation of the network. This aggregation is done separately for DG 

and for DR resources, addressing the scheduled amounts of power for energy and for reserve. 

In this way, an alternative to the traditional aggregation of resources by type is obtained. 

The methodology proposed in [Faria-2014d] addresses the remuneration of aggregated 

DG and DR small size resources in the context of a specified consumption reduction / DG 

generation target, or a DR event declared and remunerated by an ISO to several large 

resources. The VPP, from the DR side, makes use of the elasticity to determine the amount of 

demand reduction that can be obtained from each consumer, aiming at maximizing its profits. 

On the DG side, it is defined a DG resources’ participation target. Then, the VPP makes use 

of the actual reserve available from each unit to determine the resources schedule that better 

fits the needs for each tariff. The VPP creates several clusters scenarios of DG and DR 

resources using clustering tools, determining then the share of the obtained profits from the 

participation in the DR/DG event. In this way, several tariff groups, one for each cluster, can 

be defined, as well as the respective remuneration tariff. The work presented in [Faria-2013g] 

uses the same approach but provides deeper detail on the DR resource. In [Faria-2015c] the 

characteristics of DR programs implementation in US markets are analyzed, namely regarding 

the ones that allow the aggregation of resources for DR participation. 
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3.12 REMUNERATION 

The resource remuneration is of upmost importance since it provides the incentives for 

the consumers to participate in DR programs, also ensuring that the remuneration levels do 

not imply the reduction of the system operation efficiency. It has in most of the cases a strong 

relation with the aggregation models and approaches. 

A discussion on the DR effectiveness in comparison with the so used VoLL (Value of 

Lost Load) indicator has been presented in [Faria-2014a]. It provides information on how 

much the aggregator can pay to the consumers without remunerating them more than the 

compensation for the non-contracted curtailment.  

In [Faria-2012c], according to the DR programs implemented in Portugal, consumers 

have a base remuneration depending on the value of interruptible power varying in several 

steps, which is a fixed monthly paid rate. An additional remuneration is also defined for the 

use of the interruptibility service. It depends on the medium market price in the periods of the 

declared event, on the interruptible power, and on the total number of hours of interruption in 

a certain month. The participation in the interruptibility service also includes some 

penalizations for the failure of the contractual response to the event. 

Focusing on the contribution that DR programs, specifically Real-Time Pricing (RTP), 

can give for the wind power integration, [Faria-2012a], [Faria-2013c], and [Faria-2013d] have 

been published. The remuneration of the consumers is analyzed according to the price signals 

given to the consumers in order to induce the consumption reduction or increase.  

The contribution of adequate baselines parameterization to the accurate remuneration 

of DR participation is addressed by the methodology proposed in [Faria-2013f]. In the 

methodology proposed in [Faria-2014f], the DR remuneration is discussed in the context of 

distinct DR event duration, providing support for the VPP to take decisions according to its 

goals and to the consumers’ goals. More complete approaches, which also consider the 

contribution of the resource aggregation, are presented in [Faria-2013g] and [Faria-2014d]. 

The advantages of designing DR programs taking into account the remuneration and 

aggregation in the same framework have been proved. 
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3.13 HEURISTICS 

The use of heuristic approaches has been gaining increasing relevance in the context of 

smart grids, namely for obtaining the optimal scheduling of DG ad DR resources. It is 

especially relevant when the performed studies involve a large set of resources and/or when 

the execution time is relevant. The work related to this thesis considers the use of distinct 

approaches concerning Particle Swarm optimization (PSO). The traditional PSO has been 

used in [Faria-2013a], [Faria-2013b], and [Faria-2013e]. Mutated PSO was used in [Faria-

2013a], providing the comparison with traditional PSO, and the Quantum PSO has been used 

in [Faria-2014f].  

The PSO based methodology presented in [Faria-2013a] aims at supporting the 

minimization of the operation costs of a VPP that manages the resources in a distribution 

network and the network itself. Those resources include the distributed energy resources and 

the energy from external energy suppliers. DR resources were divided into three incentive 

programs. Network constraints were considered using an AC power flow. The PSO approach 

used Gaussian mutation of the strategic parameters and self-parameterization of the maximum 

and minimum particle velocities, according to the context. 

In [Faria-2013b], the proposed methodology considers DR in terms of electricity price 

variation imposed by the distribution network operator in the presence of a reduction need due 

to reasons such as lack of generation or high market prices. RTP is used in this price-

responsive approach enabling to overcome the difficulties related to assuring the consumers 

response to the DR event, and to overcome lack of direct load control capability when the 

smart grid is at an initial implementation stage. In the case of the methodology proposed in 

[Faria-2013e], the energy resource scheduling is done taking into account the energy and 

reserve needs in a distribution network operated by a VPP. The Quantum PSO (QPSO) 

approach presented in [Faria-2014f] has been developed aiming to supporting the decisions of 

a VPP in the DR programs definition, namely in what concerns the number of DR events and 

the duration of each single event. It considers the impact of the load shifting in the subsequent 

periods. The VPP operation costs are minimized considering DR, DG, and supplier resources, 

through the optimization done using QPSO. A large set of scenarios has been implemented, 

enhancing the advantages of using a heuristic approach. A similar methodology has been 

implemented using DSA (Differential Search Algorithm), as presented in [Faria-2015d].  
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3.14 SPIDER SIMULATOR 

In [Faria-2011] and [Faria-2014a], it was presented some work related to DemSi, a DR 

simulator. In [Faria-2015b], it is presented SPIDER – Simulation Platform for the Integration 

of DEmand Response. Departing from the experience obtained with the implementation and 

use of DemSi, several improvements and structural changes have been done, which resulted in 

the SPIDER platform.  

SPIDER is a tool for DR programs and models’ analysis and validation, both in what 

concerns to the business and economic aspects and to the technical validation of their impacts 

in the network. SPIDER considers the players involved in the DR actions and the results can 

be analyzed from each specific player point of view. According to Figure 3.5, the simulation 

of a scenario requires information concerning network characterization, consumers’ profiles, 

and DR programs models. The blue blocks in Figure 3.5, as well as the one concerning DR 

models, are the ones that do not change when the conditions of simulation (models, network, 

etc.) change. 

The optimization of the resources schedule can be done using deterministic (performed 

in TOMLAB3) or heuristic (PSO implemented in MATLAB for example) approaches. The 

sequence of software data flow is represented by numbers in the middle block of Figure 3.5. 

In a summarized way, the main features/characteristics of SPIDER are related to the 

following aspects concerning hardware, software, and the resulting platform features: 

• Use of Simulink [Mathworks-2015] as the main simulation basis software, namely 

as the basis platform for the network simulation; 

• Integration of hardware loads and generators. This is enabled by OPAL-RT 

[OPAL-2015] platform which includes digital and analog input and output cards 

and also Ethernet communications;  

• Control of the simulation by using a JAVA™ Application Programming Interface 

(API). This makes possible the integration of further software resources and tools 

namely for interaction with the user; 

• Real-time simulation capabilities enabled by the OPAL-RT platform. Otherwise, 

the simulation take long simulation time; 
                                                 

3 tomopt.com/tomlab/  
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• Use of TOMLAB for obtaining the deterministic solutions for optimization 

problems. As TOMLAB is naturally integrated in MATLAB, the robustness of the 

software connections is improved. Also, the time required to run optimization 

algorithms became adequate for the real-time simulation of the power system. 

 

Figure 3.5. SPIDER simulation platform 

A methodology concerning real-time pricing applied to wind power integration is 

presented in [Gomes-2014b], focusing on the real-time simulation illustration. 

3.15 CASE STUDIES 

The work developed in the scope of this thesis addresses several issues related to the 

DR programs implementation by a diversity of developed approaches. The illustration and 

demonstration of each methodology/approach features has been done through the 
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implementation of adequate case studies. The implemented case studies, regarding the key 

publications listed in Sub-section 3.1, are classified according to several selected parameters 

as can be seen in Table 3.2. 

As the first parameter, one have the number of consumers in the case study. Distinct 

values have been used according to aim of illustrating the large use of DR (with a large 

amount of consumers), or to the aim of demonstrate in detail how the model/approach works 

(in this case, a reduced number of consumers have been considered). Regarding the consumer, 

it has been considered both incentive and price-based DR (real time pricing modeled by the 

elasticity), and both the reduction/shifting of the consumption. In [Faria-2013d], instead of 

reducing the consumption, it has been considered the consumption increase.  

Table 3.2. Case studies summary 

 

In the case of DG use, distinct number of units has been considered, up to 66 units. In 

some cases, all the DG units are scheduled simultaneously, according to the DG type they 

belong to. In the case of [Faria-2013d], DG units have been divided into ordinary and 

prioritary, in order to reflect the adequate relevance to be given to non-dispatchable resources 
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(prioritary). Concerning the suppliers available in the case study, one can see that sometimes 

they are not used (for example for isolated grid studies proposes), or in other cases one have 

several, up to 10. In some cases the suppliers are divided into regular and additional, in order 

to reflect the suppliers that are used as a second level resource. 

Regarding the resource management goal, in most of the cases it has been considered 

the minimization of the Operation Costs (OC) for the VPP operating the network and/or the 

DG and DR resources. In some cases focusing on the consumer modeling, there was no place 

to resource scheduling nor a VPP goal. In [Faria-2013d], it has been considered the 

maximization of the Social Welfare (SW) resulting from the resource scheduling. 

In what concerns the remuneration of DG and DR resources, several approaches have 

been considered, namely the quadratic Cost Function (CF), the linear cost function, and the 

elasticity for RTP. In some cases the remuneration has been considered equal for all the 

resources of the same type or in the same group/cluster. In three publications, it has been 

addressed the modeling and use of baselines. Other three publications include a case study 

that addresses the aggregation of the resources, providing approaches that are alternative to 

the resource type. 

The trigger of the DR event has been considered as according to the schedule, and 

according to the reserve needs, in order to address wind integration, and due to the existence 

of a lack of supply or a fault in the network. In [Faria-2012c] and [Faria-2013c] it has been 

used the Locational Marginal Price (LMP) as criteria for the DR nodal use. Some publications 

consider one trigger, while other publications use until three of the four defined trigger 

possibilities. 

Regarding the heuristic approaches use, and the deterministic optimization, several 

PSO approaches have been used. In some of the publications, heuristic and deterministic 

approaches are simultaneously used in order to prove the effectiveness of the heuristic 

approaches.  

While some case studies focus on the illustration of the models/approaches advantages, 

other demonstrate the effectiveness of DR by providing the comparison of the results with and 

without DR, namely in comparison with the use of DG in network operation issues. In this 

way, it makes possible to demonstrate the ability of DR to improve the operation of power 

systems at the local distribution networks, considering the integration of DG resources, 

namely in the context of SG, as claimed in the core contribution of this thesis. 
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3.16 CONCLUSIONS  

The work developed in the scope of this thesis resulted in a diversity of methodologies 

and approaches concerning DR programs implementation. This chapter presented the key 

contributions of the thesis and the relevant publications that support the validation of each key 

contribution. Moreover, the discussion on how the key contributions are put together in order 

to accomplish the main core contribution of the thesis has been provided.  

The SPIDER decision support system was presented, enhancing the main features and 

advantages since the full description is addressed by a publication. The set of case studies that 

support each key contribution, namely in what concerns the economic advantages of using 

DR, have been presented. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This chapter presents, in section 4.1, the most important conclusions that resulted from 

the work developed in the scope of this thesis. An analysis on how the objectives of the work 

were achieved is also included. Some perspectives of future work are presented in section 4.2. 

4.1 MAIN CONCLUSIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

The demand response concept brings several opportunities for achieving the desired 

increasing levels of efficient and reliable operation of electricity markets and of the power 

systems in general, namely in the context of smart grids. In fact, several advantages regarding 

the demand response use have been proved; however, several difficulties and problems related 

to business models and regulatory issues must be addressed. The regulation activity in the 

electricity sector has made relevant efforts in order to introduce increasing levels of demand 

response, namely in the context of integrating distributed generation. However, legal issues 

are appearing, creating barriers to the demand response fostering and to the programs already 

implemented. 

This thesis work contributed with approaches aiming at addressing the referred 

difficulties, in the scope of a large vision that is being performed by the design and 

implementation of a Decision-Support System (DSS) oriented for supporting the decision 

making concerning DR program and contract design and use. As the core contribution, this 

thesis work focused on the proof of the ability of the demand response programs to improve 

the effectiveness of the power & energy system operation as a whole, including distributed 

generation. It addressed the participation of the small size consumers through the aggregation 

provided by several aggregation entities.   

Several key contributions include consumer modeling and classification, consumption 

shifting, event duration definition, real time pricing for wind integration, demand response 

and distributed generation, aggregation, remuneration, and the use of heuristic approaches. 

The interests and challenges of several players acting in the DR programs, namely consumers, 
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Independent System Operators (ISO), aggregators such as Virtual Power Players (VPPs), and 

Curtailment Service Providers (CSPs) have been addressed. 

The literature around demand response is very extensive, with a large amount of new 

information appearing constantly. A diversity of market implementation and the related 

business models were discussed. A review on the most recent and relevant problems and 

approaches aiming at providing solutions for demand response challenges was provided. It 

was evidenced that legal and regulatory issues are an important obstacle concerning the 

demand response fostering, namely for Europe, Portugal, and US. In fact, the implementation 

and success levels are very different across the world; it is important to learn from the 

difficulties that are now appearing in the US markets, previously recognized as very 

successful. The path that Europe is following should take these issues into account. 

Focusing on the software and hardware aspects of the thesis work, the SPIDER 

decision support system was presented, enhancing its main features. It undertakes the 

technical validation of the solution using realistic network simulation with real time digital 

simulation performance. This system accommodates a diversity of software and hardware 

means, which makes possible to implement and evaluate a large set of operation scenarios 

with real-time simulation capability. The results obtained with the used optimization models, 

namely concerning energy resource scheduling, can be used as input to the electric 

components simulation and to the emulation hardware. It becomes possible to address the 

reasonability of the solution, also making possible to update the simulation models. It is, 

however, important to refer that the field of real-time simulation and the related aspects, as the 

case of the hardware-in-the-loop, which is out of the scope of this thesis, are very specific and 

must be adequately addressed. 

The contributions of this thesis are based on several methodologies addressing mainly 

the consumer and the VPP scope. On one hand, the consumer related aspects have been 

addressed. However, the nature of the consumer aspects is of complex modeling, so further 

work is therefore needed in order to create new methodologies and improve the developed 

ones. On the other hand, from the VPP point of view, one can say that the developed 

optimization models can easily be adapted for the use in the real world applications. 

Obviously new business models should be developed or improved namely in order to include 

the developments at the related electricity markets and also considering electric vehicles. 
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However, the methodologies developed in this thesis are very effective in the context and 

given the assumptions considered for their development. 

Concerning the case studies, several realistic scenarios have been implemented in 

order to: 1) illustrate in detail how each of the proposed methodologies work; and 2) analyze 

the impact of the large scale integration of consumers in demand response programs and the 

impact of distributed generators in both the network operation and the influence on the 

demand response programs design and use. While some of the publications address 1), other 

publications address the comparison of the energy resource operation with and without 

demand response participation, providing a proof on the main contribution of this thesis.  

PSO was used in its classic form and in improved approaches. It was implemented in 

several case studies concerning the energy resources management. PSO approaches were, in 

some publications, compared with a deterministic approach. The obtained results evidence 

interesting PSO approach performance concerning the objective function value, with much 

lower times than the deterministic approach. 

The work developed in the scope of this thesis has resulted in the publication of twenty 

main papers, six of them published in SCI journals.  

4.2 PERSPECTIVES ON FUTURE WORK 

The development of this work is a relevant part of the core of some recently approved 

projects with several funding sources, namely the following: 

• ELECON - Electricity Consumption Analysis to Promote Energy Efficiency 

Considering Demand Response and Non-technical Losses, FP7-PEOPLE – 

IRSES, (318912- FP7-PEOPLE) [ www.elecon.ipp.pt ]; 

• SEAS - Smart Energy Aware Systems, ITEA2, (12004)  

[ https://itea3.org/project/seas.html ]; 

• FUSE-IT - Facility Using smart Secured Energy & Information Technology, 

ITEA2, (13023) [ https://itea3.org/project/fuse-it.html ];  

• DREAM-GO – Enabling Demand Response for short and real-time Efficient And 

Market Based smart Grid Operation – An intelligent and real-time simulation 
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approach, H2020-PEOPLE – RISE  

[ http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/193851_en.html ]. 

Among the many advances that the development of this work gave opportunity to, 

allowing future works and scientific findings, some future developments can be explored and 

implemented, namely the following: 

• Defining a methodology to identify the DR programs features that are missing in 

each specific program in order to support the design of further DR programs or to 

improve the existing ones; 

• Addressing the consumer modeling with more accurate approaches. Elasticity 

should be explored for shifting purposes. Baselines can be improved namely by 

exploring the synergies with load forecasting technics. In this way, the consumer 

participation and remuneration becomes more effective;  

• Analyzing the revenues and incomes, as well as other benefits for the diverse 

players (ISO, DNO, consumer, etc.), concerning the participation in DR programs 

and events in a medium and long term, namely regarding the number of events per 

year, for example; 

• Improving the DR shifting approaches in order to include the elasticity and the 

relationships between tasks performed by the consumer; 

• Addressing the event duration definition by helping the aggregator in the DR 

programs design, also concerning the benefits and disadvantages of each solution; 

• Improving the design of DR programs for the accommodation of distributed 

generation and the respective scheduling of the resources, which should also 

consider the single consumer’s goals in the objective function; 

• Exploring additional technics adequate for the aggregation of resources, also 

aiming at improving the effectiveness of the remuneration approaches; 

• Implementing increasingly realistic case studies in order to improve the accuracy of 

the developed methodologies. Such improvements should be tested in adequate 

decision support systems for DR programs, namely in SPIDER. 

The majority of these suggestions have been considered for the future development of 

this thesis work in the scope of the previously mentioned projects. 
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Modified Particle Swarm Optimization Applied to
Integrated Demand Response and DG Resources

Scheduling
Pedro Faria, Student Member, IEEE, João Soares, Zita Vale, Senior Member, IEEE, Hugo Morais, Member, IEEE,

and Tiago Sousa

Abstract—The elastic behavior of the demand consumption
jointly used with other available resources such as distributed
generation (DG) can play a crucial role for the success of smart
grids. The intensive use of Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
and the technical and contractual constraints result in large-scale
non linear optimization problems that require computational
intelligence methods to be solved.
This paper proposes a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

based methodology to support the minimization of the operation
costs of a virtual power player that manages the resources in a
distribution network and the network itself. Resources include
the DER available in the considered time period and the energy
that can be bought from external energy suppliers. Network
constraints are considered. The proposed approach uses Gaussian
mutation of the strategic parameters and contextual self-parame-
terization of the maximum and minimum particle velocities.
The case study considers a real 937 bus distribution network,

with 20310 consumers and 548 distributed generators. The ob-
tained solutions are compared with a deterministic approach and
with PSO without mutation and Evolutionary PSO, both using
self-parameterization.

Index Terms—Demand response, energy resource management,
particle swarm optimization, virtual power player.
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Quadratic cost coefficient of DG unit in
period

Charge cost of storage in period

Discharge cost of storage in period

program cost, for load in period

program cost, for load in period

program cost, for load in period

Excess available power cost coefficient of
DG unit in period

Non-supplied demand cost of load in
period

Imaginary part of the element in admittance
matrix corresponding to the row and
column

Real part of the element in admittance
matrix corresponding to the row and
column

Total number of buses

Total number of distributed generators

Total number of DG units for the bus

Total number of lines

Total number of loads

Total number of loads for the bus

Total number of storage units

Total number of storage units for the bus

Total number of external suppliers

Total number of SP external suppliers for
the bus

Active power charge of storage in period

Active power charge of storage at bus in
period

Active power generation of distributed
generation unit DG in period

Active power generation of distributed
generation unit DG at bus in period
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Maximum active power generation of
distributed generator unit DG in period

Minimum active power generation of
distributed generator unit DG in period

Active power discharge of storage in
period

active power reduction, for load
in period

active power reduction, for load at
bus in period

active load curtailment, for load
in period

active power reduction, for load at
bus in period

active load curtailment, for load
in period

active power reduction, for load at
bus in period

Excess available power by DG unit in
period , relative to take or pay contracts

Active power demand of load in period

Maximum reduction active power, in
program, for load in period

Maximum reduction active power, in
program, for load in period

Maximum reduction active power, in
program, for load in period

Non-supplied demand for load in period

Non-supplied demand for load at bus
in period

Active power acquired from supplier in
period

Active power generation of SP external
supplier at bus in period

Maximum active power of SP external
supplier in period

Reactive power generation of distributed
generation unit DG in period

Reactive power generation of distributed
generation unit DG at bus in period

Maximum reactive power generation of
distributed generator unit DG in period

Minimum reactive power generation of
distributed generator unit DG in period

Reactive power demand of load at bus
in period

Reactive power acquired from supplier
in period

Reactive power generation of SP external
supplier at bus in period

Maximum reactive power of SP external
supplier in period

Maximum apparent power flow established
in line that connect the bus and

Total number of periods

Voltage at bus in polar form in period

Voltage magnitude at bus in period

Maximum voltage magnitude at bus

Minimum voltage magnitude at bus

Binary variable of DG unit related to accept
the active power generation in period

Series admittance of line that connect the
bus and

Shunt admittance of line connected in the
bus

I. INTRODUCTION

E LECTRIC power systems are not the same anymore. Be-
ginning with the liberalization of electricity markets, sev-

eral changes have been occurring [1]. The increasingly intensive
use of Distributed Generation (DG), the creation of Demand Re-
sponse (DR) programs [2], [3], and the increasing requirements
in terms of energy quality and network reliability have increased
the complexity of the infrastructure operation and planning, and
aim at bringing to practice the concept of Smart Grid (SG) [4].
In this competitive and complex environment, computational

intelligence methods will be required for obtaining solutions for
large dimension problems, in an acceptable time [5]. Reference
[4] attests the importance of using computational intelligence in
many aspects of SG as the system optimization. Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) is an effective method to determine the so-
lution of large-scale non linear optimization problems [6]. PSO
has been successfully applied to several power systems prob-
lems [7]–[10].
Aggregation of small-scale distributed resources, as well as

their operation, in a competitive environment leads to the cre-
ation of Virtual Power Players (VPP) [11]. VPP can aggregate
diversity of players and of energy resources, including DR,
making them profitable [11].
DR [14], [15] is a very promising resource in the context of

electricity markets [12], [13] and SG [14], [16]. A method to de-
termine the DR capacity in a distribution network is presented
in [14]. Reference [15] proposes a method to maximize con-
sumers’ benefits, regarding their demand reduction in face of
the variation in electricity prices and their uncertainties.
In the context of smart grids operated by a virtual power

player, the distributed energy resources scheduling gains high
relevance due to the competitive environment of smart grid
operation. References [17]–[20] report important recent works
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on this field. Those works use different resources optimization
points of view: [17], [19], and [20] optimize the grid operation,
whereas [18] optimizes the consumer installation. Although
network constraints are very relevant in this context, these are
usually not included in the proposed optimization models. This
inclusion can be done embedding the network simulation in
the problem formulation or using a simpler approach, namely
the validation of the obtained solutions. The later method is
used in [17] which uses a real time digital simulator to validate
the solutions. References [19], [20] do not consider network
constraints. In this way, the present work is innovative in con-
sidering the network constraints in the problem formulation.
Moreover, most works that propose a heuristic optimization
approach do not assess the quality and the efficiency of the
solution by comparing it with the solution obtained with a
deterministic approach which is done in the present paper.
This paper deals with the integrated management of demand

response and DG in the scope of smart grids. An efficient man-
agement of these resources requires the use of adequate methods
able to cope with the large-scale non linear optimization prob-
lems that result from the large number of distributed energy
resources and from the need to ensure that the technical and
contractual constraints are not violated. The deterministic ap-
proaches are not suitable because their execution times are too
high for the operation time constraints. Computational intelli-
gence methods have proved to be able to provide good solutions
for the envisaged type of problems in much shorter times.
The present paper proposes a particle swarm optimization

based methodology to support the minimization of the opera-
tion costs of a virtual power player that manages the resources
in a distribution network and the network itself. Those resources
include the distributed energy resources available in the consid-
ered time period and the energy that can be bought from external
energy suppliers. Demand response resources are divided into
three capacity programs, namely RedA, RedB, RedC, with dis-
tinct price and power characteristics. Network constraints are
considered using an AC power flow.
The proposed PSO approach uses Gaussian mutation of the

strategic parameters and self-parameterization of the maximum
and minimum particle velocities, according to the context. This
work is an evolution of the work published in [21]. The previous

paper [21] did not consider the network constraints and thus
the optimization model used only linear constraints. Addition-
ally, the generation resources are now individually considered
whereas in [21] they were aggregated in four distinct types. The
proposed PSO approach has been adapted to this new realistic
model considering the non linear network constraints. A power
flow model [22] has been embedded in the algorithm to enable
the analysis of network violations for the swarm solutions. This
leads to more accurate solutions than the ones obtained in [21].
The self-parameterization algorithm presented in [21] has been
redesigned to deal with the new model.
After this introduction section, Section 2 explains the for-

mulation of the proposed scheduling problem and Section 3
explains the proposed PSO methodology. A case study that
considers a real 937-bus distribution network, with 20310
consumers and 548 distributed generators is presented in
Section 4. Finally, the most important conclusions of the work
are presented in Section 5.

II. ENERGY RESOURCE SCHEDULING FORMULATION

The proposed problem features the minimization of the VPP
costs and can be modeled as a mixed-integer non linear opti-
mization problem. The energy resource management requires a
multi-period optimization, and the formulation is modeled for a
specified time period . This formulation has been implemented
in General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) [23]. The ob-
jective function can be expressed as (1), shown at the bottom of
the page.
This objective function leads to the minimization of the costs

considering the reduction of load in three different and succes-
sive steps (demand response capacity programs RedA, RedB,
and RedC), the costs of the energy provided by the external
suppliers, and costs of the energy provided by photovoltaic,
wind, Combined Heat and Power (CHP),Municipal SolidWaste
(MSW), biomass, fuel cell, hydro, and storage. The problem for-
mulation considers the network constraints accounted by an AC
power flow.
The constraints of the problem are the following equations

(2)–(13):
• The network active (2) and reactive (3) power balance in
each period and in each bus . in each period. During

(1)
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the operation of a power system, both active and reactive
power generation must meet the verified demand.

(2)

(3)

• Bus voltage magnitude (4) and angle (5) limits in each bus
must be assured. In the reference bus, the voltage magni-
tude and angle are fixed and set by the user.

(4)

(5)

• Line thermal limits, which represent the maximum power
that can flow in a line due to its characteristics;

(6)

• Resources active (7), (9) and reactive (8), (10) power gen-
eration limits in each period , respectively for DG units
(7), (8) and upstream suppliers (9), (10). The maximum ac-
tive power that can be reduced in each consumer, in each
step, is assured by (11), (12), (13).

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

• Storage technical constraints in each period - The storage
units’ operation constraints considered in the proposed
methodology and implemented in the proposed methods
are the ones presented in [24]. Those include multi-period
balance of the power in each storage unit as well as the
charge and discharge rates.

III. MUTATED PARTICLE SWARM APPROACH

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was created with an ini-
tial experiment of a swarm simulator first published in [25]. The
authors foresaw its potential for optimization problems, namely
to mitigate the difficulties of solving complex problems in terms
of computational time. PSO belongs to the category of swarm
intelligence methods [26] and computational intelligence. It is
used in the present paper to solve the energy resource scheduling
problem due to being effective in difficult optimization tasks,
namely for non linear large dimension problems [27]. A PSO
modified version (PSO-MUT), using Gaussian mutation of the
strategic parameters, and self-parameterization is proposed for
this purpose. The results and the performance of the proposed
method are compared with those obtained with conventional
techniques using the professional optimization tool GAMS™,
with the version of PSO without mutation as well as Evolu-
tionary Particle SwarmOptimization (EPSO) found in [28]. The
three versions implemented in this paper use a specific modifi-
cation, namely self-parameterization of the maximum and min-
imum velocities according to the problem context already in-
troduced in [21]. This will enable a fair comparison of the PSO
methodologies in the case study rather than only using the self-
parameterization on the proposed PSO-MUT. Self-parameteri-
zation was improved from the authors’ conference paper [21] to
be used in the present ERM problem. Self-parameterization re-
lies on the automatic adjustment of PSO parameters, namely the
maximum and the minimum velocities to be set independently
from user configuration enabling easy and fast use of themethod
and also better results. The proposed self-parameterization has
been specifically designed for the ERM problem formulation.
For other ERM formulations the algorithm rules should be care-
fully adapted and tested. The maximum and the minimum ve-
locity limits are calculated according to the following: Vector of
Prices vector with generator marginal cost prices and loads
demand response cut prices.
For each element (i) of Vector of Prices apply (14) where the

variables with lower price will have higher velocities.

(14)

Fig. 1 depicts the proposed PSO approach for the demand re-
sponse scheduling problem presented in this paper. The power
flow algorithm included in the meta-heuristics is based on the
theory given in [22]. The minimum velocity limits for load re-
duction variables are higher if the highest energy supplier price
tends to be expensive compared to the other prices. If the energy
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TABLE I
GENERATOR AND SUPPLIER DATA—EXAMPLE

Fig. 1. PSO-MUT for the proposed energy resource scheduling problem.

supplier price tends to be cheaper, then the minimum velocity
limits tend to be lower in order to have less load cuts.
The minimum velocity limits are calculated as in (15):

(15)

For better understanding of the above equations, let consider
the following example of two generators (Table I) and two loads
(Table II). Prices are in monetary units (m.u.).
There are three considered demand response capacity pro-

grams with a minimum load reduction for each step. First, the
marginal costs of the generators, MC1 for generator 1 (16) and
MC2 for generator 2 (17) (shown at the bottom of the page), are
calculated using generators’ upper limit.
Then, applying (14) for each element of Vector of Prices, we

determine maxVel for each of the variables (Table III).
This means that the variable with higher velocity would be

the one that corresponds to Generator 2 because it has the lower
energy price. On the contrary, the price of RedC of Load1 is the
less desired variable to increase given the considered scenario.
The minimum velocity limits of variables are calculated ac-

cording to the rank position (lowest to highest) of the higher
energy supplier contract price, according to (15). In this case
there is only one energy supplier contract; it appears in the 7th
place along with RedA of Load1. In this case, considering po-
sition 7 and a total of 9 variables, we have:

. If this price was the lowest, i.e., the less expensive, there-
fore being in the 1st position of the price rank, this would be-
come: .
In what concerns the mutation of strategic parameters, used

only in PSO-MUT, the strategic parameters , are: inertia,
memory, and cooperation. The particles movement is ruled by
(18).

(18)

The Gaussian mutation is used in each PSO iteration, intro-
ducing more diversification in the search process rather than
the standard version using fixed and random only weights. At
the beginning of the process the values of the corresponding
weights are randomly generated between 0 and 1. After that,
the particle’s weights are changed in each iteration of
PSO using a Gaussian mutation method according to (19):

(19)

(16)

(17)
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TABLE II
LOAD CURTAILMENT PRICES—EXAMPLE

TABLE III
MAXIMUM VELOCITY LIMITS OF VARIABLES

where are the resulting particle’s weights after mutation,
and is the learning parameter, externally fixed between 0 and
1. A high value of gives more importance to mutation. N(0,1)
is a random number following a normal distribution with mean
of 0 and a variance of 1 (squared scale). Once again, the strategic
parameters are limited to values between 0 and 1 in this stage.
It must be clarified that all the solutions obtained by the PSO

based methods use an AC power flow in order to consider the
network constraints and the power losses.

IV. CASE STUDY

The present case study illustrates the application of the pro-
posed methodology to a set of consumers connected to a real
Portuguese distribution network. The considered network is op-
erated by a VPP that aims to minimize the operation costs. VPP
operates the existing sources (DG and suppliers) and the de-
mand response capacity programs. In each period, with the aim
of facing the existing load demand, the VPP performs the sched-
uling of the existing resources. Due to the space limitation for
presenting results, a single period was considered and the exis-
tence of storage units is not taken into account.
Firstly the characterization of the case study scenario is pre-

sented in sub-section A. The obtained results with the proposed
methodology, with the other PSO approaches and the determin-
istic approach are then shown and compared in Sub-section B.

A. Scenario Characterization

The network used in this case study is a real 30 kV distri-
bution network, supplied by one high voltage substation (60/30
kV) with 90 MVA of maximum power capacity distributed by
6 feeders, with a total number of 937 buses and 464 MV/LV
transformers [24]. Fig. 2 shows the summarized scheme of the
distribution network. The number of consumers and the demand
in each feeder is also shown.
This distribution network has already been in use for many

years and it has suffered many reformulations. It is partly com-
posed of aluminum conductors and partly of copper conductors
and the distribution is made by power lines and underground
cables. The 20 310 consumers connected to this network are
classified into five consumer types. The peak power demand is
62 630 kW.

Regarding the participation of the consumers in each one of
the proposed demand response capacity programs (three succes-
sive reduction steps—RedA, RedB, and RedC), a determined
power reduction and the respective remuneration price were
established for each consumer type. Each reduction step only
can be used after the previous one have been fully used (e.g.,
RedC only can be used when RedA and RedB have been al-
ready fully used). For this case study, the maximum power re-
duction was fixed equal to 10%, 5%, and 5% of each load nom-
inal value, respectively for demand response capacity programs
RedA, RedB, and RedC. Table IV presents the values of de-
mand reduction costs in each demand response capacity pro-
gram. These values correspond to the remuneration values that
are paid to the consumers participating in each demand response
capacity programs, which are considered fixed for each con-
sumer type.
Table IV also presents the total capacity of demand reduction

in each demand response capacity program, regarding the con-
sumer types, for the considered network.
As the original network does not have distributed genera-

tion, the energy sources considered for this case study resulted
from a study regarding the allocation of DG. Table V presents
the values of prices (unitary operation costs), total available
capacity, and the number of units for each type of DG tech-
nology. The respective values for the ten considered suppliers,
connected to the network in the substation, are also presented.
Only the linear component of the sources cost functions is con-
sidered in this case study.
As it was explained in Section III, the considered optimiza-

tion has been solved using a deterministic approach and 3 PSO
variants approaches (without mutation—PSO—and with muta-
tion—PSO-MUT and EPSO [28]). Table VI presents the values/
description of both PSO methods’ parameters. The values for
the learning parameter in EPSO were set to 0.8 and the replica
was set to 1. Self-parameterization is also introduced in EPSO
to enable a closer comparison.
This case study corresponds to a total of 62046 variables. In

the PSO methods these variables are coded in memory vec-
tors, i.e., each particle has a dimension space of 62046. The
max position of each particle’s dimension is defined by the ca-
pacity limits of demand response capacity programs and gener-
ators/aggregators upper limit power whereas the min position is
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Fig. 2. Distribution network.

TABLE IV
DEMAND RESPONSE CAPACITY PROGRAMS CHARACTERIZATION

TABLE V
SOURCES CHARACTERIZATION

zero. This case study uses 20 particles and 150 iterations. These
values were obtained by empirical experimentation. Increasing
the number of iterations and particles would result in more ex-
ecution time without significant solution quality gains.

TABLE VI
PARAMETERS OF PSO METHODS

B. Results

This sub-section presents the results obtained for this case
study energy resources management. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of the PSO methods and of the proposed energy
resources management methodology, the results are shown re-
garding the three approaches (deterministic mixed integer non
linear programming optimization obtained in GAMS; heuristic
optimization obtained the proposed PSO, labeled as “PSO”; and
heuristic optimization obtained by the proposedmutated version
of PSO, labeled as “PSO-MUT”). The number of particles as-
signed to PSO and PSO-MUT methods was 20. The number of
iterations was 150 for both versions in order to allow comparing
the results. The details of the results shown in Figs. 3 to 6 cor-
respond to a random solution obtained by the PSO and by the
PSO-MUT.
Fig. 3 shows the results of the resource scheduling. The

solutions obtained by the deterministic approach (labeled as
“GAMS”) are considered as the reference. It is possible to see
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Fig. 3. Energy resource scheduling.

Fig. 4. Feeder 1 medium commerce consumers schedule in the RedA program.

that the PSO methods schedule all the resources (but not all
their available capacity), while the deterministic approach does
not make use of fuel cell units due to their operation costs. On
contrary, demand response capacity programs are more used in
the solution obtained by GAMS. The energy provided by the
suppliers is more used by the solution obtained by PSO-MUT.
The proposed methodology schedules each resource individ-

ually. However, here the results are presented in a condensed
form, showing the total aggregated amount of power sched-
uled for each type of DG technology, each type of consumer,
etc. Fig. 4 shows more detailed results for the medium com-

merce consumers in feeder 1 in what concerns the schedule in
the RedA demand response capacity program.
For these consumers, the deterministic approach schedules

all the consumers for participation in the demand reduction pro-
gramwhereas the solutions obtained by the PSOmethods do not
scheduled some of the consumers for participation.
Fig. 5 presents the solutions costs obtained for each type of

resource. Three components of the objective function are rep-
resented, namely DG, supplier and demand response costs. The
costs of demand response capacity programs are calculated ac-
cording to the consumers scheduled by each method. As ex-
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Fig. 5. Energy resource scheduling costs.

Fig. 6. Evolution of the average solutions of the PSO methods.

pected, the differences between the solutions obtained by the
three approaches are related to the schedules presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 6 shows the average solution found in each iteration for
1000 runs of the three considered PSO based approaches. It is
clear that the proposed PSO-MUT has a faster evolution to the
solution, which is also the best found solution among the PSO
methods.
Table VII shows the values of both operation costs and exe-

cution time for the four considered approaches.
These results show that the three PSO-based methods are

able to obtain solutions very close to the value obtained with
the deterministic approach (8662.6 m.u.) in much faster execu-
tion time. The proposed PSO-MUT leads to the best average

value (8809.2 m.u.) with the minimum standard deviation. The
proposed PSO-MUT execution time is slightly higher than the
one of the PSO without mutation and significantly lower than
the EPSO execution time. The EPSO execution time is higher
mainly due to the replication of the swarm and to the required
evaluations of the swarm and replica solutions.

V. CONCLUSION

The future context of operation of distribution networks,
according to the smart grid paradigm, will accommodate large
amounts of distributed generation. Enhancement of service
quality, increase of energy efficiency and reduction of the
operation costs are expected in the new context. Virtual power
players will play an important role managing and operating
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TABLE VII
EXECUTION TIME AND OPERATION COSTS VALUES COMPARISON

aggregated energy resources, which also include demand
response. Due to the competitive environment, important de-
cisions must be as efficient as possible and be taken in short
time horizons; computational intelligence methods will be very
important in this field.
In this paper, a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based

methodology is proposed and applied to the schedule of several
energy resources, including demand response, distributed gen-
eration, and the energy that can be bought to a set of suppliers,
minimizing the operation costs from the point of view of a VPP
that operates the network. The proposed method uses Gaussian
mutation of the strategic parameters and self-parameterization
of the maximum and minimum particle velocities, according to
the context.
The application of the proposed method has been illustrated

with a case study based on a real 937 bus distribution network,
with 20310 consumers and 548 distributed generators. The so-
lutions obtained with the proposed method are compared with
those obtained with a deterministic approach, the classic PSO,
and the Evolutionary PSO (EPSO). The proposed PSO-MUT
approach leads to the best average solution and presents execu-
tion times only slightly higher than traditional PSO.
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Price-based 

demand response is 

applied to electric 

power systems. 

Demand elasticity 

and consumer 

response enables 

load reduction. 

The methodology 

is implemented in 

the DemSi demand 

response simulator.

Demand response (DR) has proven an 
effective approach for allocating electri-
cal loads, gaining a competitive advantage, 
and providing significant benefits for elec-
tricity market performance. DR programs 
can increase power consumption efficiency 
through active consumer participation, 
showing the value that each consumer attri-
butes to his or her individualized additional 
demands.

Recent efforts aim to improve wholesale 
markets with more intensive use of DR. This 
includes, for example, the acceptance of de-
mand bids and offers for ancillary services; 
the specification by the DR resources of the 
frequency, duration, and level of participa-
tion in consumption reduction; and the exis-
tence of aggregators that bid into the market 
on behalf of customers.4

Fully leveraging all of the advantages of 
active consumer participation requires an 
infrastructure able to accommodate all cen-
tralized and distributed energy resources. 
This approach corresponds to the practical 

implementation of smart grids,5 which are 
currently the focus of significant research 
efforts. In practice, DR programs imple-
mentation is in an initial stage, using tech-
nologies close to smart metering.

The available DR opportunities should be 
used in the best way to attain the involved 
agents’ goals. This entails time-consuming 
and complex optimization problems, requir-
ing huge computational means. Traditional 
optimization methodologies are usually not 
able to cope with this type of problem for 
realistic cases. Researchers have used arti-
ficial intelligence techniques to address sev-
eral problems in the scope of power systems 
and electricity markets.6–7 Particle swarm 
optimization (PSO)8–9 has been successfully 
applied to power systems10 and is proposed 
in this work to address DR management.

This article presents a DR simulator 
(called DemSi) that we developed to simu-
late the use of DR programs. DemSi uses 
Power Systems CAD (PSCAD; see https://
hvdc.ca/pscad) for network simulation and 

Competitive electricity markets have arisen as a result of power- 

sector  restructuration and power-system deregulation. The players 

 participating in competitive electricity markets must define strategies and make 

 decisions using all the available information and business opportunities.1–3

E m E r g E n c y  m a n a g E m E n t
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provides users with optimized DR 
action management. The proposed 
methodology considers DR in terms 
of electricity price variation imposed 
by the distribution network operator 
in the presence of a reduction need 
for any reason, such as lack of gener-
ation or high market prices. The pro-
posed method is based on the use of 
real-time pricing. This price-responsive 
approach would help address the dif-
ficulties in monthly fixed-remuner-
ation programs, such as direct load 
control, and when the smart grid is at 
an initial implementation stage.

Demand Response Concepts 
and Programs
DR includes all intentional electricity-
consumption pattern modifications 
by end users that alter timing, in-
stantaneous-demand level, or total 
electricity consumption11 in response 
to changes in electricity’s price over 
time. Further, we can also define DR 
as incentive payments designed to in-
duce lower electricity use at times of 
high wholesale market prices or when 
system reliability is jeopardized.12

DR Benefits
An important advantage of DR im-
plementation is the postponement of 
investments in generation resources 
and transmission and distribution 
lines. This is highly important when 
the generation is near its maximum 
capacity with exponentially increas-
ing generation costs. In these condi-
tions, a small reduction in load will 
cause a big reduction in generation 
costs and, therefore, a significant re-
duction in the price of electricity.

Usually the actions that result from 
demand-side behavior or those in-
tended to manage consumer behavior 
are referred to as DR, load manage-
ment, and demand-side management. 
Traditionally, these measures are taken 
to encourage consumers to  reduce 

their electricity consumption during 
times of especially high demand13 and 
usually occur through utility-load- 
management programs aiming es-
sentially at obtaining peak reduction. 
Competitive electricity markets enable 
a wide set of new opportunities for 
more strategic consumer behavior and 
new models of DR.

Several studies have shown that 
loads aren’t rigid, exhibiting elasticity 
that can be used for the mutual ben-
efit of power systems and consum-
ers. Changes in electricity prices over 
time and incentive payments increase 
demand flexibility as users intention-
ally modify their electricity consump-
tion patterns in response to exterior 
stimulus. DR can be contracted over 
longer or shorter periods, either as 
a result of its inclusion in capacity 
markets or directly through bilateral 
contracts.

DR, including real-time pricing, 
can be used to optimize distribution-
network operation, reduce incident 
consequences, and reduce wind cur-
tailment.14 DR programs can be used 
to both increase and decrease load 
demand. The use of DR to reduce 
load consumption in peak, congested, 
and/or incident periods helps distri-
bution network operators by relieving 
the network components. In this way, 
important benefits can be achieved in 
terms of reliability and service qual-
ity, cost minimization, and savings 
on network investments. In the case 
of incidents, the contracted load cur-
tailment is expected to minimize the 
nonsupplied load’s monetary global 
value. Increases of wind-based elec-
tricity generation systems and the 
wind’s intermittent nature often lead 
to periods of excess generated energy. 
This imposes relevant losses in wind 
curtailment, making wind farms less 
efficient and the corresponding in-
vestment payback period higher. The 
use of DR programs to increase load 

consumption in these periods helps to 
overcome this problem.

Measures and Programs
Price elasticity is a measure used in 
economics to evaluate the respon-
siveness of the demanded quantity of 
a good or service to a change in its 
price, or the percentage change in 
quantity demanded in response to a 
one percent price change.15 In electric 
loads, price elasticity is a normalized 
measure of the intensity of how usage 
of electricity changes when its price 
changes by one percent. In the oppo-
site way, demand elasticity is a mea-
sure of how price changes when usage 
of electricity changes. 

Demand price elasticity can be 
evaluated using Equation 1, where 
Quantity is the quantity of the us-
age of the good or service and Price 
is the price of this good or service.16 
∆Quantity and ∆Price refer to the 
quantity of usage and price variations 
between the periods before and after 
the implementation of DR programs.

ε =

∆

∆

Quantity
Quantity

Price
Price

 (1)

We can divide DR programs into 
two general groups: price and incen-
tive based.17 Price-based DR is related 
to changes in energy consumption by 
customers in response to variation in 
the prices they pay. This group in-
cludes three key pricing rates: 

•	Time-of-use pricing includes differ-
ent prices for usage during different 
periods, usually defined for periods 
of 24 hours. This rate reflects the 
average cost of generating and de-
livering power during each period.

•	Real-time pricing defines the price 
of electricity for shorter time pe-
riods, usually one hour, reflecting 
changes in the wholesale price of 
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electricity. Customers usually have 
the information of prices one day 
or one hour beforehand.

•	Critical-peak pricing is a hybrid of 
the other two pricing programs. 
The base program is time-of-use, 
with a much higher peak pricing 
applied under specified conditions 
(for example, when system reliabil-
ity is compromised or supply costs 
are high).

For different hours or time periods, 
if the price varies significantly, cus-
tomers can respond with changes in 
energy use. Response to price-based 
DR programs is entirely voluntary.

Incentive-based DR includes pro-
grams that give customers fixed or 
time-varying incentives and that com-
plement their electricity rate. Utility 
companies, load-serving entities, or 
a regional grid operator can establish 
these approaches. Some of these pro-
grams penalize customers who fail 
the contractual response when a pri-
ori specified events are declared. This 
group includes programs such as di-
rect load control, interruptible/curtail-
able service, demand bidding/buyback, 
emergency DR, capacity market, and 
ancillary services market.

In other work, Lorna Greening ex-
poses the expected responsibilities 
and functions of each player in a de-
regulated electricity market.18 Green-
ing states that larger participation is 
required for DR to be viable in the 
scope of electricity markets, and that 
this requires a more intensive collab-
oration between regulators, market 
participants, and market and system 
operators.

Katherine Hamilton and Neel Gul-
har propose a complex-bid, market-
clearing mechanism that considers 
price-sensitive bids made by consum-
ers.19 This work quantifies the effect 
of the increasing participation of the 
demand-side on various categories 

of market participants. The authors 
conclude that the increase of demand 
shifting causes the reduction of market-
clearing prices, benefiting all bidders 
even if they don’t participate in the 
shifting activities.

Direct load control is a DR model 
for which the utility is able to control 
customer equipment. This control has 
shown positive results, avoiding the 
use of additional generation. Imple-
mented models have been applied to 
air conditioners and water heaters. 
However, some problems related to 
the functioning of switches installed 
by the utility have been reported. In 
the future, with further implementa-
tion of the smart grid concept with 
two-way communication ability, it’s 
expected that utilities will have bet-
ter control over the target equipment. 
This is important because incentive 
payments are usually paid monthly to 
customers as fixed rates.20 Although 
this concept isn’t presently considered 
useful, utilities are planning to of-
fer programs in which they give cus-
tomers price signals through smart 
pricing programs. These signals are 
expected to give incentives to custom-
ers to make their own investments in 
DR equipment.20

Problem Formulation and 
Resolution
The DR problem that we consider 
here is motivated by a need to reduce 
the energy supply to a set of con-
sumers by a specified amount. This 
event is managed by a consumer ag-
gregator, aiming at minimizing the 
global value paid by the consumers. 
To achieve this goal, the aggregator 
considers the individual consumers’ 
price elasticity, which relates demand 
reduction with price increase. Indi-
vidual load reduction and price in-
creases that minimize the consumers’ 
global cost are determined for each 
consumer.

Problem Formulation
The problem we aim to solve consists 
of the optimal minimization of the 
global costs from the point of view 
of electricity consumers, regarding 
loads managed by a load aggregator. 
The problem’s characteristics lead to 
a nonlinear model.

In practice, when a reduction in 
electricity consumption is needed, 
the aggregator, based on its knowl-
edge about the consumers, raises the 
price of electricity with the expecta-
tion that consumers will reduce their 
electricity use. The objective function 
can be expressed as shown in Equa-
tion 2 and is subjected to several 
constraints.

Min Cost

E ELoad c c

EnergyInitial c

( ) ( )

(

−( )
×

LoadRed

Price )) ( )+( )












=
∑ PriceEnergyVar cc

nc

1

 (2)

Here, Cost is the total load 
 consumption cost, nc is the number 
of consumers, ELoad(c) is initial  energy 
consumption of consumer c, ELoadRed(c) 
is energy  consumption reduction of 
consumer c, PriceEnergyInitial(c) is ini-
tial electricity price for consumer c, 
and PriceEnergyVar(c) is variation in con-
sumer c electricity price. The objec-
tive function in Equation 2 aims to 
minimize costs associated with elec-
tricity consumption (that is, the to-
tal amount consumers pay) when an 
overall demand reduction is required. 
We can calculate these costs based on 
the final load demand (initial load 
demand minus demand reduction 
value) and on the final price (initial 
price plus the price increment used 
to obtain the required consumption 
reduction). 

Limitations are imposed on each 
customer’s power (see Equation 3) 
and price (Equation 4) variations 
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 according to the extent in which they 
can and/or want to participate in the 
DR program and to their price elas-
ticity. Power system operation re-
quires the balance between load and 
generation to be guaranteed at all 
times (see Equation 5).

PLoadRed(c) ≤ MaxPLoadRed(c) (3)

PriceEnergyVar(c) ≤ MaxPriceEnergyVar(c)

 (4)

P P P
c

nc

c
Main P− = −

=
∑Reserve Load c LoadRed c( ) ( ),

1==
∑

1

nc

 (5)

where MaxPLoadRed(c) is the maxi-
mum permitted variation in power 
for consumer c; MaxPriceEnergyVar(c) 
is the maximum permitted variation 
in energy price for consumer c; PMain 
is power received from the main grid; 
PReserve is reserve power; PLoad(c) is ini-
tial power consumption of consumer c;  
and PLoadRed(c) is power consumption 
reduction of consumer c.

The consideration of load response 
is formulated based on elasticity val-
ues (see Equation 6). Because the 
elasticity is a fixed and constant value 
for each load, the optimal relation 
between load and price variation is 
determined in the optimization. The 
present study considers the obliga-
tion of having the same price varia-
tion for the loads of the same type as 
expressed in Equation 7.

Elasticity c( )

=
×
×

P

P
c EnergyInitial c

Load c

LoadRed Price( ) ( )

( ) PPriceEnergyVar c( )
 (6)

PriceEnergyVar(c) 
= PriceEnergyVar(T), ∀c ∈ T, (7)

where Elasticity(c) is price elasticity 
for consumer c, and T is consumer 
type.

Particle swarm Optimization
The optimization of the formulated 
nonlinear problem consists of the 
minimization of a multimodal func-
tion with many local minima and a 
global optimum. This is considered 
an NP-hard problem because the 
computational complexity is high 
even in simple cases.

In past decades, AI techniques 
have deployed a set of effective and 
efficient methods to mitigate the dif-
ficulties of solving complex com-
putational time problems. These 
algorithms explore a given search 
space and return the best solution 
found. PSO belongs to the category 
of swarm intelligence methods, and 
we use it in this work to solve the DR 
problem because it’s effective in dif-
ficult optimization tasks such as non-
linear problems.21 We describe the 
algorithm as follows:

1. START
2. Initialization of param-

eters (maximum veloci-
ties, minimum velocities, 
position limits, maximum 
iterations)

3. Random generation of ini-
tial values (swarm)

4. REPEAT
5. Reproduction: Each particle 

generates 1 new descendent 
(movement, new position)

6. Evaluation: Each particle 
has its fitness value, ac-
cording to its current po-
sition in search space

7. Store the best solution of 
swarm

8. UNTIL termination criteria 
(Number of generations)

9. END PSO

We then compared the results and 
performance of this technique with 
those obtained with conventional 
techniques using the professional op-
timization tool, General Algebraic 
Modeling System (GAMS; see www.
gams.com).

Simulator
DemSi is a DR simulator that we de-
veloped to simulate the use of DR 
programs. We used PSCAD as the 
base platform for the network simu-
lation, enabling the use of detailed 
models of electrical equipment and 
the consideration of transient phe-
nomena. These abilities are relevant 
to analyze the technical viability of 
the DR proposed solutions, both for 
steady state and transients (although 
we don’t present network response to 
load changes here).

DemSi considers the players in-
volved in the DR actions and allows 
result analysis from each specific 
player’s viewpoint. This includes four 
types of players: electricity consum-
ers, consumer aggregators, electricity 
retailers (suppliers), and the distri-
bution network operator. Here, we 
analyze the case study from the view-
point of a consumers’ aggregator.

Consumers can be characterized 
on an individual or aggregated basis. 
Based on their profiles, some clients 
can establish flexible supply contracts 
with their suppliers. DemSi considers 
the information concerning the quan-
tity of load that can be cut or reduced 
and the corresponding compensa-
tions for each client. 

DemSi classifies the loads as five 
main types based on function of peak 
power consumption, energy destina-
tion, and load diagram:

•	 domestic, 
•	 small commerce,
•	medium commerce,
•	 large commerce, and
•	 industrial.

Figure 1 shows DemSi’s general 
architecture.

To fully attain our goals, PSCAD 
is linked with Matlab (see www. 
mathworks.com) and GAMS. These 
links let us use programmed  modules 
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to model the relevant 
players’ behavior and re-
lationships, focusing on 
the contracts between 
each client and each 
 supplier. The formulated 
optimization problem’s 
solution is found using 
Matlab and/or GAMS. 
Using diverse approaches 
for solving the optimiza-
tion problems, it’s pos-
sible to derive the best 
approach for each type of 
situation.

Once the simulation is 
started, a simulation time-
line feeds DemSi with time-
tagged events. PSCAD 
simulates all physical phe-
nomena related to the 
power system. The man-
agement of DR programs 
is undertaken by a module 
developed in Matlab. The simulation’s 
end is determined by the end of the sim-
ulation timeline.

Every time the simulator is initi-
ated, an initial state (for example, 
load value, breaker state, and so on) 
is considered as the departing simu-
lation point. Once the simulation is 
launched, the supply information and 
the consumer knowledge base have 
the required information that allows 
optimizing DR program use over 
time, allowing the simulation to con-
tinue. The DR program-management 
module optimizes the use of DR op-
portunities for each situation.

Case Studies
Here, we illustrate the use of the pro-
posed methodology in the developed 
DR simulator DemSi. The case study 
considers a distribution network with 
32 buses from Mesut Baran and Felix 
Wu,22 which we evolved in a scenario 
to the year 2,040 in terms of load 
characterization.23 All the  results 

 presented in this article are obtained 
for two scenarios, with 32 and 320 
consumers, respectively. 

Case Characterization
Table 1 shows the load demand in 
the first scenario, with 32 consum-
ers. The second scenario had 10 con-
sumers in each bus, corresponding to 
a total of 320 consumers. In this sce-
nario, the 10 loads connected to each 
bus have the total power presented 
in Table 1 and are of the same load 
type. Table 1 also shows each con-
sumer’s type. 

In both scenarios, we considered 
that all loads of the same type have 
the same price variation during the 
DR program application. We solved 
each scenario and reduction need 
with two approaches: with the devel-
oped PSO module and with nonlinear 
programming (NLP) implemented in 
GAMS. We compared results in terms 
of time of execution and solution val-
ues. The values of  elasticity are 0.14, 

0.12, 0.20, 0.28, and 
0.38, respectively, for do-
mestic, small commerce, 
medium commerce, large  
commerce, and indus-
trial consumer types. 
The corresponding val-
ues for electricity price, 
which correspond to re-
tailer’s flat-rate tariff val-
ues, are  0.18, 0.19, 0.20, 
0.16, and 0.12 euros per 
kW hour.

As a restriction on the 
proposed formulation, we  
consider a price and 
power cap; we can pa-
rameterize these cap val-
ues for each case study. 
For this case study, the 
price cap is equal to 150 
percent of the energy 
price value and the power 
cap is 15 percent of the 

power consumption value for every 
customer.

DR program use is triggered by a 
load reduction required by the sup-
plier. We consider a set of seven re-
duction values for each scenario. For 
each reduction requirement, the en-
ergy price for each consumer type 
and the load reduction for each con-
sumer are obtained as a result of the 
optimization problem.

Particle swarm Optimization 
application Details
The problem described here has five 
variables that are the price variation 
upper limits for the five load types. 
In PSO, these variables are easily 
coded—that is, each particle has a di-
mension space of five. Table 2 shows 
the results of the performance and 
parameters sensitivity analysis of the 
method for 1,000 runs.

Given our results, we adopted con-
figuration A for this case study. The 
maximum position of each particle’s 

Figure 1. The DemSi architecture. A simulation timeline is used 
to feed DemSi with time-tagged events. Power Systems CAD 
(PSCAD) simulates the physical phenomena related to the power 
system; the simulation’s end is determined by the end of the 
simulation timeline.
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dimension is the price variation upper 
limit; the minimum position is zero. 
This case study uses 60 particles and 
200 iterations. The maximum and 
minimum velocity are 0.01 and −0.1, 
respectively.

We used control penalties to ad-
dress the energy balance constraint. 

We added the penalties to the fitness 
function to control the system energy 
balance (equality equation).

Results
We analyze the results in terms of 
execution time function and the ob-
tained solutions. We verified that ex-

ecution time doesn’t depend on the 
consumption reduction need. PSO 
takes about 0.07 and 0.15 seconds 
for 32 and 320 consumers, respec-
tively. NLP takes 0.32 seconds in 
both cases.

Although the execution time dif-
ference between PSO and NLP might 
seem irrelevant, the advantage of the 
PSO approach is important for some 
studies for which a large number 
of simulations is required in a rela-
tively short time. This could be the 
case when deciding to declare a DR 
event when the system has a mini-
mum anticipation time for consumer 
notification.

Figure 2 shows the values of each 
approach’s objective function and 
each scenario’s reduction need. These 
values, in euros, correspond to the 
global costs for the loads after the 
DR program implementation.

Comparing PSO and NLP, we 
can conclude that, for lower reduc-
tion needs, the results are almost the 
same. For higher reduction needs, 
PSO returns slightly worse results. 
These conclusions are not influenced 
by the problem’s dimension (that is, 
the number of consumers).

For a more detailed analysis, Fig-
ure 3 shows the energy price varia-
tion for the 32 loads scenario for each 
 approach. In Figure 3a, results for the 
major reduction need are grouped by 
consumer type. For this reduction 
need, all loads are required to partic-
ipate. The slight differences between 
the two approaches are because 
PSO is a stochastic method. Because 
finding the global optimum can’t be 
guaranteed, the obtained solution 
tends to be a local optimum with an 
objective function value close to the 
global optimum. Although the value 
obtained for the objective function 
is close to the one obtained by the 
NLP approach, the solution itself can 
present some differences—namely, 

Table 1. Consumer data.

Bus Power (kW) Consumer type

1 169.1 Medium commerce

2 148.9  Small commerce

3 147.1  Small commerce

4 145.5  Small commerce

5 94.2  Domestic

6 311.1  Large commerce

7 308.7  Large commerce

8 89.3  Domestic

9 90.6  Domestic

10 67.0  Domestic

11 91.1  Domestic

12 91.3  Domestic

13 181.3  Medium commerce

14 91.1  Domestic

15 91.1  Domestic

16 91.9  Domestic

17 135.5  Small commerce

18 152.4  Medium commerce

19 151.7  Medium commerce

20 151.6  Medium commerce

21 151.5  Medium commerce

22 147.3  Small commerce

23 674.8  Industrial

24 669.3  Industrial

25 93.8  Domestic

26 93.2  Domestic

27 92.2  Domestic

28 183.0  Medium commerce

29 295.3  Medium commerce

30 225.4  Medium commerce

31 315.1  Large commerce

32 89.8  Domestic

Total 5,831.3 —
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in what concerns the consumers in-
volved in the load reduction for each 
specific DR event. In Figure 3b, for 
each reduction need, the maximum 
variation on energy price is compared 
with the maximum allowed varia-
tion. In all results, the variations are 
largely below the maximum permit-
ted because the formulation consid-
ers both price and power cap, and 
the power cap became prevalent, and 

hence it limited higher response from 
loads.

Finally, Figure 4 shows the DR 
program’s load participation in the 
two scenarios. In general, compar-
ing the results for the two scenar-
ios shows similar behavior. In terms 
of the number of loads affected, the 
PSO solutions tend to correspond 
to more distributed load participa-
tion. For the loads that reached the 

maximum power variation, NLP 
performs rational management of 
loads, scheduling loads like using an 
order of merit: the next load is used 
when the load under consideration 
has no more capacity. In contrast, 
PSO spreads the variation among the 
loads so the maximum variation is 
not reached except for higher reduc-
tion needs when load variations are 
forced to the limit.

Figure 2. The global costs for loads after DR implementation. The costs are determined by each approach’s objective function 
and each scenario’s reduction needs, which are shown here for (a) 32 loads and (b) 320 loads. For lower reduction needs, the 
results are almost the same. For higher reduction needs, PSO returns slightly worse results.
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Figure 3. Detailed results for energy price variation for the 32 loads scenario. (a) Price variation in the major reduction need for 
each consumer, grouped by consumer type. (b) Major energy price variation in comparison with the maximum permitted.
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Table 2. Particle swarm optimization parameter-sensitivity analysis.

 
 

Configuration

 
Maximum 
velocity

 
Minimum 
velocity

 
No. of 

iterations

Solutions 
without 

violations (%)

 
 

Mean fitness

 
Worst 
fitness

 
Best  

fitness

 
Mean time 

(s)

A 0.01 −0.1 200 94 1,422.20 1,482.00 1,379.80 0.0716

B 0.01 −0.01 200 93 1,427.00 1,534.00 1,377.50 0.0715

C 0.01 −0.1 100 82 1,426.60 1,527.10 1,366.70 0.0387

D 0.01 −0.01 100 82 1,433.10 1,654.70 1,378.50 0.0382
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In terms of the number of loads af-
fected by DR, the PSO solution 

gives higher load participation for each 
imposed consumption reduction. PSO 
tends not to achieve the maximum 
load reduction for each consumer, 
spreading load reduction by more 
load types. For these reasons, the PSO 
approach leads to more interesting 
solutions, achieving the envisaged con-
sumption needs involving a large num-
ber of participants, with only a slight 
increase of the total cost.
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Abstract: Demand response can play a very relevant role in the context of powersystems with an intensive use of distributed energy
resources, from which renewable intermittent sources are a significant part. More active consumers participation can help improving
the system reliability and decrease or defer the required investments. Demand response adequate use and management is even more
important in competitive electricity markets. However, experience showsdifficulties to make demand response be adequately used
in this context, showing the need of research work in this area. The most important difficulties seem to be caused by inadequate
business models and by inadequate demand response programs management. This paper contributes to developing methodologies and
a computational infrastructure able to provide the involved players with adequate decision support on demand response programs
and contracts design and use. The presented work uses DemSi, a demand response simulator that has been developed by the authors
to simulate demand response actions and programs, which includes realistic power system simulation. It includes an optimization
module for the application of demand response programs and contractsusing deterministic and metaheuristic approaches. The proposed
methodology is an important improvement in the simulator while providing adequate tools for demand response programs adoption by
the involved players. A machine learning method based on clustering and classification techniques, resulting in a rule base concerning
DR programs and contracts use, is also used. A case study concerningthe use of demand response in an incident situation is presented.

Keywords: Demand response, decision support system, distributed generation, distribution system, simulation.

1 Introduction

One area expected to grow in the scope of electricity
markets is Demand Response (DR), as it appears as a
very promising opportunity for consumers and brings
several advantages for the whole system [1,3]. This is due
to the fact that power systems infrastructure is highly
capital intensive and demand response is one of the
cheaper resources available to prevent investment needs,
by peak-shaving and strategic load curtailment in
congestion situations [4]. On the other hand, demand
response programs can provide the system operator with a
determined load curtailment capacity which is highly
valuable to deal with unexpected changes in both supply
and demand levels. The actual state of demand response
around the world is summarized in [5]. DR in U.S.
wholesale markets, reporting an increase of 10% in the
number of entities offering dynamic pricing tariffs to

retail customers from 2006 to 2008, is described in [6].
However, demand response is not being as successful as
expected in the context of competitive markets. In some
cases, the electricity markets implementation even caused
a reduction in demand participation [7,8,9].

Practically speaking, demand response has been
implemented in various electricity markets and has
proved to bring relevant benefits to market players.
Furthermore, demand response opportunities are
normally considered vital for negotiating contracts
between retailers and customers in future smart grids.
However, till the present, demand side has been unable to
use all the business opportunities in the scope of
electricity markets in a satisfactory way. Efficient demand
response management requires new approaches to deal
with the complex interdependencies existing between
electricity prices and volumes.
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The difficulties concerning demand response
participation appear even for large demand side players
and obviously apply to small players. Aggregation is
being more and more used, so that electricity markets
players can join their resources and efforts to obtain
competitive advantage in electricity markets [10,11].
However demand response has very specific needs that
even large aggregators face serious difficulties in dealing
with. This shows the need to address DR as a priority,
providing electricity markets players with adequate DR
programs, contracts and business models.

The model presented in this paper aims at extending
the already obtained results [11,12,13,14,15,16,17],
contributing to overcome present demand response
limitations. The main objective is to provide the involved
players with decision-support concerning DR programs
and contracts use and adoption.

The participation in DR programs can be voluntary or
mandatory. Presently, implemented DR programs are
voluntary [18], although some studies report important
advantages of the mandatory approach [8].

Demand response programs can be divided in two
wide groups, namely price-based demand response and
incentive-based demand response [19]. The former is
related with changes in customers consumption in
response to variations in energy prices. The latter includes
programs involving customers incentives that are
additional to their electricity rates, which may be fixed or
time varying.

DR programs can be divided by economic (demand
bidding) and operational (reliability) purposes.
Combining these two purposes, ancillary services can
include load demand bids to participate in those services
which are crucial for the system operation.

After this introductory section, Section 2 presents the
developed decision support system and Section 3
concerns the implemented decision-support model. After
the case-study of Section 4, the main conclusions of the
work exposed in the paper are presented in section 5.

2 Decision-support system

The methodology presented in this paper has been
implemented in a decision support system integrated in a
demand response simulator, DemSi [12,13,14,15],
developed by the authors of the paper. The simulator has
important capabilities in what concerns the DR programs
use evaluation and has been updated to include the tools
necessary to simulate and support the decision concerning
DR programs adoption, as described in this paper.

The present section makes a brief description of the
simulator, as well as the explanation of the players
activities supported by the simulator, and an introduction
to the existing demand response programs models.

2.1 Demand response simulator

The simulator, as shown in the functional diagram of
Figure 1, includes an optimization module for the
application of DR programs and contracts using
deterministic and metaheuristic approaches.

Fig. 1 DemSi functional diagram.

The simulator also includes a realistic power system
simulation module, based on PSCAD, to undertake the
optimization results technical validation. Presently, the
simulator has several limitations, namely it only is
capable of network simulation considering a priori
defined load reduction in the context of a defined DR
program.

2.2 Players

The implementation of electricity markets gives place to
the existence of several players. The basic players of an
electricity market are the consumers and the producers
since the objective is to supply the consumers demand.
Traditionally, this has often been achieved by vertically
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integrated companies supplying to consumers the energy
provided by producers. However, in the scope of present
electricity markets diverse players such as DNO
(Distribution Network Operator), TSO (Transmission
System Operator), MO (Market Operator), VPP (Virtual
Power Players), CSP (Curtailment Service Provider), and
Retailers, interact to accomplish individual and common
goals. Figure 2 shows the relationships between these
players. In this figure, black thick arrows represent the
physical electricity flows, and the grey arrows represent
financial electricity exchanges.

Fig. 2 Relationships between the electricity market players
(adapted from [21]).

Depending on the size and location of the loads, energy
can be delivered to the consumers by a DNO or a TSO. For
most consumers, the TSO delivers energy to DNOs and
these deliver energy to the consumers. A brief description
of the players in the figure is presented in [21].

Considering the participation of the new distributed
resources connected to the networks in electricity
markets, requires a new type of player. Small players
owning distributed resources do not have the capability of
participating in a competitive environment. VPPs can
aggregate several small-scale energy resources, as
distributed generation, storage, and demand response,
managing these resources and making them able to
participate in electricity markets.

Another special player only aggregating consumers
DR participation, the CSP, is needed in order to make the
small consumers able to participate in DR programs
designed for large consumers. Small consumers without
the reduction capacity required by the DR program
managing entity (usually an ISO) make a contract with a
CSP, which aggregates several small consumers DR and
participates in the DR program.

2.3 Demand response programs and contracts
models

Demand response programs can be divided in two wide
groups, namely price-based demand response and
incentive-based demand response [8].

Price-based demand response is related to the changes
in energy consumption by customers in response to the
variations in their purchase prices. This group includes
Time-Of-Use (TOU), Real Time Pricing (RTP) and
Critical-Peak Pricing (CPP) rates. For different hours or
time periods, if the price varies significantly, customers
can respond to price variations with changes in energy
use. Their energy bills can be reduced if they adjust the
time of the energy usage taking advantages of lower
prices in some periods or reduce consumption when
prices are higher. Currently, the response to price-based
demand response programs by adjusting the time of
consumption is entirely voluntary. However, some
advantages of mandatory response can be found. An
important demand-side resource that can be considered
independently, but not necessarily disconnected from the
above described DR programs is the energy efficiency,
which has to be considered in the long time system
planning.

3 Implemented decision-support model

As described in Section 2, DemSi has important
capabilities in what concerns the DR programs use. The
present section presents an improvement of the simulator
and of the decision-support system, as the main
contribution of the paper, in order to include the
decision-support concerning DR programs adoption. This
section presents the explanation of the need of the
developed machine learning module which is of high
interest for the implementation of the DR programs
adoption decision support, and the consumers
performance evaluation required for the determination of
the effective participation of the consumers in a demand
response program event.

The functioning of the system is illustrated in the
diagram presented in Figure 3. The system includes two
main sub-modules, concerning the contracts use and the
contracts adoption. For programs adoption, decision
support will consider DR programs and contract
evaluation. The modules of the system depicted in Figure
3 in grey color are the ones concerning the demand
response programs use and the power system simulation.
Moreover, those modules include the optimization,
including both deterministic and heuristic methods, of the
different players behavior in order to support their
decision concerning DR programs use and adoption. The
electricity markets structures are also included for the
characterization of the DR programs and context
simulation.
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Fig. 3 Demand response decision-support system.

The modules depicted in light blue constitute the
improvement of the decision support presented in this
paper and are the ones regarding the decision-support for
DR programs adoption. An adequate study of the DR
programs adoption requires large amounts of data to be
analyzed. Regarding this aspect, the system has been
improved with a machine learning module (described in
section 3.1) and a consumers knowledge base.

In order to address an adequate evaluation of the
consumers effective participation in demand response
events, the system has been improved with consumers
performance evaluation tools, as described in section 3.2.

3.1 Machine learning module

This module is the main addition to be included in the DR
simulator. The main objective is to study and determine
the data-mining techniques adequate for the consumers
participation in DR programs classification. With a large
diversity of consumers acting in DR programs, with
different types (domestic, commerce, industry, services,
etc.), different peak consumption power, different daily
load demand profile, and with different goals/awareness
in the scope of that programs, new classification
techniques are required. This classification is important
for the design by an ISO, for the participation by a VPP,
and for the bidding by a CSP in a DR program.

3.2 Consumers performance evaluation

The reduction of load demand consumption is always
subjective since consumers could intentionally increase
consumption before a known demand response event to
pretend that the load demand was reduced during the
demand response event. To avoid these cases,
performance evaluation methods have been developed.
The methodology developed in this paper includes a
baseline performance evaluation method.

A baseline is an estimate of the electricity that would
have been consumed by a demand resource in the absence
of a demand response event. The baseline is compared
with the actual metered electricity consumption during
the demand response event to determine the demand
reduction value. Depending on the type of demand
response product or service, baseline calculations may be
performed in real-time or after-the-fact. The system
operator may offer multiple baseline models and may
assign a demand resource to a model based on the
characteristics of the demand resources load.
Alternatively, it may allow the demand resource to choose
a performance evaluation model consistent with its load
characteristics from a predefined list. A baseline model is
the simple or complex mathematical relationship found to
exist between baseline window demand readings and
independent variables. A baseline model is used to derive
the baseline adjustments, which in turn is used to compute
the demand reduction value. An independent variable is a
parameter that is expected to change regularly and have a
measureable impact on demand. Figure 4 illustrates the
concept of baseline relative to a demand response event.

Fig. 4 Example Baseline and Performance Measurement for
Demand Response Asset [22].

For a given time intervalt, the initial baselinebt is
calculated as the average demand among the 5 days with
the highest energy usage out of the prior 10 non-event
days (this calculation is performed for each interval time
interval t during the demand response event), as in
equation 1.

The adjustment factora is calculated as the difference
in observed demand and the estimated baseline, for a
calibration period starting two hours before event
notification, with a minimum adjustment of 0, as in
equation 2. This factor is calculated for each time interval
t.

The total performancep is measured as the integrated
difference between the sum of the baselineb and the
adjustment factora minus the consumptionc, for each
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interval t over an event period beginning at time 0 and
ending at timee, as seen in equation 3.

The capacity-setting performancepavg is simply the
average performance during all intervals of the demand
response event for which the program rules stipulate that
performance is mandatory, as in equation 4.

It is important to note that the day-of load adjustment
period is the two hours period prior to event notification
instead of the two hours period prior to the event start.

4 Case study

The present case study shows the application of the
consumers performance evaluation to the case study
presented in [12]. This section includes the explanation of
a DR program model as well as the scenario
characterization and the obtained results.

4.1 Demand response program model

The growing use of Distributed Generation (DG) has
changed the way that electricity networks are operated. A
fault originating a lack of supply that causes the existence
of an island can be a good opportunity for both DR and
DG to be used, evidencing their real value. Figure 5
shows an example of a distribution network connected to
a larger upstream network through line 0-1.

When a fault occurs in this line, there will be a lack
of supply from the upstream network, and the envisaged
distribution network will operate in island mode.

Fig. 5 Example of network islanding operation.

An adequate use of the available resources can make
possible to supply some important loads and reduce the

economic impact of the fault. When facing a generation
shortage (e.g. in case of an incident), the distribution
network operator makes use of flexible contracts and/or
Real-Time Pricing (RTP) to condition consumers
behavior. When such situation occurs, the solution can be
found in two phases:

–Phase I The available energy production is evaluated
and it is analyzed if it is sufficient to supply the
critical loads. These loads should never be shed,
unless it is absolutely impossible to supply them, due
to security and/or economic reasons. The critical load
status should be adequately addressed in the contracts
between these loads owners and their suppliers. If all
critical loads can be satisfied and there is a surplus of
energy, the way this energy should be used, is
determined in phase II;

–Phase II The remaining loads that should be
completely or partially supplied are determined using
an optimization approach. This aims at minimizing
the costs of the incident, from the suppliers and the
distribution network operator point of view.

Regarding the demand response, loads differ mainly
on the conditions they impose for eventually being
curtailed or reduced under specific situations. This
determines if each load must be considered in Phase I or
in Phase II, as well as the Value Of Lost Load (VOLL)
established in the contract. By default, DemSi considers
three different typical load profiles, as follows:

–Critical Loads (CL) which should be supplied in every
situation. When not supplied, these loads receive high
compensation values, as determined by the contracts
between their owners and their suppliers;

–Clients with Flexible Supply contracts (FS), which
have hired the priority of their circuits and/or loads in
case of supply shortage. The distribution network
operator can control each of these clients overall load
or some of its circuits. Financial terms for this supply
flexibility are established in the supply contracts;

–All other loads, which are considered Regular Loads
(RL).

4.1.1 Mathematical formulation

As mentioned above, Phase II aims at minimizing the
costs of a generation shortage situation. After completing
Phase I with all the critical loads supplied, this can be
modeled as an optimization problem. The objective
function, in (5), is formulated with the aim of minimizing
the total cost that the distribution network operator has to
pay for non-supplied loads (VOLL). It is important to
note that Phase II always corresponds to a situation for
which there is a lack of supply.
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The constraints of the problem are the power balance
(6); the maximum curtailment for each consumer (7); and
the maximum reduction for each consumer (8). The
difference between reduction and curtailment is that the
curtailment is the decrease of the total amount of power,
whereas the reduction can be of any value between zero
and the total considered load. The reduction corresponds
to the changes, for example, in the lighting power, in
function of the specified luminance needs. The
curtailment method corresponds to the elimination of the
consumption in a determined consumer, circuit of loads,
or load. Both methods require adequate technological
means. A certain consumer could have both methods of
consumption decrease, or only one of them.

where,
OC - Total operation costs [m.u.]
CCut(c) - Cost of power curtailment Cut in the load of

consumer c [m.u./kWh]
CRed(c) - Cost of power reduction Cut in the load of

consumer c [m.u./kWh]
Nc - Total number of consumers
PDG - Power available from DG [kW]
PLoad(c) - Initial power of load demand in consumer c

[kW]
PRed(c) -Power reduction Cut in the load of consumer

c [kW]
PCut(c) -Power curtailment Cut in the load of

consumer c [kW]
PMaxRed(c) -Maximum power curtailment Red in the

load of consumer c [kW]
PMaxCut(c) -Maximum power curtailment Cut in the

load of consumer c [kW]
XCut(c) -Binary variable related to the power

curtailment in the load of consumer c
Using this approach and its knowledge about load

profiles, the DNO can determine the better way to define
and establish supply contracts, at the same time that
situations of lack of supply are solved by the use of those
contracts.

4.2 Scenario characterization

The proposed scenario is based on a distribution network
also presented in [12] and depicted in Figure 6. It is a 33
bus distribution network with 32 consumers. As referred,
this network is connected to the larger distribution network
through bus number 0. Considering a fault in line 0-1 that
connects bus 0 to the upstream larger distribution network,
we will have:

–The considered network turns to an island where DG
is the only mean of electricity generation;

–The available DG is not enough to supply all the
demand but is enough to supply Critical Loads (CL)
and to ensure an adequate amount of reserve;

–The remaining DG must be optimally used to supply
additional loads, according to their profiles and
contract clauses.

Fig. 6 33 bus distribution network.

The results obtained in this case study regard the
occurrence of the fault in 96 distinct periods of 15
minutes in a complete day. Figure 7 presents the value of
the total load and total DG for the first period. DemSi has
been used to find the optimization results, and to perform
the network simulation.

Fig. 7 Load and DG diagram.

4.3 Results

The considered fault keeps line 0-1 out of service, starting
in instant 0 and lasting the whole day. The value of the
estimated power losses is discounted in the value of the
available generation power that is considered to supply the
demand.
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Table 1 presents the demand metered data, in kW, for
the first period, regarding consumer 1. These values are
the ones necessary for application of equations 1 to 3 in
order to perform the consumers Performance Evaluation
(PE) described in section 3.2.

Table 2 shows the results obtained for the considered
scenario, with and without demand response use, as well
as considering the application of the consumers
Performance Evaluation (PE) for the first period of 15
minutes. In this period, the total generation is 2300kW.
Table 2 also indicates for the total load connected to each
bus (considered as a single consumer) the value in kW of
the Non-Supplied Load (NSL) and the monetary Value Of
Lost Load (VOLL).

The case study considers three different situations:
with demand response, without demand response, and
with demand response including PE. Without DR, the
VOLL is calculated according to the value of the unitary
VOLL attributed to each individual load. With DR, the
VOLL is calculated using the clauses of each load
contract; these clauses determine the conditions under
which a part of the load may be curtailed. These values
are calculated for each individual load; the total value for
the load connected to each bus is presented in Table 2.

In the case with DR and PE, the baseline variables are
calculated and then used to determine the effective value
of NSL and of the respective VOLL.

This scenario considers two types of flexible contracts
(FS1 and FS2), that represents the use of demand
response, which only differ on the specific contract
clauses (percentage of load that the clients accept to be
curtailed and contract tariffs). The loads that have not any
type of supply contract are indicated as RL (Regular
Loads).

From the presented results, we can conclude that the
total VOLL is substantially decreased when considering
demand response with a part of the loads with types CL
and FS contracts. Moreover, the application of consumers
performance evaluation makes possible to determine the
effective values of both NSL and VOLL which are
significantly lower than the expected ones. It is important
to note that the values presented in Table 2 only refer to
the VOLL concerning a 15 minutes period. The total
annual decrease in the VOLL value depends on the
number, duration and characteristics of the faults that
cause a lack of supply.

Figure 8 shows the amount of non-supplied load
considering and not considering DR, and applying the
consumers performance evaluation for the whole day
concerning the fault of this case study. The first two
curves are very similar because they correspond to the use
of the amount of DG available along the day. In what
concerns the curve that considers the PE, the values of
NSL are lower than the DG available. This leads to a
failure in the system supplying the loads as demand still
higher than generation after the application of demand
response flexible contracts. This leads to the need of

including the value of historical baseline PE values in the
scheduling of the consumers demand reduction.

In what concerns the two first curves (with and
without DR), in spite of the NSL values similarity, the
VOLL presents very different values in the two situations
as shown in Figure 9.

The results presented in this figure clearly show that
an adequate use of DR, through flexible contracts can
significantly decrease the VOLL. In addition, including
PE methods makes possible to perform a more accurate
determination of VOLL.

Fig. 8 NSL with and without DR.

Fig. 9 VOLL with and without DR.

5 Conclusion

The demand response concept is a fast evolving topic of
crucial importance for the planning and operation of
future electricity markets and of power systems in
general. Most of DR programs in the past were based on
distinct electricity tariffs for different periods of the day.
Presently, demand response is evolving to more flexible
approaches, able to benefit from the participation of the
involved players. The ability of the demand side to play a
dynamic, active, and strategic role is especially important
under this context.
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Table 1 Consumer 1 demand metered data, for the first period.

Table 2 Results for the first period.

The present paper presented a methodology to support
decision making concerning demand response programs
and contracts adoption. The methodology has been
integrated in a decision-support system that is a part of a
simulator developed by the authors, and is intended for
the use of the players acting in the demand response
programs, namely consumers, independent system
operator, virtual power players, and curtailment service
providers.

The proposed methodology uses machine learning to
support DR programs use. This is based on clustering and
classification techniques, resulting in a rule base
concerning DR programs and contracts use. Consumers
performance evaluation methods and tools are also a part
of the proposed methodology.

A case study concerning an incident situation that
causes an islanded operation was presented. The case
study evidences the advantages of using adequate
methodologies to manage demand response in this kind of
situation.
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Recent changes in the operation and planning of power systems have been motivated by the introduction
of Distributed Generation (DG) and Demand Response (DR) in the competitive electricity markets’
environment, with deep concerns at the efficiency level. In this context, grid operators, market operators,
utilities and consumers must adopt strategies and methods to take full advantage of demand response
and distributed generation. This requires that all the involved players consider all the market opportu-
nities, as the case of energy and reserve components of electricity markets.

The present paper proposes a methodology which considers the joint dispatch of demand response
and distributed generation in the context of a distribution network operated by a virtual power player.
The resources’ participation can be performed in both energy and reserve contexts. This methodology
contemplates the probability of actually using the reserve and the distribution network constraints. Its
application is illustrated in this paper using a 32-bus distribution network with 66 DG units and 218
consumers classified into 6 types of consumers.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The specific electrical energy characteristics have led to diffi-
culties in adapting the rules and methods used in other commod-
ities markets to the electricity markets, causing some problems
namely in the achievement of lower electricity prices [1e3].

Demand response (DR) gained increasing importance in the
context of electricity markets, representing an opportunity for
consumers and bringing several advantages for the whole system
[4e6]. It includes all the intentional electricity consumption pattern
modifications by end-use customers that are intended to change
the timing, level of instantaneous demand, or the total electricity
consumption [7] in response to the changes in the electricity price
over time.

In the same way, yet with specific concerns and policies on
environmental issues, the Distributed Generation (DG) integration
in power systems has been done mainly at the level of distribution
networks, with small-size units that are scattered geographically
mostly based on renewable energy sources [6]. As DR and DG are
distributed small-size resources, new entities responsible for the
x: þ351 22 8321159.
av@isep.ipp.pt (Z. Vale).

All rights reserved.
aggregation of these resources are needed in order to reach full
advantages for the participants (DG owners and consumers
participating in DR programs) and for the power system and elec-
tricity market as a whole.

In fact, in the traditional operation of power systems, at the
distribution level, the distribution network operators should
manage their network ensuring the power supply to the consumers
connected to it. With the implementation of electricity markets
aside with the increasing levels of existing Distributed Generation
(DG) and Demand Response (DR), additional challenges have
appeared in order to integrate these resources in such competitive
environments. As a matter of fact, the participation of small-size
resources in the electricity markets implies the existence of
aggregators due to the minimum size usually required for each
resource’ participation. As an example, the bids submitted to
electricity markets must complain to specific rules, like the mini-
mum power offered. Usually, the electricity markets impose the
minimum power installed capacity (in Mibel the producers must
have power capacity higher than 1 MW [8]) or the minimum en-
ergy volume for the bids (in Elbas the minimum energy value for
producers bids is 0.1 MWh [9]). Small-size resources are not able to
comply with these rules, so aggregation is required for their
participation in the market. Additionally, the small-size resources
usually do not have enough skills and tools to define an adequate
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Nomenclature

Indexes
i,j node index
b bus index
c consumer index
g generation index
sp supplier index
t period index

Parameter
q voltage angle [�]
B Susceptance [S]
Ca fixed component of cost function [m.u./h]
Cb linear component of cost function [m.u./kWh]
Cc quadratic component of cost function [m.u./kWh2]
G conductance [S]
NB total number of buses
NC total number of loads
Ng total number of generators
Nsp total number of suppliers
Ny total number of lines
PLOAD initial active power of load demand [kW]
PMaxGen maximum generator’ active power [kW]
PMaxRed maximum consumer’ reduction power [kW]
PMaxSupplier maximum supplier’ active power [kW]
pr reserve use probability

PRequired reserve product required power [kW]
QMaxGen maximum generator reactive power [kVAr]
QMaxSupplier maximum supplier reactive power [kVAr]
QLOAD initial reactive power of load demand [kVAr]
T total number of hours in the time horizon [h]
y series admittance of line that connect [S]
ySh shunt admittance of line connected in the bus [S]

Variables
P active power [kW]
Q reactive power [kVAr]
S apparent power flow [kVA]
U voltage in polar form [V]
V voltage magnitude [V]
X binary variable

Subscript
GCP generation curtailment power [kW]
Gen generator
max upper bound limit
min lower bound limit
NSD non-supplied demand [kW]
Red consumption reduction [kW]
Supplier supplier

Superscript
e energy product
r reserve product
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market strategy. Moreover, the participation in electricity markets
requires annual fees creating barriers to the small resources. Due to
the distributed characteristic of the referred resources, the aggre-
gator should be able to aggregate resources from several
geographic areas.

Taking into account these aspects, new entities have appeared in
the power systems sector, as the case of VPPs, which enable small-
size wind farms to sell electricity in the market, while being
aggregated with other wind farms, sharing the revenues obtained
by the VPP for their market participation [10]. VPPs (acronym
traditionally used to represent Virtual Power Plants and lately
referring to Virtual Power Players [10]) are able to aggregate several
types of distributed energy resources, such as DG, storage, DR and,
most recently, electric vehicles. Otherwise, small players would not
be able to participate actively in electricity markets due to their
reduced power capacity and to their reduced technical means to
implement an economic strategy.

From another point of view, and focusing on the work presented
in this paper, the VPP can manage a specific distribution network
area, managing the available resources connected to its network in
order to achieve the energy and reserve needs. Eventually, the
referred VPP can manage other energy resources in order to
participate in electricity markets.

Another important issue, regarding DG and DR resources oper-
ation, is their availability intermittence and unpredictability. In this
context, adequate concerns must be given to the specification of
power reserve (ancillary services) at several levels of power sys-
tems operation, in order to maintain the expected increased levels
of security in their operation. In this way, the provision of ancillary
services is not only an additional necessity, but also an opportunity
for DG, DR, and VPPs to participate in electricity markets [5,11e13]
address the integration of DG, including the storage in electricity
markets.
One of the late and most relevant works of the literature
regarding dispatch of energy and reserve considering DR, presented
in Ref. [14] makes use of DR for reserve provision and peak shaving,
including the selling of the available capacity in their distinct DR
utilization patterns. The optimization problem is a unit commit-
ment which considers the demand and generators providing en-
ergy and reserve.

With regards to the system contingences, the authors of [15]
considered the participation of demand in reserve provision by a
voluntary reduction of demand, focusing on the recovery period.

Inwhat concerns the incorporation of reliability standards in the
economic dispatch of joint energy and ancillary services markets,
Ref. [16] illustrates its application to the standards on DR.

The present paper presents an evolution of the work published
in Ref. [17] by the same authors, and proposes a methodology in
which a VPP aggregates several distributed energy resources,
including DR and DG, and the energy acquired to electricity sup-
pliers, in order to fulfill their electricity needs. The VPP operates a
distribution network, performing the economic and technical
management tominimize the operation costs. The VPP operation of
the distribution network also considers the evaluation of network
constraints in the scope of a determined resources’ scheduling
result, and the probability of the established amount of reserve
being used in the system operation. These are the main contribu-
tions of the present paper. The results of the optimization model
obtained in this paper for a case study of 218 consumers can include
the energy that the VPP has contracted to deliver to the electricity
market. This contracted energy regards the energy and reserve
participation in the mentioned electricity market.

After this introduction section, Section 2 details the main con-
tributions of the paper and explains the proposed methodology.
Then, Section 3 presents the mathematical formulation of the
optimization problem. Section 4 presents an illustrative case study



Fig. 1. Proposed methodology diagram.
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which considers a 32-bus distribution networkwith 218 consumers
and 66 DG units. The results obtained with the application of the
proposed methodology to the selected case study are presented in
Section 5. Finally, the most important conclusions of the work are
presented in Section 6.

2. Proposed energy and reserve dispatch methodology

This section explains the proposed methodology and details the
main contributions of the work in the field of joint energy and
reserve dispatch.

The electrical energy negotiated in an electricity market can be
divided into two distinct products e the energy and the reserve
[11]. Generators traditionally ensured both products and recently
DR programs have also been used to ensure them. The use of DR for
reserve requirement fulfillment is very interesting due to the ade-
quacy of the DR fast response [18]. Moreover, the reserve is mostly
important in periods of peak power, when a contingency can cause
increased impact.

A Virtual Power Player (VPP) can have several specific classifi-
cations concerning the core of its activities [10]. It is possible to find
VPPs oriented for generation, demand response, electric vehicles,
storage systems, or for a mix of resources management. However,
VPPs have a common purpose which is to aggregate resources for
the participation in competitive environments, namely in elec-
tricity markets. After defining bids’ price and power resulting from
the remuneration of the aggregated resources and by the VPP
strategy in order to improve their profits, the VPP is able to submit
these bids to several electricity markets’ sessions. Market mecha-
nisms and architecture are not addressed in the present paper,
since the focus is given to the aggregated resources side, and, as
referred, the defined bids can be flexibly submitted to market
sessions or used in bilateral negotiations.

The VPP addressed in the present paper is also responsible for
the technical operation of the distribution network. So, in this case,
the bids that each single resource submits to the VPP are scheduled
as defined in the optimization model. This means that each
resource, once scheduled, will be remunerated at the submitted bid
price. After that, the VPP manages the available resources in order
to achieve the owned network requirements. These concern de-
mand satisfaction and the reserves required to maintain adequate
stability and reserve levels namely in order to address the vari-
ability of wind resources.

Currently, electricity markets consider energy and reserves as
key products for their operation with appropriate levels of security
and reliability [19]. In real markets, the procurement of these
products is essentially based on two kinds of methodologies. For
instance, MIBEL [20] operates with separate schedule of energy and
reserves. In CAISO energy and reserves are jointly scheduled [21]. In
the present paper, VPP addresses the energy and reserve needs in
its area using a joint energy and reserve optimization schedule.
Besides the energy and the reserve needs, the procurement can
include additional quantities to be sold in the electricity market
(see Fig. 1).

The proposed methodology considers that the VPP receives
separated bids (remuneration prices and maximum power) for
energy and for reserve fulfillment from each distinct generation
and demand resource. This makes possible to address the concerns
on the resources operation prices and also on the operation re-
quirements that each resource can have (for example, wind gen-
erators operation requires adequate reserves due to its output
power variability).

In this way, the resources schedule used in the mentioned
products is performed by a VPP aiming to minimize the operation
costs of supplying the demand and to ensure the adequate reserve.
External suppliers that can supply electricity through the connec-
tions between the VPP’s owned network and the larger distribution
network can also present bids for the participation in the energy
resources schedule.

The proposed methodology considers the VPP operation and its
inherent context characteristics [10]. In this way, the methodology
considers a context of intensive penetration of DR and DG resources
in distribution networks. Furthermore, in the considered future
scenario of competitive electricity market environments, even at
distribution network levels, in the scope of the operation of a VPP,
DR participants and DG units should be able to compete in elec-
tricity markets (in an aggregated way). In this context, it is
considered that incentives for DG are not available any longer; for
example, the current use of feed-in-tariffs is not considered.
However, it is considered that the DR resources should be able to
technically provide the scheduled consumption reduction in the
required time constraints. It is assumed that the VPP and each
resource define the remuneration price that better fits the interest
of both entities. In the proposed methodology, in the case of the
reserve fulfillment, each resource once scheduled is remunerated
by the fixed costs component; linear and quadratic cost compo-
nents are applied if the resource is actually used.

From the suppliers side, the VPP operation activities consider
that energy can be bought by the VPP to several suppliers at a fixed
price for each period or for long periods as agreed, namely in the
context of bilateral contracts. Using these contracts, the VPP oper-
ation proposed model is able to consider the use of the contracted
power and price in order to integrate it in the optimal resources
schedule in the owned distribution network. The proposed model
also considers that the suppliers (which can be, for example, re-
tailers) can supply energy at distinct prices for energy and for
reserve. Using the proposed methodology, and having established
energy acquisition contracts with suppliers, the VPP is able to
perform the optimal resources schedule considering all the avail-
able resources and entities (DG, DR and suppliers).

The methodology proposed and developed by the authors is
innovative and makes the following contributions on the joint
energy and reserve dispatch including DR:

� It includes several types of DG as resources, competing with DR
and electricity suppliers, for the energy and reserve provision;
� It focuses on a VPP that manages a distribution network to
obtain the energy and reserve to fulfill its own needs and the
contracted energy to be supplied to the electricity market;
� The formulation of the optimization problem hereby presented
includes network constraints in order to technically validate the
economic solution obtained by the model;
� It considers the probability of using the required reserve, as well
as the required amount of reserve itself.
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The related literature works lack considering the DG in the joint
scheduling of energy and reserve, as well as considering the VPPs,
operating energy and reserve capacities. The way the probability of
using the reserve is considered is this paper is also innovative.

The interest of the proposed methodology relies on the need for
a VPP to consider the provision of reserves, from an economic point
of view, in the two cases. Firstly, as the VPP operates the distribu-
tion network, and all the available DG resources, it must take into
account the variability of the DG resources. This is the case of wind
generators power, which unpredictability should be internally
compensated, whereas sometimes the additional energy acquired
from the upstream network (suppliers) has a high price. Secondly,
as the VPP should consider the participation in electricity markets,
it needs to obtain reserve to participate in reserve-oriented mar-
kets, such as the case of ancillary services markets. From a technical
point of view, the economic solution obtained for the resources’ use
needs to be validated in order to ensure the adequate power system
stability.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed
methodology.

The optimal scheduling of generators and loads considers the
resources managed by the VPP (generation and loads) and also the
available suppliers and their current prices. The “VPP Resources
Management Optimization” module addresses the optimization
problem considering the requirements for each product.

3. Mathematical formulation

The proposed problem aims tominimize the VPP costs and it can
be modeled as an optimization problem. The characteristics of the
problem lead to amixed-integer non-linear model and the problem
consists on the minimization of a multimodal function with many
local minima and a global optimum.

The objective function can be expressed as in Eq. (1). This
objective function leads to the minimization of the costs consid-
ering the bids for energy and reserve products, made by suppliers,
generators, and DR. All the bids are made with quadratic cost
functions.

The consumers can be enrolled in the DR programs, in which
each consumer has contracted with the VPP the consumption
reduction amount and the respective price. In this way, the price
paid for DR is agreed between VPP and the consumers. In another
perspective, in the case that the VPP, due to any reason, is not able
to supply all the actual demand, even using the scheduled reserves,
the envisaged consumers will have Non-Supplied Demand (NSD) e
sometimes referred as Energy Not Served (ENS) [19] e and must be
compensated by the unscheduled consumption reduction.

As previously referred, the Virtual Power Player is an aggrega-
tion entity oriented for several distinct contexts of the competitive
electricity markets, different from Virtual Power Plants [10]. The
type of VPP considered in the proposed methodology owns a spe-
cific distribution network, being responsible for the economic and
technical operation of the network and the available and aggre-
gated resources. In fact, a VPP should generally be able to aggregate
resources available out of the operated distribution network.
However, in the proposed methodology, since network constraints
(related to load flow issues) are considered, all the aggregated re-
sources belong to that network.

The implemented resources optimization model considers that
the reserves can be obtained in the aggregated resources, but also
from the upstream network, as it is economically more advanta-
geous. In this way, the costs of the reserve, as well as the costs of
energy, are evaluated in each specific period and the resources are
scheduled accordingly so that VPP operation costs are minimized.
All the resources (upstream network, DG and DR) are used in a
flexible way, in order to address economic issues and technical is-
sues like the accomplishment of the wind fluctuations. The model
also considers the voltage and thermal limits in each bus and line,
respectively.

When the resources schedule is performed, it is not possible to
know about the effective use of the determined required power for
reserve. Therefore, the probability of using the reserve is included
in the model. The binary variables are due to the fact that the fixed
costs only have to be consideredwhen the resource is actually used.
The linear costs related to the non-supplied demand and to the
generation curtailment power are also included.
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Regarding the constraints of the problem, one must guarantee
the use of resources below their upper limits. The maximum
curtailment of loads and the maximum production of distributed
generation units and suppliers is modeled by Eqs. (2)e(16). Addi-
tionally, the power balance must be considered Eqs. (17)e(20). For
each resource, there is a maximum quantity for participating in
each product and a total capacity. These maxima are defined as a
parameter of the bid submitted by the resource.

Equations (2) and (3) represent the maximum limit for the
generation capacity of each supplier, for the energy and for the
reserve. However, the sum of energy and reserve generation pro-
vided by the supplier should not exceed the upper limit of the
production capacity, as shown in Eq. (4). The respective constraints
regarding the reactive power are in Eqs. (5)e(7).
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Similarly to the previous constraints, Eqs. (8)e(10) refer to the
upper limits of active power generation applied to DG generators,
while Eqs. (11)e(13) regard the upper limits of DG generators’
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reactive power generation. Equations (14)e(16) concern the active
power demand reduction upper limits of DR resources.
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There are four power balance equations. The first one Eq. (17) is
the balance of each consumer’s power, with the non-supplied po-
wer in the consumer. The second one Eq. (18) is the balance of all
the resources participating in the reserve product, which need to
guarantee the required power for this product. The third one Eq.
(19) is the load-generation balance in the system, which considers
non-supplied power in each consumer, as well as the generation
curtailment power by each DG generator. The last one Eq. (20) is the
network reactive power balance in each period t and in each bus b.
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�
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��i
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�
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�
� Bij cos

�
qiðtÞ � qjðtÞ

��i
ct˛f1; ::; Tg; ci˛f1; ::;NBg

(20)

The network constraints are modeled by Eqs. (21)e(23). The bus
voltage magnitude and angle limits are represented by Eqs. (21)
and (22) respectively. For the slack bus, the voltage angle and
magnitude are fixed and defined by the user. The line thermal limits
constraint Eq. (23) is essential to guarantee the maximum power
that can flow in a line.

Vmin
i � ViðtÞ � Vmax

i ct˛f1; ::; Tg; ci˛f1; ::;NBg (21)

qmin
i � qiðtÞ � qmax

i ct˛f1; ::; Tg; ci˛f1; ::;NBg (22)

���UiðtÞ �
h
yij �

�
UiðtÞ � UjðtÞ

�
þ ysh i � UjðtÞ

i*���
� Smax

Ly ct˛f1; ::; Tg; ci; j˛f1; ::;NBg; isj; ck˛
�
1; ::;Ny

�
(23)

The optimization problem presented in this section has been
solved in GAMS [22].

4. Case study

This section presents a case study, which uses data of the
network scenario initially presented in Ref. [23], which has been
updated regarding the number of consumers in the network and
their characterization. In the present case study, the 32-bus dis-
tribution network depicted in Fig. 2 accommodates 66 DG units,
218 consumers and 5 suppliers connected to bus 0, which is the
connection point between this network and the upstream network.

Fig. 2 also includes data concerning the amount and type of DG
in each bus. The total consumption in each bus, as well as the
consumption regarding each one of the six defined consumer
types, is presented in Table 1. In this way, each one of the 218
consumers is connected to one of the 32 buses of the network and
each type of consumer is characterized. The considered types of
consumers are: DomesticeDM; Small CommerceeSC; Medium
CommerceeMC; Large CommerceeLC; Medium IndustryeMI; and
Large IndustryeLI.

In this case study, all the generators are offering the total
available or installed capacity (a total of 2663 kW by the DG and
5500 kW from the suppliers), as shown in Table 2. For the sake of
simplicity, it is assumed that each DG and each supplier offers 70%
of its capacity to the energy product; the remaining 30% regards the
participation in the reserve product.

The bid price of the generators is considered equal for all the
generators of the same type. The proposed methodology considers
that each consumer presents an initial expected consumption.
Taking into account the referred value, each consumer is able to
provide an amount of demand consumption reduction in order to
participate in DR programs. In the present case study, it was
assumed that each consumer is able to reduce the consumption by
40% of the initial expected consumption, for participation in DR
programs.

The participation in DR programs considers, in the proposed
methodology, two specific situations according to the context of
VPPs operation: participating in the provision of energy capacity
(competing side by side with generators); and providing reserve
capacity to be used as needed by the VPP. This assumption is based
on the FERC order 719, which requires that bids from demand
response resources should be accepted on a basis comparable to
any other resources [24]. Equations (19) and (20) include the en-
ergy balance between the initial expected consumption and the
two DR products (energy and reserve), in each consumer. In the
present case study it is assumed that the DR amount bided by each
consumer is 60% and 40% of the consumption reduction capacity
(24% and 16% of the initial expected consumption), respectively for
energy and reserve products.

Table 3 presents the values of consumer bid prices. These values
are considered equal for the consumers of the same type for the



Fig. 2. Distribution network.
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energy and reserve products. For both products, consumer bids
consider quadratic energy cost functions. The consumers scheduled
for the participation in one or both products are remunerated at the
price they bid. The characterization data of the network elements
can be found in Ref. [25].
Table 1
Active power demand in each bus.

Bus Demand (kW) Power consumption (%)

DM SC MC LC M

1 169.0 e 20 40 40 e

2 148.0 25 75 e e e

3 147.0 40 60 e e e

4 145.0 70 30 e e e

5 94.0 100 e e e e

6 311.0 20 10 e 70 e

7 309.0 e 10 20 70 e

8 89.0 85 15 e e e

9 91.0 100 e e e e

10 67.0 60 40 e e e

11 91.0 80 20 e e e

12 91.0 100 e e e e

13 181.0 30 20 50 e e

14 91.0 100 e e e e

15 91.0 80 20 e e e

16 92.0 65 35 e e e

17 135.0 15 60 25 e e

18 152.0 e e 30 70 e

19 152.0 15 e 50 35 e

20 152.0 e 40 60 e e

21 151.0 e 20 40 40 e

22 147.0 20 80 e e e

23 675.0 5 5 e e e

24 669.0 e 5 e e 10
25 94.0 100 e e e e

26 93.0 75 25 e e e

27 92.0 100 e e e e

28 183.0 15 25 60 e e

29 295.0 e 10 15 e 75
30 225.0 e 10 e e 60
31 315.0 e e 20 80 e

32 90.0 100 e e e e

Total 5827.0 e e e e e
5. Results

The present section shows the results obtained by the applica-
tion of the proposed methodology to the case study presented in
Section 4. The present section is divided into three subsections:
Number of consumers

I LI DM SC MC LC MI LI

e e 2 2 1 e e

e 2 5 e e e e

e 4 4 e e e e

e 7 2 e e e e

e 8 e e e e e

e 4 1 e 2 e e

e e 1 1 2 e e

e 9 1 e e e e

e 10 e e e e e

e 4 2 e e e e

e 6 1 e e e e

e 7 e e e e e

e 5 2 2 e e e

e 6 e e e e e

e 7 1 e e e e

e 5 2 e e e e

e 2 4 1 e e e

e e e 2 2 e e

e 3 e 3 1 e e

e e 4 4 e e e

e e 2 2 1 e e

e 2 5 e e e e

90 2 1 e e e 4
85 e 1 e e 1 4
e 7 e e e e e

e 5 1 e e e e

e 8 e e e e e

e 2 2 3 e e e

e e 1 1 e 3 e

30 e 1 e e 3 1
e e e 2 4 e e

e 5 e e e e e

e 120 46 23 13 7 9



Table 2
Generators’ characteristics and bid prices.

Type of generator Number of
units

Minimum
capacity
(kW)

Maximum
capacity
(kW)

Total
capacity
(kW)

Energy Reserve

a (m.u./h) b (m.u./kWh) c (m.u./kWh2) a (m.u./h) b (m.u./kWh) c (m.u./kWh2)

Photovoltaic 32 3 30 558 0 0.15 0 0 0.165 0
Cogeneration (CHP) 15 10 100 740 0.000151 0.001062 0.001006 0.000166 0.001168 0.001106
Fuel cell 8 10 50 235 0 0.098 0 0 0.1078 0
Hydro 2 30 40 70 0 0.042 0 0 0.0462 0
Wind 5 100 200 700 0 0.071 0 0 0.0781 0
Biomass 3 100 150 350 0 0.086 0 0 0.0946 0
Waste to energy

(MSW)
1 10 10 10 0 0.056 0 0 0.0616 0

Supplier1 1 e 1200 1200 0 0.23 0 0 0.286 0
Supplier2 1 e 800 800 0 0.24 0 0 0.264 0
Supplier3 1 e 900 900 0 0.25 0 0 0.275 0
Supplier4 1 e 1800 1800 0 0.26 0 0 0.253 0
Supplier5 1 e 800 800 0 0.27 0 0 0.297 0

Table 3
Consumers’ characteristics and bid prices.

Type of consumer Energy Reserve

a (m.u./h) b (m.u./kWh) c (m.u./kWh2) a (m.u./h) b (m.u./kWh) c (m.u./kWh2)

Domestic DM 0.0020 0.20 0.000020 0.0021 0.21 0.000021
Small Commerce SC 0.0016 0.16 0.000016 0.0018 0.18 0.000018
Medium Commerce MC 0.0019 0.19 0.000019 0.0020 0.20 0.000020
Large Commerce LC 0.0018 0.18 0.000018 0.0019 0.19 0.000019
Medium Industrial MI 0.0012 0.12 0.000012 0.0012 0.12 0.000012
Large Industrial LI 0.0014 0.14 0.000014 0.0007 0.07 0.000007
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Subsection 5.1 presents the results obtained when the probability
of using the reserve is equal to 1; in Subsection 5.2, the influence of
distinct probabilities of using the reserve is analyzed; finally, in
Subsection 5.3, the results obtained in the network constraints
validation are addressed.

5.1. Probability of reserve use equal to 1

The VPP operation costs in a specific situation depend on the
required reserve amount, on the actually used reserve energy, and
on the price of the resources.

Let us assume that the probability of using the reserve is equal to
1. The bidding resource use and the VPP operation costs are
analyzed regarding the variations in the amount of power required
for the reserve product and the variations in the price of electricity
provided by the suppliers.

Fig. 3 presents the values of the objective function (operation
costs) regarding the required reserve amount and the supplier
price.
Fig. 3. Values of the objective function regarding the required reserve and the supplier
price rate.
Taking into account the reference values (labeled as “1” in
Fig. 3), several steps of supplier prices were defined (for example,
step “0.6” corresponds to a reduction of 40% in the basis price; step
“1” is the basis price; and step “1.4” corresponds to an increase of
40% in the suppliers price). One can see that the increase in the
supplier price rate and in the required reserve cause an increase in
the operation costs. Therefore, the supplier price rate significantly
influences the operation costs.

Figs. 4 and 5 present the values of the DR use regarding the
variations in the supplier price, respectively for the energy and
reserve products. The results are organized by type of consumer
and they consider a value of 750 kW for the amount of required
reserve.

Regarding the participation of DR in the energy product, one can
say that MI (medium industry) and LI (large industry) consumers
always participate, regardless the supplier price rate. The con-
sumers of other types do not participate when the supplier prices
are reduced in 40%.

In the results presented in Fig. 4, the total amount of DR
participation is constant because the required reserve power is
constant and equal to 750 kW. In the case of the reserve product,
only MI and LI consumers participate. This participation is inde-
pendent of the supplier price rate.

Figs. 6 and 7 present the values of generation use regarding the
variations in the supplier price, respectively for the energy and
reserve products.

The results are organized by type of generation. Regarding the
energy product, only themunicipal solid waste (MSW) and supplier
5 do not participate. Depending on the supplier price rate, the
amount of power used in each resource can vary. The special case of
supplier 4 should be noted: its participation significantly increases
when the supplier price is reduced in 40%.

In the case of the reserve product, as the required amount is
always the same, regardless the supplier price rate, the total
amount of use is always the same. In this product, for the specified
conditions, only the suppliers are scheduled.



Fig. 4. DR use regarding the supplier price rate and the type of consumer, for the
energy product.

Fig. 5. DR use regarding the supplier price rate and the type of consumer, for the
reserve product.

Fig. 6. Generation use regarding the supplier price rate for energy.

Fig. 7. Generation use regarding the supplier price rate for reserve.
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5.2. Variable probability of reserve use

This subsection presents results in the perspective of analyzing
the influence of the reserve use probability on the obtained costs
and scheduling.

In order to evaluate the influence of the reserve use probability,
some results are analyzed in the present subsection. The required
reserve power is assumed to be equal to 750 kW. Fig. 8 presents the
values of the objective function regarding the variations in the
reserve probability of use and the variations in the supplier price
rate.

One can see that both increases in the supplier price rate and in
the reserve probability of use cause an increase in the operation
costs. In this situation, the supplier price rate significantly also in-
fluences the operation costs.

Figs. 9 and 10 show the use of the power generation and
reduction, respectively for generation resources and for the con-
sumers’ response, regarding the variations in the supplier price rate
and in the reserve probability of use.

Fig. 9 shows the results of the generation and supplier power
use in the reserve product. The value of the supplier price rate does
not influence the total amount of generator and supplier resources
usage. The value of probability of using the reserve only affects the
amount of resources usage when that probability is zero.

Fig.10 shows the results of DR usage in the same conditions used
in Fig. 9. As concluded for the use of generator and supplier re-
sources, the value of the supplier price rate does not influence the
Fig. 8. Values of the objective function regarding reserve probability of use and sup-
plier price rate.



Fig. 9. Generation use regarding the supplier price rate and the reserve probability of
use, in the reserve product.

Fig. 10. DR use regarding the supplier price rate and reserve probability of use, for the
reserve product.

Fig. 11. Bus voltage magnitude regarding the supplier price rate.

Fig. 12. Bus voltage magnitude regarding the amount of required reserve.

Fig. 13. Total network losses regarding the supplier price rate and the required amount
of reserve.
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amount of DR usage. Moreover, for the value of probability of using
the reserve, it only affects the amount of resources usage when that
probability is zero.

5.3. Optimization problem

The present subsection presents the technical results obtained
with the proposedmethodology, regarding the network constraints
validation. Several voltage and losses values were selected to
illustrate the results obtained.

Fig. 11 shows the bus voltage magnitude values, regarding
several values of supplier price and using a need of reserve of
750 kW, with a probability of using the reserve equal to 1. It can be
seen that the voltage values are within acceptable limits in all
buses. However, when the supplier electricity price is very low, the
voltages in the buses electrically distant from the upstream
network connection are very low too. This is due to the fact that the
DG is not dispatched and those units do not contribute to the in-
crease of voltages values leveling among the buses of the network.
As expected, the voltage in bus 18 is close to the voltage in bus 1,
due to the network topology.

Whenwe analyze the effect that the amount of required reserve
can have in the voltage profile, as shown in Fig. 12, it is possible to
find that the voltage values are acceptable and they are not
significantly influenced by the value of reserve required.

In what concerns the total power losses in the studied distri-
bution network, by analyzing the influence of the supplier elec-
tricity price and of the required reserve, the results are presented in
Fig. 13. It can be seen that an excessively low supplier electricity
price cause an increase in the total power losses, due to the reduced
use of distributed resources (DG and DR) in this situation.When the
required energy is obtained locally, the network losses are reduced.
This shows the importance of embedding the treatment of the
network constraints in the proposed methodology. In this way, the
interaction between technical and economic perspectives is
addressed and lower operation costs can be obtained.

From Fig. 13, it can be concluded that the amount of required
reserve, in the present scenario, does not have relevant impact in
the value of power losses.
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6. Conclusions

The implementation of electricity markets, together with the
dissemination of new distributed small-size resources, as the case
of demand response and distributed generation, has led to new
challenges in the way that power systems are operated and plan-
ned. New players, such as the Virtual Power Players that aggregate
generation and consumption resources, as well as the consumers
themselves, are involved in this competitive environment. More-
over, increasing relevance should be given to the definition of
reserve power in order to accommodate the variability and
unpredictability of the availability of these new resources.

The methodology proposed in this paper considers the bids of
demand response resources competing with the bids of generators
and suppliers for both energy and reserve markets. The proposed
method aims at minimizing VPP costs in the operation of a distri-
bution network, considering the participation in the electricity
market. In this way, the VPP is able to acquire energy to supply
demand and to assure the required reserve as well as to participate
in ancillary services markets. The probability of the reserve power
being used is also addressed by the proposed methodology.
Furthermore, the network constraints are included in the optimi-
zation model by power flow equations, in order to address the
technical validation of the solution obtained for the optimal re-
sources use.

A case study of a 32-bus distribution network with 66 distrib-
uted generation units, 218 consumers of 6 types, and 5 suppliers are
included in the paper. The results considered several values for the
probability of reserve use (0; 0.25; 0.50; 0.75 and 1). It was possible
to conclude that the VPP operation costs in a specific situation
depend on the amount required for the reserve product and
whether the reserve power is actually used or not.

It was also possible to conclude that the increase of the three
varying parameters (the probability of using the reserve, the sup-
plier price, and the required reserve amount) have a direct impact
on the VPP operation costs. The highest relevance has been found
for the impact of the supplier energy price.

In what concerns the network operation conditions, it was
verified the negative technical impact of situations in which the
supplier electricity price is rather low, where the losses in the
network are increased and the voltage profile in the buses is
worsened.
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Demand response concept has been gaining increasing importance while the success of several recent
implementations makes this resource benefits unquestionable. This happens in a power systems opera-
tion environment that also considers an intensive use of distributed generation. However, more adequate
approaches and models are needed in order to address the small size consumers and producers aggrega-
tion, while taking into account these resources goals. The present paper focuses on the demand response
programs and distributed generation resources management by a Virtual Power Player that optimally
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impact of the consumption shifting in the distributed generation resources schedule is also considered.
The methodology is applied to three scenarios based on 218 consumers and 4 types of distributed gen-
eration, in a time frame of 96 periods.
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1. Introduction

Demand Response (DR) is usually defined as the ‘‘Changes in
electric usage by end-use customers from their normal consump-
tion patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity over
time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower electricity
use at times of high wholesale market prices or when system reli-
ability is jeopardized’’ [1] and it has been largely explored in the
context of the operation of electricity markets at higher levels,
and also for the improved technical operation of power systems,
namely at the lower voltage levels [2].

Several successful implementations of DR programs in real mar-
ket and power systems can be found in [3], where the DR pro-
grams’ implementation around the world is analysed in terms of
electricity markets integration. In [4], it is presented a review on
the DR integration in smart grids, showing the current success
cases and the barriers. However, the full integration of DR in a
future more competitive context can only be achieved by intensive
participation of small size DR resources [5–7]. The work presented
in [5] focuses on the standpoint of a distribution network operator
in the context of a consumption reduction need, whereas the work
presented in [6] centres on the dispatch of DR and Distributed
Generation (DG) by a Virtual Power Player (VPP) for the provisions
of energy and reserve. In the case of the work presented in [7] the
focus is given to the tariffs’ definition while addressing the costum-
ers’ characterization. In the referred three works it is commonly
addressed the small size resources use. Several regulatory efforts
have been made in order to make DR a resource comparable to
ordinary generation resources, acting in all the opportunities of
electricity markets. It is the case of FERC (Federal Energy Regula-
tory Commission) Order No. 719, which recommends to ‘‘Accept
bids from demand response resources in their markets for certain
ancillary services on a basis comparable to other resources’’ [8].
Also in Europe, important regulatory changes are being applied [9].

Virtual Power Players (VPPs) are entities that appeared in the
sequence of the recent changes in electricity markets and in power
systems operation [10]. These entities are able to aggregate small
size energy resources and can have several classifications regard-
ing the specific types of resources that are aggregated. A VPP can
namely aggregate DR and DG resources, making possible its partic-
ipation in electricity markets products intended for the participa-
tion of large players. A VPP can also own and operate a portion
of a distribution network, owning or not the resources there con-
nected [11].

It is possible to find in the recent literature several works that
refer to the need of addressing the consumer preferences in the
DR programs modeling and definition. The study in [12] focuses
on quantifying the Europe potential for DR usage in distinct sectors
of activity. With more focus on the end consumers’ activity, the
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Nomenclature

Acronyms
FERC Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
RSE resources schedule end time
MNP minimum notification period duration
Z advance notification period

Variables
PDG(t,dg) active power scheduled for the distributed generation

source dg in period t (kW)
PDR(i,t,ct) demand power shifted by the consumption cluster ct,

from period i to period t (kW)
PNSP

Loadðt;ctÞ non-supplied active power to the consumption cluster
ct, in period t (kW)

PSupply(t,sp) active power scheduled for the supplier sp in period t
(kW)

VPPOC Virtual Power Player Operation Costs (m.u.)

Parameters
BI total number of backward consumption shifting periods

from each period t
BT total number of backward consumption shifting periods

in the time horizon
CDR(t,i,ct) cost of the consumption shifting to the consumption

cluster ct, from period t to period i (m.u./kW h)
Ca

DGðt;dgÞ quadratic cost component of the distributed generation
dg, in period t (m.u./kW h)

Cb
DGðt;dgÞ linear cost component of the distributed generation dg,

in period t (m.u./kW h)
CNSP

Loadðt;ctÞ cost of the non-supplied active power in the consump-
tion cluster ct, in period t (m.u./kW h)

CSupply(t,sp)

cost of the power from supplier sp in period t (m.u./
kW h)

CtN total number of consumption clusters

DgN total number of distributed generation types
FI total number of forward consumption shifting periods

in a specific period t
FT total number of forward consumption shifting periods

in the time horizon T
PBase

Loadðt;ctÞ initial consumption of each consumption cluster, in per-
iod t (kW)

PMax
Loadðt;ctÞ maximum consumption of each consumption cluster, in

period t (kW)
PMaxDG(t,dg) maximum available capacity from the distributed

generation dg in period i (kW)
PMaxi

DRðt;ctÞ maximum consumption shifting by the consumption
cluster ct, to period i (kW)

PMaxt
DRðt;ctÞ maximum consumption shifting by the consumption

cluster ct, from period t (kW)
PMaxt!i

DR ðt;i;ctÞ maximum consumption shifting by the consump-
tion cluster ct, from period t to period i (kW)

PMaxSupply(t,sp) maximum available capacity from the supplier sp
in period t (kW)

SpN total number of consumption suppliers
T total number of periods in the time horizon
aMax

DG maximum contribution of the distributed generation to
the energy supply (%)

aMax
DR maximum total consumption reduction in each single

consumption cluster (%)

Indexes
ct consumption cluster index
dg distributed generation type
i consumption shifted period index
sp electricity supplier
t consumption shifting period index
t0 beginning of the scheduling horizon
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work presented in [13] brings a framework that integrates demand
and supply resources at the microgrid level. The consumers’ stand-
point importance is recognized; however, their behavior and pref-
erences are not highlighted. A study on the residential
consumption DR potential at distribution networks level is pre-
sented in [14], taking into consideration the season and the con-
sumer household type.

Focusing on the consumption devices and energy management
appliances, the work presented in [15] explores its potential bene-
fits. The opportunities related to thermostatically controlled loads
are also of great importance [16]. Otherwise, from the network
standpoint, the work in [17] illustrates the effect of load shifting
in the system reliability indices, applying load shifting procedures
to seven individual load sectors. Additionally, the methodology
proposed in [18] refers to the contribution of DR to reliability
issues recognizing the uncertainty associated to the consumption.

The increasing use of renewables-based energy resources,
namely at the distribution levels, are also a current challenging
and promissory resource. The work presented in [19] addresses
an optimal energy resources’ scheduling considering the realistic
simulation of DG units for technical validation of the schedule
results. In [20] one can find a methodology that aims the integra-
tion of distributed resources in multiple microgrids. The referred
challenges are also related to, for example, the avoidance of wind
curtailment situations [21]. In this context, the adequate integra-
tion of small size distributed energy resources based on renewable
natural sources is a key part of smart grids and microgrids [22].
These concerns also include technical concerns as the case of
power quality issues [23]. A study regarding the real implementa-
tion of DR and DG can be found in [21].

The mentioned works generally refer to the quantification of
the DR potential and DG penetration in distinct systems and/or
environmental conditions. The methodology proposed in the pres-
ent paper goes further on making possible to the consumers to
define several consumption shifting and reduction preferences. It
also allows the DG resources to be adequately managed together
with DR. DG and DR resources’ characteristics are taken into
account as input parameters and constraints of the optimization
model that is developed in order to perform the joint DR and
DG’s resources scheduling.

The methodology proposed in the present paper is intended to
be used by a VPP that aggregates DG and DR resources. One of the
main contributions of the present paper concerns the methodolog-
ical aspect. It has been considered that consumers can reduce the
consumption in a certain period and/or shift some of the consump-
tion to several periods before and after the original period. Several
time constraints were implemented, as detailed in Section 2. From
the DG side, it has been considered the maximum contribution that
a certain type of DG can have in the performed resource schedul-
ing. Other main contribution has to do with the definition and
implementation of an optimization problem that aims at schedul-
ing the available DR and DG resources. The DG and the DR
resources are dispatched according to their operating constraints
but also to their prices. The optimization problem aims at minimiz-
ing the VPP operation costs, i.e. the remuneration that must be paid
to the DG sources and to the DR resources. In this way, whenever a
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DR event is declared (for one or for several periods, due to power or
prices’ issues) the available DG and DR resources are optimally
scheduled taking into account the implemented constraints which
represent the players’ preferences.

The implemented DR program belongs to the category of incen-
tive-based DR, in which the consumers are remunerated according
to the actual consumption reduction. A capacity payment can also
be included in this kind of DR programs [1].

From the past works of the same authors of the present paper
one can find related work in [5,6] and [11]. These past works
include the optimization of distributed energy resources use,
including DG and DR. These works consider the use of DR in a spe-
cific period, without considering the shifting of the consumption
between periods, and therefore without analysing the impacts of
the consumption shifting in the envisaged periods. Also, these
impacts were, therefore, not adequately addressing in what con-
cerns the integration with DG. In the case of DG, the unexpected
wind power unavailability has not been addressed in the referred
past works.

After this introductory section, Section 2 explains the proposed
methodology. Then, Section 3 presents the case study and Section 4
includes the obtained results. Finally, Section 5 presents the main
conclusions of the work.
2. Proposed demand response model

The proposed demand response model has been developed in
order to integrate the schedule of both demand response and dis-
tributed generation resources in an energy resource management
scheme oriented to the Virtual Power Player’s (VPP) activities.
According to the proposed model, Fig. 1 depicts the resources
(DR and DG) aggregation by the VPP. From the supply side, the
VPP can use supply resources (Suppliers selling electricity gener-
ated out of the VPP network) under specific conditions, namely
constrained by the maximum supplier power that is available in
each period as well as the respective price. The VPP is also able
to make use of the available DG units at its specific power and price
parameters in each period. Thus, Suppliers, DG and DR resources
are jointly scheduled, also considering the DR prices and
Fig. 1. Diagram of the proposed model – resources
constraints. In this way, the VPP assures the fulfilment of the
demand’s needs, remunerating the consumers for their consump-
tion reduction as well as the DG units for their generation.

From the consumers’ side, it is considered that the VPP manages
the consumption in an aggregated way, in several consumption
clusters (ct). In Fig. 1, it is represented the consumption cluster
of maximum index – CtN, the Supplier of maximum index – SpN,
and the DG unit of maximum index – DgN. Each one of these is
the bound of the generic consumption cluster ct, the generic Sup-
plier sp, and the generic DG unit dg.

In the case of cluster CtN, illustrated in the bottom for Fig. 1, the
critical periods are represented (according to Fig. 2) in the time
horizon, focusing on the consumption changes affecting period t.
One can shift a part of the consumption from period t to one or sev-
eral periods before and after t. Additionally one can see the con-
sumption reduction in t (without shifting to another periods). A
certain DR amount income is verified in period t, shifted from per-
iod t0. At the end, in period t, considering the consumption shifting
(incoming and outgoing) and the consumption reduction, the final
consumption is lower than the initially expected demand. It is
important to note the case of period t0 in which, after shifting
some consumption to period t and receive some other consump-
tion amount form period t, the final consumption is higher than
the initially expected demand.

The VPP’s resources management is addressed in each period,
according to the consumption shifting costs for each specific shift-
ing possibility and according to the distributed generation costs.
This way, it minimizes the total operation costs for the overall
scheduling horizon.

The details of the time constraints concerning the resources
scheduling are illustrated in Fig. 2. The proposed DR model consid-
ers that the VPP performs the resources schedule for a determined
time horizon. The model is flexible in the time advance that the
VPP uses to perform the resources scheduling. For example, if the
resources’ schedule is performed for a time horizon of 1 day
(24 h), it can be performed, for example, 24 or 12 h before the
beginning of the target day. This way the consumer can be notified
on the scheduled consumption shifting details.

According to Fig. 2, several conditions must be verified in the
scheduling calculation, notification and implementation processes.
’ aggregation (DG picture adapted from [24]).



Fig. 2. Diagram of the DR model – time horizons.
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It is considered that the resources’ scheduling process requires a
certain amount of time (schedule period), since the resources sche-
dule begins until it ends (RSE). Assuming as reference the begin-
ning of the scheduling horizon, occurred in (t0), the time
constraints represented in Eqs. (1)–(3) must be satisfied for the
periods preceding t0.

RSEþMNP þ BT 6 t0 ð1Þ
MNP P 0 ð2Þ
Z P MNP ð3Þ
The proposed model considers that for each period t, between t0

and T (the limit of the scheduling horizon), some of the consump-
tion can be shifted to several periods before (backward shifting)
and after (forward shifting) t. In order to address this, the time slots
t0 � BT and T + FT have been included in the model. As in Eq. (1) the
sum of the additional backward scheduling horizon (BT) with the
minimum notification period (MNP) and with the resources sche-
dule end (RSE) must be higher than 0. Otherwise, the resources’
schedule process would begin exactly in t0. In fact, one can avoid
BT in this specific context. However, a certain minimum notifica-
tion period is always needed, as modeled in Eq. (2), so that the con-
sumers are notified about the consumption shifting and the
reduction minimization. This way they can manage to change the
consumption pattern.

When a specific DR event occurs the consumers must be noti-
fied. In this case, it is verified an advance notification (Z), which
is always, by definition and according to Eq. (3), higher or equal
(in the case that the DR event happens in t0) to MNP. The diagram
of Fig. 2 presents one DR event occurring in the scheduling horizon.
Each DR event can occur during several consecutive periods. For
each one of the DR event periods, it is possible to define the max-
imum backward shifting (BI) period and the maximum forward
shifting (FI) period. Hence, the initial expected consumption in per-
iod t can be totally or partially shifted to other periods (between BI
and FI), or simply avoided (the consumption is reduced but not
shifted to other periods).

As it is explained in Section 3, the shifting period definition
includes the maximum amount of power that can be shifted from
a specific period to other periods i (and the consumption reduction
in period t) and the cost associated to each specific shifting
opportunity. The proposed DR model considers several constraints
in the amount that can be shifted in each specific period or set of
periods, for each one of the consumption clusters, and it also con-
siders the energy supply costs and constraints.
3. Demand response resources schedule optimization

This section presents the mathematical formulation of the
resources’ optimal scheduling performed for the periods of
the scheduling horizon (from t0 to T). As explained in Section 2,
the consumption shifting can be performed to periods before the
beginning of the scheduling horizon (from t0 � BT to t0) and to
periods after the end of the scheduling horizon (from T to T + FT).
The implemented optimization problem is intended to be used
by the VPP in order to take decisions on the scheduling of the dis-
tributed generation resources and for the consumption reduction
and shifting opportunities.

The objective function of the optimization problem is formu-
lated as represented in Eq. (4). The VPP operation costs are mini-
mized while the resources (distributed generation and demand
response) available in each period t are scheduled. The cost of
the non-supplied power (NSP) regarding a non-contractual con-
sumption curtailment is also considered. The optimization prob-
lem is constrained by the Eqs. (5)–(12).

Minimize

VPPOC ¼
Xt6TþFT

t0�BT6t

XSpN

sp¼1

PSupplyðt;spÞ � CSupplyðt;spÞ

"

þ
XDgN

dg¼1

ðP2
DGðt;dgÞ � Ca

DGðt;dgÞ þ PDGðt;dgÞ � Cb
DGðt;dgÞÞ

þ
Xi6tþFI

t�BI6i

XCtN

ct¼1

ðPDRðt;i;ctÞ � CDRðt;i;ctÞ þ PNSP
Loadðt;ctÞ � CNSP

Loadðt;ctÞÞ
#

ð4Þ

In each specific period t, the shifting periods i are bounded by
t � BI and t + FI. From the consumer’s side, the proposed approach
considers the consumption shifting from several specified ct con-
sumption clusters bounded by CtN.

The first constraint regards the energy balance in each period,
as in Eq. (5). This constraint is applied to each period t in the time
slot between t0 � BT and T + FT, instead of only considering the
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periods in the scheduling horizon (t0 to T). In practice, the base
consumption expected for each consumption cluster ct, plus the
consumption concerning the demand shifted to each period t from
other periods i, minus the contracted consumption shifting and the
non-contracted consumption curtailment must meet the sched-
uled supplier sp and distributed generation unit dg power.

XCtN

ct¼1

PBase
Loadðt;ctÞ � PNSP

Loadðt;ctÞ þ
Xi6tþFI

t�BI6i

½PDRði;t;ctÞ � PDRðt;i;ctÞ�
 !

¼
XSpN

sp¼1

PSupplyðt;spÞ þ
XDgN

dg¼1

PDGðt;dgÞ; 8t0� BT 6 t 6 T þ FT ð5Þ

The set of constraints represented by Eqs. (6)–(11) regards the
maximum amount of consumption shifting that can be done
between periods. Each one of these constraints is applied to each
period between t0 � BT and T + FT, and to each consumption clus-
ter ct (with a maximum of consumption clusters CtN).

In Eq. (6) it is also considered the constraint validation for each
shifting period i between the backward shifting limit BI and the
forward shifting limit FT. It considers the maximum capacity of
consumption reduction that can shifted from period t to period i,
in each consumption cluster ct. It is of upmost importance to note
that the period for which the consumption is shifted (period i)
comprises all the periods between BI and FI related to each specific
period, including the specific case in which matches the period t. In
this specific case, one can say that the consumption expected for
period t can be shifted to the same period t itself. In this case, we
say that it is verified a consumption reduction, instead of a con-
sumption shifting.

PDRðt;i;ctÞ 6 PMaxt!i
DRðt;i;ctÞ; 8t0� BT 6 t 6 T þ FT

8BI 6 i 6 FI

81 6 ct 6 CtN

ð6Þ

In Eq. (6) it is defined the maximum limit of the consumption
that can be shifted from period t to period i. The constraint repre-
sented in Eq. (7) considers a maximum limit for the total consump-
tion that can be shifted from the specific period t to all the shifted
periods i. To this extent, a determined consumption cluster ct can
be able to shift several consumption sets to other periods i, but
the sum of all these shifted consumption sets must be lower than
a determined limit, as imposed by Eq. (7).

Xi6tþFI

t�BI6i

PDRðt;i;ctÞ 6 PMaxt
DRðt;ctÞ; 8t0� BT 6 t 6 T þ FT

81 6 ct 6 CtN

ð7Þ

Similarly to the constraint represented in Eq. (7), one can spec-
ify a maximum limit for the consumption that can be shifted to
each period i. In this way, Eq. (8) represents the maximum limit
of the consumption shifted for each period i, in each consumption
cluster ct.

Xi6tþFI

t�BI6i

PDRði;t;ctÞ 6 PMaxi
DRðt;ctÞ; 8t0� BT 6 t 6 T þ FT

81 6 ct 6 CtN

ð8Þ

In addition, one can specify a maximum consumption to be
done in period t considering the initially expected demand and
the consumption shifting and the reduction amounts that affect
the final consumption in that period t, as represented in Eq. (9).
The need of this constraint is justified by the maximum consump-
tion that technically can be done in each consumption cluster in a
certain period t, due to contractual power delivering limit estab-
lished with the network operator.
PBase
Loadðt;ctÞ þ

Xi6tþFI

t�BI6i

½PDRði;t;ctÞ �PDRðt;i;ctÞ��PNSP
Loadðt;ctÞ 6 PMax

Loadðt;ctÞ; 8t0�BT 6 t6 TþFT

816 ct6CtN

ð9Þ
For each consumption cluster ct, one must also assure that in

each period t, the total amount of consumption shifted to other
periods (and the consumption reduction performed in the period
t) is lower than the initially expected consumption in the specified
t and ct, as represented in Eq. (10). Mathematically, this constraint
can seem to the one represented in Eq. (7). However, in practice,
the subjects, ideas, concerns, and goals are distinct.

Xi6tþFI

t�BI6i

PDRðt;i;ctÞ 6 PBase
Loadðt;ctÞ; 8t0� BT 6 t 6 T þ FT

81 6 ct 6 CtN

ð10Þ

From the point of view of the VPP, it is considered the possibil-
ity of specifying a limit to the relative participation of each con-
sumption cluster in the DR program. Thus, as represented in Eq.
(11), a maximum limit a, in percentage, is imposed to the total con-
sumption shifting and reduction in each consumption cluster ct, in
face to the total scheduled consumption shifting and reduction (in
all the CtN clusters), in each period t.

Xi6tþFI

t�BI6i

PDRðt;i;ctÞ 6 aMax
DR �

Xi6tþFI

t�BI6i

XCtN

ct¼1

PDRðt;i;ctÞ; 8t0� BT 6 t 6 T þ FT

81 6 ct 6 CtN

ð11Þ
In the case of the suppliers, a determined maximum capacity is

considered for each period t, and for each supplier sp, as repre-
sented in Eq. (12). Similarly, the maximum capacity of each distrib-
uted generation dg is considered in Eq. (13). In some cases, when
the DG resources are based on natural sources as the case of wind,
the VPP is able to consider that such DG units must be scheduled at
the available power. This capability is modeled in Eq. (14) and
these constraints are verified for each period t between t0 � BT
and T + FT.

PSupplyðt;spÞ 6 PMaxSupplyðt;spÞ; 8t0� BT 6 t 6 T þ FT

81 6 sp 6 SpN
ð12Þ
PDGðt;dgÞ 6 PMaxDGðt;dgÞ; 8t0� BT 6 t 6 T þ FT
81 6 dg 6 DgN

ð13Þ
PDGðt;dgÞ ¼ PMaxDGðt;dgÞ; 8t0� BT 6 t 6 T þ FT ð14Þ
In order to limit the contribution of the DG in the resources

scheduling, the constraint modeled in Eq. (15) imposes the total
DG use a, in percentage, at its maximum, in each period t. This is
intended to give VPP the possibility to limit the DG resources
which are usually of large variability and unpredictability.

XDgN

dg¼1

PDGðt;dgÞ 6 aMax
DG �

Xi6tþFI

t�BI6i

XCtN

ct¼1

PDRðt;i;ctÞ þ
XSpN

sp¼1

PSupplyðt;spÞ þ
XDgN

dg¼1

PDGðt;dgÞ

" #
;

8t0� BT 6 t 6 T þ FT ð15Þ
The proposed optimization model is classified as a non-linear

problem since the objective function and some constraints are
nonlinear. It has been implemented in TOMLAB� optimization
environment [25], running on MATLAB� 2010 [26].

TOMLAB� is a general purpose development and modeling envi-
ronment in MATLAB� for research, teaching and practical solution
of optimization problems. In this paper, the optimization problem
has been implemented using KNITRO solver. This algorithm
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belongs to the class of interior or barrier methods, and uses trust
regions to promote convergence.

The implemented problem, namely considering the case study
of this paper, includes 18,365 variables. It is a large number of vari-
ables, which can largely increase if we consider more DG units and
more consumers. The increasing size of the optimization problem
can be critical in the energy resource scheduling which is of
upmost importance for the coordination between DGs and DR in
order to improve the performance of the entire system. In this con-
text, the use of metaheuristics has been addressed with several
advantages in what concerns the computation time and the
required computational means [27]. In fact, the large number of
DG and DR in the networks tends to increase. The implemented
problem could be adapted in order to be solved with a metaheuris-
tic approach, as seen for example in [27].
4. Case study

This section presents an illustrative scenario to which the pro-
posed methodology has been applied. The scenario details, includ-
ing its assumptions and the respective implementation details, are
explained.

According to the explanations provided in the previous’ sec-
tions, it is considered the distributed generation, the demand side,
and the suppliers’ resources. The resource schedule performed by a
VPP minimizes the operation costs, taking into account the
resources’ constraints for each period. It can be seen in Fig. 3 the
available distributed generation in each one of the 96 periods of
Fig. 3. Distributed generation profiles.

Fig. 4. Consumpt
15 min in a day, for each type of DG. This generation profile has
been obtained in the context of the real Portuguese power system
operation, for thermal, photovoltaic, hydro, and wind generation.

As far as the data used for the demand side is concerned, in
Fig. 4 it is presented the consumption profile in each one of the 5
considered consumption clusters. The 96 periods are divided in
time horizons defined in Fig. 2. In this way, focusing on the
resources schedule optimization, the scheduling horizon includes
10 h (from period 49 to period 84), and the backward (BT) and for-
ward (FT) horizons include 3 h each (from period 36 to period 37
and from period 85 to period 96, respectively). The minimum noti-
fication period (MNP) is of 32 periods (8 h).

In the case of the consumption data, it is based on the consump-
tion scenario data presented in [28]. The 218 consumers in the sce-
nario are grouped in 5 consumption clusters. Both the
consumption and the available generation data belong to the real
context of a specific day in Portugal. The available data include
the consumers’ demand, the consumption reduction capacity,
and the respective due remuneration and costs.

As it can be seen in Fig. 4, two DR events (DR1 and DR2) are con-
sidered in the present scenario. These events occur around the
daily peak consumption periods. In the periods of each DR event,
the VPP has previously established the consumption reduction
and shifting available in each consumption cluster, according to
the scheme illustrated in Fig. 5. It is also considered the corre-
sponding remuneration to be given to each consumption cluster
and to the supply resources.

According to the resources capacities and remuneration values
obtained in [28], the scheme illustrated in Fig. 5 has been applied
in order to obtain distinct consumption reduction and shifting
amounts for different periods. A similar scheme has been applied
in order to define the different remuneration prices related to the
different defined consumption reduction and shifting power
amounts.

In Fig. 5(a) is illustrated the consumption reduction and shifting
in and from period t to other periods in the horizon between
t0 � BT and T + FI. Distinct shifting amounts are defined in distinct
periods around or far from t. In the case of the illustration pre-
sented in Fig. 5(b), a defined single value of consumption can be
shifted from period t to other periods close to or far from t. Using
these two schemes, different consumption reduction and shifting,
as well as the respective remuneration prices, have been defined
for each one of the implemented 5 consumption clusters, in each
period. The details of those values are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

The consumption parameters, for each consumption cluster, are
presented in Table 1. Most of the values belonging to each con-
sumption cluster are equal for all the periods. The same values
ion profiles.



Fig. 5. Consumption reduction and shifting capacities definition scheme.
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have been assumed for both the parameters PMaxDR
t

(t,ct) and PMaxDR-
i
(t,ct), as it can be seen in Table 1, for each consumption cluster. The
base consumption PLoad

Base
(t,ct) has been defined for each consumption

cluster ct as a percentage of the total base consumption presented
Table 1
Consumption and supply model parameters values.

Parameter Consumption cluster

ct1 ct2 ct3 ct4 ct5

PMaxDR
t

(t,ct) (kW) 444.3 292.1 584.7 559.6 315.0
PMaxDR

i
(t,ct) (kW) 444.3 292.1 584.7 559.6 315.0

Base consumption (%) 32.32 20.97 16.23 21.24 9.23
Remuneration (m.u./kW) According to Table 2
CLoad

NSP
(t,ct) (m.u./kW) 8

PLoad
Max

(t,ct) (kW) 120% of the base consumption
aDR

Max (%) 80

Table 2
Consumption shifting and reduction amounts and remuneration values.

t Consumption cluster

ct1 ct2 ct

49 20; 0.06 ? 67:70 45; 0.10 ? 46,52:56 90
45; 0.11 ? 49 90
146.04; 0.10 ? 47:48,50:51 29

50 20; 0.06 ? 67:70 45; 0.10 ? 47,53:57 90
45; 0.11 ? 50 90
146.04; 0.10 ? 48:49,51:52 29

51 20; 0.06 ? 67:70 45; 0.10 ? 48,54:58 90
45; 0.11 ? 51 90
146.04; 0.10 ? 49:50,51:52 29

52 20; 0.06 ? 67:70 45; 0.10 ? 49,55:59 90
45; 0.11 ? 52 90
146.04; 0.10 ? 50:51,53:54 29
in Fig. 4. The final maximum consumption in each cluster, in
each period t, has been defined as 120% of the respective base
consumption.

The large amount of values concerning the parameter
PMaxDR

t?i
(t,i,ct), which represents the maximum consumption that

can be shifted from t to i (reduced in period t, for i = t), are detailed
in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively for t = 49 to t = 52 and for t = 69
to t = 76. For each period t of the scheduling horizon T the shifting
possibilities are presented, in each consumption cluster. As an
example, the text ‘‘50; 0.05 ? 37, 52:56’’ in the row of t = 49 of
Table 2, means that it is possible to shift (reduce) 50 kW of con-
sumption from period 49, with a remuneration of 0.05, to period
37, and to all periods between 52 and 56. As explained in Section
3, the total shifted consumption from period t is limited by the
constraint represented in Eq. (7). In this case, the sum of 140 kW
(7 ⁄ 20 kW) will be limited to 63.47 kW (PMaxDR

t
(t,ct) for ct = 1,

according to Table 1).
3 ct4 ct5

; 0.23 ? 46,52:56 50; 0.05 ? 37,52:56 –
; 0.24 ? 49 50; 0.06 ? 49
2.35; 0.23 ? 47:48,50:51 186.54; 0.05 ? 38:48,50:51

; 0.23 ? 47,53:57 50; 0.05 ? 38,53:57 –
; 0.24 ? 50 50; 0.06 ? 50
2.35; 0.23 ? 48:49,51:52 186.54; 0.05 ? 39:49,51:52

; 0.23 ? 48,54:58 50; 0.05 ? 39,54:58 –
; 0.24 ? 51 50; 0.06 ? 51
2.35; 0.23 ? 49:50,51:52 186.54; 0.05 ? 40:50,52:53

; 0.23 ? 49,55:59 50; 0.05 ? 40,55:59 –
; 0.24 ? 52 50; 0.06 ? 52
2.35; 0.23 ? 50:51,53:54 186.54; 0.05 ? 41:51,53:54



Table 3
Consumption shifting and reduction amounts and remuneration values.

t Consumption cluster

ct1 ct2 ct3 ct4 ct5

69 20; 0.06 ? 66,72:76 – – – 35; 0.12 ? 53,72
20; 0.07 ? 69 35; 0.12 ? 69
63.47; 0.06 ? 67:68,70:71 111.58; 0.12 ? 54:68,70:71

70 20; 0.06 ? 67,73:77 – – – 35; 0.12 ? 54,73
20; 0.07 ? 70 35; 0.12 ? 70
63.47; 0.06 ? 68:69,71:72 111.58; 0.12 ? 55:69,71:72

71 20; 0.06 ? 68,74:78 – – – 35; 0.12 ? 55,74
20; 0.07 ? 71 35; 0.12 ? 71
63.47; 0.06 ? 69:70,72:73 111.58; 0.12 ? 56:70,72:73

72 20; 0.06 ? 69,75:79 – – – 35; 0.12 ? 56,75
20; 0.07 ? 72 35; 0.12 ? 72
63.47; 0.06 ? 70:71,73:74 111.58; 0.12 ? 57:71,73:74

73 20; 0.06 ? 74:76 – – – 35; 0.12 ? 57,65
20; 0.07 ? 73 111.58; 0.12 ? 58:64

74 20; 0.06 ? 75:77 – – – 35; 0.12 ? 58,66
20; 0.07 ? 74 111.58; 0.12 ? 59:65

75 20; 0.06 ? 76:78 – – – 35; 0.12 ? 59,67
20; 0.07 ? 75 111.58; 0.12 ? 60:66

76 20; 0.06 ? 77:79 – – – 35; 0.12 ? 60,68
20; 0.07 ? 76 111.58; 0.12 ? 61:67
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In accordance with the information given in Fig. 4, two DR
events (DR1 and DR2) are considered in the present scenario. These
events occur between periods 49 and 52 (DR1 – 1 h duration), and
between periods 69 and 76 (DR2 – 2 h duration). The VPP is able to
schedule the available consumption reduction and shifting capac-
ity available in each one of the 5 consumption clusters (ct1–ct5).

In what concerns the distributed generation and the suppliers
that are available for the VPP to consider in the operation of the
Table 4
Suppliers and distributed generation model parameters values.

Resource Cost function
parameters

Capacity (kW) aDG
Max (%)

Quadratic Linear

Regular supplier – 0.07 According to Fig. 3 60
Additional supplier – 0.18
Thermal 0.0034 0.12
PV 0.0045 0.02
Hydro 0.0072 0.06
Wind 0.0021 0.04

Fig. 6. Resource sch
network, Table 4 presents the information regarding the value of
each parameter in the implemented case study. The parameters
in this table refer to the four types of distributed generation and
to the supplier power that is divided into a regular amount of
power and an additional amount of power, available at distinct
prices.

For the results obtained in the present case study, three distinct
scenarios – ScenA, ScenB, and ScenC – have been implemented. In
both the ScenA and ScenB, an unexpected unavailability of the
whole wind power in period 50 (DR1 event in Fig. 4) is simulated.
In the case of ScenA, this unavailability is only compensated by dis-
tributed generation and supplier resources, whereas in the case of
ScenB, the VPP is able to make use of demand response.

This wind unavailability corresponds to 2329 kW. In the case of
ScenC, a second unavailability of wind power period is considered
in period 70 (DR2 event in Fig. 4). It is considered that only 20% of
the initial expected wind power is available, which corresponds to
an availability of 492 kW. In the scenario ScenC, it is considered
that the wind unavailability applies to both DR1 and DR2 event
periods. The results’ presentation and analysis is undertaken in
Section 5.
edule in ScenA.
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5. Results analysis

This section presents and discusses the results obtained with
the application of the proposed methodology to the case study pre-
sented in Section 4. Three distinct scenarios have been imple-
mented as explained above. The results regarding ScenA are
presented in Section 5.1, the ones regarding ScenB are presented
in Section 5.2, and the ones referring to ScenC are presented in Sec-
tion 5.3. Section 5.4 focuses on the comparison of the results in
each scenario in what concerns the resources’ use.
5.1. Resources schedule in scenario ScenA

The implemented scenario concerning ScenA is related to the
unavailability of 2329 kW of wind power generation, considering
all the previously expected wind power availability. The obtained
resources schedule is presented in Fig. 6. In order to focus on the
Fig. 7. Consumption reduction and shifting in each consumption cluster, in ScenB.

Fig. 8. Consumption shifting in each
envisaged periods (the ones that have a resources schedule distinct
from the base scenario), Fig. 6 only presents the periods after per-
iod 33.

It can be seen that in period 50 the wind power shortage is cov-
ered by the use of regular and additional supplier amount, and also
thermal generation that otherwise would not be used in period 50.
It can also be seen that the VPP, which previously establishes con-
tracts with electricity suppliers, has a reduced amount of regular
supplier power in periods after period 50.

It can be concluded that the additional supplier power that the
VPP has for period 50 was adequately used in this period in order
to face the operation’s constraint imposed by the new wind power
amount. As previously referred, the demand response resources are
not considered in this ScenA.
5.2. Resources schedule in scenario ScenB

Focusing on the ScenB scenario, it differs from ScenA in the fact
that the demand response resources are now available for the VPP
in order to meet the wind power unavailability in period 50. In this
way, the focus here is given to the use of demand response
resources in this scenario, as it can be seen in Fig. 7. The results
concerning the generation resources use can be seen in Section
5.4. For better explanation of the results concerning DR resources,
the Fig. 7 only presents periods 37–71.

In order to give further detail on the consumption shifting sche-
dule, Fig. 7 presents the demand resources (reduction and shifting)
schedule, only including the two scheduled consumption clusters
(ct2 and ct4). It can be seen, for each consumption cluster, the
reduction and shifted amount in period 50, and the new consump-
tion that appears in each period due to the consumption shifting
schedule. It is also possible to see the maximum consumption
and shifting capacity, so one can have an idea on how much con-
sumption shifting could be additionally scheduled. The green line
shows the sum of the consumption shifting that has been sched-
uled for each period.

From Fig. 6, it can be seen all the available consumption shifting
and reduction in consumption cluster ct2. The whole available con-
sumption reduction capacity has been used, whereas only a
reduced capacity of consumption shifting is scheduled to periods
close, and after and before period 50. In the consumption cluster
ct4, it has been scheduled the whole available consumption
consumption cluster, in ScenC.



Fig. 9. Consumption reduction in each consumption cluster, in ScenC.
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reduction capacity. In this case, in order to keep the resolution of
the graph, the yy axis minimum value has been defined at �100
while, in fact, the shifted consumption from period 50 is equal to
510 kW. There is a great consumption shifting remaining capacity
which belongs mainly to periods before period 50 but also to peri-
ods after period 50. In both cases, consumption cluster ct4 is able
to shift consumption to periods close to period 50.

In spite of the fact that there is a large amount of remaining
consumption shifting capacity, it has been limited by the con-
straint presented in Eq. (11). In the present case study, aDR

Max is equal
to 80%, which means that a certain consumption cluster is not
allowed to have a consumption reduce and shifting schedule
higher than 80% of the total consumption reduction and shifting
scheduled, in all the consumption clusters.
Fig. 10. Generation resources use comparison.
5.3. Resources schedule in scenario ScenC

After discussing the results for ScenA and ScenB, the wind gen-
eration unavailability in period 50 is kept and an additional wind
power unavailability that leads to only 492 kW of wind power
available, in period 70 (between 17:15 p.m. and 17:30 p.m.) is to
be considered. These two DR events occurring in the same simula-
tion lead up to ScenC.

In order to focus on the resources’ schedule results showing the
shifting results from the DR events occurring at periods 50 and 70,
the results for the ScenC scenario are presented for periods 37–80,
as in the case of Fig. 8. Looking at the results shown in Fig. 8, the
total consumption reduction in each one of the DR event periods
can be seen. It can also be observed the total amount of consump-
tion shifted to each period from periods 50 and 70. It is important
to note that, even of a reduced amount, it has been scheduled con-
sumption shifting to periods after period 37 and before period 50.
Moreover, while the consumption shifted from period 50 in con-
sumption clusters ct2 and ct4 is done for periods close (before
and after) to period 50, in the case of consumption cluster ct1
the consumption is shifted for periods far from period 50. In fact,
the consumption shifted in ct1 from period 50 is scheduled to peri-
ods very close (before) period 70 (the one of the second DR event).

The results shown in Fig. 8 are focused on the positive ones
(only the consumption shifting incoming in each period). For over-
all reference, a more complete version of the graph presented in
Fig. 8 is shown at the top right (with a green dashed line border)
of this figure. Also for reference, 12:00 P.M. and 5:00 P.M. are
signalled.

The previous results only concerned the shifting consumption
amounts. In what regards the consumption reduction (consump-
tion that is not shifted nor performed in the predicted period),
Fig. 9 gives the results for each consumption cluster. The presented
values concern the two DR events scheduling. It is interesting to
note, for example, the case of periods 68–76. While some con-
sumption has been shifted from period 70 to these periods, in these
ones it is also scheduled some consumption reduction in order to
accommodate the incoming consumption, as economically
scheduled.
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5.4. Comparison of the results in each scenario

In order to perform a comparison of the resources’ use in the
three scenarios, Fig. 10 focuses on the generation resources results,
whereas Fig. 11 focuses on the results concerning demand
response resources.

From Fig. 10, one can see the results of the use of each genera-
tion resource – (a) PV, (b) Wind, (c) Hydro, (d) Thermal, and (e)
Regular Supplier – in each one of the three implemented scenarios.
The maximum amount available for each resource is also pre-
sented. The focus is given to periods after period 33, as in Fig. 6.
One can see that hydro and PV resources are always used at its
maximum capacity. The same can be said for the case of wind gen-
eration, with exception to the DR event periods in which the avail-
able wind power is reduced. Due to the change in the price of
Regular Supplier after period 63, thermal based generation is used
after period 63 and also in the period of the first DR event in order
to meet the wind unavailability. The regular Supplier power is
scheduled according to its price; moreover, it can be seen its con-
tribution to meet the wind power unavailability in the periods of
the two DR events.

In what concerns the scheduling of demand response resources,
one can see its use in each scenario, as well as the maximum avail-
able power in Fig. 11. These results include the total amounts con-
cerning consumption reduction and consumption shifting, in each
Fig. 11. Demand response resources use comparison.
consumption cluster – (a) ct1, (b) ct2, (c) ct4, and (d) ct5. The
demand response available in consumption cluster ct3 is not used
in the implemented scenarios. While ct2 and ct4 are scheduled to
meet the needs of DR event DR1, ct1 and ct5 are scheduled in the
occurrence of DR event DR2. Also, one can see that, obviously, the
participation of DR resources in the case of DR event DR2 only
occurs in ScenC.
6. Conclusions

The use of the consumption flexibility, namely in the imple-
mentation of demand response programs, is a very valuable
resource. The electricity generation using distributed generation
resources has assumed an increasing importance in operation of
power systems. However, additional models and methodologies
are needed in order to better address the consumer and distributed
generation owners’ constraints so to take full advantages of them.

The work presented in this paper has addressed the scheduling
of the available opportunities of consumption reduction and shift-
ing, and of distributed generation. These resources are managed by
a Virtual Power Player (VPP) that owns the distribution network
and is able to manage the available distributed resources together
with the use of the power that can be obtained from the supply
side, namely through the medium voltage network.

The developed optimization model aims at minimizing the VPP
operation costs while considering several consumption reduction
and shifting constraints which concern the maximum amount of
consumption to be scheduled in each consumption cluster, in each
period. Load balance in each period and in each consumption clus-
ter is also considered in the balance equations that also consider
the use of distributed generation of several types. The developed
model is characterized by several dynamic input parameters in
the optimization model.

A case study with 218 consumers from 5 consumption clusters
and 4 distributed generation types has been presented. Three dis-
tinct scenarios with 2 DR events have been considered. The scenar-
ios are characterized by 96 periods of 15 min. It has been
demonstrated the application of the proposed methodology and
of the optimization algorithm in terms of resources scheduling
and of VPP operation costs (remuneration of the resources).

The advantages of using the proposed method have been
proved. When declaring a DR event, namely due to an unavailabil-
ity of wind generation, the consumers can be able to reduce the
consumption by shifting part of it to other periods, giving higher
operation flexibility to the VPP. In this way, the VPP avoids paying
for the non supplied power to the envisaged consumers. The con-
sumers benefit with the remuneration that they receive due to
the participation in the DR event, whereas the distributed genera-
tion units’ owners benefit from the remuneration due to the actual
generation output. The use of DR and DG can be, in this way, a
competitive resource in the context of the VPP operation, with
advantages for all the players, and taking into account the technical
and behavioral constraints of the resources.
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Abstract: Further improvements in demand response programs implementation are needed 

in order to take full advantage of this resource, namely for the participation in energy and 

reserve market products, requiring adequate aggregation and remuneration of small size 

resources. The present paper focuses on SPIDER, a demand response simulation that has 

been improved in order to simulate demand response, including realistic power system 

simulation. For illustration of the simulator’s capabilities, the present paper is proposes a 

methodology focusing on the aggregation of consumers and generators, providing adequate 

tolls for the demand response program’s adoption by evolved players. The methodology 

proposed in the present paper focuses on a Virtual Power Player that manages and aggregates 

the available demand response and distributed generation resources in order to satisfy the 

required electrical energy demand and reserve. The aggregation of resources is addressed by 

the use of clustering algorithms, and operation costs for the VPP are minimized. The 

presented case study is based on a set of 32 consumers and 66 distributed generation units, 

running on 180 distinct operation scenarios. 

Keywords: clustering; demand response; distributed generation; Virtual Power Player 
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1. Introduction 

Demand Response (DR) is related to the modification of the electricity consumption pattern by end-use 

customers, in response to incentives or price signals, for economic or technical reasons when scheduled 

or called by the network or market operator. It has been largely explored in order to take full advantage 

of the power system’s operation [1]. Several issues related to the operation of electricity markets, as the 

case of market power done by some players can be reduced by the adequate modeling and use of DR,  

as proposed and explained in [2]. 

The integration of DR resources can be fully addressed if the available Distributed Generation (DG) 

resources are also considered. DG and DR can be put together through the implementation of smart  

grids [3]. In fact, the full integration of DR also requires the participation of small size resources in 

electricity markets’ DR programs, which are usually oriented to large size resources [4]. Adequate DR 

resources aggregation approaches are therefore necessary [5]. In fact, as DR, DG, and storage units,  

for example, can influence the demand, adequate scheduling of these resources is needed. The work in [6] 

proposes a joint scheduling optimization model for storage, DR, and DG (focusing on wind generation) 

minimizing total costs. 

Virtual Power Players (VPP) aim to aggregate small size energy resources, including DG and DR, 

making participation in electricity markets products intended for the participation of large players 

possible. A VPP can also own and operate part of a distribution network and other energy resources as 

storage units and electric vehicles. The resource management by a VPP can be done minimizing the 

operation costs or increasing resource revenues [7]. 

The large integration of DG and DR resources brings several challenges related to the intermittence 

and unpredictability of these resources’ availability. In this context, adequate attention is needed for the 

provision of reserves in the operation of power systems, in order to maintain increased levels of operation 

security [8]. A VPP is able to manage the available resources in order to achieve the reserve needs in the 

operated network and also for participation in electricity markets [9]. 

The aggregation of DG and DR resources with similar characteristics can be performed using 

clustering tools [10]. Several groups (clusters) of resources can be defined, aiming for the capture of 

common characteristics that better characterize the resources in a specific context [11]. 

The present paper includes a methodology that has been developed in order to support the VPP 

network operation. The VPP aggregates distributed DR and DG resources and the energy purchased to 

electricity suppliers, in order to fulfil its electricity needs. The VPP operation costs are minimized.  

The electricity needs are a result of energy and determined reserve requirements. It is also possible to 

define an amount of electricity to be used in order to participate in electricity markets.  

Once obtained, a set of defined operation scenarios addressing the uncertainty on the main variables 

of the referred optimization problem clustering tools are applied in order define resource groups adequate 

for the operation of the network. This aggregation is done separately for DG and for DR resources, 

addressing the scheduled amounts of power for energy and for reserve. In this way, an alternative to the 

traditional aggregation of resources by type is obtained. 

The present paper also focuses on the simulation of DR programs and events. In fact, the 

implementation of DR brings a diversity of programs, players, and approaches, which should adequately 

be addressed in both the economic and the technical standpoints. 
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In [4,12], some of the authors of the present paper published some work related to DemSi, a DR 

simulator. In the present paper, we present SPIDER – Simulation Platform for the Integration of DEmand 

Response. Departing from the experience obtained with the implementation and use of DemSi, several 

improvements and structural changes have been made, which are reflected in the SPIDER platform. 

After this introductory section, Section 2 presents the decision support system that serves as base for 

the SPIDER operation, and the SPIDER itself. Then, Section 3 explains the proposed resources 

aggregation methodology in its two phases. Then, Section 4 presents the case study and the obtained 

results. Section 5 presents the main conclusions. 

2. Decision Support System 

The work presented in this paper focuses on a methodology for the DG and DR resources aggregation 

and also on the SPIDER platform which has been developed by the authors in order to support decision 

making concerning a diversity of players acting in the context of DR programs, according to Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Decision support system. 

As already stated, the decision support provided by the SPIDER platform departs from previous work 

on DemSi. Similarly to DemSi, SPIDER has important capabilities in what concerns the DR programs 

use. This section presents the SPIDER and its improvements. 

Two main sub-modules are included, concerning the contracts use and the contracts adoption.  

For program adoption, decision support considerers DR programs and contract evaluation. The modules 
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of the system depicted in Figure 1 in grey color are the ones concerning the demand response programs 

use and the power system simulation. Those modules include the optimization, including both 

deterministic and heuristic methods, of the different players’ behavior in order to support their decision 

concerning the DR program’s use and adoption. 

The modules depicted in green constitute the ones regarding the decision-support for the DR 

program’s adoption. An adequate study of the DR program’s adoption has need of a large amount of 

data to be analyzed. Concerning the treatment of such a large amount of data, SPIDER enables one to 

study and determine the data-mining techniques adequate for the consumers’ participation in the DR 

program’s classification. With a large diversity of consumers acting in DR programs, with different types 

(domestic, commerce, industry, services, etc.), different peak consumption power, different daily load 

demand profile, and with different goals/awareness in the scope of that program, selecting the most 

appropriate classification techniques is required. 

Concerning the diversity of DR programs, despite several improvements and changes needed for the 

full integration of DR programs, one can find a diversity of real implementations, namely at the level of 

electricity markets in United States [13]. DR programs can be classified according several aspects with 

the service type usually as the main characteristic. It can be energy, capacity, regulation, and reserve. 

Additionally, DR programs can be classified according to the Primary driver (economic or reliability), 

the trigger logic (operational, price, system frequency), minimum eligible resource size, minimum 

reduction, and minimum sustainable response period, among others. 

According to the current implementations, one can refer to the fact that in the capacity service type 

only the reliability primary driver is used. Generally, consumers are not mandated to enroll in the DR 

programs, but once enrolled, the required response when the trigger is activated is always verified except 

in some cases of energy service type. Additional characteristics of DR programs can include the 

possibility of aggregation of resources, the DR event times (advance notification, ramp period, sustained 

response period, etc), and metering and performance evaluation issues. 

Several designed and proposed DR models were implemented in DemSi, combining the use of  

GAMS [14] optimization software and of MATLAB [15], which has been used to program some of the 

models. The other models have been programmed in GAMS. PSCAD [16] was used in DemSi for the 

electrical network simulation. Those DR models have been adapted in order to be included in SPIDER. 

SPIDER is an important tool for DR programs and models of analysis and validation, both in what 

concerns the business and economic aspects and the technical validation of their impacts in the network. 

SPIDER considers the players involved in the DR actions and the results can be analyzed from each 

specific player’s point of view. This includes five types of players: electricity consumers, electricity 

retailers (suppliers), distribution network operator (DNO), Curtailment Service Providers (CSPs), and VPPs. 

Simulink [15] is used as the basis platform for network simulation. The used network can be chosen 

by a set of networks already available. As an alternative, the user may introduce a new network from 

scratch. SPIDER also provides the user with functionalities that allow modifying already existing 

networks. The diagram of Figure 2 shows the interactions between software and the network, and the 

consumers’/producers’ data as well as the available DR programs. 
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Figure 2. SPIDER simulation platform. 

Consumers can be characterized individually or in an aggregated basis. The simulation requires 

knowledge about load data and about the contracts between clients and their electricity suppliers.  

These contracts may include flexibility clauses that allow the network operator to reduce or cut the load 

of specific clients and circuits. On the other hand, the response of each client to the used tariff scheme 

is also characterized, allowing the analysis of the impact of alternative DR schemes. 

According to Figure 2, the simulation of a scenario requires information concerning network 

characterization, consumers’ profiles, and DR programs models. The gray blocks in Figure 2 are the 

ones that do not change when the conditions of simulation (models, network, etc.) change. 

The simulation timeline is composed by a sequence of periods with a single event or multiple events 

occurring over time. In the beginning of the simulation, all the variable parameters, including the system 

voltage, are defined according to the considered initial state. Every change in the system causes 

instability in the simulation, and therefore some simulation time is given for the system to be in a stable 

state. The loads and generators’ actual status are also implemented in the respective hardware, with the 
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possibility of obtaining real behavior on the loop. After this stabilization time, the network state is saved 

and the first DR event is simulated. A stabilization period succeeds the DR event trigger; after this, the 

new state of the system, seen as the results of the event, is saved. This sequence is repeated for the 

number of periods of the simulation. After saving the results of an event, the network state for the next 

period is charged. 

During the simulation, different software tools are used to communicate and transfer data among 

them. The simulation starts in Simulink and every time a new network state needs to be charged and/or 

saved this is done using the JAVA API connection to save/use data to/from Microsoft Excel datasheets 

for example. The optimization (resources schedule) can be deterministic (performed in TOMLAB), or 

heuristic (Using PSO implemented in MATLAB for example). The sequence of software data 

transferences is represented by numbers in the middle block of Figure 2. 

In a summarized way, the main differences between DemSi and SPIDER are related to the following 

aspects concerning hardware, software, and the resulting skills: 

 Use of Simulink as the main simulation basis software, instead of PSCAD; 

 Integration of hardware loads and generators, which was not possible in DemSi. This is enabled 

by the OPAL-RT [17] platform which includes digital and analog input and output cards and also 

the communications by Ethernet; 

 Control of the simulation by using a JAVA™ Application Programming Interface (API), instead 

of MATLAB. This makes possible the integration of further sources of data and simulation and 

also interaction with the user; 

 Real-time simulation capabilities enabled by the OPAL-RT platform. This feature was not 

available in DemSi. In the past, the simulation used to take long simulation time; 

 Use of TOMLAB instead of GAMS for obtaining the deterministic solutions for optimization 

problems. Has TOMLAB is naturally integrated in MATLAB. The robustness of the software 

connections has been improved. Also, the optimization times became for adequate for the real-time 

simulation of the power system. 

3. Resources Aggregation Methodology 

The present paper includes a resources optimization and aggregation methodology which has been 

developed in the context of SPIDER, in the scope of a VPP operation. The developed methodology can be 

divided into two distinct main phases—the resources scheduling, and the resources aggregation—according 

to Figure 3. In the first phase, given the inputs of the DG and DR resources power and prices parameters, 

the optimal scheduling of the resources considering the energy end reserve needs is performed. 

In the second phase, the aggregation of the resources is performed according to the scheduled 

operation scenarios. The resources are aggregated regarding a specified number of clusters desired to be 

implemented in the DR program’s definition. The aggregation is performed for DG and for DR resources 

separately, and comparing the obtained clusters in three aggregation approaches—energy schedule, 

reserve schedule, and global resource schedule including energy and reserve. It is then possible for the 

VPP to discuss the best approach to be implemented in the remuneration of DR programs and DG 

aggregation. The clusters computation is based on MATLAB Cluster function [15]. 
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Figure 3. Diagram of the proposed resources aggregation methodology. 

The proposed methodology is innovative and contributes to the following aspects in the resource 

scheduling and aggregation field: 

 Several types of DG resources, competing with DR and electricity suppliers, for energy and 

reserve provision; 

 A VPP managing a distribution network, obtaining the energy and reserve to fulfill its needs and 

determining the remuneration to be given to each resource or resources cluster; 

 Remuneration of the DG and DR resources according their characteristics instead of the 

remuneration by resource type (consumer type and DG unit technology). 

The related literature lacks remuneration of the DG and DR resources according to its operation 

scenarios in each VPP network and according to other characteristics like resource size, etc. 

The implemented optimization problem has been adapted from the work developed in [9]. In order to 

focus on innovative aspects of the work, only the most relevant aspects of the formulation are presented 

here. The objective function, as in Equation (1), leads to the minimization of the costs considering the 

bids for energy (e) and reserve (r) products, made by suppliers, generators, and DR. All the bids are 

made with quadratic cost functions. In the present paper, the suppliers’ terms in the objective function 

are not included in order to focus on DG and DR. 

When the schedule of the resources is performed, it is not possible to know about the effective use of 

the determined required power for reserve; therefore, the probability of the use of the reserve is included. 

The binary variables are due to the fact that the fixed costs only have to be considered when the resource 

is actually used. The linear costs related to the non-contracted load shed and to the excess generated 

power are also included. 
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The first constraint of the model is the balance equation, presented in Equation (2), this time also 

including the Suppliers. 
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The remaining constraints of the formulation are: 

• The maximum capacity limit of generation of each resource for energy and for the reserve; 

• The sum of energy and reserve provided by the resource must not exceed the upper limit of the 

resource capacity; 

• The balance of each consumer’s power; 

• The balance of all the resources providing reserve, which need to guarantee the required power 

for this product. 

The optimization model has been implemented and solved using TOMLAB, which is a commercial 

optimization tool running on MATLAB [15]. In this way, the results of the resources scheduling and of 

the aggregation of the resources can support the DG and DR implementation by the VPP. 

4. Case Study 

The present section shows the results obtained in the implemented 32 consumers’ and 66 DG units’ 

scenario, explained in Sub-Section 4.1. After that, it is divided in three Sub-Sections, providing details 

on the resources scheduling (Sub-Section 4.2), on the aggregation of DR (Sub-Section 4.3), and on the 

aggregation of DG resources (Sub-Section 4.4). 

4.1. Scenario Data 

The implemented case study in which VPP operation costs are minimized is described in this section. 

It has been adapted from [9], namely in what concerns the resources characterization for the aiming 

schedule. It concerns a 33 bus distribution network with large penetration of DG of several types as well 

as several consumer types. 

In the case study, all the generators are offering the total available or installed capacity (a total of 

2663 kW by DG and 5500 kW from suppliers). As shown in Table 1, 70% of this capacity is offered to 

the energy product. The remaining 30% regards the participation in the reserve product. 
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Table 1. Generators’ characteristics and bid prices. 

Type of generator Number of units Total (kW) 
Energy Reserve 

(m.u./kWh) (m.u./kWh)

Photovoltaic 32 558 0.15 0.165 
Cogeneration (CHP) 15 740 0.001062 0.001168 

Fuel cell 8 235 0.098 0.1078 
Hydro 2 70 0.042 0.0462 
Wind 5 700 0.071 0.0781 

Biomass 3 350 0.086 0.0946 
Waste to energy (MSW) 1 10 0.056 0.0616 

Supplier 1 1 1200 0.23 0.286 
Supplier 2 1 800 0.24 0.264 
Supplier 3 1 900 0.25 0.275 
Supplier 4 1 1800 0.26 0.253 
Supplier 5 1 800 0.27 0.297 

The bid price of generators is considered equal for all the generators of the same type, for energy and 

reserve products. In this paper, only the linear component of the price due to space constraints is 

presented. Full details are available in [9]. 

From the consumer resources side, the aggregated consumption is 5332 kW. The types of consumer 

are: Domestic—DM; Small Commerce—SC; Medium Commerce—MC; Large Commerce—LC; 

Medium Industrial—MI; and Large Industrial—LI. 

The consumers’ participation limit in DR is equal to 40% of the consumer consumption. This capacity 

is divided into two parts: 60% for the participation in the energy, and 40% for the reserve. Table 2 

presents the consumer prices and the division by buses. These values were considered equal for the 

consumers of the same type. Again, only the linear component of the price is presented due to space 

constraints. Full details are in [9]. 

Table 2. Consumers’ characteristics and bid prices. 

Type of consumer Buses 
Energy Reserve 

(m.u./kWh) 

DM 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 25, 26, 27, 32 0.20 0.21 
SC 2, 3, 4, 17, 22 0.16 0.18 
MC 1, 13, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30 0.19 0.20 
LC 6, 7, 31 0.18 0.19 
IN 23, 24 0.14 0.07 

After the resources scheduling, the proposed methodology focuses on the clusters definition. 

According to the variation in important parameters, 180 operation scenarios were implemented. Further 

details are given in Section IV. 
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4.2. Energy Resources Scheduling 

As the main first phase of the proposed methodology, the scheduling of the DG and DR resources to 

provide energy and reserve is obtained. One can see in Figure 4c how the implemented 180 operation 

scenarios are obtained. It regards the variation of the generation price (from 50% to 200%), of the 

required reserve amount (from 25% to 200%), and of the probability of using the reserve (pr, from 0 to 1). 

In the case of DG contribution to energy production (reserve is not shown due to space constraints), one 

large DG unit has been deleted in order to have clear detail on the illustration. It can be seen that in the 

case of energy production, the schedule of DG and DR have slight variations along the different 

operation scenarios. In the case of the reserve, the resources schedule is largely depending on the input 

parameters, namely the required amount of reserve. 

 

Figure 4. Cont. 
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Figure 4. Resources scheduling in each scenario: (a) Each of the 32 DR resources in energy 

production; (b) Each of the 32 DR resources in reserve production; (d) Each of 66 DG 

resources in energy production. Scenario parameters variation (c); generation price, required 

reserve, reserve use probability—pr. 

In what affects the VPP operation costs in each scenario, Figure 5 shows its variation concerning the 

different values of required reserve amounts, and generation price variation. 

 

Figure 5. VPP operation in each scenario. 

As seen in Figure 5, the required amount of reserve has a slight impact on the operation costs.  

The larger impact is given to the increase on the generation price. 

4.3. DR Resources Aggregation 

The DR resources used in the case study are classified according to its consumer type (a total of 6 

consumers types are used). In fact, one of the motivations of the proposed methodology is to provide 

VPP with the ability of defining remuneration tariffs different from the traditional remuneration by type. 

The aggregation of the DR resources has been performed according to the proposed methodology with 

specifying in this case a total number of clusters equal to four. Also as proposed, the results of the 

aggregation are obtained from the resources schedule of the energy product, reserve product, and the 

two of these simultaneously (global). Figure 6 presents the 32 consumers in aggregation. 
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Figure 6. DR resources cluster comparison. 

It can be seen the DR participation, in the Energy product, and in the reserve product. It can be seen 

that while in the energy product the Cluster 1 is the one with less resources, in the reserve product the 

cluster with less resources is Cluster 4. In the global approach, Cluster 2 is the one with less resources. 

This shows that several distinct aggregation results can be obtained depending on the way we consider 

the operation scenarios. It is interesting to see that in the global approach the same consumer can belong 

to distinct clusters in the energy and in the reserve participation. 

Giving the focus now to the obtained cluster profiles along the operation scenarios, Figure 7 

addresses, sequentially from top to bottom, the clusters representative profile (centroid) for global, 

energy, and reserve approaches. Each line represents a kind of average resource schedule between the 

resources that belong to the specific cluster. More detailed information about the specific resources 

aggregated to each cluster can be seen in Figure 8 for Cluster 4 in the energy product approach.  

It can be seen that, when comparing the energy and the reserve approaches, the energy one has more 

stable profiles. This means that the aggregated resources are scheduled and remunerated with slight 

differences between the implemented operation scenarios. 

In the case of the reserve approach, all the cluster centroids are more depending on the scenario, 

namely due to the reserve probability of use variation. In this case, one can see three clusters with small 

size resources aggregated. The fourth cluster, Cluster 3, aggregates the remaining more distinct resources 

and scenarios. 

In what concerns the global approach, one can see that there are two clusters (Cluster 2 and Cluster 3) 

aggregating resources with stable profiles. The clustering algorithm aggregated the remaining resource 

profiles in two clusters, one for low size consumers (Cluster 4) and another for medium size consumers 

(Cluster 1). 
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Figure 7. Cluster representative profiles.  

 

Figure 8. Resources profiles in Cluster 4, in the energy approach. 

Associated with each obtained cluster representative profile, we have the profiles of each resource 

that is aggregated to the cluster. Due to space limitations, Cluster 4 in the energy product approach has 

been selected to illustrate the cluster constitution in Figure 8. It can be seen how the clustering algorithm 

defined the representative cluster profile along the operation scenarios, represented with a dashed line. 
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4.4. Results for the Event Occurring in Period 12 

The results concerning the DG resources segregation are presented in this sub-section. In the case of 

DR resources aggregation, the number of clusters equal to 4 was considered in order to provide adequate 

deep analysis on the aggregation of the resources per clusters, etc. 

In the case of the DG, the same three approaches are considered (energy, reserve, and global). 

However, in order to make a comparison of the obtained clusters with the traditional grouping by DG 

type, the number of desired clusters was defined equal to 7. 

Table 3 focuses on the resources aggregated to each one of the 7 clusters, in each scheduled resources 

aggregation approach, and on the type of resources aggregation. In the case of the global approach, the 

total number of resources is 132 (66 × 2) since the 66 DG units are aggregated in the energy and in the 

reserve provision schedule simultaneously. In the last column of Table 3, one can see the number of 

resources in each DG type. Once the aggregation approaches are implemented, it can be seen that the 

aggregation of resources in the energy provision schedule is closer to the consumer types than in the 

other approaches. 

Table 3. DG resources aggregation. 

Cluster ID Global Energy Reserve Type 

1 34 1 13 2 Hydro 
2 35 9 1 5 Wind 
3 32 25 12 32 PV 
4 1 1 11 1 MSW 
5 12 4 3 3 Biomass 
6 16 14 21 15 CHP 
7 2 12 5 8 Fuel cell 

Total 132 66 66 66 - 

It is not possible to establish a connection between a specific cluster obtained and a DG type. However 

one can see, for example, that the group with higher number of resources has 25 units and the PV units 

are 32. In the case of the global approach a DG unit can sometimes belong to a certain cluster in the 

energy schedule and to other different clusters in the reserve schedule approach. 

It can be seen that, from both the DR and DG scheduling aggregation the resulting resources 

aggregation is very dependent on the scheduling approach (energy, reserve, or global) and on the specific 

operation scenarios that are implemented in the energy resources scheduling phase to provide energy 

and reserve. In this way, each VPP, in each set of operation scenarios, should perform the 

implementation of the proposed methodology. 

5. Conclusions 

The presented work addressed the use of DG and DR by a VPP in order to fulfil the energy and the 

reserve needs in the operation of a distribution network, minimizing the operation costs. Several 

operation scenarios were implemented and the DG and DR energy resources schedule was obtained for 

each scenario. Using a clustering algorithm, the resources were aggregated in several clusters, making it 
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possible for the VOPP to aggregate the resources according to the operation scenarios and according to 

the resources characteristics, avoiding the use of traditional grouping by resource type. 

The paper also presented and discussed the implementation of SPIDER, a decision support system 

and simulation platform for DR integration. It is capable of providing improved simulation skills in the 

case of real-time simulation, including the validation of technical and economic DR models. 

In this way, the VPP is able to define the operation scenarios that are more relevant in each context 

and to impose a certain number of clusters according to the number of DR programs and DG tariffs that 

are desired and possible to implement. The integration of the proposed methodology in SPIDER raises 

the scientific contribution of the work presented in the paper. 
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Nomenclature 

 Consumer index 
 Generator g fixed cost, for the energy product [m.u./h] 
 Consumer c reduction fixed cost, for the energy product [m.u./h] 

Generator g fixed cost, for the reserve product [m.u./h] 

Consumer c reduction fixed cost, for the reserve product [m.u./h] 

Generator g linear cost, for the energy product [m.u./kWh] 

Consumer c reduction linear cost, for the energy product [m.u./kWh] 

Generator g linear cost, for the reserve product [m.u./kWh] 

Consumer c reduction linear cost, for the reserve product [m.u./kWh] 

Generator g quadratic cost, for the energy product [m.u./kWh2] 

Consumer c reduction quadratic cost, for the energy product [m.u./kWh2] 
 Generator g quadratic cost, for the reserve product [m.u./kWh2] 
 Consumer c reduction quadratic cost, for the reserve product [m.u./kWh2] 

Generation index 
 Total number of generators 
 Total number of suppliers 

Generator g scheduled power, for the energy product [kW] 

Consumer c scheduled load reduction, for the energy product [kW] 

c

( )
eCa
Gen g

( )
eCa
Red c

( )
rCa
Gen g

( )
rCa
Red c

( )
eCb
Gen g

( )
eCb
Red c
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rCb
Gen g

( )
rCb
Red c

( )
eCc
Gen g

( )
eCc
Red c

( )
rCc
Gen g

( )
rCc
Red c

g

Ng

Nsp

( )
eP
Gen g

( )
eP
Red c
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 Supplier sp scheduled power, for the energy product [kW] 
 Initial power of load demand [kW] 

 Reserve use probability 
 Generator g scheduled power in the reserve product [kW] 
 Consumer c scheduled reduction power for the reserve product [kW] 

 Supplier index 
 Binary variable related to the use of generator g 
 Binary variable related to the use of DR reduction c 
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Abstract. The concept of smart grids is related with diverse changes occurring 

in the electric power systems operation, namely the integration of demand re-

sponse resources and related programs. All over the world, demand response 

programs are being implemented according to the specific local requirements 

and contexts. This includes the integration in electricity markets, the automa-

tion level of the distribution grid, etc. The present paper focuses on the analysis 

of the demand response programs currently implemented in North America 

wholesale electricity markets. Several parameters are used in order to character-

ize each program, according to a report published by the independent system 

operators association.  

1   Introduction 

The current implementations of Demand Response (DR) programs assume several 

levels and characteristics according to each specific case and context [1]. A research 

currently taking place in Europe [2] concluded that measurable progress has been 

made between 2012 and 2013 in response to the Energy Efficiency Directive (Article 

15.8) requirements. It also concluded that only 6 countries have been able to make DR 

commercially viable. In 4 countries, DR depends on regulatory developments. In the 

remaining countries it is concluded that DR will stay “either illegal or impossible due 

to regulation”. Further reading on EU DR current status can be found in [3]. 

In the US, in 2012 the load under DR contract was 66.3 GW (8.5% of the summer 

peak load) and the actual load reduction reached 202.2GW (2.6% of summer peak 

load). In some regions, the actual load reduction reached 90% of the region summer 

peak load [4, 5]. Regulatory orders and reports from FERC concerning the use of DR 

play a relevant role. The FERC Order No.719, in 2008, advised electricity market 

operators to “Accept bids from demand response resources in their markets for certain 

ancillary services on a basis comparable to other resources” [6, 7]. 

DR programs can belong two one or two (hybrid) main groups. For the first one – 

price-based DR –consumers respond according to the electricity price signal and DR 
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remuneration is inherent to the lower electricity price. For the second group – Incen-

tive-based DR –consumers receive remuneration fees in accordance with their actual 

consumption reduction [8].  

Further classifications parameters on DR programs can include the following [9]:  

 Features 

o Service type: Energy, Capacity, Reserve, Regulation 

o Trigger logic: Automatic response, Economic dispatch / Energy price 

higher than offer price, Critical peak hours, Day-ahead Locational Mar-

ginal Price (LMP) 

o Overuse restriction: number of declared events in each DR program, max-

imum number of days, maximum number of hours per day 

 Participant roles 

o Deployment: Resource-Specific Deployment, Bulk Deployment, Self-

Deployment 

 Event process 

o Timing: advance notification period, ramp period, Sustained Response 

Period, Recovery Period,  

o Metering: Telemetry, telemetry accuracy, reporting interval, data trans-

mission frequence 

 Performance evaluation 

o Maximum Base Load, Baseline Type-I, Baseline Type-II, Meter before / 

meter after, Meter generator output. 

Till now, DR programs have been successfully used for events that are announced 

with some anticipation. This anticipation usually ranges from the day-ahead to timings 

very close to real-time. In the cases closer to real-time, a ramp period is assumed 

(around 10 minutes at least) so that the aggregator or the consumer is able to arrange 

the consumption reduction capacity.  

The anticipated announcement is required so that consumers are alerted to the need 

or opportunity of lowering their demand during the event periods. Although the en-

rolment in the DR programs is voluntary, once enrolled consumers assume some obli-

gations. As there is a large diversity of DR programs, these obligations can assume 

diverse forms. For example, it can be found obligations and constraints as: minimum 

resource size and minimum reduction amount (from 0 to 5 MW; in the large ones, 

aggregation is allowed); total DR contribution limit (from 10% to 50%); overuse re-

striction (sometimes, the response above the scheduled is not paid); sustained re-

sponse period (can be up to 8 hours); minimum number of participated voluntary 

events (typically 2 events over 4); etc. However, the obligation of providing the DR 

program manager with some load reduction is ensured by the demand side. 

The work presented in this paper is based on a report from the North America ISO 

and RTO association [10]. The report titled “North American Wholesale Electricity 

Demand Response Program Comparison – 2013 Edition” includes the characterization 

of the DR programs according to several aspects regarding the parameters above. In 

the present paper, the presented results are discussed along 3 sections (2 to 4) after 

this introduction section. 
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2   DR Programs by Service Type 

The implementation of DR programs can be characterized according to several fea-

tures, as referred in section 1. One of the main ones is the service type, which can be 

energy, capacity, regulation, and reserve. The present section organizes the DR pro-

grams in 4 tables, one for each service type. The rows in grey indicate that some fea-

tures are common to distinct programs.  

In Table 1, concerning Energy Type, on can see that DR is used for both economic 

and reliability issues. For the trigger logic, while in the reliability driven programs 

only Operational Procedure (OP) is defined, without further details, in the economic 

driven programs one can also find price-triggered programs. In one specific case, this 

price is defined as $100/MWh. 

Table 1. Energy. 
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$100/ 

MWh 
100 100 1 0 - - - - 0 - - 

OP 100 100 1 0 - - - 120 60 - - 

Price 

100 1 1 1 - 60 660 1200 - - - 

100 10 1 1 - - - 1200/0 - 60 - 

100 100 1 1 - - - - 5 5 - 

100 100 1 1 - - - 1200 0 - - 

100 100 1 0 - - - 120 - - - 

1000 0 0/1 0 - - - 1200 5 60 - 

1000 1000 1 1 - 60 - 1200/5 -/5 -/5 -/5 

5000 5 1 1 - - - - - - - 

5000 1000 1 1 - 240 240 1200 150 240 - 

R
el

ia
b

. 

OP 

0 0 1 1 - - 240 - 60 - - 

100 0 1 0 - - - - - - - 

100 100 1 0/1 - - - 120 120/60 240/- - 

 

While a minimum resource size is in most of the cases defined, the minimum reduc-

tion is not so rigid. However, in many cases, the minimum reduction is equal to the 

minimum resource size. The aggregation of resource in order to meet the program 

requirements is generally allowed, as wheel as no limit for the contribution of DR is 

defined. The mandatory response to a declared event is very expressive in the price-

triggered programs. This can be due to the fact that in such programs the consumers, 

or aggregators, previously submitted a bid to the market so the participation is under-

standable mandatory.   
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Concerning the event process, it is possible to find a wide diversity of response 

time, advance notification, and ramp period. It is important to note that for the ramp 

period we can have 0 minutes or “-“ which means “undefined” or “non-applicable”. 

These are very different meaning values. The recovery period is generally not defined 

or not monitored. It is interesting the see the case of the third grey row, in which for 

the same program features (trigger, minimum resource size, minimum reduction, ag-

gregation and response need) very different event process times are verified in two 

distinct DR programs.  

Focusing now on the Capacity service type, the programs are listed in Table 2. In 

the case, the existing DR programs are only reliability-driven. Contrarily to the Energy 

service type, the electricity price appears as one of the possible triggers. However, in 

this case, the events can only be declared in the peak consumption hours.  

Comparing to the Energy service type, the minimum resource size and minimum 

reduction are more flexible and the aggregation is always allowed. However, once a 

DR event is declared, the response is mandatory. It is also notable that in what con-

cerns the event process, it is usual to have undefined or non-applicable parameters. 

Table 2. Capacity. 
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load >= 

90% peak 
100 1 1 1 - - - - 0 - - 

Peak hours 

/ Price 
100 1 1 1 - - - - 0 - - 

OP 

0 0 1 1 - - - - 7 520 - 

100 

0 1 1 - 240 - - - 240 - 

1 1 1 - - - 30 30 - - 

100 1 1 - - 

720 - 10/30 - 600 

360/6

00 
120 60 - - 

500 500 1 1 - - 180 - 10 - - 

 

Other market opportunities for DR are the ancillary services, as the case of Regula-

tion and Reserve. These are also the remaining service types in the DR programs 

characterization.  Details are given in Table 3 for the regulation and in Table 4 for the 

Reserve services respectively. 

Comparing the two services, one can see that both include economic and reliability 

features as primary driver. No differences can be found in the trigger logic, except the 

specific case in the reserve service in which the trigger is the system frequency level. 
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Table 1. Regulation. 
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Price 
1000 0 0 1 - - - 1200 0 60 - 
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R
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i.
 AR 100 100 0 1 - - - - 0 - - 

OP 100 100 1 1 0,25 - - - 0 - - 

Price 1000 100 1 1 - - - 1200 0 - - 

 

In what concerns the resource, whereas in the regulation service the minimum re-

duction is mostly matching the minimum resource size, in the reserve service one can 

find lower minimum reduction levels comparing to the minimum resource sizes.  

Table 2. Reserve. 
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 OP 100 100 1 0 - 60 - 5 10 60 - 

Price 

500 10 1 0 - - - 1200/0 10 - - 

1000 0 1 1 0,3 - - 1200 10 60 - 

1000 1 1 1 - - - - - - - 

1000 1000 1 1 - 60 - 75 10/30 - - 

R
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Freq. 1000 1000 1 1 - - - - 0 60 - 

OP 
100 100 1 1 

- - - - 30 - - 

0,33 - 30 0 10 - - 

0,25 - - 120 30 - - 

5000 5000 1 1 - 60 - - 10 60 - 

OP+AR 100 100 0 1 -/0,5 - - - 0 - -/180 

Concerning the remaining characterization features, it is notable that the response is 

always mandatory in the regulation service. Moreover, it is in the reserve service that 

the limits for the DR contribution are more frequent and higher. This can be due to the 

fact that the reserve service provided by such unpredictable resources must be con-

trolled or bounded.  
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One can also see that in the regulation service, the ramp period is always equal to 

zero. Due to the fast change in the required regulation level, the sustained response 

period is in almost all of the DR programs not monitored. For last, it should be noted 

the last row in the Table 4. The DR events in this row are declared by an Operational 

Procedure but activated by an Automated Response.  

3   DR Programs by Primary Driver 

The second main feature used for the DR programs characterization, as seen in Tables 

1 to 4, is the primary driver, which can be “economic” or “reliability”. Both appear in 

the service type’s characterization except in the capacity service which is only driven 

by reliability issues. The present section addresses the DR programs characterization 

by primary driver. 

The analysis of DR programs by primary driver is presented in Figure 1 and in Fig-

ure 2, respectively for the DR program features and for the DR event timing. In left 

are presented the reliability results while in the right side the economic-driven pro-

grams are depicted. As can be seen, the data has been normalized, i.e. all the values 

have been put in a scale of 0-1. It was assumed as top scale actual values: 5000 for 

minimum resource size and minimum reduction, 1200 for the advance notification, 

150 for the ramp period, 520 for the sustained response, and 600 for the recovery.  

 

Fig. 1. DR program features. Left: Reliability. Right: Economic. 

For the service type, the labels are: Capacity – 0,25; Energy – 0,5; regulation – 

0,75; Reserve – 1. The DR programs have been sorted by service type label. One can 

see that while in the reliability-driven DR programs all the service types are applied, 

in the economic-driven programs the capacity service programs are not use. The ener-
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gy service is the most used for economic driver while the capacity service is the most 

used one for reliability. One can also see that the non-mandatory response programs 

are related to the energy service, disregarding the primary driver. Higher minimum 

reduction levels are required in the reliability-driven programas. 

 

Fig. 2. DR event timing. Left: Reliability. Right: Economic. 

Regarding the DR event timing, as seen in Figure 2, higher advance notification pe-

riods appear for economic –driven programs, since for reliability the need of DR is 

usually due in emergency.  While higher sustained response and recovery periods 

appear for reliability, the ramp periods are higher in the economic-driven programs.  

3   Conclusions 

The changes in the operation of the electric power systems, namely in the context of 

smart grids are strongly related with the integration of demand resources. Demand 

response programs have been implemented in several contexts around the world 

namely I the scope of electricity markets in which the electricity is managed in a 

wholesale level. 

The present work discussed the parameters and characteristics usually used in de-

mand response programs modeling and implementation. The focus has been given to a 

report made by the North America ISO and RTO association concerning wholesale 

programs implementation in North America.   

Despite the wide range of market opportunities for demand response integration, 

the existing ones only cover some specific features. It is expected that the improve-

ments provided by the widening of smart grids potentiate the increase of demand re-

sponse programs and their covering on the integration opportunities. 
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Abstract 

The introduction of wind power generation in several 

countries around the world, including in European 

countries, where energy policy directives have 

encouraged the use of renewables, led to several changes 

in market and power systems operation. The intensive 

integration of these sources has led to situations in which 

the demand is lower than the available renewable 

resources. In these situations a part of the available 

generation is wasted if not used for storage or to supply 

additional demand. 

This paper proposes a real time demand response 

methodology based on changing the electricity price for 

the consumers expecting an increase in the demand in 

the periods in which that demand is lower than the 

available renewable generation. The consumers response 

to the changes in electricity price is characterized by 

their price elasticity of demand considered distinct for 

each consumer type. 

The proposed methodology is applied to the 

Portuguese power system, in the context of the Iberian 

electricity market (MIBEL). The renewable-based 

producers are considered as special producers, with 

special tariffs, and so it is important to use the energy 

available as it will be paid anyway. In this context, 

consumers are entities actively participating in the 

operation of the market. 

 

1. Introduction 

Several European countries have significantly 

increased their wind power generation over the past 

years, in order to meet the European Union energy 

policy goals [1]. Presently some of these countries have 

a relevant wind energy penetration. One measure that 

can be used to express the wind energy penetration is the 

percentage of demand covered by wind energy in a 

certain region, normally on an annual basis. The values 

for European countries in 2010 are presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Wind energy penetration in European countries in 2010 [2] 
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Figure 2: Wind energy use in Portugal [4] 

The country with the highest value of wind energy 

penetration is Denmark with 24%. The second and third 

positions are occupied by Portugal and Spain with 

similar values of wind energy penetration (around 

14.5%). This paper will focus on the Portuguese case. 

Portugal has followed the European Union tendencies 

and directives. The evolution of wind power generation, 

from 2003 to 2010, in Portugal is presented in Figure 2. 

8000 MW of wind power generation are expected for 

2020, which corresponds to an increase of 100% in the 

value of the year 2010 [3]. 

An important issue regarding the wind power 

generation is the wind curtailment. Apart from technical 

reasons, wind curtailment may occur due to a reduced 

value of electricity consumption when compared with 

the wind generation availability over a certain period.  

[5] presents several examples of wind energy 

curtailment practices. The trigger for the wind 

curtailment includes the economic schedule, network 

congestions, situations of reduced demand, technical 

limitations on system reserve response, and system 

reliability. The curtailed capacity may lead, in some 

cases, to some compensation for wind generators owners, 

namely because wind farm contracts are established on a 

must take basis. The most common case is the payment 

of the energy generation that would be expected if the 

units were not scheduled to be turned off. This 

compensation may be based on the guaranteed price for 

wind generator or on the electricity market price. 

Wind curtailment situations result in inefficient 

resource use and often cause abnormal market clearing 

prices, in face of the actual demand and generation bids. 

Demand response can be efficiently used to address this 

problem [6]. Real time pricing is adequate to achieve a 

more efficient power system operation, including the 

reduction of wind curtailment [7-9].  

This paper proposes a real time pricing methodology 

to reduce wind generation curtailment and its impacts. 

This method is based on day-ahead forecasting of the 

available generation resources and demand. The method 

considers the sum of the forecasted generation for hydro 

run-of-river, wave power, and thermal power generation 

plants, and wind farms with must take contracts. As 

these generation resources are wasted if not used, real 

time pricing application envisages making the demand at 

least equal to their forecasted generation. For this 

purpose, the required price variation is calculated for 

each time period for which the demand should be 

increased. In this case, the price variation corresponds to 

a price decrease, aiming to obtain a load increase. 

After this introductory section, the outline of the paper 

is as follows: Section 2 briefly presents the resources 

available in Iberian electricity market (MIBEL), which 

includes the participation of both Portugal and Spain. 

Then, in Section 3 the conceptual design and the 

mathematical formulation of the proposed methodology 

are explained. A case study regarding the application of 

the proposed methodology is shown in Section 4. 

Section 5 presents the main conclusions of the developed 

work and of the present paper. 

 

2. Iberian electricity market 

The present section includes some information 

regarding the Iberian electricity market (MIBEL). The 

presented information regards the situation in September 

2011 [10]. 

 The total amount of electricity generation was 21308 

GWh in Spain and 3642 GWh in Portugal. The installed 

power was 62590 MW in Spain and 11204 MW in 

Portugal. Portugal has exported 65147 MWh of energy 

to Spain, while Spain has exported 507978 MWh to 

Portugal, during September 2011. 

The mix of generation by generation technology, in 

each country, in presented in Figure 3 (a) Portugal and b) 

Spain). In the legends of Figure 3, CCGT stands for 

combined-cycle gas turbine; CoGen stands for combined 

heat and power; and PRE represents the special 



producers. Those special producers (denominated in the 

paper, like in Portuguese, as PRE) are producers based 

on generation technologies that are usually renewable 

and that make use of special condition tariffs in order to 

improve the use of endogen renewable energy. 

It is important to note that the generation mix 

regarding PRE is not negligible (about 30 % in each 

country). As PRE producers are benefiting from special 

tariffs, it is important to take the most possible advantage 

of the energy available in these producers must take 

contracts.  

 

 

Figure 3: Generation mix [10] – a) in Portugal and b) in 

Spain 

The work presented in this paper has been developed 

in order to make use of all the PRE energy from the 

point of view of Portugal in order to increase the 

competition in the electricity market, aiming to decrease 

the electricity price. In this way, for a more 

comprehensive explanation of the characterization of the 

Portuguese power system, Figure 4 shows the 

distribution of the PRE energy by type of generation. As 

it can be seen, almost half of the PRE energy in Portugal 

regards the wind generation; the developed methodology 

is designed to make use of all of the PRE energy to 

supply the demand, mainly to increase the demand in the 

periods in which the demand is lower than the available 

PRE power.  

 

 

Figure 4: PRE generation in Portugal [11] 

3. Demand response model 

The present section explains the developed demand 

response methodology, which is based on real time 

pricing. It aims to reduce the wind generation 

curtailment and its impacts, in periods in which the 

demand is lower than the available power. Figure 5 

presents the conceptual design of the methodology. 
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Figure 5: Proposed methodology diagram 



As the envisaged generation resources (PRE) are 

wasted if not used, and their generation is anyway paid, 

the real time pricing application envisages making the 

demand at least equal to the forecasted generation. In the 

day-ahead planning of the operation of the system, the 

forecast of both demand and generation are performed. 

For the periods in which the generation is higher than the 

demand, a decrease in the price of electricity is 

calculated in order to increase the consumption and use 

all the available PRE energy. The consumer response to 

the changes in the electricity price is performed using the 

concept of price elasticity of demand [6, 9]. 

The first step to calculate the variation in the 

electricity price (i.e. the final price), considered equal in 

this methodology for the consumers of each consumer 

type, is to determine the weight (W) of each consumer 

type in the load diagram. After this, using the expression 

(1), it is possible to determine the demand variation 

(increase) target for each consumer type. It is important 

to verify if the determined demand variation targets 

respect the maximum permitted variation for each 

consumer type (5). This value is based on the 

impossibility of consumers largely increase the demand. 

If some violation is verified, the consumer types weights 

(W) are updated. 

After determining the demand variation target for 

each consumer type, it is possible to the price variation 

(decrease) to be applied to each consumer type, using 

expression (2) that considers the referred concept of 

price elasticity of demand. As the price of electricity 

can’t be largely decreased, it is necessary to verify if the 

determined price variations respect the maximum 

established price variation values (6). If some violation 

is verified, the consumer types weights (W) are again 

updated.  
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where,  

( )

Target

Var TypeDemand  
Demand variation target for each 

consumer type [MW] 

PRE  
Power available from special PRE 

generators [MW] 

Total

InitialDemand  
Total initial demand for all the 

consumers types [MW] 

( )TypeW  
Weight of each consumer type in the 

load diagram  

Type  Each one of consumer types 

NType  Total number of consumer types 

( )Var TypePrice  
Electricity price variation for each 

consumer type [€/MWh] 

( )Initial TypeDemand  
Initial value of demand for each 

consumer type [MW] 

( )TypeElasticity  
Price elasticity of demand in each 

consumer type 

( )Final TypePrice  
Final value of electricity price, for each 

consumer type [€/MWh] 

( )Initial TypePrice  
Initial value of electricity price, for 

each consumer type [€/MWh] 

( )

Max

Var TypePrice  

Maximum permitted electricity price 

variation, for each consumer type 

[€/MWh] 

( )

Max

Var TypeDemand  
Maximum permitted demand variation 

for each consumer type [MW] 

 

The results of the application of the model are the 

final electricity prices and the update demand forecast, 

for each consumer type. 

 

4. Case study 

This section presents the application of the proposed 

methodology to the MIBEL scenario in 13th November 

2011, which has been an especially windy day, in the 

Portuguese power system. 

The system operator will make use of real time 

pricing in periods in which the demand is lower than the 

available power. Decreasing the flat rate tariff electricity 

price, the consumers are expected to increase the 

demand value and, therefore, use the available wind 

power. 

In subsection 4.1 are presented the system and market 

characteristics for the considered day; subsection 4.2 

shows the results of the application of the proposed 

methodology.  

In this case study, the same price variation is 

considered for all consumers types. The values regarding 

the initial electricity price, the price elasticity of demand 

(or simply elasticity), and the initial consumption 

weights (W), in percent, for each consumer type, are 

shown in Table 1. The division of the consumers into 

types corresponds to the one currently in use in Portugal 

and generally stands for the voltage level of consumers’ 

connection to the electricity network. 
 

 Initial 

price 

(€/MWh) 

Elasticity 

Initial  

consumption 

 (%) 

VHV 60 0,53 10 

HV 70 0,45 20 

MV 80 0,41 20 

SLV 90 0,37 15 

NLV-2 100 0,33 15 

NLV-1 130 0,27 20 

Table 1: Demand parameters for each consumer type 



The consumer types are: VHV – Very High Voltage; 

HV – High Voltage; MV – Medium Voltage; SLV – 

Special Low Voltage; NLV-2 – Normal Low Voltage 

group 2; and NLV-1 – Normal Low Voltage group 1. 

The two NLV consumer types corresponds to the 

consumers registered in the double tariff (NLV-2), which 

have two different electricity price periods, and in the 

single tariff (NLV-1).  

4.1. 13
th

 November 2011 

This case corresponds to the 13th November 2011 

which has been an especially windy day. Being a Sunday, 

the total demand was relatively low, requiring a very 

particular resource management from the Portuguese 

transmission system operator. 

Figure 6 presents the forecasted (in light grey) and 

actual (in blue) values of the wind power generation for 

the considered day. As it can be concluded from the 

analysis of this figure, the forecasted wind generation is 

sufficiently accurate to make the management of the 

available generation resources able to be approached in 

day-ahead basis. This way, the proposed methodology 

can be applied the day before and real time pricing 

application periods can be advertised in advance. 

Figure 7 shows the electricity market prices for the 

considered day. It is evident that the huge wind power 

generation during a relatively low load period led to 

unusual low market prices (see hours 3 to 10).  

The analysis of the aggregated supply and demand 

curves is important for understanding why the prices 

have been kept relatively high for the Portuguese system 

in periods 4 to 6. This is due to complex bids that must 

be respected, leading the marginal price to be higher than 

the price value corresponding to the matching of the sale 

and purchase offers. This can be clearly seen in Figure 8, 

which shows these curves for hour 4 of the considered 

day for Portugal. Figure 9 presents the corresponding 

curves for Spain. 

 

Figure 6: Wind generation: actual and forecasted values for the 13th November 2011 

 

Figure 7: Electricity market prices 



 

Figure 8 – Matching of the sale and purchase offers, four hour 4, in Portugal 

 

 

Figure 9 –Matching of the sale and purchase offers, four hour 4, in Spain 

4.2. Results 

This subsection presents the results of the application 

of the proposed methodology to the selected case study. 

Figure 10 presents the detail of PRE based power 

generation, per generation technology, in the periods of 

application of the proposed real time pricing model. It is 

important to note the relative large contribution of the 

wind power generation for the total amount of power 

generated by the available technologies. 

Figure 11 presents the available PRE based generation 

(including wind, waves, thermal, and hydro power 

generation), in green, the ordinary run-of-river hydro 

generation (not considered PRE but also wasted if not 

used), in blue, and the total demand, in red.  

 
 

Figure 10 – PRE based power generation per type 



 

Figure 11 – Generation and demand on the 13th November 2011 

Figure 11 also shows the obtained demand after the 

application of the proposed methodology (represented by 

the dashed black line) for the period when the demand is 

originally lower than the sum of the available run-of-

river hydro and PRE power generation, i.e. from 0:45 to 

10:15 a.m., with the exception of the period from 09:15 

to 09:30 a.m. The white line shows the relative price 

variation determined by the proposed methodology, in 

order to attain the previously referred goal.  

For this case study, the relative price variation has 

been considered as equal for all types of consumers. The 

obtained result for the price variation maximum value is 

equal to 74.02% and it is referring to the period from 

06:15 to 06:30 a.m. The obtained percentage price 

variation is applied to the consumers’ original prices, 

which are dependent on the consumer type and 

contractual tariffs.  

In order to understand the impact of the application of 

the proposed methodology, it is also important to analyze 

the MIBEL performance during the considered day, 

especially in the most relevant period (from 00:45 to 

10:15 a.m.). 

The model uses the value of the price elasticity of 

demand to determine the price to be applied to each 

consumer type in order to reach the required demand 

variation (increase). The price elasticity of demand is a 

very important parameter due to the fact that it is the way 

the network operator knows the consumers, but also 

because small uncertainties in this value cause large 

mistakes in the demand change forecast. The sensitivity 

analysis of the proposed methodology to the value of the 

price elasticity of demand is presented in Figure 12.  
 

 

Figure 12 – Sensitivity analysis of elasticity 

In light green, in Figure 12, it can be seen the 

influence of elasticity in the final electricity price caused 

by small reductions and increases in the value of 

elasticity, for the maximum required demand variation 

target (692 MW). It is shown that lower values of 

elasticity cause a larger value in the final price of 

electricity. Figure 12 also shows the influence of the 



required demand variation target in the final price of 

electricity for the consumers. 

In a global analysis of the present case study, one can 

verify that the application of the proposed methodology 

enables the transmission system operator to undertake 

the resources management making use of the capacity 

that, otherwise, would be wasted. Moreover, a part of the 

benefits resulting from the application of the proposed 

methodology is given to the consumers. This is a very 

relevant point as the presently existing models show 

difficulties in involving consumers in this process. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The increasing penetration of wind power generation 

in several countries in Europe and around the world, 

regarding the accomplishment of energy policy 

directives, is changing the way that both power systems 

and electricity markets are operated. 

The work presented in this paper proposes a 

methodology designed to increase the demand 

consumption in the periods that renewable energy 

generation, with must take contracts, as the case of wind, 

is higher than the demand. The developed methodology 

enables the transmission system operator to undertake a 

much easier management of the available resources. 

Moreover, it can also bring relevant advantage in what 

concerns the distribution of the benefits that can be 

obtained by the existence of huge wind power generation. 

In fact, applying the proposed methodology corresponds 

to giving directly a part of these benefits to electricity 

consumers, which are players that usually are not 

involved in the scheduling process. 

The importance of an adequate price elasticity of 

demand characterization to be used in consumers’ 

response studies has also been demonstrated. 
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1 
 

Abstract — Power systems have been suffering huge changes 
mainly due to the substantial increase of distributed generation 
and to the operation in competitive environments. Virtual 
power players can aggregate a diversity of players, namely 
generators and consumers, and a diversity of energy resources, 
including electricity generation based on several technologies, 
storage and demand response.  

Resource management gains an increasing relevance in this 
competitive context, while demand side active role provides 
managers with increased demand elasticity. This makes 
demand response use more interesting and flexible, giving rise 
to a wide range of new opportunities.  

This paper proposes a methodology for managing demand 
response programs in the scope of virtual power players. The 
proposed method is based on the calculation of locational 
marginal prices (LMP). The evaluation of the impact of using 
demand response specific programs on the LMP value supports 
the manager decision concerning demand response use.  

The proposed method has been computationally 
implemented and its application is illustrated in this paper 
using a 32 bus network with intensive use of distributed 
generation.  
 

Index Terms — Demand response, Distributed generation, 
Load curtailment, Locational marginal price, Virtual power 
player 

NOMENCLATURE 

( )CutA bc  Curtailment cost, in level A, for bus b 

( )CutB bc  Curtailment cost, in level B, for bus b 

( )CutC bc  Curtailment cost, in level C, for bus b 

EGPc  Excess generated power cost 

Mainc  Main network energy cost 

NSPc  Non-supplied power cost 

StorageChargec  Storage charge cost 

StorageDischargec  Storage discharge cost 

( )Gen gtc  Generation cost of generation type gt 
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ngt  Total number of generator types 

nb Total number of buses 

( )CutA bP  Curtailment power, in level A, for bus b 

( )CutB bP Curtailment power, in level B, for bus b 

( )CutC bP Curtailment power, in level C, for bus b 

( )CutMaxA bP  Maximum curtailment power, in level A, 
for bus b 

( )CutMaxB bP  Maximum curtailment power, in level B, 
for bus b 

( )CutMaxC bP  Maximum curtailment power, in level C, 
for bus b 

EGPP Excess generated power 

LoadP Load power 

MainP  Power flow from the main network to the 
considered network  

NSPP Non-supplied power 

StorageP  Storage power 

StorageInitialP  Initial stored power 

StorageChargeP  Storage charge power 

StorageChargeMaxP  Maximum storage charge power  

StorageDischargeP  Storage discharge power 

StorageDischargeMaxP  Maximum storage discharge power  

StorageMaxP  Maximum storage power  

( )Gen gtP  Generation power of generation type gt 

( )GenMax gtP  Maximum generation power of generation 
type gt 

( )GenMin gtP  Minimum generation power of generation 
type gt 

StorageX  Binary variable for storage charge 

( )CutA bX  Binary variable for load curtailment, in 
level A, for bus b 

( )CutB bX  Binary variable for load curtailment, in 
level B, for bus b 
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( )CutC bX  Binary variable for load curtailment, in 
level C, for bus b 

( )Gen gtX  Binary variable for generation type 

StorageY  Binary variable for storage discharge 

I. INTRODUCTION 
N the last decades, power systems have suffered huge 
changes mainly due to a significant increase in distributed 
generation penetration and to the recently adopted 

operation in the context of liberalized markets [1]. 
These changes gave rise to a diversity of new players for 

which is not always easy to play in this complex and 
dynamic environment. 

Future power systems are likely to see the appearance of a 
large number of diverse types of aggregating entities, able to 
put together a diversity of players. Aggregation should bring 
clear advantages to the aggregated players, many of which 
are likely to be small size players and/or producers based on 
renewable energy sources. 

The new entities, which can be referred as Virtual Power 
Players (VPP) [2-4], should adequately manage all the 
available energy resources so they can minimize their 
operation costs.  

In this evolution, demand side players are more and more 
relevant, exhibiting active roles that lead to a significant 
demand elasticity increase. This is an important aspect, since 
demand response has proved benefits [5-11].  In this context, 
demand response should be faced as a distributed energy 
resource that must be adequately managed together with the 
other available resources [12]. 

This paper proposes a new methodology for supporting 
VPP decision regarding the use of demand response 
programs. This method is based on the calculation of 
Locational Marginal Prices (LMP) which are later used to 
support demand response decisions [13]. 

The proposed method includes two phases. The first one 
concerns the offline calculation of LMP values for a 
diversity of scenarios. These values are stored in LMP 
databases that are used during the second phase of the 
methodology application. This second phase is undertaken 
during online operation. It analyses the relevant previously 
stored LMP curves, according to the present scenario. Based 
on this analysis, LMP sudden increasing points are identified 
and demand response events are suggested. 

After this introduction section, Section 2 presents the 
proposed methodology. Section 3 presents an illustrative 
case study that considers a 32 bus network with intensive use 
of distributed generation. Finally, the most important 
conclusions of the work are presented in Section 4. 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
In this section are exposed both proposed method conceptual 
design and the mathematical formulation of the problem. 

A. Method conceptual design 
The present paper proposes a methodology that supports 

the decision of using Demand Response (DR) programs, 
based on the impact that this use has in the energy 
component of Locational Marginal Price (LMP). This 
methodology is divided into two main phases. Phase 1 
corresponds to the generation of LMP curves. Phase 2 
corresponds to the analysis of those LMP curves. Phase 1 
and phase 2 are illustrated respectively in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 
Dividing the methodology into the two referred phases 
makes possible to make an easier and faster analysis of the 
energy resource management, once having the results of the 
large amount of scenarios and results of the first phase. In 
this way, the proposed method can be used to support 
decision making concerning energy resource management 
even for short term resource scheduling. 

The first phase (seen in Fig. 1) uses an optimal scheduling 
based on a mixed integer linear algorithm presented in 
section II.B, which manages the optimal use of generation 
resources, and DR to minimize the operation costs. 

LMP values are obtained as a result of the optimization 
problem. The diversification of LMP curves is obtained with 
the variation of total load demand value for each one of 
generation resources availability scenarios (appeared in Fig. 
1 as “GR”). Every time a simulation is performed, including 
the information about generation and storage units technical 
characteristics and costs, and the market energy price, the 
results are added to a LMP curves data base. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Phase 1- Generation of LMP curves. 
 

The second phase (seen in Fig. 2) makes use of the LMP 
curves data base previously generated, and in an operation 
context, for each time period considered in this context. 

In each period, considering the referred data base 
information, the resources availability, and the actual value 
of load, a LMP curve is selected. If between the considered 
time period and the previous one there is an LMP increase, 

I
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the use of DR programs is evaluated. The new LMP value in 
case of DR event declaration is calculated to evaluate the use 
of DR programs in the considered situation.   

LMP curves 
Database

LMP curve 
AnalysisGeneration 

Resources

Load

LMP increase
?

Declaration of 
Demand 

Response event

LMP calculation

Y

N

t=t+1

t=t(0)

LMP 
values

 
 
Fig. 2.  Phase 2 - Analysis of LMP curves and DR management. 

B. Mixed-Integer Linear formulation 
This sub-section presents the mathematical formulation of 

the problem proposed to be solved. This problem is 
classified as mixed-integer linear. The implementation of 
this algorithm has been performed on GAMS [14] 
optimization software. The objective function (1) of this 
mixed-integer linear model is formulated with the aim of 
finding the total minimal cost of supplying the demand.  

 

The cost of batteries charging is an income for the VPP. 
Because of this, it is necessary the use of minus signal in the 
objective function. The energy component value of LMP 
(Locational Marginal Price) is obtained as a result of the 
optimization method.  

Three load curtailment steps are considered as a resource 
to obtain a better generation cost solution in the studies that 
LMP value suggests the usage of this resource. The existence 
of storage units and several generation types, as well as the 
energy supplied trough the upstream network (‘‘Main’’), are 
also considered. Equations (2) to (14) refer to the constraints 
that are considered. Equation (2) refers to the first Kirchhoff 
Law or power balance constraint. 

( )

( )
1

( ) ( ) ( )
1

ngt

Main Gen gt StorageDischarge NSP
gt

nb

LoadCutA b LoadCutB b LoadCutC b Load
b

StorageCharge EGE

P P P P

P P P P

P P

=

=

+ + +

+ + + =

+ +

∑

∑  (2) 

 

Equations (3) to (8) represent the constraints concerning 
the maximum capacity considering the available resources, 
for both generation (3, 4) and load response (5, 6, and 7), and 
for storage units (8). In this formulation, the participation of 
each load, in each load curtailment level, can only be at its 
total curtailment power in that level. 

 

{ }( ) ( ) ( ) ( ); 0,1Gen gt GenMax gt Gen gt Gen gtP P X X≤ × ∈  (3) 
  

{ }( ) ( ) ( ) ( ); 0,1Gen gt GenMin gt Gen gt Gen gtP P X X≥ × ∈ (4) 
  

{ }( ) ( ) ( ) ( ); 0,1CutA b CutMaxA b CutA b CutA bP P X X= × ∈  (5) 
  

{ }( ) ( ) ( ) ( ); 0,1CutB b CutMaxB b CutB b CutB bP P X X= × ∈ (6) 
  

{ }( ) ( ) ( ) ( ); 0,1CutC b CutMaxC b CutC b CutC bP P X X= × ∈ (7) 
  

Storage StorageMaxP P≤  (8) 
Storage resources require a special treatment due to 

specific operation constraints. The discharge capacity is 
considered in equation (9) and the charge capacity in 
equation (10). At each instant, the battery can only be 
charging or discharging, as imposed in equation (11). 

 

{ }; 0,1StorageDischarge StorageDischargeMax Storage StorageP P X X≤ × ∈  (9) 
  

{ }; 0,1StorageCharge StorageChargeMax Storage StorageP P Y Y≤ × ∈  (10) 
  

{ }1; 0,1Storage Storage Storage StorageX Y X and Y+ ≤ ∈  (11) 
 

It is also necessary to guarantee that it is not possible to 
discharge more than the stored energy (12). Similarly, the 
power to be charged plus the power stored cannot be higher 
than the total storage resource capacity (13). Finally, the 
storage state is obtained considering the initial stored energy, 

( ) ( )
1

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )
ngt

Main Main Gen gt Gen gt
gt

StorageCharge StorageCharge

StorageDischarge StorageDischarge

NSP NSP

EGE EGE

CutA b CutA b

CutB b CutB b

CutC b CutC b

Minimize f

P c P c

P c
P c
P cMin
P c

P c
P c
P c

=

=

× + ×

− ×

+ ×

+ ×
+ ×

⎛ ⎞×
⎜ ⎟

+ + ×⎜
⎜+ ×⎝ ⎠

∑

1

nb

b=

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎟
⎜ ⎟⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑

 (1) 
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the charge, and the discharge in each time period (14). 
0StorageDischarge StorageInitialP P− ≤  (12) 

  
StorageCharge StorageInitial StorageMaxP P P+ ≤  (13) 

  
Storage StorageInitial StorageDischarge StorageChargeP P P P= − +  (14) 

III. CASE-STUDY 
This section presents a case study to illustrate the 
implementation of the proposed methodology, which 
considers that each consumer has established 3 load 
curtailment levels – curtailment steps CutA , CutB, and CutC 
– to be managed by the VPP (Virtual Power Player). The 
VPP manages all the available resources determining the 
conditions in which curtailment can reduce the LMP 
(Locational Marginal Price) energy component value. 

The presented scenario is based on a distribution network 
used in [15], and showed in Fig.3.  
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 Fig. 3.  Distribution network. 
 

Starting from the original configuration of the network, 
several studies were performed by the authors to determine 
the values of load and Distributed Generation (DG) in each 
bus of the network, which originally had no DG, in a 
scenario that corresponds to the year 2040. This network is 
connected to an upstream main network in bus number 0. 
The total DG resources available and their energy price, as 
well as the price of energy bought by the VPP to the 
upstream network are presented in Table I. 

TABLE I 
GENERATION RESOURCES AVAILABILITY AND COSTS   

Generation resource Capacity 
(kW) 

Price 
(m.u./kWh) 

Photovoltaic 1400 0.2 
Wind 1000 0.045 
RSU 150 0.11 
CHP 1500 0.08 
Fuel Cell 500 0.3 
Biomass 700 0.15 
Small Hydro 250 0.03 
Main network - 0.4 

In the present case study the storage units are not 
considered. Table II shows the basis active power demand in 
each bus, since it will vary in this case study. 

 
TABLE II 

BASIS ACTIVE POWER DEMAND   

Bus Demand 
(kW) Bus Demand 

(kW) Bus Demand 
(kW) 

1 169.1 12 91.3 23 674.8 
2 148.9 13 181.3 24 669.3 
3 147.1 14 91.1 25 93.8 
4 145.5 15 91.1 26 93.2 
5 94.2 16 91.9 27 92.2 
6 311.1 17 135.5 28 183.0 
7 308.7 18 152.4 29 295.3 
8 89.3 19 151.7 30 225.4 
9 90.6 20 151.6 31 315.1 

10 97.0 21 151.5 32 89.8 
11 91.1 22 147.3 Total 5831.3 
 
The implementation of the proposed methodology requires 

adequate knowledge about consumers’ characteristics and 
the way (the conditions) they participate in the load 
curtailment process. This characterization is presented in 
Table III, where one can see that the cost of the curtailment, 
for each curtailment step, depends on the consumer type (5 
consumers types are considered). For each bus, only one 
consumer type is considered. The maximum power to be 
considered in each curtailment step corresponds to 5% of the 
total power demand in each bus. 

 
TABLE III 

CONSUMERS CHARACTERIZATION 

Type of consumer Buses 
Curtailment costs 

(m.u./kWh) 
CutA CutB CutC 

Domestic DM 
5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 14, 15, 16, 
25, 26, 27, 32 

0.16 0.20 0.24 

Small 
Commerce SC 2, 3, 4, 17, 22 0.15 0.19 0.22 

Medium 
Commerce MC 1, 13, 18, 19, 20, 

21, 28, 29, 30 0.18 0.20 0.26 

Large 
Commerce LC 6, 7, 31 0.17 0.24 0.26 

Industrial IN 23, 24 0.17 0.26 0.28 
 
LMP calculation has been performed for several values of 

total load demand between 2000 kW and 7000 kW, 
considering the existence of the resources presented in Table 
I to supply this load demand. When an increase in load 
demand causes an increase in the LMP value, the activation 
of curtailment programs is considered to determine its 
impact on LMP value. This is used to support the decision 
about the use of these programs and the way they are used 
(the loads and the steps to be used).  

Fig. 4 shows the LMP values, with and without DR, for 
each value of total load demand.  
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Abstract — In competitive electricity markets with deep 

concerns for the efficiency level, demand response programs gain 
considerable significance. As demand response levels have 
decreased after the introduction of competition in the power 
industry, new approaches are required to take full advantage of 
demand response opportunities. Grid operators and utilities are 
taking new initiatives, recognizing the value of demand response 
for grid reliability and for the enhancement of organized spot 
markets’ efficiency. 

This paper proposes a methodology for the selection of the 
consumers that participate in an event, which is the responsibility 
of the Portuguese transmission network operator. The proposed 
method is intended to be applied in the interruptibility service 
implemented in Portugal, in convergence with Spain, in the 
context of the Iberian electricity market. This method is based on 
the calculation of locational marginal prices (LMP) which are 
used to support the decision concerning the consumers to be 
schedule for participation.   

The proposed method has been computationally implemented 
and its application is illustrated in this paper using a 937 bus 
distribution network with more than 20,000 consumers. 
 

Index Terms — Demand response, Distribution network, 
Electricity markets, Network simulation, Locational marginal 
price 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE implementation of electricity markets was expected to 
lead to relevant advantages concerning the increase in 

power system efficiency and price reduction due to the end of 
monopolies [1]. However, the experience has proved that 
some problems can occur [2-4], due to the very specific 
electrical energy characteristics which make some rules and 
methods usually used in other commodities markets not useful 
in the electricity markets context. 

Demand Response (DR) includes all intentional electricity 
consumption pattern modifications by end-use customers that 
are intended to change the timing, level of instantaneous 
demand, or total electricity consumption [5] in response to 
changes in the price of electricity over time. Further, demand 
response can also be defined as the incentive payments 
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designed to induce lower electricity use at times of high 
wholesale market prices or when the system reliability is 
jeopardized [6].  

Demand Response is a very promising opportunity for 
consumers and brings several advantages for the whole system 
[7, 8]. This is due to the fact that power systems’ 
infrastructure is highly capital-intensive and demand response 
is one of the cheaper resources available to operate the system 
[9]. Grid operators and utilities are taking new initiatives, 
recognizing the value of demand response for grid reliability 
and for the enhancement of organized spot markets’ efficiency 
[10, 11]  

The current state of demand response around the world has 
been summarized in [5]. In the case of Europe, current 
implementations are summarized in [3].  

The specific case of Portugal, in convergence with Spain, is 
regulated by Decree No. 592/2010 [12]. Consumers have a 
base remuneration depending on the value of interruptible 
power varying in several steps. The minimum interruptible 
power is 0.25 MW. The maximum base remuneration is paid 
to consumers with an interruptible power higher than 4 MW. 
This base remuneration is a fixed monthly paid rate and 
depends on the value of the interruptible power. An additional 
remuneration is also defined for the use of the interruptibility 
service.  It depends on the medium market price in the periods 
of the declared event, on the interruptible power, and on the 
total number of hours of interruption in a certain month.  

The participation in the interruptibility service also includes 
some penalizations for the failure of the contractual response 
to the event. 

When the transmission system operator, in its own initiative 
or after a request made by the distribution network operator, 
declares an event for consumers’ participation, the consumers 
scheduled for participation are chosen by the transmission 
system operator according to the specific context demand 
reduction requirement. Once the demand reduction 
requirement is determined, there is the need to choose the set 
of consumers that should participate in the event in order to 
totalize the required reduction. As the method to be used for 
this choice is not established in any regulation, it is important 
that the system operator uses the most possible efficient 
method so as to take the best advantage of the interruptibility 
service use. 

This paper proposes a methodology based on the Locational 
Marginal Prices (LMP) calculation to help the transmission 
system operator in decisions concerning the consumers to be 
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scheduled for demand reduction. As the participation 
remuneration is fixed in the regulation and is independent of 
the set of participating consumers, the method to be used 
should lead to the lowest possible operation costs. This is the 
basis of the proposed method which uses the operation cost 
information embedded in bus LMP values to determine the set 
of consumers that totalizes the required load reduction and 
leads to the highest reduction in the system operation costs. 

After this introduction section, Section II presents the 
proposed methodology. Section III presents an illustrative 
case study that considers a 937 bus distribution network. 
Finally, the most important conclusions of the work are 
presented in Section IV. 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
In this chapter, firstly the demand response model in use in 

Portugal is presented. Then, it is exposed the integration of the 
referred demand response model in a demand response 
simulator developed by the authors. 

 

A. Demand Response in Portugal 
 

The implementation of demand response programs in 
Portugal has been done in convergence with Spain in the 
scope of the Iberian electricity market [13]. The participation 
in demand response programs is, therefore, available for the 
consumers buying electricity in the electricity market or 
through bilateral contracts. The available demand response 
program, denominated “interruptibility service” is only 
available for non-low voltage consumers. In order to 
understand the model, some definitions are listed below: 
• Advance notification – is the duration of the time period 

between the emission of the demand reduction order and the 
first period of effective reduction; 

• Pmax – is the maximum residual power. It corresponds to 
the maximum power that the participating consumer can 
consume in the periods that the network operator asks for 
maximum demand reduction by the consumer; 

• Pc – is the consumption power, which corresponds to the 
average annual consumption power by a consumer, in the 
peak power periods of the last year; 

• Pint – is the maximum interruptible power. It corresponds to 
the consumption power minus the maximum residual power, 
as seen in (1). 

P P Pint c max= −  (1)
 
The types and characteristics of the demand response 

programs in Portugal are presented in Table I. There are five 
types of programs, which differ on the advance notification 
period, on the maximum number of periods in each event, on 
the maximum duration of each period, and on the maximum 
consumption in a defined period. 

The period between the beginning of the first period and the 
end of the last period of an event should not be higher than the 
maximum duration of an event, which corresponds to the 
maximum number of periods in an event times the maximum 

duration per period. 
TABLE I 

TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF DEMAND RESPONSE EVENTS   

Type 
Advance 

notificatio
n 

Maximum 
no. of 

periods by 
event 

Maximum 
duration 

per period 

Maximum 
consumptio
n in a period 

1 2 hours 3 4 hours 

Pmax in two 
periods or 
P50% in 

one period 
2 2 hours 2 4 hours Pmax 
3 1 hour 1 3 hours Pmax 
4 5 min. 1 2 hours Pmax 
5 0 min. 1 1 hour Pmax 
 

A consumer participating in a demand response program 
can contract two modalities. The first, the modality a, includes 
the participation on types 3, 4, and 5. The second, the 
modality a+b, includes the participation in all the types. The 
present paper is focused on the modality a.  

The network operator only can make use of the interruptible 
service during a total of 120 hours per year in types 3, 4, and 
5. For the consumers, for any type of participation, it is only 
declared a maximum of one event per day, and five events per 
week. The transmission system operator, regarding the 
security of the operation of the electric power system, 
determines the necessity of using the interruptible service. The 
transmission system operator therefore manages the 
interruptible service. 

An event declared contains information regarding the type 
of reduction, the number of periods in which the event is 
divided, and, for each period, the beginning and the end of the 
period, and the residual power to be consumed. 

In what concerns the remuneration of the participation in 
the interruptibility service, it is divided into two components. 
The first component is the monthly base remuneration (rb), in 
€, which is calculated according to (2), where rbu is the 
unitary base remuneration, in €/kWh. 

 

rb rbu Pint= −  (2)
 

The values currently in use for rbu are presented in Table 
II. It depends on several steps of interruptible power (Pint).  

 

TABLE II 
REMUNERATION PARAMETERS VALUES 

Pint  
(kW) 

rbu 
(€/kW) 

Pint >= 4000 3.38842 
3000 >= Pint < 4000 2.03305 
2000 >= Pint < 3000 1.01653 
1000 >= Pint < 2000 0.50826 
500 >= Pint < 1000 0.16942 

Pint < 500 0.03388 
 

The second part of the remuneration (ra) is an additional 
remuneration, in euros, concerning the use of the service, and 
is calculated according to (3), where pm is the average daily 
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market price, in €/MWh, of electricity in the periods of event 
declaration. The parameter γ is a dimensionless multiplier 
factor without special significance, and T is the total duration, 
in hours, of the events in the considered month. 

 

ra P pm Tintγ= × × ×  (3)
 

Penalizations to the consumers who fail the response to an 
event are defined. The smallest penalization corresponds to 
the charge of four months of base remuneration. The worst 
case leads to the ceasing of the contract. 
 

B. DemSi simulator implementation 
 

DemSi is a demand response simulator that has been 
developed by the authors to simulate the use of demand 
response programs [14]. PSCAD® is used as the basis 
platform for the network simulation allowing to have detailed 
models of electrical equipment and to consider transient 
phenomena. This allows analyzing the technical viability of 
the demand response proposed solutions, both for steady state 
and transients. 

DemSi considers the players involved in the demand 
response actions. This includes five types of players: 
electricity consumers, consumer aggregators (Curtailment 
Service Providers - CSPs), electricity retailers (suppliers), the 
distribution network operator (DNO), and Virtual Power 
Players (VPPs) [15]. Figure 1 shows the general architecture 
of DemSi. 

 
Fig. 1.  General architecture of DemSi. 

 
 
Consumers can be characterized on an individual or on an 

aggregated basis. DemSi uses consumers’ models that contain 
all the relevant information for DR management, including the 
DR programs in which they participate and the amount of load 
that can be cut or reduced.  The compensations depend on the 
programs in which the consumers participate, so they are 
obtained directly from the corresponding DR program model.  
Historic data is incorporated in these models over time 
allowing to access stochastic information concerning for 
instance each consumer failures to participate in DR events.  

The loads are classified in 5 main types according to their 
peak power consumption, destination of energy, and load 
diagram – DoMestic (DM), Small Commerce (SC), Medium 
Commerce (MC), Large Commerce (LC), INdustrial (IN). 

 

The demand response programs management module 
optimizes the use of demand response opportunities for each 
situation. The methodology proposed in this paper has been 
implemented in the referred demand response programs 
management module. In the scope of the present work, the 
Portuguese demand response model has been implemented in 
the demand response business models module. The 
consumers’ participation contracts are included in the demand 
response contracts module. 

Since the transmission system operator is the entity able to 
declare a demand response event, in its own initiative or after 
a request made by the distribution network operator, this 
operator needs to make use of adequate tools in order to 
technically decide and validate the demand reduction from a 
set of consumers. This demand reduction order, or event, 
considers the specificity of the context of the demand 
reduction requirement.   

We propose the use of Locational Marginal Prices (LMP) 
calculation to help deciding on the consumers to be scheduled 
in specific event conditions. The calculation of LMPs is 
performed according to the model presented in [16]. It 
includes a power flow implementation, as presented in [10] 
which has been done on GAMS [17] optimization software. 
The value of LMP is obtained as a result of the power flow 
implementation. 

The network active power balance (Kirchhoff’s first law) in 
each period t and in each bus b is as in (4). The reactive power 
constraint is in (5). ( )

i
SP tP is the active power generation from a 

substation at bus i, in period t. i
LN is the total number of  L 

loads connected in bus i. ( , )
i

Load L tP
 is the active power demand of 

load L at bus i in period t. ( )i tV is the voltage magnitude at bus i 
in period t. ijG  is the real part of the element in admittance 
matrix corresponding to the i row and j column. ( )i tθ is the 
voltage angle at bus i in period t. ijB  is the imaginary part of 
the element in admittance matrix corresponding to the i row 
and j column. ( )

i
SP tQ is the reactive power generation from a 

substation at bus I, in period t.  ( , )
i
Load L tQ

 is the active power 
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demand of load L at bus i in period t. BN is the total number of 
buses. T is the total number of  periods. 

( )

( ) ( )( )

( ) ( , )
1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1

cos sin

i
L

B

N
i i

SP t Load L t
L

N

i t j t ij i t j t ij i t j t
j

P P

V V G Bθ θ θ θ

=

=

− =

× − + −

∑

∑  (4) 

( )

( ) ( )( )
{ } { }

( ) ( , )
1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1

sin cos

1,.., ; , 1,..,

i
L

B

N
i i
SP t Load L t

L
N

i t j t ij i t j t ij i t j t
j

B

Q Q

V V G B

t T i j N

θ θ θ θ

=

=

− =

× − − −

∀ ∈ ∀ ∈

∑

∑
 

(5) 

 

The implementation of the method proposed in this paper is 
included in the demand response programs management 
module, including the referred power flow method 
implemented in GAMS. The realistic technical validation of 
the proposed solution for a specific situation of demand 
reduction need is performed in the network simulation module 
that uses PSCAD software [18].  

III. CASE-STUDY 
The present case study includes the application of the 

proposed methodology to a set of consumers connected to a 
real Portuguese distribution network area. Firstly is presented 
the characterization of the two case study scenarios, which 
differs on the demand reduction amount envisaged in a 
determined event. The results are then shown and analyzed. 

A. Scenario characterization 
The network used in this case study is a real 30 kV 

distribution network, supplied by one high voltage substation 
(60/30 kV) with 90MVA of maximum power capacity 
distributed by 6 feeders, with a total number of 937 buses and 
464 MV/LV transformers [10]. Fig. 2 shows the summarized 
scheme of the distribution network. 

 
Fig. 2.  Distribution network. 

This distribution network has already been in use for many 
years and it has suffered many reformulations. It is partly 
composed of aluminum conductors and partly of copper 
conductors and the distribution is made by power lines and 
underground cables. 

Table III presents the characterization of the consumers 
throughout the six existing feeders and, regarding the 
classification of the five load types described in section II.B, 
there are 20,264 consumers of all the types, and in all feeders. 
The peak power demand is 62,630 kW. 

 
 

TABLE III 
CONSUMERS IN FEEDERS  

 Feeder Consumer type 
DM SC MC LC IN 

N
um

be
r 

of
 

co
ns

um
er

s 

Feeder1 1800 2150 18 19 18 
Feeder2 1600 1300 11 10 32 
Feeder3 2500 2500 23 23 23 
Feeder4 1800 850 11 9 20 
Feeder5 1100 1100 8 9 16 
Feeder6 1350 1900 11 15 38 

D
em

an
d 

(k
W

) 

Feeder1 1920 2440 2760 2870 3230 
Feeder2 600 1180 1280 1090 5420 
Feeder3 3080 1860 2180 2350 2440 
Feeder4 1900 680 3070 1990 4520 
Feeder5 780 790 850 750 2230 
Feeder6 1080 1030 1120 1840 5300 

 

 Let us consider two distinct scenarios, ScenarioA and 
ScenarioB, that are different in the amount of demand 
reduction power. In ScenarioA, the distribution network 
operator asks the transmission network operator for a demand 
reduction that corresponds to the total available contracted 
demand reduction capacity (12340 kW). In ScenarioB, the 
required demand reduction corresponds to half of the available 
demand reduction capacity (6170 kW). 
 The motivation for the implementation of the present case 
study concerns the existence of a temporary limitation on the 
capacity of the transformers that supply the feeders connected 
to the substation. This temporary power capacity availability 
reduction can have three different duration time slices (3 
hours, 2 hours, and 1 hour), corresponding to the duration of 
the interruptibility demand service types 3, 4, and 5 maximum 
duration time, respectively. 
 As an alternative to the application of the demand response 
interruptibility service event, the distribution network operator 
would have to cut the supply to one or more feeders. This 
situation would lead to the payment of compensations by the 
distribution network operator to the non-supplied consumers. 
ScenarioA avoids the curtailment of supply to feeder2. For 
ScenarioB, feeder5 would be unsupplied if the demand 
response program were not applied. 
 Table IV presents the LMP values for each one of the forty 
selected consumers, identified by the bus number. This table 
also shows the values of the interruptible power and of its 
cumulative values. The rows of the table are presenting in the 
descending order of the LMP values. These values of LMP 
concern the situation of the network before the 
implementation of the demand reduction.  
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TABLE IV 

LMP INFORMATION FOR EACH BUS 

Bus LMP 
(€/kWh) 

Pint 
(kW) 

Cumulative Pint 
(kW) 

326 0,052403 270 - 
303 0,052211 600 870 
261 0,051465 290 1160 
255 0,051452 260 1420 
257 0,051452 255 1675 
251 0,051408 250 1925 
167 0,051367 250 2175 
148 0,051237 260 2435 
661 0,051186 600 3035 
659 0,051148 260 3295 
132 0,051124 250 3545 
519 0,051075 270 3815 
423 0,051074 250 4065 
644 0,051035 255 4320 
643 0,051034 265 4585 
608 0,051021 260 4845 
607 0,051020 360 5205 
612 0,051019 250 5455 
640 0,051010 250 5705 
605 0,051002 340 6045 
631 0,050989 250 6295 
601 0,050915 500 6795 
94 0,050895 260 7055 
87 0,050842 270 7325 
84 0,050838 250 7575 

598 0,050830 255 7830 
597 0,050811 250 8080 
596 0,050783 340 8420 
536 0,050745 255 8675 
595 0,050733 265 8940 
593 0,050731 270 9210 
74 0,050622 330 9540 

715 0,050542 610 10150 
803 0,050472 255 10405 
65 0,050420 550 10955 
61 0,050419 350 11305 

791 0,050356 270 11575 
789 0,050335 255 11830 
570 0,050296 260 12090 
43 0,050224 250 12340 

 
Once the transmission network operator has a defined value 

of demand reduction power to be achieved, it can search in the 
column of the cumulative interruptible power for the required 
value. This way, it becomes easy to determine the consumers 
to be scheduled to participate in the demand reduction event 
or order. In Table IV, the consumers scheduled for 
participation in the demand reduction event are shaded in grey 
color.  

 

 
Table V presents the consumers participation parameters, 

for the consumers of each bus, grouped by the six existing 
feeders and by consumer type. The presented parameters 
regard the calculations explained and exposed in section II.A. 
In the last column, are the values of the monthly base 
remuneration (rb), in euros. 

 
TABLE V 

CONSUMER PARTICIPATION PARAMETERS 

Feeder Consumer 
type Bus Pc 

(kW) 
Pmax 
(kW) 

Pint 
(kW) 

rb 
(€) 

Feeder
1 

MC 

84 280 30 250 8,47 
132 290 40 250 8,47 
148 560 300 260 8,80 
167 290 40 250 8,47 

LC 61 450 100 350 11,85 
74 450 120 330 11,18 

IN 

43 280 30 250 8,47 
65 700 150 550 93,18 
87 350 80 270 9,14 
94 560 300 260 8,80 

Feeder
2 

MC 251 290 40 250 8,47 

IN 

255 350 90 260 8,80 
257 290 35 255 8,63 
261 440 150 290 9,82 
303 700 100 600 101,65 
326 350 80 270 9,14 

Feeder
3 

MC 536 280 25 255 8,63 
LC 519 420 150 270 9,14 
IN 423 280 30 250 8,47 

Feeder
4 

MC 

570 360 100 260 8,80 
596 440 100 340 11,51 
605 450 110 340 11,51 
631 280 30 250 8,47 
640 360 110 250 8,47 
659 360 100 260 8,80 

LC 
597 280 30 250 8,47 
607 570 210 360 12,19 
643 350 85 265 8,97 

IN 

593 350 80 270 9,14 
595 290 25 265 8,97 
598 280 25 255 8,63 
601 560 60 500 16,94 
608 290 30 260 8,80 
612 280 30 250 8,47 
644 290 35 255 8,63 
661 720 120 600 101,65 

Feeder
5 IN 715 720 110 610 103,34 

Feeder
6 

MC 791 360 90 270 9,14 
LC 803 440 185 255 8,63 
IN 789 280 25 255 8,63 
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B. Results 
 

The results obtained from the proposed methodology 
applied to the present case study scenarios are presented here. 
Table VI includes the values of the interruptibility service 
remuneration and compares them with the ones that 
correspond to the compensations to be paid to the non-
supplied consumers. 

Fig. 3 shows the results of both additional remuneration 
(ra) and demand reductions in both scenarios. 

 

TABLE VI 
REMUNERATION AND COMPENSATIONS 

 
ScenarioA ScenarioB 

With DR Without DR With DR Without DR 
Type3 (ra) 1851 9753 944 1879,03 
Type4 (ra) 1234 6502 629 3758,06 
Type5 (ra) 617 3251 315 5637,09 

rb 8855 - 8855 - 
Total 12557 19505 10744 11274,18 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Results in each bus: a) additional remuneration in ScenarioA; b) additional remuneration in ScenarioB; c) Demand reduction in both scenarios. 
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The results in Fig. 3 are divided into three graphs – a), b), 
and c).  The first graph, a), shows the results, for ScenarioA, 
of the additional remuneration, in each bus, regarding the 
declaration of an event of the considered types 3, 4, and 5. 
Since only the additional remuneration is shown, and it is 
proportional to the number of hours of duration of the event, 
which is the distinction between the three types of demand 
reduction, the values are proportional. Graph b) presents the 
same results, yet for ScenarioB. The analysis of the results 
shown leads to the same conclusions; however, in some 
consumers there is no demand reduction since the value of the 
required demand reduction is lower than the maximum 
available interruptible power. In graph c) are presented the 
results of power demand reduction in each consumer, 
regarding the two defined scenarios. This graph also presents 
the consumption power, the interruptible power, and the actual 
verified demand reduction in ScenarioA and in ScenarioB. 

In what concerns the remuneration of the participation of a 
consumer in the interruptibility service, or the compensations 
paid by the distribution network operator to the unsupplied 
consumers, the results are presented in Table VI. 

In Portugal, the consumers that are unsupplied for a period 
of time (in hours) higher than a determined regular one, are 
paid as follows: 0.404 € per hour and per kW of rated power 
demand, for the lower dimension low voltage consumers; and 
0.325 € per hour and per kW of rated power demand for the 
consumers connected to the medium voltage network levels. 

In Table VI, regarding ScenarioA, the additional 
remuneration of each type of demand reduction, and the cases 
of with and without demand response approaches that 
corresponds to the remuneration of participation and 
compensations paid by failure on supply, monetary values, in 
euros, are presented. They concern the comparison of the 
existence of a single event of compensations due to failure on 
supply and three interruptibility service events, one of each 
type, in a year. The base remuneration paid in the referred 
service, throughout the twelve months of the year is also 
included. Results for ScenarioB are also presented. In both 
situations, it is possible to conclude that, in spite of 
considering only a much reduced number of events, the use of 
the implemented interruptibility service is largely 
advantageous. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In competitive electricity markets with deep concerns for 

the efficiency level, demand response programs gain 
considerable significance. Grid operators and utilities are 
taking new initiatives, recognizing the value of demand 
response for grid reliability and for the enhancement of 
organized spot markets’ efficiency. 

Demand response programs have been implemented in 
Portugal, in convergence with Spain, in the context of the 
Iberian electricity market. The implemented model, called 
interruptibility service, is managed by the transmission system 
operator, which determines the conditions of the declaration 
of an event. The remuneration of the participation includes a 
monthly fee and an additional remuneration for participation 
in demand events. 

This paper proposed a methodology applied to the 
interruptibility service. Since the selection of the consumers 
that participate in an event is on the criteria of the 
transmission network operator, the values of LMP are used to 
support the decision concerning the consumers to be schedule 
for participation in each specific situation.   

A case study with two scenarios, which differs on the 
demand reduction amount envisaged in a determined event, 
was applied to a 937 bus distribution network with more than 
20,000 consumers. The amount paid by the network operator 
regarding both remuneration of the consumers’ participation 
in the demand response program and events and 
compensations to the unsupplied consumers were compared. It 
was possible to conclude that the implemented interruptibility 
service is largely advantageous for the network operator. 
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Abstract 

Demand response is assumed as an essential resource 

to fully achieve the smart grids operating benefits, 

namely in the context of competitive markets and of the 

increasing use of renewable-based energy sources. Some 

advantages of Demand Response (DR) programs and of 

smart grids can only be achieved through the 

implementation of Real Time Pricing (RTP). The 

integration of the expected increasing amounts of 

distributed energy resources, as well as new players, 

requires new approaches for the changing operation of 

power systems. 

The methodology proposed in this paper aims the 

minimization of the operation costs in a distribution 

network operated by a virtual power player that manages 

the available energy resources focusing on hour ahead 

re-scheduling. When facing lower wind power 

generation than expected from day ahead forecast, 

demand response is used in order to minimize the 

impacts of such wind availability change. In this way, 

consumers actively participate in regulation up and 

spinning reserve ancillary services through demand 

response programs. Real time pricing is also applied. 

The proposed model is especially useful when actual 

and day ahead wind forecast differ significantly. Its 

application is illustrated in this paper implementing the 

characteristics of a real resources conditions scenario in a 

33 bus distribution network with 32 consumers and 66 

distributed generators. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Several countries in Europe have increased the 

electricity generation based on renewable, namely based 

on wind, in order to meet the European Union energy 

policy goals [1]. Portugal has followed the European 

Union tendencies and directives, and it is currently one 

of the countries with higher wind energy penetration, 

which is the percentage of demand covered by wind 

energy in a certain region, normally on an annual basis. 

The evolution of wind power generation, from 2003 to 

2011, in Portugal is presented in Figure 1 [2]. 8000 MW 

of wind power generation are expected for 2020, which 

corresponds to an increase of 100% in the value of the 

year 2010 [3]. 

Apart from environmental issues and from global 

energy policy goals, but not independent of those, let us 

focus on distribution power grids, and on electric power 

systems in general. 

The increasingly intensive use of Distributed 

Generation (DG), the creation of Demand Response 

(DR) programs [4], and the increasing requirements in 

terms of energy quality and network reliability aim at 

bringing to practice the concept of smart grid (SG) [5]. 

A smart grid is an infrastructure able to accommodate 

all centralized and distributed energy resources, 

including intensive use of renewables and DG, storage, 

DR, and electric vehicles, in the context of a competitive 

business environment. Smart grids should put together 

all these energy resources, guaranteeing its most 

adequate management in a complex environment [5]. 

Aggregation of small-scale distributed resources, as 

well as their operation, in a competitive environment 

leads to the creation of Virtual Power Players (VPP) [6]. 

VPP can aggregate diversity of players and of energy 

resources, including DR, making them profitable. 

An important issue regarding the increase in the DG 

units’ integration and namely wind power generation is 

the large variability of wind generation and the lack of 

accuracy in day ahead wind forecast. Demand response 

can be efficiently used to address this problem [7-10]. 

Due to the intermittence and unpredictability of both 

DG and DR resources availability, adequate concerns 

must be given to the provision of reserve in the operation 

of power systems in order to maintain adequate levels of 

security in their operation [11]. 

One of the most implemented DR programs is the 

Real Time Pricing (RTP), in which the price of 

electricity is defined for shorter periods of time, usually 

1 hour, reflecting the changes in the wholesale price of 

electricity. Customers usually have the information about 

prices on a day-ahead or hour-ahead basis. 

This paper proposes a DR-based methodology to face 

situations of wind generation largely lower than the 

forecasted value. A VPP operating a distribution network 

optimizes the energy resources use, minimizing the 

operation costs in a smart grid context. 
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Figure 1: Wind energy use in Portugal [2]. 

Both demand and generation resources have 

contracted with the VPP the provision of energy capacity 

to face the referred wind variation. When such lower 

wind power availability occurs, the VPP can activate 

regulation-up and spinning reserve services contracted to 

consumers and generators and increase the electricity 

price to the consumers participating in RTP in order to 

induce the reduction of the consumption. Resources 

constraints are also considered in the methodology.  

After the introductory section, Section 2 presents 

some facts concerning the unexpected low wind power 

situations in Portugal. Then, in Section 3 the 

mathematical formulation of the proposed methodology, 

and the methodology itself, are explained. A case study 

based on a real scenario adapted to a distribution 

network is presented in Section 4. The scenario reflects a 

special wind availability reduction day in Portuguese 

power system. Finally, Section 5 presents the main 

conclusions of the paper. 

 

 

2. Unexpected low wind power  

The present section includes some facts concerning 

the low wind power situations occurred in Portugal. An 

introduction to the characterization of renewables is 

presented in sub-section 2.1, and some examples of low 

wind power situations are presented in sub-section 2.2.  

 

 

2.1. Renewables in Portugal 

Portugal has followed the European Union energy 

policies and directives, and increased the electricity 

generation based on renewable, namely based on wind. 

In order to illustrate these resources amount in the past 

years, Figure 2 shows the renewable-based installed 

power and the generated energy per year since 1995, 

whereas Figure 3 focuses on the wind generation since 

2008.  

 

Figure 2: Renewables installed power (a)) and generated 

energy (b)) in Portugal in past years [12]. 



 

Figure 3: Wind generation in Portugal since 2008 [2]. 

In what concerns the renewables integration and 

contribution in the Portuguese power system, it can be 

seen that renewables are very significant. The most 

significant resources are the large hydro power plants, 

which have been installed even before the recent year’s 

environmental concerns and policies. Looking at the 

remaining resources, it is concluded that the wind power 

is the resource with higher contribution. 

Focusing on the wind power over the recent years, 

Figure 3 shows Portugal’s wind-based electricity 

generation since 2008. Winter months are generally the 

ones with higher generation. However, it is important to 

note that in July 2011 there was a huge generation when 

compared with the values in the same month of other 

years. The same can be seen in April 2012. The 

percentage values in the top of Figure 3 correspond to 

the relative variation of generation comparing the values 

of 2011 and 2012. 

For a better understanding of the energy resources 

context in Portugal, Figure 4 presents its generation mix. 

The information in Figure 4 regards the October 2012 

situation [13]. The total amount of electricity generation 

was 3155 GWh. The installed power was 12053 MW. 

Portugal has exported 40 GWh of energy to Spain, while 

Spain has exported 852 GWh to Portugal, during 

October 2012. Almost half of the PRE energy in Portugal 

regards the wind generation [14]. 

In the legends of Figure 4, CCGT stands for 

combined-cycle gas turbine; CoGen stands for combined 

heat and power; and PRE represents the special 

producers. Those producers (denominated in Portuguese 

as PRE) are producers with renewables based generation 

technologies that make use of special condition tariffs in 

order to improve the use of endogen renewable energy. 

It is important to note that the generation mix 

regarding PRE is not negligible (about 30 %). As PRE 

producers are benefiting from special tariffs, it is 

important to take the most possible advantage of the 

energy available from these producers. 

 

Figure 4: Generation mix (GWh) in Portugal, form 

August 2012 to October 2012 [13]. 

From the facts above, one can say that the wind power 

generation is not negligible and adequate importance 

must be given to the integration of this resource. 
 

 

2.2. Specific low wind power days 

The present sub-section shows some real examples of 

unexpected low wind power situations in Portugal.  

A certain error is acceptable in the forecast of the 

resources based in renewables. The specific case of wind 

is of most difficulty of prediction. Moreover, due to its 

huge integration in power systems, the errors in the wind 

forecast are very important. 



Figure 5 presents some examples of the difference 

between the forecast (in grey color) and the actual (in 

blue color) wind power generation in Portugal [14]. The 

three specific examples belong to a) October 17
th

 2012; 

b) October 27
th

 2012; c) October 30
th

 2012. The green 

line in Figure 5 represents the total installed wind 

generation capacity.  

It can be seen that the huge differences between the 

forecast and the actual values can occur in any period of 

the day, and any wind power generation level, i.e. in 

periods of low and high wind power generation.  

The selected examples belong to October 2012, which 

is the most recent month of published results in what 

concerns renewables statistics. 
 

 

Figure 5: Examples of wind power generation forecast 

and actual values – a) October 17
th

 2012; b) October 27
th

 

2012; c) October 30
th

 2012. 

In the present paper, the scenario of October 17
th

 has 

been selected in order to ilustrate the application of the 

proposed methodology, which is intended to make use of 

real time pricing in unexpected wind power situations in 

order to reduce the consumption and meet the actual 

wind power value. 

3. Resources scheduling model 

The present section explains the developed DR 

methodology, which is based on RTP and two incentive-

based DR programs. It aims to reduce the impacts of 

wind generation largely lower than the forecasted value, 

optimizing the operation of a VPP. Figure 6 presents a 

scheme that represents the use of each resource.  

The available resources (energy supplier, wind 

generation, other distributed generation units, and 

demand response) are participating in the resources 

scheduling as a regular resource, as providing regulation 

up (Reg. Up) and spinning (Spin) reserves, and in the 

case of consumers, participating in real time pricing 

demand response programs.  

Regulation up and spinning reserves, and real time 

pricing are used to meet the variations in the wind power 

value. The regulation up service is used in lower 

variations in wind power, whereas spinning reserve is 

used for higher wind power variations. The two reserve 

services (regulation up and spinning reserve) when 

provided by consumers, belongs to the group of 

incentive-based demand response programs. Real time 

pricing belongs to the group of price-based demand 

response programs [4]. 

 

Figure 6: Proposed methodology diagram 

Equation (1) presents the objective function of the 

proposed Mixed Integer Non Linear problem that aims at 

the minimization of the Operation Costs (OC). It 

considers the values of both generation (energy acquired 

from the upstream network to one or several suppliers,  

divided in a quantity previously obtained and additional 

amounts available at distinct prices; wind generators; and 

other generators) and demand (consumers divided in 

Domestic (D), Small commerce (Sc), Large commerce 

(Lc), and Industrial (I)) resources.  

The balance constraint is the one in equation (2). The 

complete formulation of the problem includes maximum 

operation limits of each demand and generation resource. 

The consumer elasticity is addressed by equation (3). 
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Both demand and “other” (i.e. not based on wind) 

generation resources can provide regulation-up (Regup) 

and spinning reserve (Spin) capacity to face generation 

variations. RTP is also applied to Lc and I consumers for 

which the initial electricity price (C_Initial) is increased 

(C_Increase) in order to induce the consumption 

reduction (E_Reduction) based on the consumer’ price 

elasticity of demand, usually referred as elasticity (3).  
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The results of the application of the model are the 

final electricity prices and the scheduling of each one of 

the energy resources, including the information of the 

context of using the resource (regular, Reg.Up, Spin, and 

RTP). 

 

 

4. Case study 

The present section illustrates the application of the 

proposed methodology to a distribution network 

(presented in sub-section 4.1) in which the authors have 

implemented a scenario that corresponds to the real 

conditions of 17th October 2012 in Portugal (presented 

in sub-section 4.2). The results of the case-study are 

presented in sub-section 4.3. 

 

 

4.1. Distribution network 

The present sub-section presents the 33 bus 

distribution network, also used in [15] by the authors of 

this paper, and presented in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7: Distribution network. 

Both the generation and the demand were updated in 

order to implement a scenario in the context of a 

especially lower wind power generation when compared 

with the forecasted value in the day-ahead planning. The 

selected day was 17
th

 October 2012. 

The virtual power player operating the network will 

make use of real time pricing in periods of reduced wind 

power. Increasing the flat rate tariff electricity price, the 

consumers are expected to reduce the demand value and, 

therefore, use the available wind power. 

In this case study, the same price variation is 

considered for all consumers types. The values regarding 

the initial electricity price, the price elasticity of demand 

(or simply elasticity), and the initial consumption 

weights (W), in percent, for each consumer type, are 



shown in Table 1. The division of the consumers into 

types corresponds to the one currently in use in Portugal 

and generally stands for the voltage level of consumers’ 

connection to the electricity network. 

The consumer types are: Industrial (I), belonging to 

very high voltage level consumers in Portugal; Large 

commerce (Lc), belonging to medium voltage level 

consumers in Portugal; Small commerce (Sc), belonging 

to  special low voltage level consumers in Portugal;  and 

Domestic (D), belonging to low voltage distribution  

level consumers in Portugal. The rated demand value in 

this network is 6119 kW. 
 

Consumers 

characteristics 

Type of Consumer 

D Sc Lc I 

Initial 
consumption (%) 

20 30 30 20 

Elasticity 0.27 0.33 0.41 0.53 

Initial price 
(€/MWh) 

130 100 80 60 

Table 1: Demand parameters for each consumer type. 

Regarding DG units capacities, the total amount of 

rated wind power in the network is 683 kW. The 

remaining DG has 1495 kW of rated power. There is no 

defined limit for the amount of energy acquired from the 

suppliers connected through the bus 0. 

Figure 8 presents the resources availability values 

focusing on the last quarter of the day under study; this 

scenario has been updated considering the information in 

sub-section 4.2. The values of wind forecast are also 

shown in figure 8. Those forecast values have been 

adapted from the ones presented in Figure 5. 
 

 

Figure 8: Resources availability values. 

4.2. 17th October 2012 

In order to ilustrate and validate the application of the 

porposed methodology to the real conditions of power 

systems, a special day in the portuguese power system, 

has been selected. The selected day is 17
th

 October 2012, 

a wednesday. Its special characteristics are exposed in 

the present sub-section. 

The characteristics of the selected day of the 

Portuguese power system, namely in what concerns the 

PRE generation and demand, are presented in Figure 7.  
 

 

Figure 9: Energy resources use in the selected day [16]. 

In what concerns the detail of PRE resources use, the 

values are the ones presented in Figure 10. 
 

 

Figure 10: Detailed PRE resources use. 



The used energy resources includes, in addition to 

PRE, imports, coal, natural gas, and other renewables. In 

the periods in which the generation in Figure 9) is higher 

then demand, that exceeding generation was used for 

pumping in order to restore water in dams and use that 

resource in other periods. 

This scenario ilustrates the conditions in which is 

possible to apply the proposed methodology. In the 

specific periods of wind power generation lower thatn 

the forecas, the distribution network operator (which is, 

in the present approach, a Virtual Power Player – VPP) 

becomes able to make use the proposed methodology. 

 

 

4.3. Results 

The present sub-section shows the results obtained 

with the application of the proposed methodology to the 

scenario presented above. 

A virtual power player operating the network uses real 

time pricing in periods of reduced wind power, 

increasing the electricity price, and expecting a reduction 

in the demand value. Regulation up and spinning reserve 

services provided by several available resources, as 

explained in Section 3, are also used by the VPP, in 

distinct wind forecast errors amounts. 

Figure 11 presents the use of the available resources, 

after applying the proposed methodology. The 

elementary period is of 15 minutes; so, the 48 periods in 

Figure 8 correspond to the second half of the day.  

There are two main period sets of wind power lower 

than the forecast. The first occurs between periods 52 

and 68 of the day. The second one corresponds to the 

period between periods 73 and 94. In the first periods set 

(between periods 52 and 68), the one with lower 

difference between the forecast and the actual values of 

wind power generation, regulation up was used, whereas 

in the second period it was used the spinning reserve. 

Figure 12 shows the values concerning the real time 

pricing application. It includes the obtained demand after 

the application of RTP (represented by the dashed black 

line) in the secound identified period (between periods 

73 and 94) instead of using spining reserve to increase 

generation.  
 

 

Figure 12: RTP use results between periods 73 and 94. 

 

 

Figure 11: Generation and demand results. 



The same price elasticity of demand was considered 

for the consumers of a certain type. However, since the 

initial consumption of each consumer is distinct, distinct 

demand increase is verified in each consumer. 

The results of the consumers’ response to real-time 

pricing are presented in Figure 12, for the case of the 

period 90, selected as an example. 

A certain price variation is applied to the consumers’ 

original prices, which are dependent on the type of 

consumer and contractual tariffs. The same price 

increase has been applied to the consumers of the same 

type, for each one of the two considered participating 

types of consumer, since it was decided to apply the 

same price to the consumers of the same type. 
 

 

Figure 13: Consumers’ response to the RTP. 

The higher demand reduction values are verified for 

indutrial consumers due to their higher consumption 

reduction capacity, but also due to the higher values of 

price elasticity of demand of these consumers. 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

The present paper proposed a DR-based methodology 

to face situations of wind generation largely lower than 

the forecasted value. A VPP operating a distribution 

network optimizes the energy resources use, minimizing 

the operation costs in a smart grid context.  

The proposed model is especially useful when actual 

and day-ahead wind forecast differ significantly. Its 

application was illustrated in this work using a 33 bus 

distribution network with 32 consumers and 66 DG units. 

The scenario reflects a special wind availability 

reduction day in Portugal, which corresponds to October 

17th 2012. 
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Abstract 

The integration of growing amounts of distributed 

generation in power systems, namely at distribution 

networks level, has been fostered by energy policies in 

several countries around the world, including in Europe. 

This intensive integration of distributed, non-

dispatchable, and natural sources based generation 

(including wind power) has caused several changes in 

the operation and planning of power systems and of 

electricity markets. Sometimes the available non-

dispatchable generation is higher than the demand. This 

generation must be used; otherwise it is wasted if not 

stored or used to supply additional demand. New policies 

and market rules, as well as new players, are needed in 

order to competitively integrate all the resources.  

The methodology proposed in this paper aims at the 

maximization of the social welfare in a distribution 

network operated by a virtual power player that 

aggregates and manages the available energy resources. 

When facing a situation of excessive non-dispatchable 

generation, including wind power, real time pricing is 

applied in order to induce the increase of consumption so 

that wind curtailment is minimized. This method is 

especially useful when actual and day-ahead resources 

forecast differ significantly. The distribution network 

characteristics and concerns are addressed by including 

the network constraints in the optimization model. 

The proposed methodology has been implemented in 

GAMS optimization tool and its application is illustrated 

in this paper using a real 937-bus distribution network 

with 20.310 consumers and 548 distributed generators, 

some of them non-dispatchable and with must take 

contracts. The implemented scenario corresponds to a 

real day in Portuguese power system.  

 

 

1. Introduction 

European Union energy policy goals led to a 

significant increase of wind power generation and other 

renewable energy resources [1]. This increase is still 

verified, namely in the case of wind power generation.  

Analyzing the wind energy penetration as the 

percentage of demand covered by wind energy in a 

certain region, normally calculated on an annual basis, it 

is possible to see the importance of this resource in the 

operation and planning of respective power systems. The 

values of wind energy penetration for European countries 

in 2011 are presented in Figure 1[2]. 

The country with the highest value of wind energy 

penetration is Denmark with 25.9%. The second position 

is occupied by Spain with 15.9%, closely followed by 

Portugal with 15.6%. In 2011, almost all the countries 

have increased the wind power penetration, with 

exception to Slovakia, Slovenia, and Malta, which have 

null wind power penetration. This paper focuses on the 

Iberian (Portugal and Spain) case, especially on Portugal.  

Portugal has followed the European Union tendencies 

and directives applied to wind generation and other 

renewable resources. 8000 MW of wind power 

generation are expected for 2020, which corresponds to 

an increase of 100% of the value of the year 2010 [3]. 

Since most of the renewable generation resources are 

non-dispatchable, special concerns must be taken in the 

situations of demand lower than the generation obtained 

from those resources as this leads to situations of wind 

curtailment. Obviously other non-dispatchable resources 

generation could be curtailed. However, the especially 

large integration of wind power generation makes us to 

usually refer to wind curtailment [4]. Wind curtailment 

situations result in inefficient resource use and often 

cause abnormal market clearing prices, in face of the 

actual demand and generation bids. The curtailed 

capacity may lead, in some cases, to some compensation 

for wind generators owners, namely because wind farm 

contracts are often established on a must-take basis. 

Demand response corresponds to the intentional 

change of consumption profiles by end consumers due to 

changes in the electricity prices or to incentives received 

in situation in which reliability or economic concerns are 

verified in the system [5]. Demand response can be 

efficiently used to address the wind curtailment problem 

[6]. Real time pricing, one of the most important type of 

demand response programs, is adequate to achieve a 

more efficient power system operation, including the 

reduction of wind curtailment [7-8].  
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Figure 1: Wind energy penetration in European countries in 2011 [2].

The present paper proposes a real time pricing based 

methodology to reduce the curtailment of non-

dispatchabale energy generation resources (hydro run-of-

river, wave power, and thermal power generation plants, 

and wind farms with must take contracts), reducing the 

impacts of the referred power curtailment. A Virtual 

Power Player (VPP) [9] that operates the distribution 

network and manages the installed energy resources 

performs the energy resources scheduling maximizing 

the inherent Social Welfare (SW). In periods in which 

the demand is lower than the available non-dispatchable 

power, the VPP is able to make use of real time pricing. 

Based on the price elasticity of the consumers, the 

decrease in the electricity price for each consumer is 

calculated in order to achieve the desired demand 

increase. VPP can also acquire energy to several 

electricity suppliers physically connected to the managed 

distribution network through the connection to the 

upstream network.  

Departing from works developed by the same authors 

of the present paper [10-11],, the methodology proposed 

in the present paper addresses network technical 

concerns, by including the network line thermal limits 

and bus voltage constraints in the formulation of the 

optimization problem, which has been implemented in 

GAMS optimization tool [12].  

After this introduction, Section 2 presents some 

material concerning the increase of wind power, Section 

3 presents the proposed real time pricing model as well 

as its mathematical formulation, and Section 4 presents 

an illustrative case-study concerning a real distribution 

network and the characteristics of a special day in the 

Portuguese power system. The last section, Section 5, 

presents the main conclusions of the paper. 

2. The increase of wind power 

The present section begins with a presentation of the 

Iberian electricity market, in sub-section 2.1, especially 

in what concerns the share of the use of generation 

resources. Then, in sub-section 2.2, some facts about 

wind curtailment are presented. 
 

 

2.1. Iberian electricity market 

The present sub-section introduces some information 

regarding the Iberian electricity market (MIBEL). This 

information regards the October 2012 situation [13].  

The total amount of electricity generation was 21573 

GWh in Spain and 3155 GWh in Portugal. The installed 

power was 61610 MW in Spain and 12053 MW in 

Portugal. Portugal has exported 40 GWh of energy to 

Spain, while Spain has exported 852 GWh to Portugal, 

during October 2012. 

The mix of generation by generation technology, in 

each country, from August to October 2012, is presented 

in Figure 2a) for Portugal and in Figure 2b) for Spain. In 

the legends of Figure 2, CCGT stands for combined-

cycle gas turbine; CoGen stands for combined heat and 

power; and PRE represents the special producers. Those 

producers (denominated in Portuguese as PRE) are 

producers with renewables based generation technologies 

that make use of special condition tariffs in order to 

improve the use of endogen renewable energy. 

It is important to note that the generation mix 

regarding PRE is not negligible (about 30% in each 

country). As PRE producers are benefiting from special 

tariffs, it is important to take the most possible advantage 

of the energy available from these producers.  



 

Figure 2: Generation mix (GWh), from August to 

October 2012 [13] – a) in Portugal and b) in Spain. 

Almost half of the PRE energy in Portugal regards the 

wind generation [14]. The work presented in this paper 

has been developed in order to make use of all the PRE 

energy in a distribution network that is under influence 

of the referred system and market conditions.  

 

 

2.2. Wind curtailment 

The present sub-section presents some facts about 

wind curtailment with special focus on the Spanish case. 

Reference [4] presents several examples of wind 

energy curtailment practices. The trigger, i.e. the reason 

or the event that originates wind curtailment, includes 

the economic schedule, network congestions, situations 

of reduced demand, technical limitations on system 

reserve response, and system reliability. The curtailed 

capacity may lead, in some cases, to some compensation 

for wind generators owners, namely because wind farm 

contracts are established on a must take basis. The most 

common case is the payment of the energy generation 

that would be expected if the units were not scheduled to 

be turned off. This compensation may be based on the 

guaranteed price for wind generator or on the electricity 

market price. 

In what concerns the examples of wind curtailment in 

several countries, reference [15] includes some facts 

about the experience in United States and in other 

countries. In what concerns Europe, it includes the 

experience in Spain and Germany. 

Let us focus on the case of Spain, which has installed 

more than 20,000 MW of wind power capacity. Let us 

note the following facts regarding wind curtailment in 

Spain: 

 Wind curtailment can be due to congestion, stability 

concerns, inadequate active/reactive levels, etc. 

o Until 2009 – the main cause was congestion; 

o After 2009 – the main cause has been the wind 

generation being greater than minimum load. 

 Wind curtailment can be announced/decided in the 

day-ahead market or in real time (in periods of 15 

minutes); 

 23,9 GWh of wind curtailment was verified in 2007, 

corresponding to 0,09% of the available capacity; 

 54 GWh of wind curtailment was verified in 2009, 

corresponding to 0,15% of the available capacity; 

 In the 1st trimester of 2010, 1% of wind curtailment 

was verified, corresponding to 10M€ loss; 

 In 2010 February 24th, 800MW were curtailed; 

 In 2010 February 25th, 1000MW were curtailed.  

 

On February 25th 2010, 7000MW of nuclear 

generation remained unchanged. This is due to the fact 

that technologically, wind power output can be rapidly 

and easily changed, which is not the case of nuclear 

power plants. Nevertheless, considering the recent large 

increase in wind power generation, new generation 

management policies should be discussed.   
 

 

3. Real time pricing model 

The present section begins by presenting the 

explanation of the proposed methodology in sub-section 

3.1. The mathematical formulation of the social welfare 

optimization problem is presented in sub-section 3.2. 
 

 

3.1. Proposed demand response model 

The present sub-section presents the developed 

demand response methodology. The proposed 

methodology is developed in order to be used by a 

Virtual Power Player (VPP) that operates a distribution 

network and manages the available resources. The 

resources scheduling is done maximizing the Social 

Welfare (SW) resulting from the obtained schedule. 

Figure 3 shows the schematic representation of the 

resources parameters related to both forecast (inputs) and 

schedule results (outputs) of the proposed methodology. 

a) 

b) 



 

Figure 3: Proposed methodology diagram. 

The energy acquired from the upstream network to 

one or several suppliers is divided into a quantity 

previously obtained at a given price, and an additional 

amount available at a distinct price. 

Some of the generation resources, referred as 

prioritary (PDG), are the ones that are non-dispatchable 

(as the case of wind power generation), which are wasted 

if not used, and their generation is paid anyway. The 

remaining energy resources are referred as ordinary 

(ODG). 

In the day-ahead planning of the operation of the 

system, the forecast of both demand and generation are 

performed. This includes the determination of both 

power capacity and prices of each resource.  

To avoid the curtailment of PDG generation power 

and the respective payment, in situations in which the 

PDG power is higher than the demand, the VPP can 

make use of real time pricing in order to make the 

demand at least equal to the forecasted generation.  

Since the VPP is operating a distribution network, it is 

important to consider the network constraints. So, as 

inputs of the model, the line thermal capacity and the bus 

voltages limits are defined. 

 

 

3.2. Mathematical Formulation 

The present subsection explains the developed 

mathematical formulation of the optimization problem 

that performs the resources scheduling included in the 

proposed methodology.  

The objective function of the problem has been 

implemented in order to maximize the Social Welfare 

(SW) resulting from the operation of the network and its 

resources by a virtual power player. The objective 

function, presented in equation (1), considers the values 

of the demand forecast and of the demand increase and 

the respective prices (initial price and price reduction), 

for each consumer C of each Type.  

The energy acquired from the upstream network from 

one or several suppliers is divided into a quantity 

previously obtained (from Supplier Sp) at a given price, 

and an additional amount available at a distinct price.  

Regarding the distributed generation resources, those 

are divided into ordinary (ODG) and prioritary (PDG) 

ones. The prioritary ones regard the resources that should 

be entirely used, as the case of non-dispatchabale energy 

generation resources (hydro run-of-river, wave power, 

and thermal power generation plants, and wind farms 

with must take contracts) that are not storable. Otherwise, 

a cost (curtailment cost) is paid due to the generation 

curtailment.  
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The active power balance constraint for each, in each 

single period, bus is the one in equation (2). This 

equation includes the bus voltage magnitude V and angle 

Ɵ in each bus b. For further information related to 

network constraints, reference [16] can be consulted. 
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The consumers’ behavior is addressed by the price 

elasticity of demand of each consumer [7], as modeled in 

equation (3). The remaining constraints (4) – (8) 

concerns the resources maximum operation limits, and  

the maximum electricity cost variation (9), since the 

electricity cost cannot be largely reduced. In the same 

way, the demand increase must respect limits. 
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The network constraints are modeled as in equations 

(10) and (11), respectively for the bus voltage magnitude 

and angle limits and for the line thermal limits. For the 

slack bus, the voltage angle and magnitude values are 

fixed and defined by the user. 
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The problem has been implemented in GAMS - 

General Algebraic Modeling System [12]. The results of 

the application of the model are the final electricity 

prices, the scheduling of each energy resource, and the 

bus voltages and power flows in lines.  

 

 

4. Case study 

The present section presents a case study that 

illustrates the application of the proposed methodology. 

It begins with the description of the characteristics of the 

distribution network, in sub-section 4.1. Then, in 

subsection 4.2, the scenario of 28th October 2012, which 

is a special day in the Portuguese power system, is 

presented. Finally sub-section 4.3 shows the obtained 

results.  

 

 

4.1. Distribution network 

The present section illustrates the application of the 
proposed methodology to a set of consumers connected 
to a real Portuguese distribution network, illustrated in 
Figure 4. More detailed information about this network 
can be found in [16].  

The feeder 5 has been selected for this case study 
scenario. The 2233 consumers connected to that feeder of 
the network are classified into six types of consumers. 
According to the voltage level they are connected to, the 
types of consumers are the following: VHV – Very High 
Voltage; HV – High Voltage; MV – Medium Voltage; 
SLV – Special Low Voltage; NLV-2 – Normal Low 
Voltage group 2; and NLV-1 – Normal Low Voltage 
group 1. The two NLV types correspond to the consumers 
registered in the double tariff (NLV-2), which have two 
different electricity price periods, and registered in the 
single tariff (NLV-1).  

 

Figure 4: Distribution network. 

The consumers’ characterization parameters necessary 

to the proposed methodology implementation are in 

Table I. It includes the values regarding the initial 

electricity price, the demand price elasticity (elasticity), 

the peak consumption, and the number of consumers, for 

each consumer type. The same price variation is 

considered for all types of consumers. 

 

Consumers 

characteristics 

Type of Consumer 

NLV1 NLV2 SLV MV HV VHV 

Number of 
Consumers 

600 500 1100 8 9 16 

Peak 
consumption 
(kW) 

380 400 790 850 750 2230 

Elasticity 0.27 0.33 0.37 0.41 0.45 0.53 

Initial price 
(€/MWh) 

130 100 90 80 70 60 

 

Table 1: Demand parameters for each consumer type. 

The peak power demand in the feeder is 5400 kW. 

The 47 available DG units have a total rated power of 

2417 kW. The detailed information concerning the 

generation units is presented in Table 2. It includes the 



generation costs, the number of units in the feeder, and 

the installed capacity for each generation type. In Table 2, 

MSW stands for Municipal Solid Wast, and CHP stands 

for Combined Heat and Power. The four generation 

types firstly presented in Table 2 are the ones that belong 

to the pryoritary generation, i.e. the non-dispatchable 

generation units. 

 

Generation 
type 

Generation 

cost 

(m.u./kWh) 

Number of 

generation 

units  

Installed 

capacity 

(kVA) 

Photovoltaic 0.2 18 647 

Wind 0.045 22 758 

CHP 0.08 0.33 306 

Small hydro 0.03 2 90 

Biomass 0.15 2 338 

MSW 0.11 1 5 

Fuel cell 0.3 1 273 

Table 2: Generation sources characteristics. 

In what concerns the supliers connected to the 

network trough the substation, in the present case-study 

scenario is considered that the energy aqcuired to the 

regular supplier is bought at 0.028 m.u./kWh. The 

aditional suplier energy is paid at 0.25 m.u./kWh. The 

regular amount of power obtained from the supplier, 

along the 24 hours of the prsent case-study scenario can 

be seen in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Power sources availability and demand. 

Figure 5 also shows the amount of available resources 

along the day, as weel as the consumption. These values 

have been determined taking into acount the 

characteristcs of the network and of the conditions 

verified in the day identified in the following sub-section 

4.2. The 24 hours of the day are represented by 96 

periods of 15 minutes. 

4.2. 28th October 2012 

In order to ilustrate and validate the application of the 

porposed methodology to the real conditions of power 

systems, a special day in the Portuguese power system, 

and in the Iberian electricity market as well, has been 

selected. The selected day is 28th October 2012, a 

monday. Its special characteristics are exposed in the 

present sub-section. 

The characteristics of the selected day of the 

Portuguese power system, namely in what concerns the 

PRE generation and demand are presented in Figure 6. 

Being a specially windy day, the PRE generation was 

higher than the demand in a relatively long period of the 

night.  
 

 

Figure 6: PRE generation and demand in the selected day, 

in the Portuguese power system1. 

Figure 7 shows the electricity market prices for the 

considered day. It can be seen that in the periods of huge 

wind power generation, and relatively low demand, very 

low market prices are verified (see hours 3 to 12).  
 

 

Figure 7: Electricity market prices2. 

                                                           
1  http://www.centrodeinformacao.ren.pt/PT/Informacao 

Exploracao/Paginas/EstatisticaDiariaDiagrama.aspx 

 
2 http://www.omie.es/files/flash/ResultadosMercado.swf 

http://www.centrodeinformacao.ren.pt/PT/Informacao
http://www.exploracao/Paginas/EstatisticaDiariaDiagrama.asp
http://www.omie.es/files/flash/ResultadosMercado.swf


This scenario ilustrates the conditions in which it is 

possible to apply the proposed methodology. In the 

referred night periods, the distribution network operator 

(which is, in the present approach, a Virtual Power 

Player – VPP) becomes able to make use of real time 

pricing in order to increase the demand at least to the 

level of the available PRE generation, maximizing the 

Social Walfare of the obtained resources use solution. 

 

 

4.3. Results 

The present sub-section shows the results obtained 

with the application of the proposed methodology to the 

scenario presented above.  

A virtual power player operates the distribution 

network, performing an optimal energy resources 

scheduling aiming to maximize the social welfare caused 

by the resulting resources use.  

In this case-study, only the consumers belonging to 

the MV, HV, and VHV types of consumer are 

considered as participating in the demand response 

program activated by real-time pricing.  

Figure 8 presents the use of the available resources, 

after applying the proposed methodology. The 

elementary period is 15 minutes; so, the 48 periods in 

Figure 8 correspond to the first half of the day. Figure 8 

also shows the obtained demand after the application of 

the proposed methodology (represented by the dashed 

black line) for the period when the demand is originally 

lower than the sum of the available PRE and of the 

already obtained regular Supplier amount of energy 

(from period 20 to period 36).  

Another important point of view of results obtained 

with the application of the proposed methodology is the 

one regarding the consumers’ response to real-time 

pricing. Those results are presented in Figure 9, for the 

case of period 20, selected as an example. 

A certain price variation is applied to the consumers’ 

original prices, which are dependent on the type of 

consumer and contractual tariffs. As one can see in 

Figure 9, the same price reduction has been applied to 

the consumers of the same type, for each one of the three 

considered participating types of consumer, since it was 

decided to apply the same price to the consumers of the 

same type. 
 

 

Figure 9: Consumers response to the RTP methodology 

in period 20. 

 

 

Figure 8: Generation and demand in the first 48 period. 



The same price elasticity of demand was considered 

for the consumers of a certain type. However, since the 

initial consumption of each consumer is distinct, distinct 

demand increase is verified in each consumer. 

The higher demand increase values is verified for 

VHV consumers due to their higher consumption 

increase capacity, but also due to the higher values of 

price elasticity of demand in these consumers. All the 

consumers have almost reached the maximum demand 

increase since this is one of the periods in which larger 

participation is verified, as referred before. 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

The way that both power systems and electricity 

markets are operated have been changing due, between 

others, to the increasing penetration of wind power 

generation in several countries in Europe and around the 

world, accomplishing energy policy directives. 

The work presented in this paper proposes a 

methodology designed to increase the demand 

consumption in the periods in which the electricity 

generation from non-dispatchable resources, as the case 

of wind power generation, is higher than the demand, 

avoiding wind curtailment. The virtual power player 

operating the network uses real time pricing to induce 

consumers to increase the consumption at least to equal 

the referred non-dispatchable generation, in the periods 

of lower demand, maximizing the social welfare of the 

energy resources scheduling. In the present paper, this 

resources scheduling includes network constraints, as it 

is focused to be used by entities operating distribution 

networks.  

A real scenario of energy resources availability has 

been adapted to a real distribution network, both 

belonging to the Portuguese power system, in order to 

illustrate the application of the proposed methodology. It 

has been proved that the methodology can bring relevant 

advantages namely in transferring a part of the benefits 

of the huge wind power situations to the consumers. 
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Abstract— The smart grid concept is a key issue in the future 
power systems, namely at the distribution level, with deep 
concerns in the operation and planning of these systems. Several 
advantages and benefits for both technical and economic 
operation of the power system and of the electricity markets are 
recognized. The increasing integration of demand response and 
distributed generation resources, all of them mostly with small 
scale distributed characteristics, leads to the need of aggregating 
entities such as Virtual Power Players. The operation business 
models become more complex in the context of smart grid 
operation. Computational intelligence methods can be used to 
give a suitable solution for the resources scheduling problem 
considering the time constraints. This paper proposes a 
methodology for a joint dispatch of demand response and 
distributed generation to provide energy and reserve by a virtual 
power player that operates a distribution network. The optimal 
schedule minimizes the operation costs and it is obtained using a 
particle swarm optimization approach, which is compared with a 
deterministic approach used as reference methodology. The 
proposed method is applied to a 33-bus distribution network with 
32 medium voltage consumers and 66 distributed generation 
units. 

Keywords— Demand response, distribution network, particle 
swarm optimization, Network simulation, virtual power player. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The large introduction of Distributed Energy Resources 

(DER) as the case of Distributed Generation (DG) and Demand 
Response, often together with the implementation of electricity 
markets, has been changing the paradigm of operation of power 
systems. This integration brings several advantages and 
benefits, which can be increased with the implementation of 
Smart Grids (SG) concept [1]. 

Due to the specific characteristics of power systems, 
distributed small size energy resources, and electricity markets, 
some rules, methods, and business models, usually used in 
other commodities markets, are not useful in this context. New 
methods and models are therefore necessary in order to 

adequately integrate these resources in a smarter grid able to 
take full advantage of the benefits that can be obtained [2].  

Demand Response (DR) can be defined as the intentional 
modification of electricity consumption pattern by end-use 
customers. They are intended to change the timing, level of 
instantaneous demand, or total electricity consumption [3] in 
response to changes in the price of electricity over time. DR 
can be activated by economic and security concerns to increase 
the system reliability and decrease the price of electrify. It 
represents a very promising opportunity for consumers and 
brings several advantages for the whole system [4], [5]. The 
current state of DR around the world can be found in [3].  

The DG is another important resource in the operation and 
planning of current and future power systems. DG units are 
mainly based on renewable energy sources, usually 
characterized by its small-size, its scattered geographical 
distribution, and connected to distribution networks [6]. 

The economic operation of the referred resources, as well 
as the operation of the distribution networks that integrate them 
requires managing entities able to aggregate the available 
resources, making consumers and producers able to participate 
in the electricity markets. Virtual Power Players (VPP) [7] are 
able to aggregate several types of distributed energy resources, 
as DG, storage, DR, and electric vehicles. 

In the increasingly complex operation of power systems, it 
is often necessary a fast solution for several tasks, namely for 
the case of energy resources dispatch, even with a substantial 
decrease in the accuracy of the solution of the problem. In this 
way, the available resources opportunities should be used in the 
best way to attain the involved entities’ goals. This leads to 
highly time consuming and complex optimization problems, 
requiring huge computational means. Traditional optimization 
methodologies are usually not able to cope with this kind of 
problems for realistic cases. Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO) [8], [9] have been successfully applied to Power 
Systems (PS) problems [6], [10]-[13], and it is proposed in this 
work to address the resources dispatch problem.  
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The intermittence and unpredictability of DG output and of 
DR resources availability increase the importance of an 
adequate definition of operation reserves in order to maintain 
increased levels of security in the operation of power systems. 
In this context, several works, namely the ones presented in 
[14], [15], and [16] are focused in the joint dispatch of energy 
and reserve considering DR. 

The present paper proposes a methodology that is based on 
the one developed by the same authors in reference [16], in 
which a VPP aggregates several distributed energy resources, 
including DR and DG, and the energy acquired to electricity 
suppliers, in order to fulfill its electricity needs. In the present 
paper, a PSO approach is included in order to evaluate the 
advantages of this method in giving a fast solution to the 
resources dispatch problem. The results provided by the PSO 
approach are compared with the deterministic solution 
implemented by the authors.  

The VPP performs both economic and technical operation 
of a distribution network, aiming to minimize the operation 
costs. The electricity needs are a result of energy and 
determined reserve requirements, and can also include the 
energy that the VPP has contracted in the electricity market. 
Minimum operation levels constraints have been included in 
the resources dispatch methodology presented in this paper. 

The structure of the paper, after this introduction section, is 
as follows: Section II presents the energy and reserve joint 
dispatch methodology; Section III presents the computational 
implementation of the problem, detailing the specificities of the 
PSO approach; Section IV illustrates the application of the 
proposed approach to a 32-us distribution network case study; 
Finally, Section V exposes the most important conclusions of 
the work. 

II. ENERGY AND RESERVE DISPATCH OF DISTRIBUTED 
ENERGY RESOURCES  

The implementation of electricity markets bring to us a 
diversity of business models, some of them reported in the 
literature, and others corresponding to the real markets 
implementations. A common approach is to divide the 
electrical energy negotiated in the market into two wide distinct 
products – the energy and the reserve [14]. Both energy and 
reserve were assured in the past by the generators. The recent 
implementation of business models that integrate the DR 
resources is being driven by policies that aim the full 
integration of these resources, leading to its participation in the 
provision of the referred products. Moreover, the fast-response 
characteristic of DR resources makes them interesting in 
fulfilling the required reserve amount, mainly in periods of 
peak power, when a contingency can cause an increased 
impact. Consumers are able to provide load curtailment in the 
referred periods with several advantages when comparing with 
traditional generation resources [17].  

The energy and reserve dispatch of distributed energy 
resources proposed in this paper are based on the one proposed 
by the authors of the present paper in a previous work 
presented in reference [16]. A Virtual Power Player (VPP) 
operates a distribution network, aiming to minimize the 
operation costs of supplying the demand and ensuring the 
adequate reserve. External suppliers can also present bids for 

the participation in the energy resources schedule, through the 
connections between the VPP owned network and the 
neighboring networks.  

As referred in [16], the interest of the proposed 
methodology can be identified in two distinct cases of VPP 
operation considering the provision of reserves. Firstly, as the 
VPP operates the distribution network and all the available DG 
resources, it must take into account the variability of these 
resources. This is the case of wind generation, which 
unpredictability should be internally compensated, whereas 
sometimes the additional energy acquired to the suppliers has a 
high price. Secondly, as the VPP consider the participation in 
electricity markets, it needs to obtain reserve amounts to 
participate in reserve-oriented markets, such as the case of 
ancillary services markets. 

In addition to the methodology proposed in [16], the 
methodology related to the work presented in the present paper 
includes new specific operational constraints of the resources 
to be dispatched, as explained in subsection IV-A. 

The model considers the generation and load resources 
managed by the VPP and the suppliers’ information for the 
optimal scheduling of generators and loads. The formulated 
optimization problem also considers the requirements for each 
product.  

III. COMPUTATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION 
The present section explains the computational 

implementation of the proposed methodology. Firstly, the 
mathematical formulation of the optimization problem is 
introduced in subsection IV-A. Then, in subsection IV-B, the 
implemented PSO approach is presented. 

A. Mathematical Formulation 
The proposed distributed energy resources dispatch can be 

modeled as an optimization problem since it aims to minimize 
the VPP operation costs considering non-linear resources costs. 
Thus, it is represented by a mixed-integer non-linear model and 
the problem consists on the minimization of a multimodal 
function with many local minima and a global optimum. The 
optimization problem has been implemented and solved in 
GAMS [18], as a reference methodology to validate the results 
of the proposed particle swarm approach presented in 
subsection IV-B. 

The objective function leads to the minimization of the 
costs considering the bids for energy and reserve products, 
made by suppliers, generators, and DR, and it can be written as 
in equation (1). All the resources bids are modeled with 
quadratic cost functions.  

The dispatch model considers that it is not possible to know 
about the effective use of the determined required power for 
reserve when the schedule of the resources is performed; 
therefore, the probability of the using the reserve is included. 
The binary variables are related to the fixed costs which only 
should be considered when the resource is actually used. The 
linear costs related to the non-contracted load shed and to the 
excess generated power are also included.  

In the present paper, the minimum operation limits of the 
resources are considered by the dispatch model. In fact, most 
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times it is not reasonable to schedule a DG unit with an output 
power very close to zero. Similarly, a very small reduction in 
the load of a determined consumer could not be significant.  
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The constraints of the optimization model are written in 
equations (2) – (19). Equations (2) and (3) represent the 
minimum power generation of each external supplier, 
respectively for the energy and for the reserve products. 
Equations (4) and (5) represent the maximum limit for 
generation capacity of each supplier, for the energy and for the 
reserve products. In addition to the maximum capacity of each 
supplier, to provide power generation to each one of the 
products, the sum of energy and reserve generation provided by 
the supplier must not exceed the upper limit of generation 
capacity, as shown in equation (6). 
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Similarly to the previous constraints, equations (7) – (11) 
refer to the lower and upper output power generation limits of 
distributed generation (DG) units, whereas equations (12) – 
(16) regards the lower and upper demand power reduction  
limits of  demand response (DR)  resources. 
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In what concerns the balance of generation and demand, 
there are three constraints. The first one, presented in equation 
(17), is the balance of each consumer’s power, including its 
non-supplied power. The second one, presented in equation 
(18), is the balance of all the resources participating in the 
reserve product, which need to guarantee the required power 
for this product. The last one, presented in equation (19), is the 
load-generation balance in the system, which includes the non-
supplied power in each consumer, and the excess generated 
power by each DG unit. 
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The constraints are subjected to a penalty value, which 
guarantees that solutions that do not respect the constraints are 
discarded by presenting objective function results way worse 
than solutions that respect those constraints.  
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B. Particle Swarm Optimization 
PSO is an evolutionary technique developed by James 

Kennedy and Russell Eberhart, which intents to simulate a 
simplified social system [8]. Initially, the basic idea was to 
demonstrate the behavior that flocks of birds or shoals of fish 
take in their local random flight, but globally determined. In a 
computational way, PSO algorithms appear as an abstraction of 
natural biological behavior where demand for a better spot is 
the search for an optimal solution, and the set of particle 
positions the search space or space of possible solutions. The 
behavior of each particle is based on its previous experience, 
and the other particles with which it relates. As in genetic 
algorithms where the fittest individuals are preserved, the PSO 
also safeguards the best positions found, which theoretically 
means the solution found, with the highest quality. 

This method is different from other evolutionary 
techniques, showing encouraging developments. PSO 
considers N particles, and each particle adjusts its direction 
based on its experience of flight and of the general population 
(group of particles). These particles are inserted in the solution 
space, and are based on deterministic procedures to make the 
search for the optimal location. Each movement of each 
particle is based on three parameters: the sociability factor, the 
factor of individuality, and the maximum speed. 

 The algorithm combines these parameters together with a 
random value generated (between 0 and 1), and calculates the 
next position of the particle, the parameters are: (i) Social 
Factor: determines the attraction (convergence) of the particles 
to the best solution discovered by a member of the group; (ii) 
Cognitive Factor: determines the attraction of the particle with 
the best position discovered; (iii) Speed Factor: delimits the 
movement, since this is directional and determined. 

In addition to the mentioned factors, it is necessary to 
specify a few parameters such as the number of particles, their 
size, and stopping criteria. Each particle is treated as a point in 
a multidimensional space, so it is necessary to specify the value 
for that dimension. Each particle stores the positions of their 
size into data structures. This position is decisive for fitness 
calculation. Typically, in PSO, several notations are used for 
the representation of variables central to its operation: 

• Current position of the particle. Stores the current position 
of the particles via Xi = Xi1, Xi2,...,Xid, where X represents 
the position of particle i in dimension d. The position 
values are changed depending on the change of speed; 

• Best local positions. The best positions for found by each 
particle, i.e. positions which achieved the best calculated 
fitness to date: Pi = Pi1, Pi2, ..., Pid; 

• Best overall position: to store the best position, for which 
the calculation of the fitness reaches the best overall 
value. At the end of the search space of solutions, the 
solution found by the algorithm is given by Gd; 

• Rate of change of velocity: this value is decisive for the 
change of position on each particle Vi = Vi1, Vi2, …Vid. 
The values for each velocity of the particle i, are 
calculated using expression (20).  

The combination of these parameters ensures that each 
particle will move from its current position to a nearby 
location, limited by the maximum velocity. The new location is 

one that considers the approximation to the best position found 
so far by the particle, and the best position found by all 
particles. The random variables associated to each parameter 
are essential to guarantee the movement to unexplored 
locations, searching for solutions that were not tested yet. 
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The proposed methodology includes a heuristic procedure 
for the initialization of the variables. This heuristic affects a 
user defined percentage of particles PercIni, and it is 
characterized as an intelligent values allocation. Contrarily to 
the non-affected particles, whose values for all variables are 
assigned randomly, the intelligent initialization starts by 
ordering the loads and generators by price by kW, and then, 
until the maximum requirement is reached, the variables are 
assigned, by order of interest, a value of power between the 
minimum defined by the user MinIni, and the maximum 
possible power for the specific variable. The proposed PSO 
methodology is flowchart is presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1.  Flowchart of the proposed PSO approach. 

Additionally, an intelligent stopping criterion is included, 
considering the successfulness of the solutions’ evolution along 
the iterations. This ensures that the algorithm does not take 
longer than it needs in achieving the desired quality of solution. 
The user defines the maximum number of iterations MaxIter 
that are allowed to run without a significant improvement in 
the objective function value. The significant improvement 
SigImp is also user defined, and represents the difference 
between the best solution found so far and the new solution. 

Another asset included in this implementation is the 
automatic adjustment of the solutions when some restriction is 
not respected. Instead of discarding the solutions that are not 
valid due to the defined restrictions, they are pushed to become 
valid, by adjusting the problematic values. This is done using 
the sorted matrix of loads and generators, created by the 
initialization heuristic, and automatically increasing the power 
of the most advantageous variables. This reduces the number of 
iterations, pointing the solutions in the desired direction.  

In this work PSO approach results are compared to those 
obtained with conventional techniques using GAMS™ [18]. 
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IV. CASE STUDY 
This section presents an illustrative case study applied to 

the proposed energy and reserve dispatch of distributed energy 
resources approach, which uses the data of the 33 bus 
distribution network scenario presented in [19]. Sub-section V-
A exposes the information concerning the characterization of 
the scenario implemented scenario. Sub-section V-B presents 
the results of the application of the proposed resources dispatch 
approach to the implemented scenario. 

A. Case characterization 
The present case study is based in a 12.66 kV distribution 

network with 32 consumption / generation buses and an 
additional bus that connects the network to a substation. The 
total consumption in each bus is presented in Table I.   

TABLE I 
ACTIVE POWER DEMAND IN EACH BUS   

Bus 
Demand 

(kW) 
Bus 

Demand 
(kW) 

Bus 
Demand 

(kW) 
1 169.1 12 91.3 23 674.8
2 148.9 13 181.3 24 669.3
3 147.1 14 91.1 25 93.8
4 145.5 15 91.1 26 93.2
5 94.2 16 91.9 27 92.2
6 311.1 17 135.5 28 183.0
7 308.7 18 152.4 29 295.3
8 89.3 19 151.7 30 225.4
9 90.6 20 151.6 31 315.1

10 97.0 21 151.5 32 89.8
11 91.1 22 147.3 Total 5831.3
 

In this case study, all the generators are offering the total 
available or installed capacity (a total of 2663 kW by DG and 

5500 kW from suppliers), as shown in Table II. 70% of this 
capacity is offered to the energy product. The remaining 30% 
regards the participation in the reserve product. 

The bid price of generators is considered equal for all the 
generators of the same type, for energy and reserve products. 

In what concerns the consumers’ participation, the power 
considered for the DR participation is equal to 40% of the 
consumer consumption (the total consumption of the network 
is equal to 5931 kW). This capacity is divided into two parts: 
60% for the participation in the energy product bid, and the 
remaining 40% for the reserve product. The minimum 
operation limits of each resource (DG, DR, and supplier) 
corresponds to 10% of the maximum capacity of the resource 
in the respective product (energy or reserve). 

Table III presents the values of consumer bid prices. These 
values were considered equal for the consumers of the same 
type, for both energy and reserve products. For both products, 
consumer bids consider quadratic energy cost functions. The 
consumers scheduled for the participation in one or both 
products are remunerated at the price they bid.  

After the experimentation procedure, and parameters 
refinement, the PSO attributes found to be the best for this 
problem are the ones selected for these tests, and are defined as 
follows: Number of particles = 100; Number of iterations = 
500; Inercia w = 0.9; Cognitive value C1 = 1.5; Social value 
C2 = 1.5; Velocity clamping VelCla = 1; Number of maximum 
iterations without significant improvements MaxIter = 10; 
Significant improvement = 0 (meaning that any improvement 
is considered important); Percentage of particles affected by 
the initialization heuristic PercIni = 10; Minimum percentage 
of initialization power MinIni = 70. 

 

TABLE II 
GENERATORS’ CHARACTERISTICS AND BID PRICES   

Type of 
generator 

Number of 
units 

Minimum 
capacity  

(kW) 

Maximum 
capacity 

(kW) 

Total 
capacity 

(kW) 

Energy Reserve
a

(m.u./h) 
b

(m.u./kWh)
c

(m.u./kWh2) 
a 

(m.u./h) 
b

(m.u./kWh)
c

(m.u./kWh2)
Photovoltaic 32 3 30 558 0 0.15 0 0 0.165 0

Cogeneration (CHP) 15 10 100 740 0.000151 0.001062 0.001006 0.000166 0.001168 0.001106
Fuel cell 8 10 50 235 0 0.098 0 0 0.1078 0
Hydro 2 30 40 70 0 0.042 0 0 0.0462 0
Wind 5 100 200 700 0 0.071 0 0 0.0781 0

Biomass 3 100 150 350 0 0.086 0 0 0.0946 0
Waste to energy (MSW) 1 10 10 10 0 0.056 0 0 0.0616 0

Supplier1 1 - 1200 1200 0 0.23 0 0 0.286 0
Supplier2 1 - 800 800 0 0.24 0 0 0.264 0
Supplier3 1 - 900 900 0 0.25 0 0 0.275 0
Supplier4 1 - 1800 1800 0 0.26 0 0 0.253 0
Supplier5 1 - 800 800 0 0.27 0 0 0.297 0

 

TABLE III 
CONSUMERS’ CHARACTERISTICS AND BID PRICES 

Type of consumer Buses 
Energy Reserve

a
(m.u./h) 

b
(m.u./kWh) 

c
(m.u./kWh2) 

a 
(m.u./h) 

b 
(m.u./kWh) 

c
(m.u./kWh2) 

Domestic DM 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 25, 26, 27, 32 0.0020 0.20 0.000020 0.0021 0.21 0.000021
Small Commerce SC 2, 3, 4, 17, 22 0.0016 0.16 0.000016 0.0018 0.18 0.000018

Medium Commerce MC 1, 13, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30 0.0019 0.19 0.000019 0.0020 0.20 0.000020
Large Commerce LC 6, 7, 31 0.0018 0.18 0.000018 0.0019 0.19 0.000019

Industrial IN 23, 24 0.0014 0.14 0.000014 0.0007 0.07 0.000007
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B. Results 
The operation of a distribution network by a VPP have 

costs that, in each situation depend on the quantity required for 
the reserve product, on using or not the reserve power, and on 
the price of the resources. This case study considers the 
probability of using the reserve equal to 1. The dispatch of  
distributed energy resources and of suppliers power, as well as 
the VPP operation costs are analyzed regarding the variations 
in the amount of power required for the reserve product and the 
variations in the price of electricity provided by the suppliers. 
The VPP operation costs are minimized by the proposed 
methodology optimization. 

Fig. 2 presents the values of the objective function 
(operation costs) regarding the required reserve amount, the 
supplier price, and the two optimization approaches (the 
deterministic one labeled as “GAMS” and the heuristic one 
labeled as “PSO”). Taking into account the reference values 
(labelled as “1” in Fig. 1), several steps of supplier prices were 
defined (the step “0.6” corresponds to a reduction of 40% in the 
basis price; the step “1” is the basis price; and the step “1.4” 
corresponds to an increase of 40% in this price). One can see 
that the increase in the supplier price and in the required 
reserve cause an increase in the operation costs. In what 
concerns the evaluation of the PSO results, the objective 
function values are generally higher than the ones obtained 
with GAMS.  

 
Figure 2.  Values of the objective function regarding the required reserve and 

the supplier price step 

Fig. 3 presents the values of the DR use regarding the 
variations in the supplier price for the energy product. The 
results are organized by type of consumer. The results 
presented hereinafter consider a value of 500 kW for the 
amount of required reserve. None of the used optimization 
approaches dispatches DR resources to provide reserve. 

Regarding the participation of DR in the energy product, 
one can say that IN (Industry) consumers always participate, 
regardless of the supplier price step. The consumers of other 
types do not participate when the supplier prices are reduced in 
40%. In this case, the PSO approach makes a higher use of DR 
resources. In the other supplier price cases, the PSO dispatch of 
resources is very close to the one obtained with GAMS. 

 

Figure 3.  DR use regarding the supplier price step and the type of consumer, 
for the energy product 

Figs. 4 and 5 present the values of generation use regarding 
the variations in the supplier price, respectively for the energy 
and reserve products.  

 

Figure 4.  Generation use regarding the supplier price step for energy  

 

Figure 5.  Generation use regarding the supplier price step for reserve  
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The results are organized by type of generation. Regarding 
the energy product, only MSW and supplier 5 do not 
participate. Depending on the supplier price step, the amount of 
power used in each resource varies. The solutions obtained by 
the PSO approach are very close to the ones of GAMS when 
the supplier price is at steps “1” and “1.4”. A substantial 
difference can be noted in when the supplier price is reduced in 
40%. In this case, PSO couldn’t find the optimal solution, 
dispatching DR resources alternatively to use generation.  

In the case of the reserve product, as the required amount is 
always the same, independently from the supplier price step, 
the total amount of use is always the same, for both PSO and 
GAMS approaches. In this product, for the specified 
conditions, only the suppliers are scheduled. 

For a better evaluation of the PSO performance, Fig. 6 
shows the average solution found in each iteration for 1000 
runs of the implemented PSO approach, with a supplier price 
step equal to “1”.  

 

Figure 6.  Evolution of the average solution of PSO  

Table IV shows the values of both operation costs and 
execution time for the two considered approaches. The results 
show that the PSO approach is able to obtain a solution very 
close to value obtained with the deterministic approach. In 
what concerns the execution time, the PSO approach can give a 
solution much faster than the GAMS approach.  

TABLE IV 
EXECUTION TIME AND OPERATION COSTS VALUES COMPARISON 

Method 
Exe. time Objective function 

(s) (%) 
Best Worst Average

(m. u.) (%) (m. u.) (%) (m.u.) (%)
GAMS 8.1 100.0 1058.6 100.0 - - - -
PSO 2.6 32.1 1066.0 100.7 1250.3 118.1 1122.3106.0

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The electrical energy can be divided into two distinct 

products – the energy and the reserve. The proposed model 
considers the bids of DR resources competing with the bids of 
generators and suppliers for both products, aiming to minimize 
the VPP costs in the operation of a distribution network and 
considering the participation in the electricity market. The VPP 
is able to acquire both energy to supply demand and the reserve 
to support the variability of natural resources in its own 
network, as well as to participate in ancillary services markets. 

In this paper, results obtained with the PSO approach are 
compared with the ones of a deterministic approach in a case 
study with a 32 bus distribution network with DG and DR. It 

was possible to conclude that the VPP operation costs depend 
on the quantity required for the reserve product and in the price 
of resources, mainly of the supplier’s price. The PSO approach 
can give a fast solution, which is important in the SG operation 
context, of the distributed energy resources dispatch problem, 
maintaining a suitable accuracy in the obtained operation costs. 

The executed tests, concerning 1000 runs for each scenario, 
together with the random variables related to the update of 
particles’ velocities, guarantee that the results represent the 
actual best possible positions while respecting the restrictive 
time limits, practically excluding the possibility of final results 
being trapped in a local best in all runs.  
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VII. NOMENCLATURE 
c  Consumer index 

( )
eCaGen g  Generator g fixed cost, for the energy product 

[m.u./h] 

( )
eCaRed c  Consumer c reduction fixed cost, for the energy 

product [m.u./h] 

( )
eCaSupplier sp  Supplier sp fixed cost, for the energy product 

[m.u./h] 

( )
rCaGen g

Generator g fixed cost, for the reserve product 
[m.u./h] 

( )
rCaRed c

Consumer c reduction fixed cost, for the reserve 
product [m.u./h] 

( )
rCaSupplier sp

Supplier sp fixed cost, for the reserve product 
[m.u./h] 

( )
eCbGen g

Generator g linear cost, for the energy product 
[m.u./kWh] 

( )
eCbRed c

Consumer c reduction linear cost, for the energy 
product [m.u./kWh] 

( )
eCbSupplier sp

Supplier sp linear cost, for the energy product 
[m.u./kWh] 

( )
rCbGen g

Generator g linear cost, for the reserve product 
[m.u./kWh] 

( )
rCbRed c

Consumer c reduction linear cost, for the reserve 
product [m.u./kWh] 

( )
rCbSupplier sp

Supplier sp linear cost, for the reserve product 
[m.u./kWh] 

( )
eCcGen g

Generator g quadratic cost, for the energy product 
[m.u./kWh2] 

( )
eCcRed c

Consumer c reduction quadratic cost, for the energy 
product [m.u./kWh2] 

( )
eCcSupplier sp

Supplier sp quadratic cost, for the energy product 
[m.u./kWh2] 

( )
rCcGen g  Generator g quadratic cost, for the reserve product 

[m.u./kWh2] 

( )
rCcRed c  Consumer c reduction quadratic cost, for the reserve 

product [m.u./kWh2] 

( )
rCcSupplier sp  Supplier sp quadratic cost, for the reserve product 

[m.u./kWh2] 
g Generation index 
Ng  Total number of generators 
Nsp  Total number of suppliers 

( )
ePGen g Generator g scheduled power in energy product [kW] 

( )EGP gP Excess generated power, by generator g [kW] 
  

( )
ePMaxGen g

Generator g maximum power for the energy product 
[kW] 

( )
ePMaxRed c

Maximum consumer c reduction power for the 
energy product [kW] 

( )
ePMaxSupplier sp  Supplier sp maximum schedulable power for the 

energy product [kW] 

( )
ePMinGen g  

Generator g minimum power for the energy product 
[kW] 

( )
ePMinRed c  

Minimum consumer c reduction power for the energy 
product [kW] 

( )
ePMinSupplier sp  

Supplier sp minimum schedulable power for the 
energy product [kW] 

( )
ePRed c

Consumer c scheduled load reduction, for the energy 
product [kW] 

( )
ePSupplier sp  Supplier sp scheduled power, for the energy product 

[kW] 
( )PLoad c  Initial power of load demand [kW] 

( )PMaxGen g Generator g maximum power [kW] 

( )PMaxRed c  
Maximum power curtailment Red in the load of 
consumer c [kW] 

( )PMaxSupplier sp  Maximum power available from supplier sp [kW] 

( )NSP cP  Non-supplied power in consumer c [kW] 
pr Reserve use probability 

( )
rPGen g  Generator g scheduled power in the reserve product 

[kW] 

( )
rPMaxGen g

Generator g maximum power for the reserve product 
[kW] 

( )
rPMaxRed c

Maximum consumer c reduction power for the 
reserve product [kW] 

( )
rPMaxSupplier sp  Supplier sp maximum schedulable power for the 

reserve product [kW] 

( )
rPMinGen g  

Generator g minimum power for the reserve product 
[kW] 

( )
rPMaxRed c  

Minimum consumer c reduction power for the 
reserve product [kW] 

( )
rPMinSupplier sp  

Supplier sp minimum schedulable power for the 
reserve product [kW] 

( )
rPRed c  Consumer c scheduled reduction power for the 

reserve product [kW] 
rPRequired Reserve product required power [kW] 

( )
rPSupplier sp  Supplier sp scheduled power for the reserve product 

[kW] 
sp Supplier index 

( )
eXGen g  Binary variable related to the use of generator g for 

the energy product 

( )
eX Red c  Binary variable related to the use of DR reduction c 

for the energy product 

( )
eXSupplier sp  Binary variable related to the use of supplier sp for 

the energy product 

( )
rXGen g  Binary variable related to the use of generator g for 

the reserve product 

( )
rX Red c  Binary variable related to the use of DR reduction c 

for the reserve product 

( )
rXSupplier sp  Binary variable related to the use of supplier sp for 

the reserve product 
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Abstract—Demand response is an energy resource that has 
gained increasing importance in the context of competitive 
electricity markets and of smart grids. New business models and 
methods designed to integrate demand response in electricity 
markets and of smart grids have been published, reporting the 
need of additional work in this field. In order to adequately 
remunerate the participation of the consumers in demand 
response programs, improved consumers’ performance 
evaluation methods are needed. The methodology proposed in 
the present paper determines the characterization of the 
baseline approach that better fits the consumer historic 
consumption, in order to determine the expected consumption in 
absent of participation in a demand response event and then 
determine the actual consumption reduction. The defined 
baseline can then be used to better determine the remuneration 
of the consumer. The paper includes a case study with real data 
to illustrate the application of the proposed methodology. 

Index Terms—Customer baseline load, demand response, 
performance evaluation methods. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The implementation of electricity markets has been 
changing the economic point of view of operation and 
planning of power systems [1]. Accompanying this, the use of 
Demand Response (DR) as a resource that has proved to give 
several advantages for both the economic and the technical 
operation of power systems, and for the electricity markets 
efficiency, has been increased [2], [3].  

In fact, the concept of demand response is not new, and 
have been recently, defined as the intentional modification of 
electricity consumption pattern by end-use customers in 
response to changes in the price of electricity over time, or to 
incentive payments designed to induce lower electricity use at 
times of high wholesale market prices or when system 
reliability is jeopardized [2]. The current state of DR around 
the world can be found in [4]. 

Together with the implementation of electricity markets, 
even in a distinct development phase, the concept of Smart 
Grids (SG) has faced several challenges and proved being able 

to produce significant benefits and advantages for the power 
systems’ operation [5]. The smart grid implementation makes 
possible, in addition to several other advantages, to integrate 
distributed energy resources, as the case of distributed 
generation and of DR, in the competitive environment of 
electricity markets. This brings along several challenges but 
also advantages and benefits for the whole power system.  

In this way, the implementation of smart grids increases 
the ability to implement demand response programs oriented 
to small size consumers, namely domestic and commercial 
consumers, at the level of distribution networks. Current 
demand response programs are mainly oriented for large 
dimension consumers which have higher consumption 
reduction capacity and advanced metering systems; the smart 
grids make possible to increase the metering systems use for 
domestic low dimension consumers. 

In the cases for which it is not possible to control the 
consumption reduction, this reduction must be estimated using 
performance evaluation methods, namely baseline methods 
[6], [7], and the historic consumption data. However, the data 
must have sufficient detail in order to include information 
about the consumption in the periods preceding the DR event 
and in the past days at the same periods of the day. 

In opposition to several works that evaluate the consumers 
performance using a defined baseline approach [6], [7], the 
methodology proposed in the present paper selects the historic 
consumption data values, which characterize the baseline 
parameters, in order to define the most accurate baseline 
approach that characterizes the consumption data of a 
determined consumer. During the consumer enrolment phase 
in a DR program, the managing entity of this program can 
make use of the proposed methodology to determine the 
baseline approach that better characterizes the consumer. 

After the present introductory section, the paper is 
organized as follows: Section II presents some concepts 
regarding the performance evaluation methods; Section III 
presents the proposed methodology; an illustrative case study 
is presented in Section IV; and, finally, the main conclusions 
of the present work are presented in Section V. 
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II. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHODS 

Demand response programs can be grouped in two main 
categories – price-based DR, and incentive-based DR [2], [3]. 
Price-based DR programs are the ones in which consumers 
participation is motivated by the signal given from the 
electricity price so that the electricity billing is decreased in 
case of effective response. Here, the consumers’ performance 
evaluation is therefore not needed. This is the case of real-time 
pricing and of time-of-use DR programs. From the side of 
incentive-based DR programs, consumers usually receive a 
fixed base remuneration as a capacity payment, and an 
additional remuneration regarding the reduction level in a 
specific event. The need of performance evaluation methods 
appear therefore in incentive-based DR programs in order to 
calculate the actual demand reduction.     

The evaluation of DR programs participation by load 
resources is based on five main types, namely: Maximum 
Base Load; Baseline Type-I; Baseline Type-II; Meter before / 
meter after; and Meter generator output [7]. The methodology 
proposed in the present paper belongs to the baseline methods, 
more specifically to “Baseline Type-I” methods group, since 
the method is applied to each consumer individually, and 
considering historical metered data. 

A Baseline is an estimation of the electricity consumption 
that would be verified for a consumer in the absence of a DR 
event. The baseline is compared with the actual metered 
electricity consumption during the DR event in order to 
determine the consumption reduction amount. A baseline 
model is the mathematical relationship found to exist between 
the baseline window demand readings and independent 
variables [7]. Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of baseline relative 
to a DR event. 

 
Figure 1.  Example baseline and performance measurement [7]. 

Following a commonly used baseline method, for a given 
time interval t, the initial baseline bt is calculated as the 
average demand among the 5 days with the highest energy 
usage out of the prior 10 non-event days (this calculation is 
performed for each interval during the DR event), as in 
equation 1. 

( )1 2 3 4 5 /5t td td td td tdb C C C C C= + + + +  (1) 

An adjustment factor a is calculated as the difference in 
the observed demand and the estimated baseline, for a 
calibration period starting two hours before the event 

notification, with a minimum adjustment of 0, as in equation 
2. This factor is calculated for each time interval t. 

( ) ( ){ }1 1 2 2max / 2,0t t t t ta C b C b− − − −= − + −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (2) 

The consumer participation performance is determined, in 
each period, as the difference between the sum of the baseline 
b and the adjustment factor a minus the actual consumption c. 

In what concerns the current implementations of baseline 
methods, one can find distinct approaches. Distinct initial 
baselines for weekdays and weekends, multiplicative and 
additive adjustments can be found. The adjustment window 
includes usually 2, 4, 5, 8, 10 days (5 days in the example 
above), or combined approaches. Concerning the excluded 
historic data, baseline methods can exclude weekends, event 
days, holidays, etc. New England ISO also considers 
excluding periods of consumption deviation from baseline 
higher than 25% [7].   

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The present section explains the implementation of the 
proposed methodology, which makes use of the concepts 
around consumer baseline methods. 

The proposed methodology, schematized in Fig.2, and the 
baseline methods implementation as well, departs from the 
knowledge about the consumers historic data, including 
consumption, weather, and calendar data. Then, the variables 
calculated as in equations (1) and (2) are computed for each 
consumer in each period. 

 

Figure 2.  Proposed methodology diagram. 



The example presented in Section II considers the 
calculation of the baseline and adjustment values, considering 
a baseline window (in the present paper defined as “w”) 
composed by 10 past non-event days, the selection of the 5 
days of higher consumption (in the present paper defined as 
“m”) and an adjustment window (in the present paper defined 
as “a”) composed by the two periods before the event. The 
adjustment factor is additive to the baseline but sometimes it 
can be considered as multiplicative. 

The objective of the proposed methodology is to 
determine, for a specific consumer that is enrolling in a DR 
program, the referred baseline and adjustment parameters (w, 
m, and at) that better characterize its historic consumption 
data. In this way, all the possible combinations of these 
parameters values are computed in order to determine the one 
that gives the most accurate solution for the estimation of the 
actual consumption, in a DR event period, in absence of 
participation in the DR event. This value is then used to 
determine the remuneration of the participation of the 
consumer in the referred DR event. 

The proposed methodology also considers that event days, 
weekend days, and holidays are excluded from the baseline 
window. The same can be, or not, applied to the period 
immediately before the event period. The best baseline 
parameters can be identified for a single period or for a 
representative multi-period event. 

IV. CASE STUDY 

The present section illustrates the application of the 
proposed methodology to a scenario that uses real data. Based 
on the historic consumption data (sub-section IV-A), the 

results concerning the implementation of the proposed 
methodology (sub-section IV-B) make possible to identify the 
best baseline to characterize the selected consumer. 

A. Scenario Characterization 

The scenario selected for presentation in the present paper 
is based on real historic consumption data of a consumer 
connected to the Portuguese distribution network. The 
consumption data regards the total consumption in each 15 
minutes period. The consumption diagram for this consumer is 
presented in Fig.3. The data necessary for the application of 
the proposed methodology is presented in Table I. 

 
Figure 3.  Consumption diagram. 

The proposed methodology will identify the best baseline 
to determine the consumption in a determined period of 22 
September 2010. For this, the historic data concerning 20 days 
before will be used. The total data used for this example 
concerns the period from 1-09-2010 to 22-09-2010. 

Table I presents the consumption historic metered data for 
the selected consumer. As can be seen, the present case study 
does not consider the historic consumption values of weekend 
days and holidays. 

TABLE I.   CONSUMER HISTORIC CONSUMPTION METERED DATA 

 
Week Time  

Consumption (kW)   
 Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday   
 

02/09/2010 
to 

08/09/2010 

16:30:00  263 257 260 258 263 242 251   
 16:45:00  259 257 258 254 262 241 255   
 17:00:00  257 246 254 249 258 244 246   
 17:15:00  253 254 254 249 253 234 253  Weekend days / holidays 
 17:30:00  244 254 247 245 254 238 257  
 17:45:00  241 249 250 247 258 245 247  
 18:00:00  246 249 251 254 255 242 254   
 

09/09/2010 
to 

15/09/2010 

16:30:00  266 260 264 254 257 251 238  Target period 
 16:45:00  260 255 257 250 255 244 242  
 17:00:00  255 251 257 251 263 242 249   
 17:15:00  255 259 266 260 260 242 242   
 17:30:00  263 264 268 257 263 246 250   
 17:45:00  266 255 264 257 259 253 247   
 18:00:00  257 255 258 250 262 236 236   
 

16/09/2010 
to 

22/09/2010 

16:30:00  251 244 260 268 260 242 247   
 16:45:00  266 250 254 267 257 241 250   
 17:00:00  260 246 250 263 251 236 267   
 17:15:00  264 250 262 262 253 238 262   
 17:30:00  263 247 255 259 257 237 264   
 17:45:00  253 242 244 259 255 234 260   
 18:00:00  253 214 244 260 247 227 257   
        

 



The presented data do not include any event-day. If an 
event-day had occurred in the past historic days, this day 
would be treated as the weekend and holidays.  

In the present case study, it is considered a demand 
response event in the period between 17:45:00 and 18:00:00 
of Wednesday 22 September 2010, hereinafter designed as 
“target period”. The consumption value for the referred target 
period presented in Table I corresponds to the actual 
consumption in absence of event. This means that to obtain 
the consumption value considering the consumption reduction 
during the DR event, it is necessary to calculate it using the 
value of the reduction and of the metered consumption value. 
In fact, the most important value for evaluating the application 
of the proposed methodology is the actual consumption value 
in absence of DR event. This is the value obtained by the 
baseline methods, i.e. the value of consumption in absence of 
DR event. The performance of consumption reduction during 
the DR event is then easily determined using the remuneration 
fee and the consumption determined with the methodology. 

The objective of the proposed methodology is to use the 
historic non-event, non-weekend, and non-holiday days, and 
the most recent periods with a known consumption value to 
determine the expected consumption in the target period. It is 
important to note that in the present case study the proposed 
methodology is applied to a single consumer, in a single 
period of DR consumption determination. 

Table II presents the selected baseline parameters (defined 
according to the commonly used parameters [7]) to be 
analyzed in order to determine the most accurate customer 
baseline. For each one of these parameters, the lower and the 
higher value or dimension for each parameter is presented.  

In the case of the adjustment window (a), it considers the 
period from the 4th period before to the 2nd period before the 
target period. This means that in order to determine the 
consumption in the target period, the proposed methodology 
uses the consumption data from the 2nd period, the 3rd period 
and the 4th period before the target period, and three weeks 
before (14 non-event, non-weekend, and non-holiday periods). 
In this way, the period immediately before the target period is 
not considered for the baseline and adjustment calculations. 
Only additive adjustments are considered in this case study. 

TABLE II.  BASELINE PARAMETERS 

Parameter 
Lower 
value 

Higher 
value 

Baseline window (w) 6 14 
Adjustment window (a) t-2 t-4 

# of baseline higher consumption days (m) 3 6 
 

B. Results 

The present sub-section presents the results of the 
application of the proposed methodology to the scenario 
detailed in the previsous sub-section.  

The results obtained for the baseline parameters and for 
the estimated consumption in the target period are presented in 
Table III. These results have been calculated using equations 
(1) and (2), respectively for the baseline value and for the 

adjustment value calculation, presented in Section II. The 
metered consumption in the target period is 260kW, as can be 
seen in Table I. As referred before, the values of the 
consumption in the period immediately before the target 
period are not considered. 

TABLE III.  BASELINE PARAMETERS RESULTS 

Parameter Baseline parameters 

m w 
bt 

(kW) 
bt-2 

(kW) 
bt-3 

(kW) 
bt-4 

(kW) 
at-3 

(kW) 
at-4 

(kW) 

3 

6 253,6 255,6 253,3 257,6 10 6,1 
7 253,6 259 258 259,3 6 1,3 
8 260 259,6 259,3 261 5 0 
9 260 259,6 259,3 261 5 0 

10 260 259,6 259,3 261 5 0 
11 261 259,6 260,3 262,6 4,5 0 
12 261 259,6 260,3 262,6 4,5 0 
13 261 259,6 260,3 262,6 4,5 0 
14 261 259,6 260,3 262,6 4,5 0 

4 

6 252 252,2 251,5 254,2 12,6 10,5 
7 255 256,7 255,7 257 8,2 4,7 
8 258,2 258 257,2 259,5 6,8 2,1 
9 258,2 258 257,2 259,5 6,8 2,1 

10 258,2 258 257,2 259,5 6,8 2,1 
11 259,2 258 259 261,2 6 0,3 
12 259,2 258,2 259 261,2 5,8 0,2 
13 259,2 258,2 259,5 261,7 5,6 0 
14 259,2 258,2 259,5 261,7 5,6 0 

5 

6 250 250,2 249,6 251,8 14,6 13,7 
7 253,4 253,8 253,8 254,4 10,7 8,5 
8 257,2 256,4 255,6 257,6 8,5 4,7 
9 257,2 257 255,6 258,6 8,2 3,9 

10 257,2 257 255,6 258,6 8,2 3,9 
11 258,2 257 257,4 260 7,3 2,3 
12 258,2 257,2 257,4 260,4 7,2 2 
13 258,2 257,2 258,6 260,8 6,6 1,2 
14 258,2 257,2 258,6 260,8 6,6 1,2 

6 

6 247,3 248,1 247,3 250 16,7 16,7 
7 251,5 251,8 251,8 252,3 12,6 11,5 
8 255,5 254 254 255,3 10,5 7,8 
9 255,5 255,8 254 257,1 9,5 6 

10 255,5 255,8 254 257,1 9,5 6 
11 257,3 256,3 256 259,1 8,3 3,7 
12 257,3 256,5 256 259,5 8,2 3,5 
13 257,3 256,5 257,3 260,1 7,5 2,5 
14 257,3 256,5 257,3 260,1 7,5 2,5 

  

 Best result in each “m”  Best result of all 
  

 

In what concerns the results presented in Table III, it can 
be seen that distinct values concerning the baseline and 
adjustment variables can be achieved for distinct w and m 
parameters’ values. Two distinct adjustment variable 
approaches were considered, namely at-3 and at-4. The first one 
considers the 2nd and the 3rd periods before the target period. 
The second one also considers the 4th period before the target 
period. It can be seen that at-4 is sometimes equal to 0, which 
means that a negative adjustment value was calculated. 



The results concerning the estimation of the actual 
consumption value in the target period, considering the 
parameters and the variables also presented in Table III, are 
presented in Fig.4, using w and m values on the x-axis, and 
comparing with the know actual consumption. For each 
combination of parameters values (the same presented in the 
first two columns of Table III), the actual consumption value 
for the target period is compared with the estimated value 
using: the baseline (b); the at-3; and the at-4 variables. It can be 
seen from Fig.4 that the variable that generally better fits the 
actual consumption is the at-4.  

 
Figure 4.  Comparison of the estimated actual consumption values. 

In what concerns the best parameters to be used for the 
selected consumer, it has been found that m is equal to 3 and 
w can be 8, 9, or 10. It can also be seen that an increase in w 
and m would not give a more accurate determination of the 
consumption in the target period. 

Fig.5 presents two selected parameters configurations; 
(m=3, and w= 9), and (m=5 and w=10). 

 

Figure 5.  Comparison of two selected parameters configuration. 

The first parameters configuration (m=3, and w= 9) 
corresponds to one of the most accurate parameters 
configuration obtained by the proposed methodology. The 
second one (m=5 and w=10) is a commonly used parameters 
configuration [7]. The same variables of Fig.4 are compared. 
It can be seen that the solution of the proposed approach gives 
a more accurate solution in the determination of the actual 

consumption in the target period, even without considering the 
adjustment variables. I.e. the configuration obtained for the 
simple baseline calculation can give a more accurate result 
when comparing with the common approach with adjustment. 

The proposed approach has been developed in order to 
determine the parameters that allow defining the most accurate 
baseline that represents a specific consumer. In addition to the 
presented study, adequate importance must be given to the 
various contexts of each consumer. One can refer to the 
specificity of week and weekend days, season, and so on. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Accompanying the development of methodologies to 
promote the integration of demand response in the competitive 
context of electricity markets, and also considering the 
opportunities presented by the smart grid concept, adequate 
performance evaluation methods are needed in order to 
determine the remuneration of the consumers participating in a 
demand response event.  

The methodology proposed in the present paper 
determines the characteristics of the baseline performance 
evaluation method that better fits the consumption historic 
data of a specific consumer in order to determine the actual 
consumption in absence of participation in a DR event. 

It can be concluded that an adequate definition of the 
baseline window can avoid the need of using adjustment 
variables. Moreover, for the consumer historic data  presented 
in the case study of the paper, the enlargement in both baseline 
and adjustment windows does not necessarily implies an 
increase in the accuracy of the results.  

As a general conclusion, one can say that it has been 
verified that baseline parameters should be determined for 
each specific consumer. 
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Abstract—The positioning of the consumers in the power 
systems operation has been changed in the recent years, namely 
due to the implementation of competitive electricity markets. 
Demand response is an opportunity for the consumers’ 
participation in electricity markets. Smart grids can give an 
important support for the integration of demand response. The 
methodology proposed in the present paper aims to create an 
improved demand response program definition and 
remuneration scheme for aggregated resources. The consumers 
are aggregated in a certain number of clusters, each one 
corresponding to a distinct demand response program, 
according to the economic impact of the resulting remuneration 
tariff. The knowledge about the consumers is obtained from its 
demand price elasticity values. The illustrative case study 
included in the paper is based on a 218 consumers’ scenario.  

Index Terms—Consumers aggregation, clustering, demand 
response, remuneration tariffs, smart grid. 

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of Demand Response (DR), briefly defined as 
the modification of electricity consumption pattern by end-use 
customers has been largely explored in order to take its full 
advantages resulting from its integration in electricity markets 
at higher levels, and in distribution networks operation, at 
lower levels of power systems [1]. The smart grids’ 
implementation gives an important support for the integration 
of DR in distribution networks [2]. 

However, the full integration of DR can only be achieved 
with the participation of small size DR resources, usually 
connected to distribution networks, in electricity markets’ DR 
programs. As those DR programs are usually oriented to large 
size resources, the smaller resources need to be aggregated, 
namely by Curtailment Service Providers (CSPs). 

An important topic under discussion in the DR programs’ 
definition is the remuneration of the consumers’ participation, 
namely in what concerns the determination of the effective 
participation of the declared DR events, and in what concerns 

the share of the obtained remuneration between the 
aggregators and the aggregated resources [3]. An accurate 
resources remuneration requires an adequate resources 
characterization, namely in the case of consumption ones [4]. 

From the consumers’ side, the price elasticity of demand 
(simply and usually referred as elasticity) has been used to 
characterize the changes in the consumption value, in response 
to a variation in the electricity price [5]. Those elasticity 
values are usually defined and determined for each type of 
consumer, according to its activity [6].  

The determination of groups of consumers with similar 
characteristics, namely groups of consumers with the same 
elasticity value, can be performed using clustering tools [7]. 
Several groups (clusters) of consumers can be defined 
according to several characteristics, as desired, using those 
clustering tools, aiming the capture of common consumers’ 
characteristics that better characterize the consumer in a 
specific context [8].    

The methodology proposed in the present paper has been 
developed in order to address the remuneration of aggregated 
resources. The Curtailment Service Provider (CSP) makes use 
of the elasticity to determine the amount of demand reduction 
that can be obtained from each consumer or each type of 
consumer, aiming to maximize its profits, departing from the 
work developed from the authors of the present paper in [9].  

Then, the CSP determines the share of the obtained profits 
from the participation in a DR event, between the optimum 
number of consumers’ clusters determined using clustering 
tools. In this way, several DR programs, one for each cluster, 
can be defined, as well as the respective remuneration tariff. 

After this introductory section, Section II explains the 
proposed methodology in its several distinct phases and 
presents some concepts concerning elasticity and clustering. 
Then, Section III presents the case study, and Section IV 
includes the obtained results. Finally, Section V presents the 
main conclusions of the work.  

The research leading to these results has received funding from the 
People Programme (Marie Curie Actions) of the European Union's Seventh 
Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013/ under project ELECON - Electricity 
Consumption Analysis to Promote Energy Efficiency Considering Demand 
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This work is also supported by FEDER Funds through the “Programa 
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National Funds through FCT “Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia” 
under the projects FCOMP-01-0124-FEDER: PEst-OE/EEI/UI0760/2011, 
PTDC/EEA-EEL/099832/2008, PTDC/SEN-ENR/099844/2008, and 
PTDC/SEN-ENR/122174/2010, and SFRH/BD/80183/2011 (P. Faria PhD). 
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II. PROPOSED REMUNERATION STRUCTURE

The present section begins with the explanation of the 
proposed methodology, in subsection II-A. In the subsequent 
subsections, further details are given concerning: elasticity– 
subsection II-B; optimization of the consumption reduction – 
subsection II-C; and clustering algorithm – subsection II-D. 

A. Proposed Methodology 
The methodology proposed in the present paper aims the 

minimization of the costs to the CSP (Curtailment Service 
Provider) that aggregates several consumers of small size for 
the participations in DR programs’ events. Since the CSP is 
remunerated itself for providing consumption reduction in the 
DR event announced by the Independent System Operator 
(ISO), or by the market operator regarding the consumption 
reduction  level, its profits are maximized. 

As illustrated in Fig.1, the proposed methodology emerged 
from the consumers’ data, including elasticity values. Several 
scenarios are defined in order to include the consumers’ 
characteristics, the flexibility that is established for the number 
of DR programs that will be designed for the participation of 
the aggregated consumers, and the desired reduction need.  

Figure 1. Diagram of the proposed methodology. 

Then, it the consumption reduction optimization is 
performed in order to determine the optimum amount of 
consumption reduction to be scheduled in each consumer, as 
explained in subsection II-B. 

In the next phase, according to the number of DR 
programs to be implemented, several consumers’ clusters are 
computed. For each clusters’ scenarios, which also include the 
desired reduction need, the economic impact of the 
consumers’ remuneration based on the computed consumers’ 

clusters and on the type of consumer is evaluated. The 
effectiveness and accuracy of the results mainly depends on 
the defined number of clusters and on the consumers 
aggregated to each cluster. Each consumer is associated with a 
certain cluster concerning the consumer’s characteristics 
(attributes) and the attributes of the other consumers that 
integrate the cluster. The definition of the attributes of each 
consumer to be considered by the clustering algorithm is, 
therefore, of most importance. Considering certain attributes, 
as the case of elasticity, which clearly classifies the 
consumers’ type, may cause a negative impact in the clusters 
definition, since clusters could be defined only considering the 
elasticity values, ignoring other attributes. 

The consumers are remunerated regarding the value paid 
by the CSP aggregator, which besides aiming to maximize its 
profits, aims to improve the consumers’ remuneration 
effectiveness inducing its participation in DR programs. Only 
consumers scheduled in the consumption reduction 
optimization phase are considered in the clustering phase.  

For each clusters' scenario, the remuneration of each 
consumer is calculated. All the consumers belonging to a 
given cluster are remunerated at the higher price that has been 
determined for any consumer of that cluster, as determined in 
the consumption reduction optimization phase. The cluster 
scenario that presents better economic benefits for the 
consumers is finally selected for the establishment of the DR 
programs and remuneration tariffs. 

The proposed methodology is innovative and contributes 
to the following aspects: 

• Definition of the remuneration of a single consumer, or a 
cluster of consumers by a Curtailment Service Provider (CSP) 
that participates in a DR program; 

• Use of demand price elastic values, usually used in price-
based DR programs studies to characterize the consumers in 
the context of incentive-based DR programs; 

• Definition of different DR programs and remuneration 
tariffs for aggregated resources according to the desired 
number of DR programs and demand reduction level. 

B. Consumption Reduction Optimization 
The authors of the present paper have also authored the 

paper of the reference [9], which presents a methodology to 
determine the electricity prices to be applied to each consumer 
in order to obtain a desired demand reduction, based on the 
consumers’ demand price elasticity. It makes possible to 
obtain the desired demand reduction based on the value that 
the consumers really confer to electricity.  

The problem to be solved consists in the optimal 
minimization of the global costs from the electricity 
consumers’ point of view, regarding loads managed by a load 
aggregator. The problem characteristics lead to a non-linear 
model implemented in the present paper using GAMS [10]. 

In practice, when a reduction in the electricity 
consumption is needed, the aggregator, based on the 
knowledge about consumers, raises the price of electricity 
expecting that consumers reduce the usage of electricity. The 
objective function is as in (1). It considers the final load 
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demand (initial load demand minus demand reduction value) 
and the final price (initial price plus the price increment used 
to obtain the consumption reduction). 

( )
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( ) ( )

1 ( ) ( )

nc Load c LoadRed c

c EnergyInitial c EnergyVar c

E E
Min Cost
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� �− ×
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Limitations are imposed to power and price values 
variations of each customer, according to the extent in which 
they can and/or want to participate in the demand response 
program and to their price elasticity.  

C. Elasticity Concept 
Demand price elasticity can be defined as in equation (2), 

where Quantity is the quantity of the usage of the good or 
service, and Price is the price of this good or service.  

  

Quantity
Quantity

Price
Price

ε
Δ

= Δ  
(2) 

 

�Quantity and �Price refer to the quantity of usage and 
price variations respectively, between periods before and after 
the implementation of DR programs, in the case of electricity 
consumption in the context of DR programs [6]. 

D. Clustering Algorithm 
The clusters computation is based on the cluster function 

of MATLAB [11]. As a required data preparation step, firstly 
it is computed the Euclidean distance between pairs of objects 
(consumers in this case), and variables (each attribute of the 
consumers characterization, as the case of elasticity, demand 
reduction in each scenario, etc). The various distances d 
between vectors xs and xt are defined as in equation (3). 

( )( )2 'st s t s td x x x x= − −  (3) 
 

Then, it is performed the linkage of the obtained data, 
obtaining a matrix that encodes a tree of hierarchical clusters. 
Lastly, by applying the cluster function, several clusters are 
obtained from the agglomerative hierarchical cluster tree, as 
generated by the linkage function. Using the cluster function, 
it is possible to specify a minimum and maximum number of 
clusters to be computed. The results include, in this case, the 
consumers belonging to each cluster, in each case of number 
of defined clusters. 

III. CASE STUDY 
The proposed methodology has been applied to a case 

study concerning 218 consumers connected to a distribution 
network and aggregated by a CSP. In the present case study, 
the CSP makes use of the proposed methodology in order to 
determine the best remuneration structure, in two distinct 
scenarios concerning different demand reduction needs. In the 
first scenario (R500), the reduction need is of 500 kW, 
whereas in the second scenario (R800), 800 kW of 
consumption reduction are needed. 

The 218 consumers in this case study are classified in six 
distinct types consumer, according to Table I. As required by 
the proposed methodology, the electricity price for each 
consumer type is also provided. In the R500 scenario, only the 
four types of consumer of higher elasticity are scheduled for 
participating in the DR program, whereas in the R800 scenario 
all the consumers are scheduled.  

TABLE I.  TYPES OF CONSUMER CHARACTERIZATION 

Types of Consumer Elasticity Electricity 
price 

Consumption 
(kW) 

Domestic - DM - 0.14 0.18 1481.45 
Small Commerce - SC - 0.12 0.19 961.25 

Medium Commerce - MC - 0.20 0.20 743.90 
Large Commerce - LC - 0.28 0.16 973.60 
Medium Industrial - MI - 0.30 0.12 423.15 

Large Industrial - LI - 0.38 0.12 1243.65 
 

For a better characterization of the 218 consumers’ case 
study, Fig. 2 presents, for each one of the 32 buses in the 
distribution network, and regarding each consumer type, the 
number of consumers (Fig. 2 a)), and the total consumption 
(Fig. 2 b)). The total consumption for each type of consumer 
is presented in the last column of Table I. 

In this case study the price cap is equal to 150% of the 
value of energy price and the power cap is 15% of the power 
consumption value for each consumer. 

 
Figure 2.  Number of consumers (a) and total consumption (b). 
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IV. RESULTS

The present section shows the results obtained by the 
application of the proposed methodology to the 218 
consumers’ scenario. The results obtained for the R500 
scenario, which aims a reduction of 500 kW in the 
consumption are firstly presented in more detail, in subsection 
IV-A. Then, the results of the R800 scenario are shown and 
compared with the ones obtained for the R500 scenario, in 
subsection IV-B, aiming the definition of the tariffs in each 
scenario after the clustering phase. 

A. Clusters definition in the R500 scenario 
In the R500 scenario, only four consumer types (MC, LC, 

MI, and LI) are selected to be scheduled for the participation 
in the DR program to be defined. Aiming the 500 kW 
consumption reduction, the optimization algorithm has been 
performed in order to determine the variation in the electricity 
price to be applied to each consumer. The consumption 
reduction value in each consumer is also determined. 

The results presented in Fig. 3 concerns the referred 
consumption and electricity price values variation. Based on 
the consumer information given by the elasticity values, the 
same electricity price variation (increase) has been obtained 
for all the consumers of the same type, with exception the of 
consumer number 47, as it can be seen in Fig. 3.  

The optimization methodology selected the consumers 
with higher elasticity, increasing the electricity price as 
possible until it reached the 500kW of the total consumption 
reduction. Since there was an excess of available consumption 
reduction capacity, consumer number 47 had a lower 
electricity price increase, when compared with the other MC 

consumers. After determining the optimal consumption 
reduction for each single consumer (in the specified scenario 
of four selected types of consumer and 500 kW of 
consumption reduction need), and making use of this 
knowledge now obtained for each consumer, the clustering 
phase is computed. 

The proposed methodology considers the definition of the 
number of clusters to be defined in each case, corresponding 
to the number of DR programs to be analyzed and potentially 
implemented. In this case study, the bounds have been defined 
between one and six clusters. 

Regarding the consumers aggregated in each one of the six 
clusters, grouped by type of consumer, the results are the ones 
presented in Fig. 4. For better clarity of Fig. 4, the results for 
one cluster (including obviously all the consumers in a single 
group) are not presented. The consumers are ordered in 
ascending order, but also grouped by type of consumer. It can 
be seen that the clustering algorithm always define, regardless 
the number of clusters to be defined, a cluster that include all 
the MC consumers and other cluster with LI consumers. 

In what concerns the specific case of definition of a 
number of clusters equal to the number of types of consumer 
(4 clusters / types of consumer), labeled as “4 clusters” and 
colored in green in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the clustering 
algorithm has correctly captured the characteristics of each 
consumer. In fact, the elasticity values, which are defined as 
equal for all the consumers of the same type, have not been 
included as an attribute to be considered by the clustering 
algorithm. So, it is important to note the clustering identified 
the types of consumer, even without knowledge on the 
parameter that is equal for all the consumers of that type. 

Figure 3. Power reduction and energy price increase in each consumer – R500 scenario. 

Figure 4. Consumers in each cluster – R500 scenario. 
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In the present case study, it was considered the values of 
electricity price variation, consumption reduction, and the total 
consumption, for each individual consumer. 

B. R500 and R800 scenarios tariffs definition 
After determining the consumers clusters (subsection IV-

A), one can define the remuneration to be given to the 
consumers of each specific cluster, and determine the number 
of DR programs to be implemented, as desired taking into 
account several implementation constraints. Here are shown 
the results of the tariffs definition possibilities for both R500 
and R800 scenarios. The bounds of one and six clusters to be 
defined have also been considered for the R800 scenario. 

For illustration of the clustering performed in the R800 
scenario, Table II shows the total power reduction in each one 
of the defined clusters. As all consumers are aggregated, as a 
result of the optimization phase, the total consumption in each 
number of clusters case, and also in the type of consumer’s 
grouping case, is the same (800 kW). In both Table II and 
Table III, “Cons. types” belongs to the situation in which the 
consumers are grouped by its consumer types (SC, DM, etc.). 

TABLE II. POWER REDUCTION IN EACH CLUSTER – R800 SCENARIO

Cluster
(type) 

Number of clusters Cons. 
types 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 (SC) 800.0 403.9 186.5 146.0 111.6 214.1 78.2 
2 (DM) 0 396.1 209.5 63.5 292.4 78.2 214.1
3 (MC) 0 0 403.9 186.5 146.0 111.6 111.6
4 (LC) 0 0 0 403.9 63.5 146.0 146.0
5 (MI) 0 0 0 0 186.5 63.5 63.5 
6 (LI) 0 0 0 0 0 186.5 186.5
Total 800 800 800 800 800 800 800

The results presented in Table III concerns the two defined 
scenarios, showing the total remuneration in each cluster, for 
each case of number of clusters and for the type of consumer’s 
grouping case. Since the remuneration price is not the same 
for all the clusters in each number of clusters case, the total 
remuneration in each case (including the type of consumer’s 
grouping case) is distinct. 

TABLE III. TOTAL REMUNERATION IN EACH CLUSTER

Scen. Cluster
(type) 

Number of clusters Cons. 
types 1 2 3 4 5 6

R500

1 (SC) 60.1 12.5 10.3 15.7 0.4 0.7 0.0 
2 (DM) 0.0 42.5 22.5 3.8 3.4 2.7 0.0 
3 (MC) 0.0 0.0 12.5 10.3 15.7 0.4 12.3 
4 (LC) 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 10.3 15.7 15.7 
5 (MI) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 10.3 3.8 
6 (LI) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 10.3 
Total 60.1 54.9 45.3 42.3 42.3 42.3 42.1 

R800

1 (SC) 190.1 96.0 10.3 15.7 13.4 41.3 18.5 
2 (DM) 0.0 42.5 22.5 3.8 69.5 18.6 41.3 
3 (MC) 0.0 0.0 96.0 10.3 15.7 13.4 13.4 
4 (LC) 0.0 0.0 0.0 96.0 3.8 15.7 15.7 
5 (MI) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.3 3.8 3.8 
6 (LI) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.3 10.3 
Total 190.1 138.4 128.8 125.8 112.7 103.1 103.0

It can be seen that increasing the number of clusters to be 
defined, the value of the total remuneration paid by the 
aggregator (CSP) becomes lower. The lowest value of total 
remuneration concerns the case of consumers’ remuneration 
by type. It is due to the fact that each consumer receives 
exactly the due payment corresponding to the scheduled 
consumption reduction, as imposed by the elasticity values.  

In the specific case of R500 scenario, one can see that 
defining a number of clusters higher than the number of types 
of consumer selected for the participation in the DR programs 
to be designed, does not have any value added in what 
concerns the minimization of the costs imputed to the CSP.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The application of the proposed methodology was able to 
define several groups of consumers different from the 
traditional type of consumer, with advantages for the 
remuneration of each consumer participating in DR programs.  

Several consumers’ clusters were defined taking into 
account the desired consumption reduction and other technical 
and operational constraints that can limit the number of 
implemented DR programs, minimizing the costs for the CSP 
in the remuneration of consumers’ participation in a DR event.  

Using elasticity values was useful to determine the optimal 
sharing of the CSP remuneration to the aggregated consumers. 
Usually these values are used to determine the price signal to 
be given to a consumer to achieve the desired reduction level. 
In this way, the elasticity values were used for remunerating 
the participation in incentive-based DR programs. 
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Abstract—Electric power networks, namely distribution 

networks, have been suffering several changes during the last 

years due to changes in the power systems operation, towards 

the implementation of smart grids. Several approaches to the 

operation of the resources have been introduced, as the case of 

demand response, making use of the new capabilities of the 

smart grids. In the initial levels of the smart grids 

implementation reduced amounts of data are generated, namely 

consumption data. The methodology proposed in the present 

paper makes use of demand response consumers’ performance 

evaluation methods to determine the expected consumption for a 

given consumer. Then, potential commercial losses are identified 

using monthly historic consumption data. Real consumption 

data is used in the case study to demonstrate the application of 

the proposed method. 

Index Terms—Commercial losses, customer baseline load, 

performance evaluation methods, smart grid. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The participation in incentive-based demand response 
programs is paid depending on the actual demand reduction, 
since it depends on the modification of electricity 
consumption pattern by end-use customers [1]. In order to 
estimate the actual demand reduction, several baseline 
performance evaluation methods have been developed [2]. A 
baseline is an estimate of the electricity that would have been 
consumed by a demand resource in the absence of a DR event 
[2]. The baseline is compared with the actual metered 
consumption during the DR event to determine the demand 
reduction value and determine the consumers’ remuneration. 

An important concern in the power systems operation and 
planning is the existence of non-technical losses, also referred 
as commercial losses. These losses are due, for example, to 
the electricity theft by consumers. Unexpected load is verified 
in the system elements (lines, transformers, etc), making it 
difficult to estimate the actual system conditions, in addition 

to the obvious economic losses [3]. These losses gain 
increasing importance in the competitive environment of 
smart grids [4] since it would not be paid by regulated market 
roles anymore. Several works on non-technical losses’ 
minimization and identification have been developed [5].  

The methodology proposed in the present paper makes use 
of customer baseline load calculation methods, to determine 
the expected consumption in each period of consumer’s 
historic data. It can be applied to consumers of any type 
(domestic, commercial, industrial). In cases in which there is a 
certain difference between the actual consumption and the 
estimated consumption (Predicted Baseline Load - PBL), the 
consumer is identified as a potential cause of commercial 
losses. Despite using methods traditionally used in DR due to 
its ability to determine the PBL, the proposed methodology ca 
not be applied to consumers participating in DR programs.   

The proposed methodology is oriented for reduced 
amounts of data, namely monthly consumption data. This is an 
adaptation of the traditional baseline methods designed for 
shorter period’s consumption data, namely 15 minutes data, as 
presented in [6]. This is an important contribution due to the 
fact that most of the current metering data only report monthly 
consumption values. The baseline method used by the 
proposed methodology has also been developed by the authors 
of the present paper. 

After this introduction, Section II introduces and explains 
baseline methods. In Section III, the proposed methodology is 
presented. Section IV presents a case study that illustrates the 
use of the proposed methodology in real consumption data. 
Finally, Section V presents the main conclusions of the work.  

II. BASELINE PERFORMANCE METHODS 

The present section begins, in subsection II-A, with an 
introduction to baseline methods. The baseline method used 
by the proposed methodology is presented in subsection II-B. 
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A. Baseline conceptsand methods 

A baseline is an estimate of the electricity that would have 
been consumed by a demand resource in the absence of a DR 
event. It can be of two main types – type-I and type-II [2]. The 
baseline is compared with the actual metered electricity 
consumption during the DR event to determine the demand 
reduction value. A baseline model is the simple or complex 
mathematical relationship found to exist between the baseline 
window demand readings and independent variables. 

For a given time interval t, the Predicted Baseline Load 
(PBL(t)) is calculated as the average interval demand among 
the nb past days. As expressed in equation (1), the xb days 
between the target day t and the first considered past day nb 
are considered. Some approaches only consider xb as days of 
higher consumption between the first considered day and the 
target day. 

nb
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t
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The existing baseline methods consider usually an 
adjustment factor, calculated as a calibration of the PBL. The 
characteristics of the methodology proposed in the present 
paper, which is oriented to monthly data, do not make use of 
the adjustment factor.  

The performance of consumers’ participation in the DR 
event is measured as the integrated difference between the 
sum of the PBL and the adjustment factor, minus the 
consumption C, for each interval t over an event period. This 
difference represents the amount of potential commercial 
losses in the case of the proposed methodology. 

Several baseline performance evaluation methods 
approaches have been implemented by system and market 
operators [7]. Some of the examples have been implemented 
by PJM, CAISO, ERCOT, New-England ISO, and New-York 
ISO. In addition to the baseline methods, one can refer the 
regression baseline methods. Further information regarding 
performance evaluation methods can be found in [7]. 

B. Developed baseline method 

The present subsection explains the implementation of the 
developed baseline method, which departs from the 
knowledge on the consumers’ historic data. Then, the 
variables calculated as in equation (1) are computed for each 
consumer in each period. 

The calculation of the baseline values, considers a baseline 
window composed by nb past non-event days, and the 
selection of a defined number of the days of higher 
consumption. 

The objective of the implemented method is to determine, 
for a specific consumer that is enrolling in a DR program, the 
referred baseline and adjustment parameters that better 
characterize its historic consumption data. In this way, all the 
possible combinations of these parameters values are 
computed in order to determine the one that gives the most 

accurate solution for the estimation of the actual consumption, 
in a DR event period, in absence of participation in the DR 
event. This value is then used to determine the remuneration 
for the participation of the consumer in the referred DR event. 

This model has been adapted in order to be used in the 
methodology proposed in the present paper, which is not 
oriented to the existence of DR events. 

III. PROPOSED COMMERCIAL LOSSES DETECTION 

METHODOLOGY 

The proposed methodology makes use of PBL values 
calculated for a specific consumer in order to identify a 
potential cause of commercial losses, based on the acceptable 
PBL errors. It is innovative and contributes to the following: 

• Identification of commercial losses from the point of view 
of each single consumer historic data; 

• Adaptation of consumers performance evaluation methods, 
usually used for DR programs remuneration determination, to 
identify commercial losses, with reduced consumption data 
amounts (1 month); 

• Use of real consumption historic data, regarding specific 
consumers already identified as commercial losses creators by 
the distribution network operator. 

The proposed methodology is divided into three main 
phases, as illustrated in Fig. 1.  

Consumption historic data

Date / time

Calculation of PBL values using baseline methods

Consumption
Already identified 
commercial losses

Determination of baseline value

Calculation of adjustments

Calculation of the deviations statistics

Statistics for each consumer 
in the whole data

Statistics for each consumer 
regarding the past in 

referring to each period

Identification of the suspect consumers
 

Figure 1.  Proposed methodology diagram. 

The first phase is the one in which is performed the 
calculation of the best baseline parameters that represent the 
demand of a determined consumer. This is the most important 
phase since it corresponds to the consumers’ characterization. 
It is considered that a cleaning of wrong values in the database 
has already been done. The implemented baseline method has 
been developed by some of the authors of the present paper.  



The method begins with the selection of a given period t. 
Then, for the period before period t, referred as period t-1 and 
used as the reference period, the best baseline parameters that 
represent the demand are determined. The value of the 
expected consumption in period t is determined, as well as the 
best baseline parameters. This knowledge obtained for period t 
is then stored and the aimed period t is shifted for the next 
period. In this way, all the periods in the demand history are 
analysed. Due to the importance of this first phase, a more 
detailed illustration of this phase is given in Fig. 2. 

Save results

C(t) APBL(t)

Selection of 
the next 

target 
period t

Selection of the first target 
period t

Start

Selection of the best adjusted 
abseline parameters that fits the 
consumer demand in period t-1

Determination of the APBL value 
for period t

 
Figure 2.  Diagram of the first phase of the proposed methodology. 

In the second phase, the statistics regarding the deviations 
obtained between the values estimated in the first phase of the 
proposed methodology and the actual metered values of 
consumption are analysed. A well-known index largely used 
to analyse the deviations between predicted and actual values 
is the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), which is 
mathematically defined as in equation (2).  
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 are the actual and the predicted values of 
the consumption C, respectively, for each period t in which the 
prediction is being undertaken. Smaller MAPE values mean 
that the predicted values are closer to the actual values [8].  

The authors propose the determination of statistic indices 
for application to the whole data of the envisaged consumer, 
and to the past data referring to each period of calculation 
based on MAPE index. The Overall Consumer MAPE 
(OCMAPE) and the Overall Consumer standard deviation 
(OCSTD) indicates, for each specific consumer, the MAPE 
values obtained among all the months in which the PBL 
values are determined using the proposed methodology.  

The parameters All Consumers MAPE (ACMAPE) and 
All Consumers standard deviation (ACSTD) indicate, for all 
the consumers in the database, the MAPE values obtained 

among all months and all the consumers in which the PBL 
values are determined. The Past Consumer MAPE 
(PCMAPE), represents, for a determined consumer in a 
specific month, the acceptable PBL error based on the past 
consumer’ historic. 

With the evaluation of the proposed indices, it is possible 
to compare, in the third phase, the measured actual 
consumption data and the expected consumption of each 
consumer in each period, and to conclude about the possibility 
of being an irregular consumer, causing commercial losses.  

IV. CASE STUDY 

This case study section begins with the presentation of the 
consumption data used for the application of the proposed 
methodology, in subsection IV-A. Then, the data analysis and 
the commercial losses evaluation are presented in subsection 
IV-B and sub-section IV-C, respectively.  

A. Consumption Data 

The case study of the present paper makes use of a 
database in which the consumers are classified as “Regular” or 
“Irregular”. The consumers classified as “Irregular” have been 
identified as potential cause of commercial losses. The real 
historic data belongs to three years of monthly consumption. 

In order to apply the proposed methodology, which is 
intended to identify consumers potentially causing commercial 
losses, the “Irregular” consumers were initially excluded. 
After that, it was necessary to identify some consumers 
belonging to a consumption historic that somehow appear to 
have some incongruence namely due to a metering error. It is 
the case, for example, of some consumers that had exactly the 
same consumption during three or four consecutive months. 
These consumers have been discarded. One can see in Fig. 3 
the example of 10 of those consumers, labeled as “D-A”, “D-
B”, etc. The most recent 12 months of the database is 
displayed in Fig. 3 for the referred consumers.     

 
Figure 3.  Illustration of discarded consumers historic sample. 

Even if there was no problem with the referred data, these 
values would badly interfere with the proposed methodology, 
so these consumers were not used in the present case study. 

The remaining consumers have been used for the 
illustration of the commercial losses evaluation.  In Fig. 4 one 
can see the example of 10 consumers selected for that 



illustration. The consumers are labeled in Fig. 4 as “S-A”, “S-
B”, etc. The selected consumers have been chosen respecting 
the supervision date. The consumers with most recent 
supervision date were selected since one must be aware that 
the consumers with non-recent supervision might become 
recently a cause of commercial losses. 

 
Figure 4.  Illustration of selected consumers historic sample. 

 The consumers classified as “Irregular” have obviously 
also used for the application of the proposed methodology. 
Those consumers’ historic data will be used in the following 
subsections of this case study.  

B. Data Analysis 

The present subsection focuses on the first phase of the 
application of the proposed methodology, which is based on 
the concept of consumer’ Predicted Baseline Load (PBL). The 
proposed methodology identifies the baseline parameters that 
best fits the consumer historic data in each specific month. 
According to the commonly used parameters [9], in this case 
study it was imposed that the baseline window “b” can be 
defined in a period between 1 and 12 months, and the number 
of maximum consumption months “m” selected from de 
baseline can also be between 1 and 12.  

In order to illustrate this phase of the proposed 
methodology, the last ten months of the consumption historic 
data of a specific consumer is used as an example in Table I. 
The “target” is used to determine the accuracy of the PBL 
value determined by the method. It is also determined the “m” 
and “d” values in each month. The PBL error is a percentage.  

TABLE I.  RESULTS OF THE PREDICTED BASELINE LOAD 

Target PBL PBL error m b 

82.00 88.25 10.25 4 4 

78.00 83.00 -8.00 3 3 

91.00 90.50 -6.50 4 7 

97.00 97.00 14.00 1 6 

83.00 86.67 -17.33 6 6 

104.00 104.00 8.00 1 8 

96.00 95.40 -1.60 5 9 

97.00 98.50 9.50 4 5 

89.00 90.67 -5.33 12 12 

96.00 95.71 7.71 7 12 

In order to better characterize the PBL error in our 
database of selected consumers, Fig. 5 shows the PBL error 
statistic values for each one of the last months in the database. 
As indicated in the legend of Fig. 5, for each month one can 
see the minimum, the average, the minimum, the maximum, 
and the standard deviation value of the PBL error, among all 
the selected regular consumers. 

 
Figure 5.  CBL error metrics among all the seleced regular consumers. 

It is now important to focus on the results obtained for 
each specific consumer. As explained in the proposed 
methodology (section III), the Mean Absolute Percentage 
Error (MAPE) is applied to the obtained PBL results in order 
to evaluate the acceptable PBL error for the regular 
consumers. A sample of 10 consumers (the same consumers 
presented in Fig. 4), 10 of the selected regular consumers, is 
presented in Table II. 

TABLE II.  BASELINE PARAMETERS 

Consumer OCMAPE OCSTD ACMAPE ACSTD 

S-A 1.60 14.45 

10.48 12.59 

S-B -0.16 13.38 

S-C -1.34 11.24 

S-D 0.99 9.29 

S-E 1.61 10.87 

S-F 0.70 7.55 

S-G 1.67 14.29 

S-H 3.32 18.51 

S-I 0.98 11.23 

S-J -1.12 10.91 
 

The Overall Consumer MAPE (OCMAPE) and the 
Overall Consumer standard deviation (OCSTD) indicates, for 
each specific consumer, the MAPE values obtained among all 
the months in which the PBL values are determined using the 
proposed methodology. The parameters All Consumers 
MAPE (ACMAPE) and All Consumers standard deviation 
(ACSTD) indicates, for all the consumers in database, the 
MAPE values obtained among all the months and all the 
consumers in which the PBL values are determined. 



C. Comercial Losses Evaluation 

The main objective of the proposed methodology is to 
detect consumers that are potentially a cause of commercial 
losses.  After the previous subsections, the present one shows 
the use of the results already obtained in order to evaluate the 
PBL error of a given consumer. If the PBL error is out of the 
acceptable limits, the consumer can be signaled as a potential 
“Irregular” consumer.  

The database used in the present case study include, as 
referred, monthly real consumption data, in which the 
distribution company has already identified “Irregular” 
consumers, based on local supervision of each consumer. In 
order to illustrate the differences between the PBL results 
obtained with the proposed methodology for a “Regular” and 
an “Irregular” consumer, Fig. 6 shows the respective results 
for the last year of the database.  

 
Figure 6.  PBL and actual consumption values for consumers “j” and “k”. 

The consumer labeled as “J” is a “Regular” consumer; 
consumer “k” is an “Irregular” consumer. It can be easily seen 
that the proposed methodology was able to identify the 
consumption tendency of the regular consumer “J”. In what 
concerns consumer “k”, it can be seen that in the first two 
months, the PBL is close to the actual consumption. Fig. 7 
shows in more detail the results obtained for consumer “k”. 

 

Figure 7.  PBL error analysis for consumer “k”. 

After the third month (September), the actual values are 
distant from the PBL. In these conditions, consumer “k” is 
labeled as a potential cause of commercial losses. In the case 
of October, the deviation between the PBL and the actual 

values is of 44%, about four times the acceptable deviation 
values presented in Table II and also depicted in Fig. 7 and 
labeled as “ACMAPE” and “ACSTD”. Fig. 7 also includes the 
value of PCMAPE (Past Consumer MAPE), which represents, 
for a determined consumer in a specific month, the acceptable 
PBL error based on the past consumer’ historic consumption 
data.  

Due to the change in the consumption tendency, after 
February or March it becomes difficult to attach any special 
importance to the PBL values. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The work presented in this paper has been developed with 
the goal of identifying the contribution that the baseline 
methods, which are usually applied to consumers participating 
in demand response events, can give to the problem of the 
identification of consumers causing commercial losses. 

In order to evaluate the error that is acceptable to occur in 
the prediction of the consumption, the values of Mean 
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) have been computed. In 
the cases of an actual consumption very distant from the 
predicted consumption values, the consumer was identified as 
a potential cause of commercial losses.  

The results obtained with the application of the proposed 
methodology demonstrate the ability to identify consumers 
causing commercial losses, when comparing the results for 
applying the developed baseline method to regular consumers.  
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Abstract— The implementation of competitive electricity 
markets has changed the consumers’ and distributed generation 
position power systems operation. The use of distributed 
generation and the participation in demand response programs, 
namely in smart grids, bring several advantages for consumers, 
aggregators, and system operators. The present paper proposes 
a remuneration structure for aggregated distributed generation 
and demand response resources. A virtual power player 
aggregates all the resources. The resources are aggregated in a 
certain number of clusters, each one corresponding to a distinct 
tariff group, according to the economic impact of the resulting 
remuneration tariff. The determined tariffs are intended to be 
used for several months. The aggregator can define the 
periodicity of the tariffs definition. The case study in this paper 
includes 218 consumers, and 66 distributed generation units. 

Index Terms— Clustering, demand response, distributed 
generation, resources aggregation, remuneration tariffs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Demand Response (DR) has been largely explored in order 

to take full advantage in electricity markets, and in distribution 
networks operation [1]. The integration of Distributed 
Generation (DG) resources has also been considered in the 
context of DR programs implementation [2]. 

However, the full integration of DR can only be achieved 
with the participation of small size DR and DG resources. 
Since DR programs are usually directed to large resources, the 
smaller ones must be aggregated, namely by Virtual Power 
Players (VPP), which aggregate both DG and DR small size 
resources making them profitable [3]. 

An important topic under discussion in DR programs is the 
consumers’ remuneration in what concerns the share of the 
obtained remuneration (received from the Independent System 
Operator or market operator that declares the DR event) 
between aggregators and aggregated resources [4]. An 
accurate resources remuneration requires an adequate 
resources characterization, namely for consumption ones [5]. 

The determination of groups of consumers and/or DG 
resources with similar characteristics can be performed using 
clustering tools [6]. Several groups (clusters) of resources can 
be defined using those clustering tools aiming the capture of 
common characteristics that better characterize the resources 
in a specific context [7].  

The methodology proposed in the present paper has been 
developed in order to address the remuneration of aggregated 
DG, and DR small size resources in the context of a 
determined consumption reduction / DG generation target, or 
a DR event declared and remunerated by an ISO to several 
large resources. The Virtual Power Player (VPP), from the DR 
side, makes use of the elasticity to determine the amount of 
demand reduction that can be obtained from each consumer, 
aiming to maximize its profits from the work presented in [8] 
and [9]. On the DG side, from the work in [10], it is defined a 
DG resources participation target. Then, the VPP makes use of 
the actual reserve available from each unit to determine the 
resources schedule that fits the needs for each tariff.  

The VPP creates several clusters scenarios of DG and DR 
resources using clustering tools, determining then the share of 
the obtained profits from the participation in the DR/DG 
event, between the defined optimum numbers of resources 
clusters. In this way, several tariff groups, one for each cluster, 
can be defined, as well as the respective remuneration tariff. 

Each tariff is intended to be implemented and used during 
several months according to the aggregator’s goals. The main 
challenge is to determine the remuneration to be paid to each 
resource in order to meet the aggregator energy needs in each 
tariff context. The characteristics of each resource are taken 
into account (e.g. two consumers with the same location and 
type of consumption – domestic, etc. – can belong to distinct 
clusters due to their different consumption patterns and 
different consumption reduction capacity. This is important 
since even consumers or generators of the same type can be 
more or less available for participating in aggregator 
programs.  

This work is supported by FEDER Funds through the “Programa 
Operacional Factores de Competitividade – COMPETE” program and by 
National Funds through FCT “Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia” 
under the projects FCOMP-01-0124-FEDER: PEst-OE/EEI/UI0760/2011, 
PTDC/SEN-ENR/122174/2010, and SFRH/BD/80183/2011 (P. Faria PhD). 
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The present paper departs from the previous work in [9], 
focused on consumers aggregated to a Curtailment Service 
Provider. The methodology proposed is the present paper is 
innovative in the following aspects:  

• Definition of the remuneration of a single DG or DR 
small size resource, or a cluster of resources by a Virtual 
Power Player (VPP) that participates in a DR program; 

• Definition of the share of profits obtained by a VPP in 
the participation in a DR program announced by an ISO;   

• Definition of DG and DR resources groups, different 
from the types of consumers and types of DG, using the 
knowledge about other resources characteristics; 

• Definition of different remuneration tariff groups 
according to the desired number of tariffs, to the capacity 
procurement, and to the desired DG/DR procurement level. 

When a new resource is available, the VPP applies the 
proposed methodology in order to determine the existing 
remuneration tariff that better fits the characteristics of the 
resource; the remaining resources’ tariffs do not change.  

After this introductory section, Section II explains the 
proposed methodology. Then, Section III presents the case 
study, and Section IV includes the obtained results. Finally, 
Section V presents the main conclusions of the work.  

II. PROPOSED DG AND DR REMUNERATION STRUCTURE 
After the proposed methodology (subsection II-A), this 

section details: the optimization of the consumption reduction 
(subsection II-B); DG resources schedule (subsection II-C). 

A. Proposed Methodology 
The methodology proposed in the present paper aims at the 

minimization of the costs to the VPP (Virtual Power Player) 
that aggregates several DG and DR resources of small size for 
participations in DR programs’ events. Since the VPP is 
remunerated itself for providing consumption reduction in the 
DR event announced by the Independent System Operator 
(ISO), or by the market operator regarding the consumption 
reduction level (by DG or DR), its profits are maximized. 

As illustrated in Fig.1, from DG and consumers’ data, 
several scenarios are defined in order to include DG and DR 
characteristics, the flexibility that is established for the number 
of tariff groups that will be designed for the participation of 
the resources, and the desired capacity. The fact that not all the 
resources are available for participation is also addresses. 
When defining the tariff groups concerning a specific 
scenario, and knowing the amount of power to scheduled, the 
VPP must also define the share of the DG/DR participation 
amount. The DR (subsection II-B) and DG (subsection II-C) 
optimization are then performed.  

In the next phase, according to the number tariff groups 
(DR and DG units programs) to be implemented, several 
consumers’ clusters are computed. For each clusters’ 
scenarios, the economic impact of the consumers’ 
remuneration based on the computed consumers’ clusters and 
on the type of consumer/DG is evaluated. Each DG/DR 
resource is associated with a certain cluster concerning its 
characteristics (attributes) and the attributes of other resources 
in the cluster. Therefore, the definition of the attributes of each 

resource to be considered by the clustering algorithm is of 
most importance. Considering certain attributes, as the case of 
elasticity in DR resources which clearly classifies the type of
consumer, a negative impact in the clusters’ definition may be 
caused, as clusters could be defined by only considering the 
elasticity values, ignoring other attributes. 

Scenarios identification / definition
DG                                     DR

Aimed generation 
level 

# Types of DG 

# DG tariffs

Types of DG able to 
be scheduled 

Computation of consumers / DG units clusters 
according to the defined # DR Programs/tariffs 

Evaluation of the economic impact of both 
consumer/DG unit cluster remuneration and 

consumer/DG unit type remuneration

Tariffs definition

DG and Consumers data

Elasticity

DG and consumers types DR limits

Consumption reduction / generation schedule 
optimization in each single consumer / unit 

DG capacityDG price

Reduction need

# Types of consumer 

# DR programs

Types of consumers  
able to provide DR

 
Figure 1.  Diagram of the proposed methodology. 

Each resource is remunerated according to the value paid 
by the VPP, which besides aiming at maximizing its profits, 
aims at improving the resources remuneration effectiveness,
inducing its participation in DR programs. Only the resources 
scheduled in the optimization phase are considered in the 
clustering phase. For each clusters' scenario, the remuneration 
of each resource is calculated. All the resources belonging to a 
certain cluster are remunerated at the higher price that has 
been determined for any resource of that cluster, as 
determined in the optimization phase. The cluster’s scenario 
with better economic benefits for the resources owners is 
finally selected for establishing the remuneration tariff groups.  

The clusters computation is based on the cluster function 
of MATLAB [11]. Firstly, it is computed the Euclidean 
distance between pairs of objects (resources in this case), and 
variables (each attribute of the resources characterization, as 
the case of prices, resource capacity in each scenario, etc.).  

Then, the linkage of the obtained data is performed, 
obtaining a matrix that encodes a tree of hierarchical clusters. 
Lastly, by applying the cluster function, several clusters are 
obtained from the agglomerative hierarchical cluster tree, as 
generated by the linkage function. Using the cluster function, 
it is possible to specify a minimum and maximum number of 
clusters to be computed. The results include, in this case, the 
resources belonging to each cluster, in each case of number of 
defined clusters. 



B. DR Resources Schedule Optimization 
The authors of this paper presented in [8] a methodology 

to determine the electricity prices to be applied to each 
consumer in order to obtain a desired demand reduction based 
on the consumers’ demand price elasticity. The aggregator 
optimally raises the price of electricity to obtain the desired 
consumption reduction. The objective function is as in eq. (1). 
It considers the final load demand (initial load demand minus 
the demand reduction value) and the final price (initial price 
plus the price raise). Limitations are imposed to power and 
price values variations of each customer.  

( ) ( )

1 ( ) ( )

nc Load c LoadRed c

c EnergyInitial c EnergyVar c

E E
MinCost

Price Price  (1) 

 

Demand price elasticity can be defined as in eq. (2), where 
Quantity is the quantity of the usage of the good or service, 
and Price is the price of this good or service. ΔQuantity and 
ΔPrice refer to the quantity of usage and price variations [5].  

PriceQuantity
Quantity Price  (2) 

 

C. DG Resources Schedule Optimization 
The methodology proposed for the schedule of the DG 

resources is based on the work presented in [10], in which the 
VPP aggregates distributed energy resources, including DR 
and DG, in order to fulfill its electricity needs. The VPP 
operates a distribution network, performing its economic and 
technical management, aiming to minimize the operation 
costs. The electricity needs are a result of energy and 
determined reserve requirements, and can also include the 
energy that the VPP has contracted to deliver to the electricity 
market. This contracted energy regards the energy and reserve 
participation in the mentioned electricity market. An 
alternative would be to maximize of the aggregator profits by 
adapting the methodology proposed in [12]. 

The objective function can be generally reduced to the one 
in eq. (3) due to space limitation in the present paper. It leads 
to the minimization of the costs considering the bids for 
energy (e) and reserve (r) products, made by several resources 
(Res), considering also the probability of using the reserve. 

1

Nres e e r rMin Cost P C P C prRes Res Res ResRes  
(3) 

 

The constraints of the optimization problem include the 
maximum limit of each resource for each service (energy and 
reserve). Moreover, the sum of energy and reserve capacity 
provided by each resource must not exceed its upper limit. 
Additionally, three balance equations were defined: the 
balance of each consumer’s power; the balance of all the 
resources participating in the reserve product; and the load-
generation balance in the system. The optimization problem 
has been implemented in GAMS [13]. The methodology in the 
present paper makes use of the scheduled reserve amounts. 

III. CASE STUDY 
The proposed methodology has been applied to a case 

study concerning 218 consumers connected to a distribution 
network and aggregated by a VPP. The VPP makes use of the 
proposed methodology in order to determine the best 
remuneration structure in a scenario of 1000 kW of DG and 
DR power procurement. The share of DG and DR resources 
capacity procurement was assumed to be 50/50. In this way, 
500 kW of consumption reduction need, and 500kW of DG 
schedule were defined.   

From the DR side, the 218 consumers of this case study 
are classified into six distinct types of consumer. Fig. 2 
presents for each one of the 32 buses in the distribution 
network, and regarding each consumer type, the total 
consumption. The remaining consumers’ data required by the 
methodology are the values of elasticity, electricity price, and 
the total consumption, for each type of consumer. These 
values are, respectively: Domestic – DM – “- 0.14”, “0.18”, 
“1481.45”; Small Commerce – SC – “ - 0.12”, “0.19”, 
“961.25”; Medium Commerce – MC – “- 0.20”, “0.20”, 
“743.90”, Large Commerce – LC – “- 0.28”, “0.16”, “973.60”, 
Medium Industrial – MI – “- 0.30”, “0.12”, “ 423.15”, Large 
Industrial – LI – “- 0.38”, “0.12”, “1243.65”. 

 
Figure 2.  Total consumption in each bus by type of consumer. 

In this case study, the price cap and the power cap were 
defined, respectively, as 150% of the energy price value, and 
as 15% of the power consumption value for each consumer. 

From the DG side, 66 units of different types are available 
in the 32-consumption bus of the network. An additional bus 
concerning the connection to upstream network is available. 
Information on DG resources is presented in Table I.  

TABLE I.  DG RESOURCES CHARACTERIZATION 

Types of DG # units Min price 
(m.u./kWh) 

Max price 
(m.u./kWh) 

Total capacity 
(kW) 

PV 32 0,1595 0,2794 558 
CHP 15 0,000117 0,0715 740 

Biomass 3 0,066 0,715 350 
Wind 5 0,0605 0,088 700 

Fuel Cell 8 0,1045 0,121 235 
MSW 1 0,0616 - 10 
Hydro 2 0,0462 0,0539 70 
Total 66 - - 1856,5 

 



Since each resource has its specific price, here it is 
presented the minimum and the maximum price of a resource 
of a certain type. The necessary electrical energy can also be 
bought to suppliers connected from the upstream network. Its 
price is ignored in the present study. Since the VPP is 
managing an additional capacity for a specific contingency 
situation, the prices presented concern the prices of the 
“reserve” supplied by these resources. The energy service 
schedule and its prices are not detailed. Further details can be 
obtained in [10]. Another assumption is that each resource 
capacity is used in 40% for reserve service. The types of fuel 
Cell and of PV are not used for the reserve service. 

IV. RESULTS 
The present section shows the results obtained by the 

application of the proposed methodology to the scenario of 
218 consumers and 66 DG units. As already referred, the share 
of DG and DR resources capacity procurement was assumed 
to be 50/50 (500 kW of DR need and 500kW of DG schedule). 
The bounds of clusters to be implemented have been defined 
between one and six clusters. The simulations have been 
performed using a Windows 7 PC; Intel i7 CPU @2.10 GHz; 
8 GB RAM; 64-bit OS, and MATLAB 2010.  

A. Clusters Definition for DG and DR Resources 
From the DR resources side, only four types of consumer 

(MC, LC, MI, and LI) are selected to be scheduled. Aiming 
the 500 kW consumption reduction, the optimization has been 
performed in order to determine the variation in the electricity 
price to be applied to each consumer, and the consumption 
reduction value in each consumer. The results presented in 
Fig. 3 concern the identification of the consumers in each 
cluster, and the power reduction in each one of those 
consumers. The electricity price variation values were: 0.12; 
0.11; 0.06; and 0.05 respectively for the types of consumer 
MC, LC, MI, and LI. From Fig.3, one can also see that the 
clustering algorithm always define a cluster with all the MC, 
and other cluster with the LI consumers. When the number of 
clusters is equal to the number of types of consumer, labeled 
as “4 clusters” and colored in green in Fig. 3, the clustering 
algorithm captures correctly the characteristics of each 
consumer. In fact, the elasticity values, which are equal for all 
the consumers of the same type, have not been given for the 
clustering algorithm. So, it is important to note its ability to 
identify the types of consumer, even without elasticity values. 

In what concerns the DG resources, the resources in each 
cluster are presented in Fig.4. DG units are grouped by type of 
DG. The scheduled power is also included in Fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4.  DG units in each cluster. 

In Fig. 4a) one can see the scheduled power for each DG 
unit. The specific case of unit 53, with a much higher 
scheduled power value, must be noted as it influences the 
clustering process. From Fig. 4b) to Fig. 4f, it can be seen the 
resources in each cluster, respectively when the defined 
number of clusters is evaluated between 2 and 6 clusters. Due 
to its very distinct scheduled power, DG unit 53 – a CHP unit 
– is always included as the unique DG unit in a specific 
cluster. It is important to note that, unlike the results of the 
clustering of DR resources, in the case of DG resources 
clustering, the types of DG unit are not evidenced. It is mainly 
interesting the way that CHP units are mixed with units of 
other types in the clustering process. 

 
Figure 3.  Consumers in each cluster and power reduction in each consumer. 



B. Remuneration Structure and Tariffs Definition 
After determining DG and DR resources clusters, one can 

define the remuneration to be given to the resource in each 
specific cluster, and determine the number of tariff groups to 
be implemented taking into account several implementation 
constraints. In the present subsection the results of the tariffs 
definition for the implemented scenario of 1000 kW of 
required capacity are shown. The bounds of one and six 
clusters to be defined have also been considered for both DG 
and DR resources groups. 

To illustrate the clustering performed, Table II shows the 
total power schedule (provided by DG units) in each one of 
the defined clusters. As all the resources are aggregated as a 
result of the optimization phase, the total scheduled capacity 
in each number of clusters case, and in the type of DG 
grouping case is the same (500 kW). In Table II and Table III, 
“Res. types” belongs to the situation in which the resources 
(consumers or DG units) are grouped by types (SC, DM, etc.; 
or CHP, Biomass, etc.). 

TABLE II.  DG POWER SCHEDULE IN EACH CLUSTER 

Cluster 
(type) 

Number of clusters Res. 
types 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 (CHP) 500.0 180.0 45.0 16.7 85.8 120.0 355.8 
2 (Bio) 0.0 320.0 275.0 258.3 172.5 52.5 46.7 

3 (Wind) 0.0 0.0 180.0 45.0 16.7 85.8 73.5 
4 (MSW) 0.0 0.0 0.0 180.0 45.0 16.7 3.0 
5 (Hydro) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 180.0 45.0 21.0 

6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 180.0 - 
Total 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 

 

The results presented in Table III concern the DG and DR 
defined clusters, showing the total remuneration in each 
cluster, for each case of number of clusters and for the type of 
resources grouping case. Since the remuneration price is not 
the same for all the clusters in each number of clusters case, 
the total remuneration in each case (including the type of 
resource grouping case) is distinct. One can also see that by 
increasing the number of clusters, the value of the total 
remuneration paid by the aggregator (VPP) becomes lower. 

TABLE III.  TOTAL REMUNERATION IN EACH CLUSTER 

Type Cluster 
(type) 

Number of clusters Res. 
types 1 2 3 4 5 6 

DR 

1 (SC) 60.1 12.5 10.3 15.7 0.4 0.7 0.0 
2 (DM) 0.0 42.5 22.5 3.8 3.4 2.7 0.0 
3 (MC) 0.0 0.0 12.5 10.3 15.7 0.4 12.3 
4 (LC) 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 10.3 15.7 15.7 
5 (MI) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 10.3 3.8 
6 (LI) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 10.3 
Total 60.1 54.9 45.3 42.3 42.3 42.3 42.1 

DG 

1 (CHP) 47.3 9.9 2.9 1.6 6.7 8.6 14.7 
2 (Bio) 0.0 30.3 26.0 22.7 15.1 4.6 3.1 

3 (Wind) 0.0 0.0 9.9 2.9 1.6 6.7 5.4 
4 (MSW) 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.9 2.9 1.6 0.2 
5 (Hydro) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.9 2.9 1.0 

6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.9 - 
Total 47.3 40.2 38.9 37.2 36.3 34.4 24.5 

The lowest value of total remuneration concerns the case 
of resources remuneration by type, for both DG and DR 
resources. In this case, it is due to the fact that each resource 
receives exactly the due payment corresponding to the 
scheduled consumption reduction or generation output power. 
In DG and DR resources cases, one can see that defining a 
number of clusters, higher than the number of types of 
resources selected for the tariff group, does not have relevant 
value added in the minimization of the costs imputed to the 
VPP. In the case of DG units, the creation of groups 
concerning the type of resource is advantageous for the VPP. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  
The presented work have demonstrated the possibility of 

defining several groups of DG and DR resources, different 
from the traditional definition of type of resource, with 
advantages for the remuneration of each DG unit owner/each 
consumer remunerated by a VPP that aims to minimize the 
operation costs. Using the proposed methodology, the VPP is 
able to attend to technical constrains that limit the number of 
tariff groups to be implemented in a specific distribution 
network, while obtaining the required capacity to participate in 
DR programs announced by the Independent System 
Operator, making use of both DG and DR resources.    
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Abstract—The concept of demand response has drawing 

attention to the active participation in the economic operation of 

power systems, namely in the context of recent electricity 

markets and smart grid models and implementations. In these 

competitive contexts, aggregators are necessary in order to make 

possible the participation of small size consumers and 

generation units. The methodology proposed in the present 

paper aims to address the demand shifting between periods, 

considering multi-period demand response events. The focus is 

given to the impact in the subsequent periods. A Virtual Power 

Player operates the network, aggregating the available 

resources, and minimizing the operation costs. The illustrative 

case study included is based on a scenario of 218 consumers 

including generation sources.  

Index Terms—Demand response, load shifting, resources use 

optimization, virtual power player. 

NOMENCLATURE 

CDG(t) Cost of DG in period t [m.u./kW] 

CDR(t,i) Cost of DR from period t to period i [m.u./kW] 

i Each shifting period 

I Maximum distant periods for shifting  

Load(t) Initial consumption in period t [kW] 

OC Virtual Power Player Operation Costs [m.u.] 

PDG(t) Scheduled DG in period t [kW] 

PDR(i,t) DR incoming in period i from t [kW] 

PDR(t,i) Scheduled DR from period t to period i [kW] 

PMaxDG(t) Maximum available DG from period t to 

period i [kW] 

PMaxDR(t,i) Maximum available DR from period t to 

period i [kW] 

T Total number of periods 

t Each elementary period 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The modification of the electricity consumption pattern by 
end-use customers, usually related to the concept of Demand 
Response (DR), has been largely explored in order to take full 
advantage for the operation of electricity markets at higher 
levels, and also for the operation of power systems, namely at 
the lower voltage levels [1]. A better integration of DR in 
distribution networks, in some cases considering also the 
integration of Distributed Generation (DG), can be addressed 
by the smart grids’ implementation [2]. 

The reduction of consumption in DR programs can be 
obtained by effectively cutting the consumption, or by shifting 
the consumption to other periods. One of the most popular 
applications of DR is the schedule of water heating, in some 
cases controlled by the network operator [3]. However, the 
full integration of DR in the future competitive context can 
only be achieved with the participation of small size DR 
resources in electricity markets’ DR programs, which are 
usually directed to large size resources [4]. Therefore, an 
adequate DR resources aggregation is necessary in order to 
take full advantage of DR from which the whole power system 
can benefit [5]. 

Virtual Power Players (VPP) are entities that aim to 
aggregate small size energy resources. VPPs can have several 
classifications regarding the specific types of resources that 
are aggregated. Generally, it aggregates DG and DR resources 
making possible its participation in electricity markets 
products intended for the participation of large players. A VPP 
can also own and operate a portion of a distribution network, 
owning or not the resources connected there. The operation is 
usually done minimizing the operation costs or increasing the 
aggregated resources revenues [6].  

From the recent and relevant literature in the field of load 
shifting assessment, from the point of view of the 
consumption devices and of energy management appliances, 
the work presented in [7] addresses the evaluation of its 
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potential benefits. Local distributed generation is not 
considered. Otherwise, from the network standpoint, the work 
in [8] illustrates the effect of load shifting in the system 
reliability indices. The load shifting procedures are applied to 
seven individual load sectors.  

In the present paper, the proposed methodology focuses on 
the impact of load shifting in the subsequent periods. It is, in 
fact, one of the main lack of the works in the literature 
concerning load shifting DR. Moreover, while in most of the 
works the potential shifting scenarios impact is evaluated, the 
methodology proposed in the present paper addresses the 
optimization of the shifting schedule, selecting the periods of 
desired consumption establishment, from a VPP’s standpoint. 
The VPP operation costs are minimized while considering 
both DR and generation resources schedule. The maximum 
capacity of each resource (DG and DR) in each period is 
modelled as optimization problem constraints. 

Considering the desired number of DR programs being 
implemented by the VPP during the planning of the operation 
of the distribution network, the shifting periods are 
established. In the case study of this paper, it considers the 
consumers’ aggregation in DR programs proposed by the 
authors of the present paper in [9]. The results of the proposed 
methodology include the schedule of the generation, and DR 
resources in each period.   

After this introductory section, Section II explains the 
proposed methodology, including the implemented 
optimization problem. Then, Section III presents the 
developed illustrative case study, and Section IV includes the 
obtained results. Finally, Section V presents the main 
conclusions of the work.  

II. PROPOSED SHIFTING OPTIMIZATION MODEL 

The present section includes the explanation of the 
proposed methodology, in subsection II-A, and the detail of 
the consumption reduction optimization, in subsection II-B.  

A. Proposed Methodology 

The methodology proposed aims to the minimization of 
the operation costs of a Virtual power Player (VPP) that owns 
the operation of a distribution network, as well as the 
resources available in the network area. The resources include 
consumers (providing or not DR), but also generation. The 
proposed methodology treats generation as a whole (one 
capacity and one price) for simplify the model representation 
in this paper, and in order to focus on the DR issues. The VPP 
is obviously able to aggregate several types of Distributed 
Generation (DG) units.  

The VPP’s activities consider both the generation and DR 
capacity procurement and aggregation for its own network 
operation, but also for participation in electricity markets. As 
illustrated in Fig.1, which shows the proposed methodology, 
generation, consumption, and DR are considered. The shifting 
periods are defined taking into account the remuneration 
values to be applied to each resource or aggregated resources 
of the same type, and considering the desired number of DR 
programs that can be implemented regarding several technical 
and operational constraints.  

As it will be explained, the shifting period’s definition 
includes the amount of power that can be shifted from a 
specific period to other subsequent periods. The amount of 
consumption reduction that is not shifted (consumption that 
will never occur after the DR event) is also considered.  

- Generation resources schedule
- DR resources schedule

- Shifting periods and shifted consumption
- Capacity available for market participation

Input data

Demand

Consumer types

Generation prices and capacity

Demand response programs definition

Reduction capacityShifting periods

# DR programsRemuneration values

DR and generation resources use optimization

Minimization of operation costs

Load balance Resources capacity

Market data

 
Figure 1.  Diagram of the proposed methodology. 

After defining the consumption shifting scenario and the 
number of DR programs to be implemented, and considering 
the generation and demand resources characteristics, the 
optimization of the resources used is performed in order to 
determine the use of the resources that better fits the economic 
interests of the VPP, and obviously of the consumers. A better 
explanation of this phase is presented in subsection II-B.  

An important issue in the definition of the shifting periods 
is to decide how many periods for which the consumption will 
be shifted, and the consumption amount in each of those 
periods. The number of DR programs to be implemented by 
the VPP, and by any network operator, is a very important 
concern as well. The approach implemented in the proposed 
methodology considers that the consumption shifting from a 
certain period (period of consumption reduction) to other 
subsequent period is a single DR program. 

To better explain the shifting process, Fig. 2 presents the 
matrix of values concerning the consumption shifting. This 
matrix is considered by the optimization model, detailed in 
subsection II-A. In fact, two distinct matrixes are given as 
input to the optimization model: one with the maximum 
reduction capacity, and another one with the remuneration 
related to each shifting possibility. The structure of both 
matrixes is as represented in Fig.2.  

Focusing on the example of the consumption amount that 
can be reduced in each period, one can see in Fig. 2 that the 
matrix considers the shifting from each period to any period 



(before or after the consumption reduction in period t. This 
can be done in a planning phase, e.g. in the day ahead) in the 
defined optimization time horizon T. 

 

Figure 2.  Diagram of the consumption shifting approach. 

The proposed methodology is innovative and contributes 
to the following aspects: 

• The resources scheduling optimization model focus on 
the load shifting for periods before and after the consumption 
reduction period; 

• Resources (DR and generation) use optimization 
performed from the VPP’s standpoint aiming the minimization 
of its operation costs;  

• The model supports the decision on the shifting periods 
and amounts that better fit the VPP interests;  

• DR programs occurring in several consecutive periods 
address the cumulative constrained schedule and its impacts in 
the periods in which the consumption is re-established.  

B. Optimization of the Consumption Reduction  

The present subsection addresses the formulation of the 
optimization problem concerning the minimization of the 
costs related to the DR and generation resources use. Using 
this optimization, the VPP is able to make economic 
decisions, scheduling the generation resources and the load 
shifting opportunities.  

The objective function is the one presented in equation (1). 
It considers, for all the periods in the defined time horizon T, 
the generation and shifting costs in each period t. A most 
complete model, which presentation is avoided in the present 
paper due to space constraints, can include the cost of the 
electrical energy acquired by the VPP in the electricity market, 
and the revenue that the VPP can obtain by providing 
aggregated DR capacity in the electricity market.  
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The first constraint of the model is the balance equation, 
presented in equation (2), which includes the generation, the 
load demand, and the DR balance in each period t. The 
comments made above concerning the electricity market 
issues to be included in the objective function can also be 
applied in this balance equation.  The balance equation in this 

model considers the consumption shifted from period t to 
period i, and the incoming consumption in period t, shifted 
from period i.  
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The remaining constraints of the model concern the 
maximum capacity of each resource. The DR maximum 
capacity limit is presented in equation (3). It considers that the 
consumption reduction performed in period t can be 
transferred for period i before or after t, constrained by I (the 
maximum number of distant periods that can be used for load 
shifting). In this way, equation (3) must be verified in each 
consumption reduction in period t and in each shifting period 
i. The maximum capacity limit in each period t, concerning 
generation resources, is presented in equation (4).  

IiITtPMaxP DR(t,i)DR(t,i)  ;1;  (3) 
 

TtPMaxP DG(t)DG(t)  1;  (4) 
 

It is important to note that the consumption curtailment 
(consumption that is not postponed nor planned to be 
performed before the DR event period) is considered by the 
proposed model in the cases when i is equal to t.  

The optimization problem model has been implemented 
and solved using TOMLAB [10], which is a commercial 
optimization tool running on MATLAB. In this way, the 
results of the optimum generation and consumption reduction 
and shifting are determined in order to support VPP activities. 

III. CASE STUDY 

The proposed methodology has been applied to a case 
study concerning 218 consumers connected to a distribution 
network and aggregated by a VPP. In the present case study, 
the VPP makes use of the proposed methodology in order to 
determine the optimum schedule of the generation and 
consumption shifting resources in two distinct scenarios 
concerning the duration of the current DR event. 

The implemented case study includes 24 periods. Focus is 
given to 10 periods influenced by the DR event occurring in 
periods 12 and 13. The aggregated generation and demand 
diagram is presented in Fig. 3 for the referred periods.  

 
Figure 3.  Aggregated generation and demand diagram. 



One can see that in periods 12 and 13, the VPP faces a lack 
of generation; consumption shifting must be performed in this 
context. It is important to note that the consumption shifting is 
also scheduled in periods of higher generation price. 

Focusing on the 218 consumers, Fig. 4 presents, for each 
one of the 32 buses in the distribution network, and regarding 
each type of consumer, the number of consumers (Fig. 4 a), 
and the total consumption in period 10 (Fig.4 b). The 
aggregated consumption is 5332 kW. The types of consumer 
are: Domestic – DM; Small Commerce- SC; Medium 
Commerce – MC; Large Commerce – LC; Medium Industrial 
– MI; and Large Industrial- LI. 

 
Figure 4.  Number of consumers a) and total consumption (b) in each bus, 

by type of consumer. 

From the 218 consumers, it is necessary to select: 
consumers able to participate in the consumption shifting; in 
which periods; its reduction capacity for each shifting period; 
and its remuneration. In order to achieve this scenario 
selection, it was used the methodology proposed in [9] by the 
same authors of the present paper. Using such approach, six 
consumers’ clusters have been defined aiming a total 
consumption reduction in a single period equal to 800 kW.  

As a result of the referred approach, the remuneration 
prices for the consumers of each cluster has also been 
determined (it is important to note that these six groups are not 
the types of consumers; they have been decided by the cluster 
function). These values are presented in Table I. The 
algorithm decided which consumers belong to each 
consumption cluster, the total available consumption reduction 
in each consumption clusters, as well as the remuneration 
price. Such price has been defined as the higher price variation 

that is scheduled for any consumer in each consumption 
cluster. In this way, all consumers in each consumption cluster 
are remunerated at the same price, which is part of the defined 
tariff.  

Therefore, there are a total of 191 consumers participating 
in the consumption reduction program for the 800 kW 
reduction scenario. In what concerns the implementation of 
the methodology proposed in the present paper, each one of 
the six DR programs (DR-A to DR-F) presented in Table I 
corresponds to the consumption shifting for a specific period 
subsequent to the DR event period.  

TABLE I.  CONSUMERS AND DR PROGRAMS 

DR 

program 

Available 

reduction (kWh) 

Reduction price 

(m.u./kWh) 

Number of 

Consumers 

DR-A 214.1 0.193 114 

DR-B 78.2 0.238 25 

DR-C 111.6 0.120 23 

DR-D 146.0 0.108 13 

DR-E 63.5 0.060 7 

DR-F 186.5 0.055 9 

Total 800 - 191 
 

The DR-A program corresponds to the consumption 
curtailment; the DR-F program corresponds to the 
consumption shifting to the fifth period after the event period.  

For a better illustration of the proposed methodology, 
namely focusing on the optimization problem, the matrix of 
the maximum consumption reduction that can be shifted from 
period t to period i is shown in equation (5). Focus is given to 
the important periods in the present case study. This matrix 
has a large number of “0”.  
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The matrix of the costs of each consumption shift capacity 
is shown in (6). In this case, the same prices have been defined 
for all the periods (until 5 periods) subsequent to each possible 
t. In equation (6) is shown the reduced matrix that belongs to t 
periods 12 and 13. 
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IV. RESULTS 

The present section shows the results obtained by the 
application of the proposed methodology to the 218 
consumers’ scenario. Two distinct scenarios concerning the 
number of consecutive periods of duration of the DR event 
have been implemented. In the first scenario, the DR event 
only occurs in one period (period 12); in the second scenario, 
the DR event occurs in periods 12 and 13. The present section 
includes a subsection for each scenario, and a subsection 
concerning the VPP operation costs. 



A. Results for the event occurring in period 12 

The results presented in Fig. 5 concerns the scenario of 
one period (period 12) DR event. It is possible to see that this 
event occurred due to a lack of available generation in this 
specific period. The cause of this lack of generation is ignored.   

 
Figure 5.  Schedule results in the 1-period event. 

Using the DR reduction capacity, which corresponds to 
DR-A program in Table I, and also the DR shifting capacity 
(DR-B to DR-F programs in the Table I), it is possible to 
supply the remaining consumption.  

The whole available generation resources capacity has 
been scheduled. It is also possible to see the shifted demand as 
an income in the subsequent periods, which has also been 
scheduled according to the available capacities and 
remuneration prices (as presented in Table I). The “yy” axis in 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 has been redefined in order to focus on the 
most important area of the graphs.  

B. Results for the event occurring in periods 12 and 13 

In what concerns the scenario of two periods of the DR 
event duration, the results are presented in Fig. 6. One can see 
that in this scenario the lack of generation occurs during 
periods 12 and 13. It is important to note that the implemented 
case study has been simulated for a 24-period horizon. 
However, the results are focused on the most important 
periods for the analysis of the impact of the DR event in 
occurring in period 12 and 13.  

One can see that the scheduled DR reduction (DR-A 
program) in periods 12 and 13 is the same. However, the 
shifted consumption in period 13 is higher than in period 12 
due to the fact that the previous period (Period 12) was a DR 
event period. It is also possible to see the consumption 
resulting from the DR shifting to the periods after the periods 
12 and 13. The consumption shifting schedule is done as a 
result of the optimization model which aims to minimize the 
operation costs for the VPP operating the network, 
considering the prices of each resource.  

The shifting for the fourth period (DR-E program) after the 
DR event period is economically very advantageous, but with 
a relatively low capacity (see Table I). In the case of period 
16, comparing the results for the scenarios of 1 and 2 periods 
DR event duration, one can see that in the first case (1 period 
DR event duration) the shifted consumption is low. However, 
in the second case has it was necessary to add the shifted 
demand from period 13 to period 16 in the DR-D program, 
which is relatively high, the total shifted demand to period 16 
becomes high. This analysis is important to verify the 
relevance of the constraint in equation (2) which is a very 
important issue for the proposed optimization model.  

 
Figure 6.  Schedule results in the 2-period event. 

In order to give more detailed results analysis concerning 
the referred multi-period DR event (second scenario), Fig. 7 
presents the consumption in each one of the periods, focusing 
on the analysis of the present case study. The shifted 
consumption and the consumption reduction in each period are 
represented as a negative consumption; the shifted 
consumption income is represented as a positive consumption. 

 
Figure 7.  Consumption issues in each period of scenario 2. 



Despite the available generation and the initial 
consumption in periods 12 and 13 being almost the same, the 
amounts resulting from the shifted consumption are not the 
same for the DR program applied in periods 12 and 13. This 
aspect enhances the suitability and relevance of equation (2), 
which addresses the power balance.  

C. VPP’s operation costs in the two scenarios 

The proposed methodology has been developed in order to 
address the minimization of the operation costs concerning the 
VPP’s activities. Therefore, the analysis of the costs of the 
resources use is of upmost relevance. Fig. 8 presents the 
results of the resources’ use in the two implemented DR event 
scenarios.    

 
Figure 8.  VPP’s operation costs in the two scenarios. 

The “xx” axis has been adjusted in order to focus on the 
most interesting area of the graph. The relatively lower value 
of the generation cost (0.03 m.u./kWh) is the preferred 
resource to be scheduled. The generation schedule amount in 
the 2-period event duration scenario was lower than in 
scenario 1. Thus, the associated costs are lower in scenario 2.   

Due to the fact that the generation suffers a bigger lack of 
availability amount in period 13, an additional amount of 
consumption shifting is scheduled. As one can see in Fig. 8, 
this fact causes an increase in the costs related to DR reduction 
and shifting programs.  

In fact, the additional use of DR shifting has caused a 
significant increase in the operation costs. However, these 
costs (to be supported by the VPP) are obviously lower than 
the ones that would be verified if the consumption were 
curtailed and compensations would be necessary for 
consumers.  

V. CONCLUSIONS  

The increasing importance of DR in the scope of smart 
grids and of the electricity markets has made possible this 
resource to be assumed as unquestionable. However, the full 
integration of DR resources requires additional models and 

methods in order to integrate all the available consumption 
resources, namely small size ones.  

The presented work has addressed the use of generation 
and consumption shifting in the context of DR programs. The 
available resources are managed by a VPP that operates the 
distribution network. The proposed methodology aims to 
minimize the VPP’s operation costs.  

While the proposed methodology focuses on analysing and 
addressing the impact of the consumption shifting to 
subsequent periods, it makes a contribution on an approach 
that aims at define several DR programs (or distinct DR 
program segments – one for each available and defined group 
of consumers) in the scope of the operation of the VPP 
network and resources. 

It has been considered a scenario definition concerning the 
consumers’ aggregation into groups different according to the 
types of consumer. So consumers are remunerated according 
to their specific conditions to reduce or shift the consumption. 
The advantages of using the proposed methodology in the 
VPP’s activities have been proved.    
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Abstract— Demand response programs and models have been 

developed and implemented for an improved performance of 

electricity markets, taking full advantage of smart grids. 

Studying and addressing the consumers’ flexibility and network 

operation scenarios makes possible to design improved demand 

response models and programs. The methodology proposed in 

the present paper aims to address the definition of demand 

response programs that consider the demand shifting between 

periods, regarding the occurrence of multi-period demand 

response events. The optimization model focuses on minimizing 

the network and resources operation costs for a Virtual Power 

Player. Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization has been used in 

order to obtain the solutions for the optimization model that is 

applied to a large set of operation scenarios. The implemented 

case study illustrates the use of the proposed methodology to 

support the decisions of the Virtual Power Player in what 

concerns the duration of each demand response event.  

Index Terms—Demand response, load shifting, particle swarm 

optimization, resources use optimization, smart grids, virtual 

power player. 

NOMENCLATURE 

CDG(g,t) Cost of DG unit g in period t [m.u./kW] 

CDR(t,i) Cost of DR from period t to period i [m.u./kW] 

CNSP(t) Non-supplied Power cost in period t [m.u./kW] 

CSp(t) Supplier power cost [m.u./kW] 

g Each DG unit 

G Total number of DG units  

i Each shifting period 

I Maximum distant periods for shifting  

L(t) Initial consumption in period t [kW] 

OC Virtual Power Player Operation Costs [m.u.] 

PDG(g,t) Power schedule in DG unit g, in period t [kW] 

PDR(i,t) DR incoming in period i from t [kW] 

PDR(t,i) Scheduled DR from period t to period i [kW] 

PMaxDG(g,t) Maximum available power in DG unit g in 

period t [kW] 

PMaxDR(t,i) Maximum available DR from period t to 

period i [kW] 

PMax
i
DR(t,i) Maximum allowed DR from any period t to a 

specific period i [kW] 

PMaxNSP(t) Maximum allowed Non-supplied Power in  

period t [kW] 

PMaxSp(t) Maximum available power from the supplier 

in period t [kW] 

PMax
t
DR(t,i) Maximum allowed DR to any period i from a 

specific period t [kW] 

PNSP(t) Non-supplied Power in period t [kW] 

PSp(t) Supplier power schedule in period t [kW] 

T Total number of periods 

t Each elementary period. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of Demand Response (DR) deals with the 
changes in the electricity consumption pattern by end-use 
customers, in response to price or incentive signals given by 
the network or market operator in order to meet economic or 
security concerns. Several studies, experiences, and 
implementations of DR has been explored in order to take its 
full advantages for the operation of electricity markets at The research leading to these results has received funding from the 
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higher levels, and also for the operation of power systems, 
namely at the distribution network level [1]. The concept of 
Smart Grids (SG) has a large potential to support and improve 
the implementation of DR programs, mainly in what concerns 
the integration of small size distributed resources at lower 
voltage levels of the power system. Such distributed small size 
resources also include Distributed Generation (DG), electric 
vehicles, and storage systems [2].  

The aggregation of small size resources is of upmost 
importance for the efficient electricity markets operation, 
making possible to take full advantage of these resources.  
Virtual Power Players (VPP) are entities that can have several 
classifications according to the types of aggregated resources 
[3]. This aggregator can accommodate DG and DR resources 
making possible their participation in electricity markets 
products intended for the participation of large players. A VPP 
can also own and operate the part of the distribution network 
to which the aggregated resources are connected. The 
operation optimization is sometimes done by minimizing the 
operation costs from the VPP standpoint or, otherwise, by 
increasing the aggregated resources revenues [4], [5]. 

The consumer response to DR events reducing the 
consumption in a certain period can be obtained by effectively 
cutting the consumption, or by shifting some of the 
consumption to other periods before and after the specific DR 
event period. An example is the case of the schedule of water 
heating, which in some cases is controlled by the network 
operator [6]. 

The recent and relevant literature in the field of load 
shifting, from the point of view of the consumption devices 
and of energy management appliances, includes, as presented 
in [7], the evaluation of its potential benefits. In this case ([7]), 
the local distributed generation is not considered. Otherwise, 
from the network standpoint, the work in [8] illustrates the 
effect of load shifting in the system reliability indices. The 
load shifting procedures are applied to seven load sectors.  

Additional research is therefore necessary in order to 
address the full integration of DR and DG in the power system 
economic and technical operation. It implies the need of 
achieving the participation of small size DR resources in 
electricity markets’ DR programs, which are usually oriented 
to large size resources [5], [9]. 

The present paper presents a methodology that has been 
developed with the goal of supporting the decisions of a VPP 
in the DR programs definition, namely in what concerns the 
number of DR events and the duration of each single event. 
The proposed method considers the impact of the load shifting 
in the subsequent periods. This is one of the main gaps of the 
works in the literature concerning load shifting DR. 

The proposed methodology addresses the optimization of 
the shifting schedule, selecting the periods of desired 
consumption establishment from the VPP’s standpoint. A 
Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) approach [10] 
has been implemented and used in order to obtain the 
solutions of the optimization problem. The VPP operation 
costs are minimized considering DR, DG, and supplier’s 
resources.  

When considering the increasing complexity of SG 
operation, including the large diversity of operation scenarios 
and the need for fast and reasonably good solutions for the 
optimization problems, the PSO has been largely applied with 
recognized advantages [4], [11]-[13]. A recent version of the 
PSO (Quantum PSO) is used in the present paper in order to 
obtain the solutions for the optimization of a large number of 
scenarios for the resources operation. 

After this introductory section, Section II explains the 
methodology proposed for DR programs scenario analysis. 
Then, Section III focuses on the resource management 
optimization model, with details on the PSO approach. The 
implemented case study is presented in Section IV, while 
Section V shows the obtained results. Finally, Section VI 
presents the main conclusions of the work.  

II. PROPOSED DR PROGRAMS DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The present section includes the explanation of the 
proposed methodology that has been conceived and 
implemented aiming to define a procedure to support the 
decisions of a VPP, in what concerns the number of DR events 
and the duration of each single DR event.  

The methodology proposed comprises the minimization of 
the operation costs of a Virtual power Player (VPP) that 
operates a distribution network, as well as the resources 
available in the network area. The resources include 
consumers (providing DR), and also the generation from DG 
units and from a supplier able to deliver electricity in the 
network area. The diagram presented in Fig. 1 illustrates the 
steps of the proposed methodology.  

 

Figure 1. Diagram of the proposed methodology. 
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The first phase, concerning the scenarios definition, 
includes several possible combinations of the demand 
response program parameter variation. Such parameters 
include the remuneration in each period to each resource, the 
duration of the DR event, the number of periods before and 
after the target DR event period, and the maximum 
consumption reduction capacity. All these parameters are 
changed, with determined bounds, in order to create the DR 
program need scenarios, and the operation scenario (in some 
cases, DR could not be needed, since DG units and supplier 
schedule are sufficient). In specific cases in which the 
consumption reduction price is lower than the generation 
costs, DR resources are scheduled in an economic competitive 
basis as decided by the optimization algorithm.  

As referred, DR events and programs can be characterized 
and differ in several parameters, as the case of the 
announcement anticipation. This anticipation usually ranges 
from the day-ahead to timings very close to real-time. 
Additionally, although the enrolment in the DR programs is 
voluntary, once enrolled, consumers assume some obligations. 
As there is a large diversity of DR programs, these obligations 
can assume several forms. Some possible obligations and 
constraints are [14]: minimum resource size and minimum 
reduction amount (typically from 0 to 5 MW; aggregation is 
sometimes allowed); total DR contribution limit (from 10% to 
50%); overuse restriction (sometimes the response above the 
scheduled is not paid); sustained response period (it can be up 
to 8 hours); minimum number of participated voluntary events 
(typically 2 events over 4); etc. However, the obligation of 
providing the DR program manager with some load reduction 
is ensured by the demand side [14]. The present work focuses 
on the sustained response period (DR event duration) and on 
the number of DR events to be declared, for example, in one 
year basis. 

The second phase of the proposed methodology is the one 
in which the VPP performs the resource optimization by the 
minimization of the operation costs in each defined operation 
scenario. The details of this phase are presented in Section III 
of the present paper, in what concerns the objective function 
and the implemented resources, and specific DR shifting 
constraints. 

In the third phase, the results of the resource schedule for 
each scenario are analyzed. The resources schedule (DG, DR, 
and supplier) are obtained. Taking into account the sustained 
response period of each scenario and the impact of each 
individual scenario in the VVP behavior, decision support can 
be given to the VPP in what concerns DR programs and event 
definition. Focus is also given to the definition of how many 
periods for which the consumption will be shifted, and the 
amount of consumption in each of those periods. 

In order to better explain the shifting process, Fig. 2 
presents the matrix of values concerning the consumption 
shifting. This matrix is considered by the optimization model, 
detailed in Section III, equation (3). One can see in Fig. 2 that 
the matrix considers the shifting from each period to any 
period before or after the consumption reduction in period t. 
This can be done in a planning phase, e.g. in the day ahead, for 
the defined optimization time horizon T.   

 

Figure 2. Diagram of the consumption shifting possibilities. 

The proposed methodology and optimization model is 
innovative and contributes to the following aspects: 

• The load shifting scheme focuses on the periods before 
and after the period of the DR event; 

• Resources (DR, DG, and supplier) use optimization 
performed from the VPP’s standpoint aiming at the 
minimization of its operation costs;  

• The model supports the decision on the shifting periods, 
the sustained response period, and number of DR events that 
better fit the VPP interests;  

• DR programs occurring in several consecutive periods 
addressing the cumulative constrained schedule; 

• Use of Quantum PSO in optimization problems 
concerning DR programs definition.  

III. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION 

The present section addresses the mathematical 
formulation of the resource schedule optimization problem in 
subsection III-A. The implemented Quantum PSO 
optimization technique is presented in subsection III-B.  

A. Mathematical Formulation 

The present subsection addresses the formulation of the 
optimization problem concerning the minimization of the DR, 
DG, and supplier resources use costs. Using this optimization, 
the VPP is able to make economic decisions, scheduling the 
generation resources and the load shifting opportunities.  

The objective function presented in equation (1) considers, 
for all the periods in the defined time horizon T, the DG, the 
supplier, and the shifting costs in each period t. The cost of 
non-supplied power is also considered, as the price that the 
VPP must pay to the consumers not supplied due to lack of 
capacity of other resources. It is a non-contracted consumption 
reduction, which should be avoided.    
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The first constraint of the model, presented in equation (2), 
is the balance equation which includes the supplier, the DG, 
the load demand, and the DR balance in each period t. The 
balance equation in this model considers both the consumption 
shifted from period t to period i, and the incoming 
consumption in period t, shifted from period i.  

( , ) ( )
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=
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− ≤ − ≤

+ = − −
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The remaining constraints of the model include the 
maximum capacity of each resource. The DR maximum 
capacity limit is presented in equation (3). It considers that the 
consumption reduction performed in period t can be 
transferred for a period i before or after t, constrained by I, the 
maximum number of distant periods that can be used for load 
shifting. In this way, equation (3) must be verified in each 
consumption reduction period t and in each shifting period i.  

 

The maximum capacity limit in each period t concerning 
DG and the supplier resources are presented, respectively, in 
equations (4) and (5).  

, , 1DG(g t) DG(g t)P PMax t T≤ ∀ ≤ ≤  (4) 
 

1Sp(t) Sp(t)P PMax t T≤ ∀ ≤ ≤  (5) 

 

It is important to note that the consumption curtailment 
(consumption that is not postponed nor planned to be 
performed before the DR event period) is considered by the 
proposed model when i is equal to t.  

For improved characterization of the consumer’s behavior, 
equations (6) and (7) have also been implemented. In equation 
(4), it is defined the maximum limit of consumption that can 
be shifted from period t to period i. The constraint presented in 
equation (6) considers a maximum limit for the total 
consumption that can be shifted from the specific period t to 
all the shifted periods i. In this way, it is possible to shift 
several consumption sets to other periods i, but the sum of all 
these shifted consumption sets must be lower than a 
determined limit, as imposed by equation (6). 
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Similarly, one can specify a maximum limit for the 
consumption that can be shifted to each period i, as modelled 
by equation (7). It is important to remember that, in a certain 
period, i match t. In this case, the consumption reduction in 
period t is also limited by equation (7).  

B. Quantum PSO 

The traditional PSO relies on the convergence to the global 
best (best solution of the swarm) particle, independent of the 
position of other particles. This particular feature is the major 
shortcoming of the method when there are few particles far 
away from the global best position. The concept of lagged 
particles represented in Fig. 3 corresponds to the personal 
bests of a few particles, which are far away from the global 
best position and the rest of the particles. In the QPSO method 
the lagged particles are not abandoned by the swarm. The 
lagged particles affect the mean best position and therefore the 
lagged particles are shifted towards the rest of the swarm. The 
mean best position is intrinsically related with the movement 
equation of QPSO (9). The particles’ distribution affects the 
convergence rate; however, QPSO can provide stronger global 
search ability than traditional PSO [10]. 

 

Figure 3. Lagged particles and wait among particles in QPSO. 

Equation (8) presents the local focus equation which is a 
random point located within the hyperplane constructed 
between Pi,n and Gn in the search space. The local focus is then 
used in equation (9). The contraction–expansion (CE) 
coefficient , which is vital to the dynamical behavior of an 
individual particle and the convergence of the algorithm. The 
algorithm decides to add or subtract the second term of 
equation (9) using a probability of 50%. 
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where:  

j

nC  Mean best position which can be defined by the 
average of the personal best positions of all particles 

G
j
n The global best of particle at the nth iteration

,

j

i nP  The jth component of the personal best of particle i
at the nth iteration 

p
j
i,n The jth component of the local focus ,i np of particle 

i at the nth iteration 

, 1

j

i nu +  Random uniformly distributed sequence [0,1]

,

j

i nX  Position of the particle ith at the nth iteration 

,

j

i n  Random uniformly distributed sequence [0,1].
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IV. CASE STUDY 

The present section brings out the details on the 
implemented case study. A distribution network and the 
available resources are operated by a VPP, which makes use 
of the proposed methodology in order to determine the 
optimum schedule of the resources. 

As explained in Section II, several resources operation 
scenarios are defined by the implemented methodology 
according to the DR programs and event parameter change. 
The base scenario, which is based on the one presented in 
[15], is characterized by the information shown in Fig. 4 for 
the resources availability and demand. The information 
concerning the different scenarios definition is presented in 
Table I. 

TABLE I.  CONSUMERS AND DR PROGRAMS 

Parameter Base 
Scenario variation 

From To Step 

CDG(g,t) 0.05; 0.06; 0.07; 0.08 - - - 

CDR(t,i) 0.06; 0.07; 0.08 - - - 

CNSP(t) 4 - - - 

CSp(t) 0.04 - - - 

L(t) According to Fig. 4 0.9 1.1 0.1 

PMaxDG(g,t) 500; 700; 800; 1000 0.9 1.1 0.1 

PMaxDR(t,i) 20; 60 0.9 1.1 0.1 

PMax
i
DR(t,i) 444.3 0.9 1.1 0.1 

PMaxNSP(t) 8000 - - - 

PMaxSp(t) According to Fig. 5 0.6 1 0.2 

PMax
t
DR(t,i) 444.3 0.9 1.1 0.1 

 

From Fig. 4 one can see that the implemented case study 
concerns the period of one day composed of 72 periods of 20 
minutes. It is considered that in the initial periods of the day 
the VPP takes time for the resources schedule optimization 
task. After that, the resources are informed about their 
expected schedule. The period between the end of the 
scheduling period and the beginning of DR use optimization, 
in which the resources are notified on the schedule results, is 
called the Minimum Notification Period. 

The DR event period set corresponds to periods of the 
consumption reduction scenarios. However, in periods before 
(-I) and after (I) this DR event period, additional consumption 
reduction can be scheduled due to the fact that some 
consumption is shifted these periods, which are colored in 
green in Fig. 4. 

The different implemented scenarios have been defined 
according to the parameters variation as presented in Table I. 
The cost values are given in m.u./kW, while the power related 
values in kW. In the case of DG, the presented values concern 
four distinct DG units. In the case of PMaxDR(t,i) , it has been 
assumed 60 kW for consumption shifting to periods before the 
DR event period, whereas 60 kW has been considered for the 
consumption shifting to periods after the DR event. A total of 
6561 unique scenarios have been defined applying the 
scenario variation steps (Table I) to the base scenario (Fig.4). 
For example, the value 0.9 means that all the values changed 
to 90% of its value in the base scenario. 

For better explanation of the scenario diversification, Fig.5 
shows distinct supplier capacity scenarios (total of 27 
scenarios). These 27 scenarios are the ones resulting from 
Table I. In this way, Fig.5 has 27 curves, one for each 
scenario. However, for simplicity, only 2 curves are 
represented in the legend of Fig. 5.  

 

Figure 5.  Supplier capacity scenarios. 

 

Figure 4.  Aggregated generation and diagram. 
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Fig. 5 focuses on to the periods that are related to the 
optimization of the resources use. However, the supplier 
capacity variation only applies in the DR event periods. 

To define the supplier capacity scenarios, as it can be seen 
in Fig. 5, several capacity reduction scenarios have been 
applied to the periods of the DR event. The base scenario is 
the one in green color line. In pink color one can see the 
scenario in which the supplier capacity is reduced in 20%, and 
in blue color this parameter is reduced in 40%.  

Additional scenarios have been defined considering that 
the 20% and 40% reduction happens in shorter periods since 
the first one. One can find reductions during one, two, three, 
until 10 hours (30 periods of 20 minutes). Since the supplier is 
a very sensitive resource due to its capacity and price, these 
scenarios have a huge impact in the need for DR events. 

In what concerns the Quantum PSO implementation, the 
modelling of the present case study includes 3960 variables. 
QPSO was implemented in MATLAB. The number of 
particles is 10, while the maximum number of iterations was 
set to 500. The alpha value is an important parameter in QPSO 
directly related with the method’s convergence. This 
parameter is varies from 1.0 to 0.5 during swarm iterations.  

The initial solution of the method is generated using an 
order of merit scheme, in which the resources with lower costs 
are scheduled first, including the DR shifting resources. Table 
II presents the parameters of QPSO described above. 

TABLE II.  PARAMETERS USED IN QPSO 

Parameters Value 

Swarm size 10 

Alpha ( ) 1.0 decreasing to 0.5
 

V. RESULTS 

The present section shows the results obtained with the 
proposed methodology used in the case study of Section IV.  

This section includes the detailed results analysis 
concerning the scenario #1, in sub-section V-A. Then, in sub-
section V-B, it is presented the results analysis concerning the 
comparison of several scenarios in what concerns the 
resources schedule and the associated operation costs.  

A. Results for Scenario 1 

The results for scenario 1 are presented with more detail in 
this subsection. It is possible to see in Fig. 6 the convergence 
performance of the QPSO algorithm. The convergence figure 
resulted from 1000 random runs using the inputs of scenario 1. 
For each one of the 1000 runs, a maximum of 500 iterations 
has been defined. After the 1000 runs, the mean fitness was 
calculated. This resulted in just one mean value per iteration as 
can be seen in Fig. 6. One can see that, on average, the 
algorithm presents a good convergence with a quick rate 
between 30th and 200th iteration and a slower rate onwards 
until it vanishes later after 450 iterations.  

 

Figure 6.  QPSO mean fitness evolution - scenario 1. 

In what concerns the results obtained for the resources 
scheduling in scenario 1, Fig. 7 a) presents the generation and 
Supplier power schedule and Fig. 7 b) presents the results for 
the consumption shifting and reduction in each one of the 60 
periods according to Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 7.  Supplier, DG, and DR resources schedule in scenario 1. 
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Focusing on the power supply resources, we have one 
supplier and four DG resources. The DG resources DGa and 
DGb are scheduled at constant power in the focused time set.  
One can see that in periods 22 to 24, DGd is activated and the 
consumption reduction reaches its maximum in Scenario 1. 
DGc and the supplier assures the generation in the remaining 
periods at the needed levels.  

In what concerns the DR results, one can see that the 
consumption reduction is scheduled in all the periods at a 
constant level (18 kW). It is also possible to see in Fig. 7 b) 
the consumption incoming in several periods (colored in 
green) due to the consumption shifting from periods 22 to 24. 
The consumption shifting and reduction in Fig. 7 b) appear as 
negative as it represents a decrease in the consumption.   

B. Comparison of the Results for Several Scenarios 

As referred in Section IV, a total of 6561 unique scenarios 
have been implemented. After presenting the detailed 
explanation of the results concerning scenario 1, two 
additional scenario set have been selected in order to illustrate 
the application of the proposed methodology.   

The first scenario set concerns the 27 first scenarios. For 
these scenarios, the demand is at 90% of the base scenario. 
The 27 scenarios are obtained due to the variation in the 
supplier maximum capacity obtained as explained in Fig. 5. 
For the second set of 27 scenarios, the demand is at 110% of 
the base scenario. The results concerning the first and the 
second set of scenarios are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, 
respectively.  

 

Figure 8.  Results concerning the first set of 27 scenarios. 

Both Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 include: a) the resources schedule 
and the DR cost; b) the DR event duration and the maximum 
supplier power variation; c) the DR costs compared with the 
costs of DG plus the supplier costs.  

 

Figure 9.  Results concerning the second set of 27 scenarios. 

It is possible to see that in the second set of scenarios, the 
supplier power schedule is below its maximum capacity, 
whereas in the first set of scenarios, all the available supplier 
capacity is scheduled. This is due to the fact that the maximum 
available consumption reduction and shifting differs from one 
to another set of scenarios. In the first set, the maximum DR 
capacity is 90% of the base scenario, and in the second set of 
scenarios, this limit is 110% of the base scenario.  

As can be seen from Fig. 8 b) and Fig. 9 b), both the DR 
event duration and the maximum supplier capacity are 
variable. In what concerns its impact on the DR costs, one can 
see that the increase in the DR event duration cause higher 
impact for the second set of scenarios. This higher impact 
refers to the variation of DR costs between scenarios.  

In both scenario sets, one can see that the overall operation 
costs (DR, DG, and supplier costs) depend on the duration of 
the DR event but without a linear relation. It could be 
expected that the increase in the DR event duration cause an 
increase in the DR costs. In fact, it should be analysed for each 
specific scenario.   

The current DR programs implementations use to ask 
consumers and DR providers to a sustained response period 
between 2 and 8 hours. One can see that the DR event 
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duration definition depends on the specific context of 
resources operation and DR programs rules and remuneration 
tariffs. The entity responsible for the design of the DR 
program (in the present paper oriented for the scope of a VPP) 
should consider the context of resources operation and 
expected operation costs and standards on the DR 
implementation (as the case of market rules that impose a 
certain minimum integration of DR resources) in order to 
define the DR event duration that better fits the context 
constraints.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS  

The implementation of DR programs still needing 
improved approaches in order to achieve its full benefits. The 
present paper addresses the definition of constraints that 
includes the consumers flexibility modelling and the issue of 
the DR events duration definition. Another innovative aspect 
regards the application of the Quantum Particle Swarm 
Optimization (QPSO) to the implemented optimization 
problem, which aims at minimizing the operation costs from 
the point of view of a Virtual Power Player (VPP). 

The presented results, a small set of the total, have been 
explained in what concerns the illustration of the resources 
scheduling and the performance of the implemented QPSO 
approach.  It has been shown that the definition of DR events 
duration, as part of the DR program design, is very sensitive to 
the specific resources operation context. This also includes the 
needs and behaviour of the network and resources manager.  

The implementation and study of the operation scenarios 
require adequate techniques in order to obtain the desired 
results in a reasonable time. This leads us to the need of 
optimization techniques able to obtain reasonable solutions for 
a very large set of operation scenarios. The selected QPSO 
technique has been adequate to obtain the solutions for the 
optimization problem implemented in the present paper.   
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Abstract— An adequate integration of demand response 

programs requires the definition of distinct models covering a 

wide diversity of operation scenarios. In this paper, the 

proposed methodology addresses the definition of demand 

response programs considering the demand shifting between 

periods, in scenarios of multi-period demand response events. 

The optimization problem refers to the minimization of the 

operation costs for a Virtual Power Player in the energy 

resources schedule. Differential search algorithm has been used 

in order to obtain the solutions for the optimization problem in a 

large set of operation scenarios. The case study illustrates the 

use of the proposed methodology to support the decisions 

concerning the duration of each demand response event and 

considering the consumption shifting modeling as constraints of 

the optimization problem.  

Index Terms—Demand response, differential search algorithm, 

load shifting, resources use optimization, virtual power player. 

NOMENCLATURE 

C
a

DG(g,t) Quadratic cost of unit g in period t [m.u./kW] 

C
b

DG(g,t) Linear cost of unit g in period t [m.u./kW] 

CDR(t,i) Cost of DR from period t to period i [m.u./kW] 

CNSP(t) Non-supplied Power cost in period t [m.u./kW] 

CSp(t) Supplier power cost [m.u./kW] 

g Each DG unit 

G Total number of DG units  

i Each shifting period 

I Maximum distant periods for shifting  

L(t) Initial consumption in period t [kW] 

L
max

(t) Maximum consumption in period t [kW] 

OC Virtual Power Player Operation Costs [m.u.] 

PDG(g,t) Power schedule in DG unit g, in period t [kW] 

PDR(i,t) DR incoming in period i from t [kW] 

PDR(t,i) Scheduled DR from period t to period i [kW] 

PMaxDG(g,t) Available power in DG unit g in period t [kW] 

PMaxDR(t,i) Available DR from period t to period i [kW] 

PMax
i
DR(t,i) Maximum allowed DR from any period t to a 

specific period i [kW] 

PMaxNSP(t) Maximum allowed Non-supplied Power in  

period t [kW] 

PMaxSp(t) Maximum available power from the supplier 

in period t [kW] 

PMax
t
DR(t,i) Maximum allowed DR to any period i from a 

specific period t [kW] 

PNSP(t) Non-supplied Power in period t [kW] 

PSp(t) Supplier power schedule in period t [kW] 

T Total number of periods 

t Each elementary period. 

α
Max

 DR Maximum contribution of DR [%] 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The changes in the electricity consumption pattern by end-
use customers, in response to price or incentive signals given 
by the network or market operator in order to meet economic 
or security concerns is generally named Demand Response 
(DR) [1]. The aggregation of small size resources is of upmost 
importance for the efficient electricity markets operation. 
Virtual Power Players (VPP) can accommodate Distributed 
Generation (DG) and DR resources enabling the participation 
in electricity markets intended for large players [2]. 
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The consumer response to DR events can be achieved by 
cutting the consumption, or by shifting some of the 
consumption to other periods. For example, water heating 
devices can be in some cases controlled by the network 
operator [3]. The recent and relevant literature in this field 
includes the evaluation of DR potential benefits [4]. It lacks 
the discussion of the local distributed generation. Further 
research is needed in order to achieve the full integration of 
DR and DG in the power system operation. 

In the present paper, the proposed methodology has been 
developed to support the decisions of a VPP in the DR 
programs definition, namely in what concerns the duration of 
each single event. This is a gap in the literature concerning 
load shifting. In fact, DR events and programs can differ in 
several parameters, as the case of the announcement 
anticipation; the minimum resource size and minimum 
reduction amount; total DR contribution limit; overuse 
restriction; and sustained response period [5].  

The present work focuses on the sustained response period 
(DR event duration). The developed methodology optimizes 
the shifting schedule from the VPP’s standpoint. A 
Differential Search Algorithm (DSA) approach [6] has been 
implemented. The VPP operation costs are minimized 
considering DR, DG, and supplier’s. Several constraints are 
implemented for the consumption shifting modeling.  

In the context of the increasing complexity of power 
systems operation, including the large diversity of operation 
scenarios and the need for fast and reasonably good solutions 
for the optimization problems, the use of metaheuristics as 
DSA is very relevant. Thus, in this paper, it has been applied 
to a large number of operation scenarios in the context of DR 
programs definition. 

After this introductory section, Section II explains the 
proposed DR programs definition methodology. Then, Section 
III focuses on the resource management optimization model, 
with details on the DSA approach. The case study is presented 
in Section IV, while Section V shows the obtained results. 
Finally, Section VI presents the main conclusions of the work.  

II. DR PROGRAMS DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The methodology proposed is presented in this section. It 
deals with the minimization of the operation costs of a VPP 
that operates a distribution network, while supporting the 
decisions of a VPP, in what concerns the duration of each DR 
event. The resources include consumers (providing DR), and 
also the generation from DG units and from a supplier able to 
deliver electricity. The diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates the steps of 
the proposed methodology, which can be divided into three 
phases.  

The first phase concerns the scenarios definition and 
includes several possible combinations of the demand 
response program parameter variation. Such parameters 
include the remuneration, the duration of the DR event, the 
number of shifting periods before and after the target DR 
event period, the maximum consumption reduction capacity, 
and the maximum consumption in each period. All these 
parameters are changed, with determined bounds, in order to 
create the DR program need scenarios.  

The second phase is the one in which the VPP performs 
the minimization of the operation costs in each defined 
operation scenario. The details of this phase are presented in 
the “Resource Optimization” section in what concerns the 
objective function and the resources and DR shifting 
constraints which additionally consider the maximum 
contribution of DR programs in the resources schedule. So, in 
this phase it is used DSA approach. The model considers the 
shifting from each period to any period before or after the 
consumption reduction in period t. 

- DG schedule
- DR resources schedule

- Shifting periods consumption
- Number of DR events 

-  DR event duration 

Input data
Demand Generation

DR programs definition

Reduction capacity# Shifting periods

Event durationRemuneration

DR and generation resources use optimization

Min operation costs

Load balance Resources capacity

Market

DR shifting constraints

 

Figure 1. Diagram of the proposed methodology. 

The third phase accommodates the analysis of the resource 
schedule. Taking into account the sustained response period of 
each scenario decision support can be given to the VPP in 
what concerns DR programs definition. The focus is also 
given to the definition of how many periods for which the 
consumption will be shifted, and the amount of consumption 
in each of those periods. 

The proposed methodology and optimization problem and 
approach contributes to the following aspects: 

• The consumption shifting scheme focuses on the periods 
before and after the period of the DR event in an integrated 
way considering DR, DG, and suppliers; 

• Energy resource scheduling optimization in the VPP’s 
standpoint aiming at the minimization of its operation costs 
and supporting the decision on the shifting periods and the 
sustained response period that better fit the VPP interests;  

• DR programs occurring in several consecutive periods 
addressing the modeling of several optimization constraints 
that represent the consumer behavior; 

• Use of the DSA approach in optimization problems 
concerning DR programs definition; 

• Study of the impact of distinct optimization constraints 
in the performance of the DSA approach. 



III. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION 

The present section starts with the formulation of the 
optimization problem in subsection III-A. The details on the 
DSA approach are presented in subsection III-B.  

A. Mathematical Formulation 

The objective function presented in equation (1) considers, 
for all the periods in the defined time horizon T, the DG, the 
supplier, and the shifting costs in each period t. The cost of 
non-supplied power is also considered.    
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The first constraint of the model, in eq. (2), is the balance 
in each period t. The balance equation in this model considers 
both the consumption shifted from period t to period i, and the 
incoming consumption in period t, shifted from period i.  
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The remaining constraints include the maximum capacity 
of each resource. The DR maximum capacity limit is 
presented in equation (3). It considers that the consumption 
reduction performed in period t can be transferred for a period 
i before or after t. I is the maximum number of distant periods 
that can be used for load shifting. So, equation (3) must be 
verified in each period t and in each shifting period i. 

  

The maximum capacity limit in each period t concerning 
DG and the supplier resources are presented, respectively, in 
equations (4) and (5).  

, , 1DG(g t) DG(g t)P PMax t T     (4) 
 

1Sp(t) Sp(t)P PMax t T     (5) 
 

The consumption curtailment (consumption not postponed 
nor planned to be performed before the DR event period) is 
considered by the proposed model when i is equal to t.  

Equations (6) and (7) were also implemented for better 
characterization of the consumer’s behavior. The constraint in 
eq. (6) considers a maximum limit for the total consumption 
that can be shifted from the specific period t to all the shifted 

periods i. In this way, it is possible to shift several 
consumption sets to other periods i, but the sum of all these  
must be lower than a determined limit, as imposed by eq. (6). 
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Similarly, one can specify a maximum limit for the 
consumption that can be shifted to each period i, as modelled 
by equation (7). In addition, one can specify a maximum 
consumption to be done in period t considering the initially 
expected demand and the consumption shifting and the 
reduction amounts that affect the final consumption in that 
period t, as represented in equation (8). The need of this 
constraint is justified by the maximum consumption that 
technically can be done in each consumption cluster in a 
certain period t, due to contractual power delivering limit 
established with the network operator.   
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One must also assure that in each period t, the total amount 
of consumption shifted to other periods is lower than the 
initially expected consumption in the specified t as represented 
in equation (9).  
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From the point of view of the VPP, it is considered the 
possibility of specifying a limit to the relative participation of 
each consumption cluster in the DR program. Thus, as 
represented in equation (10), a maximum limit α is imposed to 
the total consumption shifting and reduction in face to the total 
scheduled consumption shifting and reduction and DG in each 
period t.     
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By implementing this optimization problem, the VPP 

obtains the optimal energy resource scheduling taking into 
account the resources available and the several constraints of 
DR shifting. With these constraints, the modelling of the 
behavior of the consumers is improved.  

B. Differential Search Algorithm 

There are several computational intelligence algorithms 
representing the behaviour of groups in the nature. Some of 
the most popular algorithms in this category include Particle 

1DR(t,i) DR(t,i)P PMax t T

I i I

   

  
 (3) 



Swarm Optimization (PSO), Cuckoo Search (CS), Firefly 
Algorithm (FA), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) and Ant Colony 
Optimization (ACO) [8]. The DSA is the last addition to this 
group, which simulates a superorganism that migrates between 
two stopover sites [9]. 

In DSA an artificial superorganism represents a solution to 
the problem and it migrates to in order to a find a global 
optimum solution. In the course of this migration, the 
superorganism tests whether some randomly selected positions 
are suitable for temporarily basis. If the tested position is 
suitable to stopover, the superorganism members that made 
this discovery immediately settle at the discovered position 
and continue their migration in a new season.  

The artificial-organisms are defined by Xi=[xi,j] , 
i={1,2,3,…,N}, j={1,2,3,…,D}, where N represents the number 
of elements in the superorganism and D indicates the size 
from the respective  

A member of an artificial organism Xi, in its initial position 
(randomly generated), is defined by the equation (11) using 
the upper and lower bounds of the problem variables: 

 , . –i j j j jX rand up low low   (11) 

 

The DSA has two control parameters, p1 and p2., which 
require empirical tests to determine the most appropriate 
values in order to provide the best solutions for the 
optimization problem [6]. These control parameters is used for 
controlling the degree of mutations while generating map of 
individuals. This feature is unique compared with other 
existing algorithms, like PSO, ABC, among others. 

The randomly selected individuals of the artificial 
organisms move towards the target donor in order to discover 
stopover sites, performing a successful migration. The 
magnitude of the change in positions of the members is 
governed by the scale factor R (R=1/gamrnd(1,0.5)), which 
simulates a Bownian-like random-walk model. 

The equation for a stopover site position is given by the 
equation (12): 

 1

, , ,–k k k

i j i j i jX X R donor X     (12) 

For random generation strategy, the latest version from 
DSA has four optional methods for controlling the 
superorganism evolution. The first method applies the 
Bijective DSA (B-DSA) or “go-to-random” DSA which 
philosophy is to evolve the superorganism (i.e. population) 
towards to "permuted-superorganism (i.e., random 
directions)”. The second method is Surjective-DSA (S-
DSA) or go-to-good DSA that towards to "some of the 
random top-best" solutions. Finally, Elitist 1 DSA (E1-
DSA) and Elitist 2 DSA (E2-DSA) that towards to "one of 
the random top-best" solution and to "the best" solution, 
respectively. More details of DSA can be seen [6]. 

IV. CASE STUDY 

The case study implemented for this paper regards a 
distribution network in which the available resources are 

operated by a VPP making use of the proposed methodology 
in order to determine the optimum schedule of the resources. 
Several resource operation scenarios are defined by the 
implemented methodology according to the DR programs and 
event parameter change. The base scenario, which is based on 
the one presented in [7], is characterized by the information 
shown in Fig. 2 for the supply availability and demand. It 
concerns a 13 kV network with 280 consumers, 32 bus, and 66 
DG units. In this section, only the relevant information is 
included.  

 

Figure 2. Aggregated generation and diagram. 

From Fig. 2 one can see that the implemented case study 
concerns the period of one day composed of 72 periods of 20 
minutes. In the initial periods of the day the VPP performs the 
resources schedule optimization task. After that, the resources 
are informed about their expected schedule. The period 
between the end of the scheduling period and the beginning of 
DR use optimization, in which the resources are notified on 
the schedule results, is called the Minimum Notification 
Period. The DR event period set corresponds to periods of the 
consumption reduction scenarios. However, in periods before 
(-I) and after (I) this DR event period, additional consumption 
reduction can be scheduled due to the fact that some 
consumption is shifted these periods, which are colored in 
green in Fig. 2. 

The different implemented scenarios have been defined 
according to the parameters variation as presented in Table I. 
The cost values are given in m.u./kW, while the power related 
values in kW. In the case of DG, the presented values concern 
four distinct DG units. In the case of PMaxDR(t,i) , it has been 
assumed 60 kW for consumption shifting to periods before the 
DR event period, whereas 60 kW has been considered for the 
consumption shifting to periods after the DR event. A total of 
6561 unique scenarios have been defined applying the 
scenario variation steps (Table I) to the base scenario (Fig.2). 
For example, the value 0.9 means that all the values changed 
to 90% of its value in the base scenario. The different 
scenarios definition takes into account the information 
presented in Table I. 

The scenarios have been defined considering that the 
reduction happens in shorter periods since the first one. One 
can find reductions during one, two, three, until 10 hours (30 
periods of 20 minutes). Since the supplier is a very sensitive 
resource due to its capacity and price, these scenarios have a 
huge impact in the need for DR events. 



TABLE I.  CONSUMERS AND DR PROGRAMS 

Parameter Initial scenario 
Scenario variation 

From To Step 

CDG(g,t) 0.05; 0.06; 0.07; 0.08 - - - 

CDR(t,i) 0.06; 0.07; 0.08 - - - 

CNSP(t) 4 - - - 

CSp(t) 0.04 - - - 

L(t) According to Fig. 2 0.9 1.1 0.1 

PMaxDG(g,t) 500; 700; 800; 1000 0.9 1.1 0.1 

PMaxDR(t,i) 20; 60 0.9 1.1 0.1 

PMax
i
DR(t,i) 444.3 0.9 1.1 0.1 

PMaxNSP(t) 8000 - - - 

PMaxSp(t) According to Fig. 2 0.6 1 0.2 

PMax
t
DR(t,i) 444.3 0.9 1.1 0.1 

 

In what concerns the DSA implementation, the modelling 
of the present case study includes 3960 variables. DSA was 
implemented in MATLAB®. As seen in Table II, the number 
of organisms is 10. The maximum number of iterations was 
set to 2000.  

TABLE II.  DSA PARAMETERS  

Parameters Value 

Number of organisms 10 

p1 , p2 0.3*rand 

Direction method  B-DSA, S-DSA, E1-DSA, E2-DSA 
 

The constraints of the optimization model presented in 
section III were implemented using penalties and direct repair 
method. The initial solution of the method is generated using 
an order of merit scheme, in which the resources with lower 
costs are scheduled first, including the DR shifting resources. 
The simulations have been run in a machine with one Intel® 
W3520@2.90 GHz, 8 GB of RAM and Windows 8. 

 

V. RESULTS 

The results obtained for the implemented case study 
concerns, in sub-section V-A, the overview of the analyses of 
multi-scenario results. In sub-section V-B is presented a 
deeper analyses of the DSA implementation for scenario #1.  

A. Comparison of the Results for Several Scenarios 

As referred, a total of 6561 unique scenarios have been 
implemented. Let us focus on the analysis of the first 27 
scenarios for the illustration of the proposed methodology. For 
these scenarios, the demand is at 90% of the base scenario. 
The 27 scenarios are obtained due to the variation in the 
supplier maximum capacity according to Table I.  

The results concerning this set of scenarios are presented 
in Fig. 3. It includes: a) the resources schedule and the DR 
cost; b) the DR event duration and the maximum supplier 
power variation; c) the DR costs compared with the costs of 
DG plus the supplier costs. One can see that in the selected set 
of scenarios, all the available supplier capacity is scheduled. 
The maximum DR capacity is 90% of the base scenario. As 
can be seen from Fig. 3b) both the DR event duration and the 
maximum supplier capacity are variable. One can see that the 

overall operation costs (DR, DG, and supplier costs) depend 
on the duration of the DR event but without a linear relation. It 
could be expected that the increase in the DR event duration 
cause an increase in the DR costs. In fact, it should be 
analyzed for each specific scenario.   

 

Figure 3. Results concerning the set of 27 scenarios. 

The DR programs implementations usually ask consumers 
and DR providers to a sustained response period between 2 
and 8 hours. One can see that the DR event duration definition 
depends on the specific context of resources operation and DR 
programs rules and remuneration tariffs. The VPP, when 
facing the design of DR programs should consider the context 
of resources operation and expected operation costs and 
standards on the DR implementation (as the case of market 
rules that impose a certain minimum integration of DR 
resources) in order to define the DR event duration that better 
fits the context constraints.  

B. Results for 1 Scenario 

The results for scenario 1 are presented with more detail in 
this subsection for the deep discussion on the DSA methods 
performance. It were implemented the four DSA direction 
methods according to sub-section II-B and direction method in 
Table II, for 2000 iterations and 100 runs. Additionally, two 
scenarios were implemented – ScenA and ScenB. The first 
one considers all the constraints as presented in sub-section 
III-A. In ScenB, constraints (8), (9), and (10) were not 
considered. In this way we can compare the performance of 
DSA methods in distinct constrained scenarios.  



The results for ScenA and for ScenB are presented in 
Figures 4 and 5, respectively. For each direction method, it 
was calculated the mean fitness value for each one of the 2000 
iterations. Analyzing the obtained convergence curves, one 
can say that the lower objective function value is obtained in 
ScenB. The rank of method solutions in ScenA was B-DSA, 
E1-DSA, S-DSA, E2-DSA, while in ScenB the rank was E1-
DSA, S-DSA, B-DSA, E2-DSA.  

The E2-DSA was the worst method in both scenarios. 
However, in ScenB, it converged faster than in ScenA and in 
ScenA the achieved mean solution was about 100 m.u. worse 
than in ScenB. It had a high start value in both scenarios. In 
the case of E1-DSA, it converged very similar in both 
scenarios, with a more stable convergence rate. 

 

Figure 4. DSA mean fitness evolution - ScenA. 

The S-DSA curve had a worse start for the case of ScenA, 
which leaded to a different convergence rate when compared 
with ScenB. Lastly, the B-DSA had largely different 
convergence rate when comparing both scenarios.  

 

Figure 5. DSA mean fitness evolution - ScenB. 

One can see that, on average, the algorithm with E1-DSA 
(Elitist 1) direction method presents a good convergence with 
a quick rate between 200th and 1000th iteration and a slower 
rate onwards until it vanishes later after 1400 iterations. 

Table III shows the average execution time used by the 
DSA in the chosen scenario under 100 runs. B-DSA presented 
lower execution time due to less code lines in the method 
while E1-DSA is computationally heavier. Details of mean 
fitness values in Figures 4 and 5 are also shown in Table III. 

TABLE III.  DSA RESULTS  

Direction 
methods 

Mean exection 
time per run 

Mean fitness 

ScenA ScenB 

B-DSA 19 17625.5 17630.5 

S-DSA 25 17655.5 17630.4 

E1-DSA 27 17634.0 17616.9 

E2-DSA 25 17753.4 17649.5 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS  

The present paper addresses the definition of the DR 
events duration definition. DSA was applied to the 
minimization of operation costs for a VPP, taking into account 
several consumption shifting constraints. 

The presented results, a small set of the total, have been 
explained in what concerns the illustration of the analysis of 
multiple scenarios of using DR and also in what concerns four 
distinct DSA methods. Additionally, two scenarios of 
constraints included in the optimization model have been 
implemented for better discussion on the DSA performance.  
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